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PREFACE 
During my work on this dissertation I have received 
help from many sources. The works from which I have taken 
information and opinions are listed in the bibliography and 
referred to specifically in the footnotes. Those especial-
ly valuable I have called attention to in the Introduction. 
I am indebted to the late Mr. Bernard Shaw and to Mr. Walter 
Hampden for replying to my questions about Granville-Barker 
promptly and fully. Miss Evelyn c. Dodge has been very 
kind in helping me during the preparation of this work. 
Professors Winslow H. Loveland and Irving H. White have 
not only guided me in the writing of this dissertation but 
also have provided encouragement and inspiration ever since 
my undergraduate days. To all of these I wish to express 
my appreciation and thanks. 
E.w.s. 
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INTRODUCTION 
When Harley Granville-Barker died in 1946, he had 
already been recognized for forty years as one of the out-
standing figures of the modern English theatre. His talents 
were many and his accomplishments high. Beginning as an 
actor at the age of fourteen, he became well known as actor, 
producer, dramatist, critic, and lecturer. In addition to 
contributing notable acting performances, particularly in 
plays of George Bernard Shaw, Barker did much to establish 
the producer in place of the actor-manager as the artistic 
director of the play. Under the Vedrenne-Barker manage-
ment of the Court Theatre in the years 1904 to 1907 Shaw's 
reputation as a dramatist was established, and the works 
of many other new English and continental dramatists were 
introduced to London. Indeed this Court Theatre venture 
is now quite regularly referred to as one of the most sig-
nificant in the history of modern British drama. A few 
years later Barker extended his fame through a series of 
Shakespearean revivals which were outstanding in their 
fidelity to the text of the plays and in the speed, sim-
plicity, and beauty of the productions. Barker's visit to 
New York in 1915 for a season of performances with his com-
pany was ·hailed as the "stage event of the year. 111 
1. Everybody's Magazine, XXXII (May, 1915), 652-653. 
Besides acting and producing, Barker made a name for 
himself as a writer of the "new 11 drama, though his plays 
were not universally praised by critics nor so well re-
ceived by the public as ever to make him a popular drama-
tist . He wrote eight full-length plays (including two 
collaborations) and three one-act plays, and translated 
or adapted some twenty plays by continental dramatists, 
mainly Spanish . In the Spanish translations he worked 
with the second Mrs. Granville-Barker. Throughout his 
career he strove earnestly for the establishment of a 
national theatre in England. He wrote several books on 
the theatre and the drama and occasionally lectured on 
these subjects. After his retirement from active work 
ii 
in the theatre his contributions as a lecturer and critic--
especially in his series of Prefaces ~ Shakespeare--
showed his continued interest in the drama and gave him 
eminence in the world of scholarship. Indeed his Prefaces 
rank among the most important criticism of the plays of 
Shakespeare in the twentieth century. 
Despite the fact that Barker has long been recog-
nized as an outstanding figure-in the contemporary theatre, 
there has as yet been published no work devoted to a 
thorough discussion of his varied and significant achieve-
ments, nor has any biography appeared. It is time for a 
survey of his activities and an evaluation of them. 
iii 
My purpose in this dissertation is not to write a 
biography of Granville-Barker, although there is very little 
published information available about him outside of his 
work in the theatre. Barker himself once stated that the 
whipping post should be revived for the benefit of all 
those terrifying persons who write reminiscences and auto-
biographies,2 and he was not guilty of this sin . I have 
made an effort to learn something of his life and person-
ality by writing to people who were associated with him. 
My letter to his widow, the second Mrs. Barker, unfortu-
nately did not reach her before her death in February, 1950. 
Her cousin, c. Huntington, graciously replied to my letter 
to Mrs. Barker and recommended that I write to Barker 1s 
solicitor~ Mr. c. D. Medley, .for information. Mr. Medley, 
however, did not see fit to disclose whatever he may know. 
His reply to me dated September 12, 1950, states: 
I am not ••• in a position to give you the information 
for which you ask, nor do I think that pending any 
official biography the particulars in question , even 
if ascertainable, should be given for use in your pro-
posed dissertation . 
Bernard Shaw was much more co-operative. He replied promptly 
and fully to each of my questions, and his statements are 
incorporated into my work. I also wrote to Mr. Laurence 
Housman, with whom Barker collaborated on the play Prunella, 
but received no reply. Messrs. Maurice Evans, Edmund Gwenn, 
2. Hesketh Pearson, Ventilations : Being Biographical 
Asides (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Co., 1930), p. 188 . 
and Claude Rains--all of whom appeared in one or more 
productions under Barker--did not I'eply to my letters· 
Mr. Walter Hampden and Dame Sybil Thorndike did, although 
Dame Sybil said only t hat she was too busy at the time to 
write me about Barker. 
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Barker's letters have not been collected or published. 
The Gabrielle Enthoven Theatre Collection in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum in London has eight manuscrj.pt letters 
by Barker, copies of which I have obtained . They are very 
short and deal with details of costume and other such mat-
ters connected with certain of his productions. Yale Uni-
versity Library has eight manuscript notes by Barker addressed 
to William Lyon Phelps. The Harvard Theatre Collection has 
no manuscript material by or about Barker, nor does ~he 
Brander Matthews Dramatic Museum, Columbia University . 
Further information than this about Barker's letters I do 
not have, and except for the letters to me from Shaw and 
Walter Hampden and Calvin Darlington Linton's Shakespearean 
Staging in London from Ir:ving te Gielgud (Unpublishec1 .  Johns 
Hopkins Ph. D. dissertation, 1940), this dissertation is 
based on published works. 
There are two excellent books which deal with a portion 
of Barker's work as a producer (and incidentally as an actor 
and a dramatist)--Desmond MacCarthy's The Court Theatre, 
l904-!2QI (London: A.H. Bullen, 1907), and Percival P . Howe 1s 
The Repertory Theatre: A Record and ~ ~c_r_i~t-i~c-i~sm~ 
{London : Martin Seeker, 1910) . To these I am indebted 
for much valuable information . Barker's Shakespeare pro-
ductions are described in some detail on the basis of cer-
tain contemporary reviews in Calvin Darlington Lint on ' s 
v 
Shakespearean Staging in London from Irving to Gielgud 
(Unpublished Johns Hopkins University Ph.D. dissertation, 
1940) , and in M. St. Clare Byrne's "Fifty Years of Shake-
spearean Production: 1898-1948, 11 in Volume II of Shakespeare 
·survey, edited by Allardyce Nicoll (Cambridge, England : 
University Press, 19!!-8), Barker's productions in the United 
States are discussed only in contemporary periodical ac-
counts . 
Most histories of modern British drama have at least a 
page or two about Barker, but they generally simply mention 
Barker's work as a producer and comment on his plays brief-
ly, incompletely, and superficially. Percival P . Howe's 
Itt·amatic Portraits (London : .Martin Seeker, 1913) has a 
good, though brj.ef (twenty-two pages), discussion of four 
of Barker's plays--The Marrying of Ann Leete, The Voysey 
Inheritance, Was te, and The Madras House . Graham H. Sutton 
in Some Contemporary Dramatists (London: Leonard Parsons, 
1924) treats Barker's plays sympathetically, though again 
briefly (t wenty-five pages) omitting the one-act plays and 
the last full-length play, ~Majesty . Martin Ellehauge's 
Striking Figures among Modern English Dramatists (Copen-
hagen : Levin and Munksgaard, 1931) has the best discus-
sion of Barker the dramatist, but this also is very short 
(thirteen pages) and omits mention of~ Harlequinade 
completely . An interesting account of Barker ' s varied 
activities, including some comment on the :Prefaces to 
Shakespeare, is given by Alan s. Downer in a recent ar-
ticle entitled "Harley Granville-Barker" published in The 
Sewanee Review, LV (Autumn, 1947). 
Barker's work as a critic is dealt with in even less 
detail in published works than are his plays . There . is~ to 
my knowledge, no complete survey anywhere. In addi.tion to 
Downer ' s article, there are simply reviews of books like 
The Exemplary Theatre and the Prefaces . 
This dissertation is, then, the first relatively com-
plete account of Barker's work as an actor, producer, 
dramatist, and critic . The translations and adaptations 
vi-
of foreign plays I do not comment on, nor his few published 
works outside the realm of drama . In my first part I have 
brought together as much information as I have been able 
to find on Barker ' s ·life and on his work and qualities as 
an actor . Then follows a section on Barker the producer, 
in which I describe his accomplishments in this capacity 
for the first time anywhere in a fairly comprehensive way, 
and evaluate them . Next comes a discussion of each of his 
original plays, including the two collaborations, in a 
more thorough fashion than anyone else has heretofore 
done. I also comment on his revisions of three of the 
plays - The Voysey Inheritance, Waste, and The Madras 
House, which has not been done before. Then follows a 
general chapter on his characteristics and importance as 
a dramatist. Finally, I attempt to set forth his chief 
ideas as a critic, and to show how his work as an actor, 
producer, and dramatist is reflected in these ideas. 
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Each one of these sections is, to the best of my 
knowledge, a more comprehensive and detailed study of 
Barker's work in that particular capacity than any earli-
er account. And, as a whole, this is the first ex t ensive 
discussion in all of his capacities of one of the outstand-
ing figures in modern English drama. 
PART I 
GRANVILLE-BARKER THE MAN .AND THE ACTOR 
Harley Granville-Barker was born at Campden Hill, Ken-
sington, London, on November 25, 1877.1 He came of Scotch 
and Italian ancestry, with a touch of Portuguese blood as 
well. His father was Albert James Barker , his mother Mary 
Elisabeth Bozzi-Granville, the daughter of an I talian phy-
sician who had settled in London and changed his name from 
Bozzi to Granville . From her he learned the art of speak-
ing and reciting, and undoubtedly she influenced him in his 
childhood to love the theatre . He studied at a pr ivate 
school in South Kensington , but his formal academic educa-
tion ended at the age of thirteen when he entered the com-
bined dramatic school and stock company at the Theatre 
Royal, Margate. From then on he devoted his talents to the 
drama -- its performance, production, creation, criticism, 
and general advancement . The story of his life is perforce 
very largely the story of his life in the theatre. 
Ac cording to Bernard Shaw, when he once urged Barker to 
1. The facts presented in this biographical sketch are 
from newspaper and periodical notices from the time of Bar-
ker ' s greatest activity in the theatre and the time of his 
death, from standard reference works such as Twentieth Cen-
tury Authors : ~Biographical Dictionary of Modern Literature 
by Stanley J. Kuni tz and Howard Haycraft {New York : H. W. 
Wilson co~, 1942), and from surveys of modern drama, all of 
which are listed in the bibliography . I have combined facts 
from all of these sources into an account more complete than 
any one of them . I make no attempt to credit each fact to a 
specific source . 
get on with his playwriting, Barker said, '' 1Wri ting is easy 
for you: it is your profession; but it is not mine: I went 
on the stage when I was 14~ •"2 After his first appearance 
on the stage at Harrogate at the age of fourteen Barker 
served a thorough apprenticeship in the theatre. In 1892, 
when he was fifteen, he was introduced by Charles Brookfield 
to Charles Hawtrey, who gave him a part in Brookfield' s musi-
cal ~Poet and the Puppets. During his youth he was con-
nected with a number of touring stock companies. For six 
months he played with Miss Sarah Thorne ' s company -- his 
first appearance with her was at Margate in Wilkes's Ben the 
Bo ' sun. After appearing with A. B. Tapping ' s stock company 
at Hastings and with Lewis Waller, he toured with Ben Greet 
in productions of Shakespeare andMarlowe. In 1899 heap-
peared with success as Richard II in a production of the 
Elizabethan Stage Society under Sir William Poel, a perform-
ance which won him praise from the prominent Shakespearean 
scholar Sidney Lee . Thus early in his life Barker was ac-
quiring practical experience in the theatre, preparing him-
self for his work as a dramatist, producer, and critic. 
Barker also appeared with the renowned Mrs. Patrick 
Campbell. In her reminiscences Mrs . Campbell tells an a-
musing story about an argument between her and Barker about 
his salary for his appearance in Magda, a story which may 
2. Personal letter to the writer, dated July 7, 1950 . 
2 
serve to illustrate Barker's determination o£ character. 
Barker was hired as a substitute for Albert Gran, who had 
to leave for a few weeks to fulfill another contract, "in 
the insignificant part of the young lieutenant, Max von 
Wendelowski. '' After Gran returned, Barker wrote to Mrs. 
Campbell saying that he -was entitled to his salary for the 
run of the play. Mrs. Campbell did not agree, and the 
matter was taken to court, where Barker was awarded the 
cla.im--h60. Mrs. Campbell writes, "Mr. Granville Barker 
did not look as triumphant as I thought he ought to, and I 
will go to my grave believing he owes me ±,6o."3 
Durins these early years in the theatre Barker also 
made his beginnings as a dramatist. His first play, written 
when he was sixteen, had a amateur production. The text is 
not to my knowledge available anywhere- -it was not published. 
His first professionally produced play, The Weather Hen, 
written in collaboration with Herbert Thomas, was performed 
in 1899. It, too, has not been published . 
During these early years Barker made the acquaintance 
of Bernard Shaw (twenty-one years older than he, a drama 
critic and already the author of Plays: Pleasant and Un-
pleasant), and became connected with the Incorporated Stage 
SOciety. This association is significant because it shows 
3. Ml. Life and ~ Letters (New York : 
co., 1922), pp. 190-191. 
Dodd, Mead and 
3 
that very early in his career Barker was already interested 
in the intellectual drama and in the improvement of the 
theatre in England . The program and spirit of the Stage 
Society--its interest in plays by new English dramatists 
and continental writers--were in keeping with Barker 1s own. 
Writing, acting, and producing for the Society, he became 
one of its leading figures. In its 1901-1902 season the So -
ciety produced Barker 1s The Marrying of Ann Leete (written 
in 1899). 
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Probably through the influence of Shaw, Barker was con-
verted to Socialism in 1901, and he worked with Shaw and 
Sidney Webb and others on committees of the Fabian Society. 
Archibald Henderson points out that Socialism proved to be a 
tremendous influence on his life. "His whole attitude toward 
the theatre underwent a change that can be described as noth-
ing less than revolutionary, " says Henderson. "For the first 
time he became imbued with a sense of the necessity of or-
ganizing the theatre, of making it a great instrumentality in 
4 the social life of our time. " His interest in politics and 
his belief that the living conditions of the masses must be 
improved before art and culture can be honestly appreciated 
by the elite are reflected in many of his plays . 
Out of an invitation to produce The Two Gentlemen of 
Verona at the Court Theatre, where J. H. Leigh, with J . E. 
4. European Dramatists (Cincinnati: Stewart and Kidd 
Co.~ 1913), pp . 388-389 . 
Vedrenne as manager, was giving a series of S akes are 
revivals , grew the Barker-Vedrenne ma.nagemen t of the Court 
Theatre from October 18, 1904 to January 29, 1907 - one o 
the most significant periods in the history of the British 
theatre . The production of The Two Gentlemen, with Barker 
playing the part of Launce, was, inc identally, a notable 
success . 
5 
Before the Vedrenne-Barker series proper at the Court , 
Barker appeared in a series of six ms,tinee performances of 
Shaw 's Candida, which was then repeated during the regular 
seasons . Shaw in a recent article describes Barker at this 
time in words of high praise . He had been looking about, 
he says, for an actor suitable for the part of the poet in 
Candida at a Stage Society performance . 
I had found my man in a very remarkable person named 
Harley Granville-Barker. He was s.t that time twenty-
three years of age, and had been on the stage since 
he was fourteen . - He had a strong strain of Italian 
blood in him, and looked as if he had stepped out of 
a picture by Benozzo Gozzoli. He had a wide literary 
culture s.nd a fastidiously delicate taste in every 
branch of art . He could write in a difficult and 
too precious but exquisitely fine style . He was self-
willed, restlessly industrious , sober, and quite sane . 
He had Shakespeare and Dickens at his finger ends. 
Altogether the most distinguished and incomparably 
the most cultivated person whom circUI.Ustances had 
driven into the theatre at that time.~ 
Barker's performance of Marchbanks was a high point in his 
career as an actor. Of it Shaw says, "His performance of 
5· "Barker 's Vfild _Oats," Harper 's. CXCIV (January, 1947)., 
49-50 . 
6 
this part--a very difficult one to cas t --was, humanly speak-
ing, perfect."6 Desmond MacCarthy praises Barker ' s voice 
especially: 
!~ . Granville Barker succeeded in playing Eugene March-
banks where almost any other actor would have faileQ., 
because the representation of a lyrical mood is one 
within the peculiar range of his powers. His voice, 
too, can express a contemplative ecstasy. It pos-
sesses a curious individual quality, which, while it 
limits the range of his impersonations _, gives parti-
cular intensity to some. When he repeats her name 
"Candida, Candida, Candida," there is not a touch of 
self-consciousness in the musical reiteration; he 
does not appear to be following the sound of his own 
voice like most actors at such times, but to b7 lis-
tening, detached, to his longing made audible. 
MacCarthy also indicates that Barker excelled in his repre-
sentation of intellectual emotions, and thus he excelled as 
8 Marchbanks. 
Ot her parts which Barker played at the Court Theatre 
were the Henchman in Euripides's Hippolytus ("In the perf'or-
mance of the Hippolytus Mr. Granville Barker's delivery of 
the messenger's speech was the most memorable feature ••• ," 
says MacCarthy9), Keegan in John Bull 1 s _Other Islan~, Pierrot 
in his dwn Prunella, Her ·Lover in Shaw's How He Lied to Her 
Husband, Valentine in You Never Can ~' John Tanner in Man 
and Superman, Ekdal in Ibsen's The Wild Duck, Adolphus Cusins 
6 • Ibid • , p • 50 . 
7· The Court Theatre, 1904-1907 (London: A. H. Bullen, 
1907) p:-66. B. Ibid., pp. 71-72. 
9. Ibid., p. 10. 
7 
in ~ajor Barbara, Edward Voysey in his own Voysez Inherit-
~' Dubedat in The Doctor's Dilemma. 10 He also acted 
Henry Trebell in his Waste in a Stage Society production 
and &rt~(:a_\ Burgoyne in The Devil' s Disciple at the Savoy and 
the Queen's Theatre during the 1907-08 season. 
John Tanner was one of Barker's best parts, according 
. 11 
to MacCarthy and also according to Geoffrey Whitworth, 
who, looking back upon Barker's career in 1948, says this 
performance st~nds out and is "most memorable for its mag-
nificent cut-and-thrust with Lillah McCarthy as Anne Whit-
field."12 A. B. Walkley, too, has high words of praise 
for Barker in this characterization. Says he: 
Never was playWright more lucky in finding a born 
interpreter of his talent than Mr. Shaw in the case 
of Mr. Granville Barker. He is so alert, so exuber-
ant, so 'braini ', so engagingly impudent, so voluble 
in his patter. 3 . 
As Dubedat, MacCarthy feels that Barker "suggested perfect-
ly the character of a rather agreeably uppish, slouching, 
· . 
11
14 
.loose young blackguard at the dinner; and he dies well. 
Barker as Father Keegan did not succeed completely, thinks' 
Mae-earthy, "in inspiring the sense of remote dignity which 
10. Ibid. , pp. 125-169 (Reprints of the Court Theatre 
progra.ms):--
11. Court Theatre, p. 84. 
12. Harley Granville-Barker !§Il-1946 (London: Sidgwick 
and Jackson Ltd., 1948), p. 9· · 
13. Review of "Man and Superman," Drama and Life (New 
York: Brentano 1s, 1908) p. 232. ' -------
14. Court Theatre, p. 100. 
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it is important to emphasize in contrast to the eupeptic 
irreverence of Broadbent and to the squalid go-as-you-please 
Irish cha.racters, "1 5 but still he calls the performance of 
16 the play as a whole "one of thebest ever given i n London." 
Hesketh Pearson, however, says Barker was much more effec-
tive as Father Keegan than as T~nner.17 In The Wild Duck, 
too, Barker apparently was not completely successful. Al-
though it was, according to MacCarthy, "an accomplished and 
f"nn!:!-f_qi"_Pnt: niPf'P of' .R.t"tin1:1. 11 vet it was ·"too b!OOd-natured11 
it is important to emphasize in contrast to the eupeptic 
irreverence o~ Broadbent and to the squalid go-as-you-please 
Irish characters, "15 but still he calls the performance o~ 
16 the play as a whole "one of the · best ever given in London.u 
Hesketh Pearson, however, says Barker was much more ef~ec­
tive as Father Keegan than as T~nner. 17 I n The Wild Duck, 
too, Barker apparently was not completely successful . Al -
though it was , according to MacCarthy, "an accompli shed and 
consistent piece of acting," yet it was ·" too good-natured" 
an interpretation. "His Hjalmar Ekdal was· a pitiable and 
ridiculous figure , ins-tead of a repulsive and ridiculous 
18 
one ." As Valentine in You Never Can Tell, however, Barker 
was fine . He excelled "in those brisk leaps of the heart, 
which are so characte;istic of Mr . Shaw's lovers."19 As 
Pierrot, too , Barker was well cast. Whitworth remembers 
this a·s one of the high points of Barker's acting career, 20 
and Max Beerbohm says that Barker ' s impersonation was "flaw-
lessly good," and comments on the ~act that Barker was not 
21 
embarrassed by acting fantasy. 
15. Ibid., 
16. Ibid., 
17. G.B.S. 
p. 76. 
p. 74 . 
: A Postscript (New York: 
19 50), p • 51 • 
18. Ibid ., pp. 37-38. 
19. Ibid ., p. 81 . 
20. Harrez Granville-Barker , f,· 9. 
21. "A Revival o~ 1Prunella,' ' Around 
A.A. Knopf, 1930), II, 602 . 
Harper and Bros., 
Theatres (New York : 
9 
It was in the new style of' acting that Barker was 
recognized as masterf'ul--an untheatrical , realistic style 
which Barker as a producer insisted upon. Shaw describes · 
Barker's style of acting as low toned. 22 This low toned 
style Beerbohm objected to in Barker's performance of Gen-
eral Burgoyne in The Devil 's Disciple, a performance "in 
the faintest, saddest of minor keys." Beerbohm did not 
like the "plaintive monotone" of' Barker ' s voice in this 
pant, although he noted that Barker was usually "alert and 
23 
various ." Frank A. Swinnerton states that Barker's voice 
lacked resonance . 24 Yet a contemporary commentator finds. 
his voice to be most effective. In his charm, says this 
writer, 
he is aided by his voice , with its haunting, half-
mocking intonations, and its power of suggesting 
unutterable things . Indeed--if we might hazard the 
fancy--it is in his voice that Mr . Barker's spirit 
has its habitation . There lies the central essence 
of his individuality, the subtle secret of his charm . 
In fact, this writer felt that there was danger of Barker's 
becoming obsessed by his voice to the detriment of his act-
ing as a whole: "There have been signs in some of his later 
appearances t hat Mr. Barker was beginning to be mastered by 
his own voice; he seemed once or twice to be speaking rather 
22. Personal letter to author , dated July 7, 1950 . 
23 . Around Theatres, II, 622 . 
2 4 • The Georgian Scene~: a Li terary Panorama (New York : 
Farrar and Rinehart, l934),·p~ 214. 
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for the sake of his voice than for the sake of his part . 1125 
Acting is surely ~he most ephemeral of the arts (or 
was, at least, until the motion picture made possible a 
permanent record of great performances--as well as many 
not so great). Barker as an actor hardly ranks with the 
26 immortals in the history of the English stage, though 
he might have , had he wished to continue in that phase of 
theatrical activity . He was no Garrick or Irving, but he 
had intelligence, subtlety, and charm, and portrayed heroes 
of in t ellectual passion (like Shaw ' s and his own) exceeding-
ly well . The following comment by a contemporary seems to 
be justified in its praise : 
One of the principal causes of his artistic success 
is that he can mingl.e intellect with fancy, and his 
acting is often at its sprightliest when it is most 
significant . He possesses in a high degree the inde-
finab~e quality of charm •••• More than any other Eng-
lish actor he can "put the spirit of yuuth into every-
thing," so that the whole scene becomes charged with 
airy gaiety and irresponsible high spirits •••• When 
he is on the stage one never feels--as one sometimes 
does at the Paris Theatre Antoine, for instance--that 
the artistic effort is too obvious, the ingenuity too 
complete, and the whole effect worked out with such 
consummate skill as to verge on the pedantic . With 
Ivlr . Barker .the art and the ingenui t y are there, but 
they are softened and etherialised by a per~etual flow 
of English humour and English imagination . 7 
25 . Ignotus, 11Mr. Granville Barker," Spectator, C (March 
28, 1908), 500 . . 
26 . Walter Hampden, who appeared in a Court Theatre pro-
duction of Aglavaine and Selysette says he was "not more than 
adequate as an actor . 11 - -Personal letter to the writer,dated 
July .10, 1950 . 
27. Ignotus, "Mr . Granville Barker," p. 500. 
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During his association with the Court Theatre Barker 
made a name for himself as a producer as well as an actor. 
Except for the Shaw plays (which were produced by the drama-
tist himself), Barker produced all of t he plays presented 
at the Court. His work as a producer will be commented on 
in more detail in the next section of this work. Suffice 
it to say here that the Vedrenne-Barker seasons at the 
Court Theatre are recognized as a high point in the history 
of the English stage . In addition to Shaw and Barker, a 
third famous man was associated with the company . He was 
Gordon Craig, who was in charge of the scenery and lighting. 
In April, 1906, Barker married Lillah McCarthy, an ac-
tress in his company . 28 As Shaw had found in Barker a fas-
cinating actor for his heroes, so he found in Miss McCar thy 
a delightful actress for his heroines. He tells the story 
thus : 
She dropped from Heaven on us in the person of Lillah 
McCarthy, who, having l earned her business in the 
course of a tour round the world as the beautiful 
Mercia in "The Sign of the Cross" after playing Lady 
Macbeth at . the age of sixteen like an immature Mrs. 
Siddons, burst in upon me and demanded a Siddonian 
part. After one glance at her I handed her "Man and 
Superman," a~d told · her she was .. to create Ann White-
field in it. ~ 
28. This is the date given by Miss McCarthy in her book 
Myself and Mx Friends (London: Thornton Butterworth, Ltd. , 
1933), p. 66~-though she omits naming the man she married. 
Kunitz and Haycroft, Twentieth Century Authors, say that 
Barker married in 1907, p. 564. 
29. "Bark~r ' s W:tld 9a ts , 11 p. 50. 
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Shaw wrote in 1946 that he knew that the marriage of 
Lillah and Barker was wrong, "that there were no two people 
on earth less suited to one another; that in the long run 
their escapade could not stay put.u30 At first, however., 
it seemed like a very successful match. "She was an e.d-
mira.bl e hostess, " says Shaw; "and her enjoyment of the open 
air and of traveling made her ~ most healthy companion for 
him. 31 Barker was not in the least a Bohemian., continues 
Shaw, "and the dignity of marriage was quite right for him 
and good for him. 11 32 Moreover, there was a professional 
advantage, according to Shaw: 
And professionally they were necessary to one another just as I was necessary to them. It actually made 
for the stability of the combination that they were 
never really in love with one ~nother though they 
had a very good time together.jj 
In the meantime, however, because of his success at 
the Court, Barker in 1907 was offered the managership of 
the New Theatre in New York City . Mr. Otto Kahn had been 
in London tha·t summer and had attended a performance of 
Votes for Women at the Court. According to a contemporary 
magazine account, by the second act 'he had decided that the 
producer of that play was the man .for the new theatre which 
he and a group of other wealthy men were planning for New 
York. He made Barker "an unusual . and most flattering" offer. 
Barker did not accept at once because he was interested in 
Ibid. 
Il5TO. 
32. 
33· 
Ibid. 
Ibid . . 
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carrying on his work in London and because, according to 
this anon3Dtous writer, "he hopes in time to retire from 
active management and give himself over to the writing of 
plays . 11 Mr. Kahn and the board of the new theatre then 
made Mr. Barker an offer "such as was never made to a mana-
ger since the world began. At t he end of a few years he 
could retire and live on his income while devoting his lei-
sure to play writing." Barker still hesitated. 1Nhen this 
offer became known in London, William Archer beseeched the 
London public not to let Barker go. The American writer ends 
his comment by congratulating the Vedrenne-Barker management 
for moving that September from the Court to the Savoy, and 
says that since it will be some time before Mr. Barker is 
needed in .America (for the new th~atre is not yet ready), 
he can get the Savoy in good running order before leaving 
England. "But he must come, for his coming will mean every-
34 thing to dramatic art in America." 
Barker went to America to consider this offer and de-
cided against it because the theatre that was being built 
was too large for intellectual drama . 
Because of the success of the Court Theatre venture 
the company transferred for the 1907-1908 season to the 
larger, more attractive, and more fashionable Savoy Theatre 
in the Strand, where they repeated several of the Court 
34 . Putnam's Montb1y, II (September, 1907), 768. 
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productions and also did~ Devil 1 s Disciple , Caesar and 
Cleopatra , Arms and ~ ~, Gilbert Murray's Medea, and 
Galsworthy ' s Joy. The Devil's Disciple was given also at the 
Queen ' s Theatre . Shaw ' s Getting Married and Masefield's ~ 
Tragedy of Nan were presented in a series of special matinee 
performances at t he Haymarket Theatre, and Galsworthy's 
Strife in a series of matinees at the Duke of York's Theatre 
in March, 1909, from which it was transferred for evening 
performances to the Haymarket. Barker then managed a repertory 
season beginning on February 21, 1910, for Charles Frohman at 
the Duke of York ' s Theatre . This season was a commercial 
failure ( "What had been wholesome food for Chelsea was caviare 
to St . Martin ' s Lane, " says Whitworth35), although Galsworthy ' s 
Justice was a hit and Barker's own Madras House almost one . 
Next he produced Fanny's First Play at the Little Theatre in 
John Street, Adelphi. In a joint management with Lillah 
McCarthy he presented the first production of Androcles ~ 
the Lion at St. James's Theatre and outstanding revivals of 
Shakespeare ' s The Winter's Tale, Twelfth Night, and A Mid-
summer Night ' s Dream at the Savoy. Then came a production 
of Hardy's The Dynasts at the Kingsway. Barker himself 
stopped acting in 1910, although he did appear in 1913 at 
the Palace in an Anatol sketch . 
35· Harley Granville-Barker, p . 11 . 
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In 1915 Barker brought his company to New York to 
appear in a small repertory of plays, including Anatole 
France's ~Man Who Married~~ Wife, Shaw's Androcles 
~the Lion, and Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream, 
the last of which gave rise to spirited comments about the 
gilded fairies . Barker showed his characteristic of doing 
the unusual also by presenting Greek tragedies in various 
college football stadiums . 
Barker's stay in America was of great importance in 
his personal life, for it was while he was in New York that 
he met Helen Manchester Gates Huntingdon, an American novel-
ist and poet. As Shaw says, 
••• The Italian volcano in him ••• erupted unexpectedly 
and amazingly. He fell madly in love--really madly 
in love in the Italian manner--and my first effective 
intimation was a demand that I should, before the end 
of the week, procUPe him a divorce, or a promise of 
one, from Lillah.j0 
(Mrs . Barker had returned to England before Barker.) Shaw 
succeeded after what he calls a difficult time . Mrs. Barker 
was at first insulted, for she knew nothing of the proposal 
until Shaw .presented it to .her, a.nd she was "as proud as ten 
thousand empresses." Because they "had never cared a rap for 
one another in the way of what Shakespeare called the marriage 
of true niinds," says Shaw, it was all the more difficult to 
deal with the impatience of Barker and the outraged pride of 
36. "Barker ' s Wild Oats~" p. 51. 
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Mrs. Barker. Poor G. B. s. came out of the conflict, he 
says, "much battered from both sides, Barker blaming me for 
the unnecessary delay, and Lillah for having extorted her 
consent by arguments that almost amounted to blaclanail."37 
It may not have been only Mrs. Barker's pride that was hurt, 
however , for in her autobiography she speaks of having to 
find her-self again after her tour in .America and of it being 
a difficult period in her life. And never once in the book ' s 
315 pages does she mention the name of Harley Granville-
Barker . She speaks of "the producer" of several of her plays 
but neglects to identify him.38 
I 
During the war Barker was asked to inspect the work of 
the Red Cross in France and then to write about what he had 
~!een, in order to bring to the attention of the British pub-
lic the need for supporting the organization. His The Red 
Cross in France is a convincing account of the value of 
the Red Cross services. He was next a cadet gunner (as such 
he was obviously wasted, says Shaw) and finally an intelli-
gence officer in a Sam Brown belt ("He looked the part to 
37. Ibid., p . 52. 
38. Lillah McCarthy later married Sir Frederick Keeble, 
F.R.S., whom she met while he was a Controller in the Food 
Production Department, a temporary post during the Firs t World 
War. He was successively Director of the Royal Horticultural 
Society 's Gardens at Wisley, a professor of botany at Oxford, a 
professor at the Royal I nstitution, and Adviser in Agriculture, 
Chemical Industries. Miss McCarthy virtually retired from the 
stage after her second marriage, although she gave occasional 
verse readings and appeared in revivals of Greek tragedy, 
which she considers "the loveliest thing on earth."--Myself and 
Mz Friends, p. 291. Both she and her husband are still living . 
perfection, 11 is Shaw 1 s comment ) .39 
Aft er the war Barker married Helen Manchester Gates 
Huntingdon (in 1918), gave up his managerial career and 
Soc i alism , 40 and almost never saw Shaw again. According 
to Shaw, in the eyes of t he second Mrs. Barker he was an 
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undesirable acqua intance for her husband and Socialism to 
her was " s imple sedition . 1141 Barker did carry out a produc-
tion of The Blue Bird which he had already contracted for, 
and later advised on revivals of' his own Madras House and 
Waste and an Old Vic production of King Lear. But instead 
. of resuming active full-time work in the theatre after the 
war , Barker retired with his second wife to Netherton Hall, 
a beautiful Elizabethan house in Devonshire , where , accord-
ing to Whitworth, they "could entertain at discreet intervals 
a wide circle of literary and other friends •.• in a domestic 
h f f 1 . · u42 atmosp ere o rare e 1city .• • • Shaw, however , indicates 
that this was not a happy locale for the Barkers , since Bar -
ker 11 neither could nor would hunt , shoot, nor fish, " and 
since "the local gentry drew t he line at a twice divorced 
American . 11 43 It was at this time that he adopted the hyphen-
ated form of his name . 44 
39 . 11Barker 1s Wild Oat s , " p . 51 . 
40. Pearson, G.B. S. : A Postscri pt . p. 113. 
41 . "Barker 1 s Wild Oats, 11 p. 52 . 
42 . Harley Granville -Barker , p. 14 . 
43 . Per sonal letter to the writer , dated July 7, 1950 . 
44 . Pearson, G.B. S. : A Postscript, p . 56 . 
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Barker did not sever his connections with the theatre 
entirely. In 1919 he became the first Chairman of the 
British Drama League, in which he was active ,for a dozen 
years . Whitworth comments on Barker's political abilities 
as revealed in this work : 
At many a council meeting we sat entranced by his 
keen political sense . At such moments I sometimes 
found myself thinking what a wonderful Prime Minister 
he would have made . His early Fabian days had left 
behind a permanent interest in politics •••• He was, too, 
a most attractive speaker--and in the world of govern-
ment he would surely have carried all before him . ~5 
His book The Exemplary Theatre (published in 1924) also 
shows the direction of his energies toward the advancement 
of the drama in England . He was intensely interested in 
the establishment of a national theatre in the form of a 
Shakespearean memorial. 
Complaints were made after Barker ' s retirement from 
active work in the theatre as a producer that he had de-
serted a cause of which he was one of the most effective 
instruments. After chiding the impertinence in such criti-
cism John Drinkwater says that " the kind of energy that is 
worth anything i n the theatre of the imagination is apt to 
be grudging about the daily exactions of practical stage 
wor k when middle age comes on ." He points out that Barker 
is "one of our most considerable dramatists " and also "a 
45. Harley Granville-Barker, pp . 13-14. 
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very slow worker, " so that "if, after some years in the 
theatre as a producer, he decides that he wants to attend 
to his own creative purposes, I don't know who is to d s-
pute his right to do so . 11 46 
Strangely enough, however, although earlier Barker had 
expressed the desire to devote more time to the writing of 
plays, his original dramatic output after his retirement 
.from active wo1•k in the theatre was small. Only two .full-
length plays appeared between 1917 and his death- -The Secret 
Life and His Majesty, neither of which has been produced . 
He did not by any means become idle, but he became inter-
ested in more scholarly pursuits . He continued to vmrk .for 
the advancement of drama. as a civilizing force by lecturing 
and writing . His ideas about the drama. and his criticism 
of Shakespeare (the series of Prefaces t o Shakespeare are 
the most important of his cri tical works) will be commented 
on in some det ail later in this work . Much of his ,time was 
spent, too , on translations and adaptations of foreign plays, 
particularly the Spanish plays of Sierra and the Quinteros , 
on which Mrs . Barker collaborated . 47 Sierra ' s The Kingdom of 
God was perhaps the most famous of these on the English stage . 
46 . The &:1 21: Theatre-Going (Boston : Houghton Mifflin 
Co., 1927), p .~ . 
47 . Or was it the other way round? Shaw says," ••• She 
made him do translations of Spanish plays , or put his name 
to her translations •••• " --Pearson, G. B. S. : A Postscript , p . 113 . 
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Barker's prominence in the scholarly world as well 
as the theatrical can be seen in the fact that he received 
honorary degrees from Oxford (D .Li tt~ ), Edinburgh (LL . D.), 
and Reading (Litt.D.), was a Fellow of the Royal Society of 
Literature, and served for two years beginning in 1937 as 
Director of the British Institute of the University of Paris . 
During the Second World War he lectured in the United States 
at Harvard, Yale, and Princeton . Early in 1946 he returned 
to Paris, where he was at work on a Preface to Macbeth when 
he died o n August 31, 1946 . Mrs . Barker lived in Paris un-
til her death in February, 1950. 
Photographs of Barker at the age of thirty show a hand-
some face, with a strong jaw and firm mouth. His eyes were 
wide-set and his brows straight . · He had straight dark hair 
and a clean-cut profile . A picture of about thirty years 
later reveals a face still handsome . The mouth is still 
firm and the hair still dark and abundant, though the fore-
head is high . But the expression in the eyes somehow seems 
sadder, and the brows rise toward the center of the forehead 
in a quizzical expression. 
According to all reports, Barker's personality was 
strong and charming . Of all his friends, Shaw seems to have 
liked Barker best . Hesketh Pearson reports that he once 
asked Shaw which friend ' s company he had especially enjoyed. 
He (Shaw] mentioned Granville-Barker, and then, on 
being prompted by me, added William Archer and 
Sidney Webb . From this I inferred that perhaps 
his happiest days were those when , with Granville-
Barker acting the leading parts in his plays, he 
had f'irst c~gquered the London stage at the Court 
Theatre •••• 
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When news of Barker's death reached Shaw, he wrote to the 
London Times Literary Supplement , "The shock the news gave 
me made me realize how I had still cherished a hope that 
. 49 
our old intimate relation might revive . " Swinnerton 
says of Barker that ''in his younger days he aroused the 
superstition of' those who came under his spell, and some 
of them thought him inspired by God . "50 Even though writ-
ten shortly after his death, when one would expect nothing 
but praise of him, the following account seems quite well 
substantiated by the facts : 
p . 3 . 
Actors who worked with him in the f'ew productions 
with which he was associated between 1919 and 1939 ••• 
were perhaps a li t.tle startled by an eye f'or detail 
unusual in the easy-going days of' the thirties. But 
they soon found themselves at his feet . Those who 
had served him in earlier years never forgot their 
lost leader , and knew that without him their acting 
life could never be quite the same . And so it was 
with everyone who came wi t hin the sphere of his in-
fluence . They will always remember the exquisite 
form, and the eyes which could change so swiftly f'rom 
the humorous to the qui zz i cal , from the friendly to 
the stern . He inspired respect and affection where-
ever he went~1 A man of exa lted spirit, and of no common clay • .:.> 
48 . 
49 . 
50 
51 · 
G.B. S .: A Postscript, p . 85 . 
I bid ., pp . 93-94 . 
Georgian Scene , p . 217 . 
Obituary Notice, Drama, n . s . No . 3 (\-linter, 1946)., 
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As actor, producer, dramatist, and critic, Harley 
Granville - Barker vras of great importance in the history of 
the English theatre. His achievements in the first of 
these fields . have been suggested in this section . His 
lasting contributions in the other three fields \·Till form 
the main body of this work . 
PART II 
GRANVILLE-BARKER THE PRODUCER 
In the last decade of the nineteenth century there 
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were some individuals (as there still are today) who were 
dissatisfied with the dramatic fare provided in the commer-
cial theatres. They were dissat i sfied with the practice of 
long runs for plays of little dramatic or literary merit~ 
plays which had settled into the groove of the well-made 
play model, plays which despite elaborate realism of set-
ting were basically false in their sentimental and melo-
dramatic presentation of life, plays in which the special 
abilities or the personality of the star were exploited to 
the detriment of over-all unity and truth. These individuals 
wanted an opportunity to be given to new dramatists to be 
heard; they wanted to break the bonds with which commercial-
ism inevitably binds the art of the theatre. It is with 
this group associated with the . "new11 drama in England that 
Granville-Barker as an actor, producer , and dramatist be-
longs . 
The beginning or the new movement may be said to have 
come with the founding of the Independent Theatre by J . T. 
Grein, critic of the Sunday Times, and the performance of 
Ibsen ' s Ghosts on March 9, 1891 . (A Doll ' s House had al-
ready been produced in London by Mr . Charrington, as Helmer, 
and Miss Janet Achurch, as Nora, at the Novelty Theatre in 
1889 .) Among the first members of this society were such 
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distinguished men as George Meredith, Thomas Hardy, George 
Moore, Arthur Wing Pinero, Henry Arthur Jones, and Cecil 
Raleigh .1 Grein himself says, "The greatest • • • success (of 
the Independent Theatre) ••• was achieved ••• in 1893, when it 
was my good fortune to obtain from George Bernard Shaw the 
MS . of his first play, Widowers ' Houses, which immediately 
2 
marked him out as a man of destiny ." When the organiza-
tion ended its activities in 1897 , it had given twenty-two 
productions, in which (including one-act plays) twenty-six 
new plays had been perfor med . 3 
The next important step in the revival of English Drama 
was the formation in 1899 of the Stage Society of London, 
which became the succ essor to the Independent Theatre. 
During thirteen seasons (to 1911) the Stage Society pro-
duced forty-six English plays and over twenty plays by con-
tinental dramatists--all of them but seven being produced 
for the first time on the English stage . Among them were 
Shaw ' s You Never Can Tell, Candida, and Captain Brassbound 1 s 
Conversion, Maeterlinck 1 s Interior and The Death of Tinta-
giles, Hauptmann ' s The Festival of Peace and Lonely Lives, 
Ibsen ' s The League of Youth and~ Pillars of Society, and 
Barker ' s ~Marrying of Ann Leete . 4 At first performances 
1 . Mario Borsa , The English (tage of Today, tr . from the 
Italian and ed . by Selwyn Brinton London : John Lane, 1908) , 
pp . 99-101 . 
2 . Stage Society News, January 25, 1907 . Quoted by 
Borsa, p. 101. 
3· Borsa, English Stage , p . 102 . 
4. Henderson, European Dramatists, p. 370 . 
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were given privately on Sunday afternoons, in studios and 
whatever other suitable places were available, then in 
theatres as the society grew in numbers; then the Sunday 
performance was followed by another on Monday afternoon . 5 
The Society was incorporated in 1904, operating on a sub-
scription basis and paying its own way . Its record in 
pioneering is impressive, and its contributions signifi-
cant in the discovery of new actors and producers, the 
introduction to England of important foreign plays in 
translation, and the opportunity it has given to new Eng-
lish playwrights . to be heard. 6 
These English organizations are somewhat analogous to 
the Th,~tre Libre of Antoine in Paris and the German Freie 
BUhne. But, as Dickinson points out, the freedom they 
sought was not the same as that demanded on the Continent. 
In Germany and France the free theatres sought to 
absolve themselves from the control of the govern-
ment and of ancient traditions in playwriting and 
acting . In England, on the other hand, the freedom 
required was a releas~ from a hampering moral code, 
and from a blind and self-defeating profit motive in 
the theatre .7 
One of the new theatrical personages that the Stage 
5· Henderson, European Dramatists, pp. 369-370 . 
6. Thomas H. Dickinson, The Contemporary Drama of · 
England (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1931), pp . 16~165. 
7· Contemporary Drama, pp. 161-162 . 
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Society brought to the fore was Granville-Barker. As an 
actor he won high praise as Richard II in a Stage Society 
production in 1899; in the same year the Society produced 
.his Marrying of Ann Leete. He was closely associated with 
the Incorporated Stage Society as an actor, dramatist, and 
producer. It is noticeable that good actors (and bad ones, 
too, probably) are not content simply to act. They often 
want to broaden their activities, to have more complete 
control over an entire production; and so they become pro-
ducers (or directors). 8 Some who star in their own pro-
ductions wish to ensure the proper emphasis· on their own 
abilities . Others, who direct plays without appearing in 
them, wish to give greater scope to their talents .than sim-
ply acting one role can offer. Early in his career Barker 
showed a strong interest in producing as well as acting, 
and as a producer he was extremely influential on the Eng-
lish drama of his day and after. 
Although Barker did some work as a producer for the 
Stage Society, his first important contributions in this 
field came during the Vedrenne-Barker management of the 
8 . The terms producer and director are confusing . 
In the period of Barker ' s activities as producer, the 
term meant the person who was in charge of the production--
directed the actors and supervised the work of the set and 
costume designer. In the Vedrenne -Barker association at 
the Court Theatre , for example, Vedrenne was .the business 
manager, Barker the artistic head . 
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Court Theatre (October 18, 1904, to January 29, 1907), 
which has been widely recognized as a most significant 
period in English stage history, Hesketh Pearson, for ex-
ample, calling it " the most shining event in the story of 
our drama since the time of Shakespeare ."9 In 1904 J . H. 
Leigh was giving a series of Shakespearean revivals at the 
Court with Vedrenne as his manager . Barker was asked to 
take charge of the production of The Two Gentl emen of. verona . 
He agreed, with the stipulation that Vedrenne join him in 
giving six matinee performances of Candida.10 Both pro-
ductions were very successful , and out of this arrangement 
grew the alliance for several years between Barker and Ved-
renne during which a number of British dramatists (including 
Shaw, Galsworthy, and Barker himself) as well as continental 
playwrights, were brought to the attention of the English 
public . The production of Two Gentlemen (in April, 1904) 
was highly praised . A. B. Walkley, for example , says: "I 
went with no little misgiving, and came away under so strong 
11 
a charm that I almost told the cabman ' To Mantua- -by sea !" 
Shaw states that the expenses of the Candida matinees were 
guaranteed by a few friends, but they actually paid their 
own way . 
9. Modern Men and Mummers (New York : Harcourt, Brace 
and Co .), p. 169 --
10. MacCarthy, Court Theatre, 1904-1907, p . 1 . 
11. Review of "The Two Gentlemen of Verona," Drama and 
~' p . 33 · 
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More matinees of my plays followed with Barker as the 
leading actor; and before long Vedrenne and Barker 
were in a position to take the theater over from the 
Shakespearean enthusiast as a full blown management; 
and I ceased to write plays for anybody who asked me, 
and became playwright in ordinary to this new enter-
prise.l2 -
Shaw was indeed the dramatist whose work was most often 
presented at the Court. Henderson is right in saying that 
" the whole undertaking may be regarded as a Shaw Festspiel , 
prolonged over three years . 1113 Thir ty-two plays by seven-
teen authors were given for a total of 988 performances; 
of these 701 were performances of eleven plays by Shaw--
~ and Superman (176 performances), You Never Can Tell (149) 
John Bull ' s Other Island (121), Captain Brassbound ' s Conver-
~- (89), Major Barbara (52), The Doctor ' s Dilemma (50), 
Candida (31), How He Lied to~ Husband (9), The Philanderer 
(8), Don Juan in Hell and The Man of Destiny (double-bill) 
(8) •14 Shaw had already b_een successfully presented abroad--
Agnes Sorma as Candida in Germany and Richard Mansfield as 
the Devil 1s Disciple .in New York had proved, says Shaw, " that 
my plays were both actable, and possibly highly lucrative." 
But the commercial theatres in London (and there were 
no others) would have nothing to do with them, regard-
ing them as untheatrical and financially impossible. 
There were no murders, no adulteries, no sexual in-
trigues in them. The heroines were not like heroines; 
they were like women . Although the rule of the stage 
12. 
13 . 
:L~ . 
"Barker ' s Wild Oats, 11 p. 50. 
European Dramatists, ·p. 377. 
' MacCarthy, Court Theatre, p. 123. 
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was that any speech longer than twenty words was too 
long, and that politics and religion must never be 
mentioned and their place taken by romance and fic -
titious police and divorce cases , my characters had 
to declaim long speeches on religion and politics in 
the Shakespearean or "ham" technique . 
Besides, I could not offer my plays to the es-
tablished managers because I was a noted professional 
critic, and, as s~gh, would have been understood as 
inviting bribery . 
Without Shaw ' s pl ays (which he himself produced) the Court 
venture might well have not been so successful, and vice 
versa . When asked : Do you credit the Court with affording 
your plays production when they might not have otherwise 
achieved it at the time or would your plays have achieved 
their success equally well without the Cour t , Shaw (as 
might be expected) repl ied : "Nonsense ! I should have 
achieved my position somehow ."16 Yet the fact remains 
that Shaw ' s reputation as a drama tist was established by 
the Court Theatre productions . 
Although there was a preponderance of Shaw in the 
total number of performances, a great many other authors 
were represented, both English and continental, classical 
and modern. Next to Shaw, the most popular was Barker 
himself. Prunella (by Barker and Housman) was given forty-
eight times, and The Voysey Inheritance thirty-four . ~~-.:t-
.pi9-es_ was ·third, with Electra and Hippolytus each given 
15. "Barker 1 s Wil d Oats," p . 49. 
16. Personal letter to the author, dated July 7, 1950 . 
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twenty times and The Trojan Women eight. Galsworthy ' s The 
Silver Box had a total of twenty-nine performances. Others 
represented were Elizabeth Robins, St. John Hankin, w. B. 
Yeats, Cyril Harcourt, Masefield, Maurice Hewlett , R. v. 
Harcourt, F. Fenn, Hauptmann, Schnitzler, Ibsen, and Maeter-
linc·k .17 One of the accomplishments of the Court Theatre 
under the Vedrenne-Ba.rker management was, then, to enable 
new dramatists to be heard in England. The wide variety of 
authors, attitudes, and types of plays - presented indicates, 
as MacCarthy points out, the remarkably wide sympathies of 
the managers . 
Messrs . Vedrenne and Barker have produced a number of 
p~ays which have been attacks on current ideas, and 
they have produced others in which the morality is of 
the customary type ; they have produced plays so un-
conventional in form and construction that no other 
manager in London would look at them, and plays such 
as The Reformer, by Mr . Cyril Harcourt, which in method 
and tone resembles the ordinary society play. Whatever 
was good of its kind was given its chance, but the num-
ber of plays without what is considere~8good construc-tion among them is a significant fact. 
The Court productions, as MacCarthy says, expanded the· con-
ception of what a play could be, expanded the conception of 
the term dramatic, and helped to change the emphasis in 
drama from plot to characterization and the emotional and 
17. MacCarthy, Court Theatre, p . 123. 
of the plays performed at the Court and the 
ances of each is given in Appendix A. 
18. Court Theatre, pp . 16-17 
A complete listing 
number of perform-
moral significance of the situation, from external to in-
ternal action. 1 9 
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One of the things that the managers at the Court Thea-
tre were opposed to in the commercial theatre, says Barker, 
was the long-run system, "partly because we wanted to pro-
duce a lot of plays, and partly because we disagreed with it. 
It is bad for plays and bad for acting . "20 And at the Court 
a new high was reached in acting, not in the sense of vir -
tuoso individual performances but in unity and totality of 
effect. Borsa, for example, says: 
• •• The acting is perfect . There are no stars (blessed 
relief !) , but the company always numbers excellent ac-
tors and actresses among its members. Mr . Granville 
Barker selects these with great judgment for each sev-
eral performance, from various sources, according to 
the exigencies of the play to be produced, and then 
devotes such care to the welding together of the dif-
ferent elements that the .result is invariably a happy 
and harmonious whole. In the matter of ensemble the 
performances at the Court stand on a level with that 
which ruled once on a time at Antoine ' s The~tre Libre. 21 
Geoffrey Whitworth says there was a "spiritual realism" in 
the acting at the Court, with Barker drawing out the best 
that was in each actor. 
His own experience as a professional player was at 
their service too, while, as an expert playwright, he 
could infuse them with his doctrine that the play is 
the thing and that the dramatist ' s meaning matters 
more than vagaries of interpretation, however br .il-
19. Ibid., pp. 17-18 . 
20. Quoted by Henderson, European Dramatists, p. 378. 
21. English Stage, pp . 112-113 . 
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effect," nor did he scruple to expound and if need be 
to demonstrate, just how this particular line was to be 
spoken; or that particular gesture made . And his actors 
gladly submitted, because he spoke to them in their own 
language, and if he gave orders, he could also give :. the 
convincing reason why.22 · 
Pearson calls Barker " the greatest producer of his time in 
England" and says he revol utionized stage production in :the 
country . 
His work is always distinguished for ita detail. There 
are no rough edges in his productions, and his companies 
are always the beat for what is known as '' team work" in 
London. Even his "stars" have taken their proper place 
in the planetary system; they haven 1 t been allowed to 
dazzle the lesser constell ations out of existence . 23 
Among the names of actors in the programs of the Court 
Theatre during these three years are a number that are re-
cognizable by a present-day theatre-and movie-goer--Walter 
Hampden, Edmund Gwenn, Frederick Kerr, Ellen Terry, Mrs. 
PatFick Campbell, Dion Boucicault , Percy Marmont, Aubrey 
Smith. 24 Distinguished names these, but no one was allowed 
to outshine the others in a production . Mrs. Campbell ap-
peared in Hedda Gabler in a series of seven matinees played 
in three weeks in 1906. She says that Barker and sometimes 
Shaw attended rehearsals and fidgeted her with their ''basso-
relieve " method. But, as far as she can re.nuember , they left 
22. Harley Granville -Barker, pp. 9-10. 
23. Modern Men and Mummers, p. 167. 
24. MacCarthy, Court Theatre, pp . 125-169. 
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her alone. 25 According to MacCarthy, Mrs. Campbell's 
performance was perfect, but so was the entire play remark-
ably acted. "It speaks wonders for the Court Theatre man -
agement," says MacCarthy, "that she did not act the others 
26 
off the stage." Mrs. Campbell was extremely disappointed 
that despite the success of Hedda Barker refused to allow 
it to go on for an extended run . She had spent more on her 
wardrobe than the salary she received and had looked forward 
to a run of months. Mrs . Campbell describes it thus: 
Mr. Barker came .to my dressing-room and told me 
I could have the translation to take to America and 
to the English provinces, but that the Court Theatre 
was not for "stars," and the play would not be con-
tinued after . the seven performances agreed upon, and 
then he remarked, ''What beautiful hair you have!" 
She did all she could, but her contract was only for seven 
matinees, after which the play was taken off the Court boards. 
So this play by a giant genius; a play perfectl-y 
constructed--no empty contrivance, no set speeches, 
every thought, every word, magnificantly significant; 
demanding the best an artist can give--this play on 
the eternal tragedy of impersonal love ~awakened-­
ceased, because the management took exception to the 
"star ~fstem"--at least, such was the reason given 
to me. _ . 
Apparently there was one Londoner (and actress), at leas t, 
who did not appreciate Barker ' s attitude toward long runs ! 
Mrs. Campbell did, incidentally, take the play to the pro-
vinces and to America. 
25 . ~Life, p. 273 . 
26. Court Theatre, p . 43. 
27. Mz Life, pp. 275-276. 
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As a producer Barker was very exacting . The fine re-
sults he achieved were undoubtedly due not only to his in-
sight and experience but also to hard work with his actors . 
He demanded such long hours of rehearsal that Shaw says he 
warned him that the "end of it would be a drastic Factory 
Act regulating the hours of rehearsal as strictly a s the 
hours of weaving in a cotton mill. 11 28 Barker insisted that 
the actor in order to interpret faithfully the life of his 
time must mingle familiarly in it. 29 This belief in a close 
tie between art and society is evident in Barker ' s own work 
as a dramatist, too, and in his faith that the theatre can 
and should be a great moral and educational force in nation-
al life. He believed that each actor should see the charac-
ter he was portraying as part of the whole play3 and so each 
person had a copy of the entire play for rehearsals rather 
1 . 30 than simply pages with his own ines and cues. Moreover, 
Barker believed that the actor should know the character he 
was portraying intimately, not just recite lines written 
for him by the dramatist; that the actor should think about 
influences in the character's past 11hich made him wha.t he was. 
The lengthy stage directions which he provides in his own 
plays are an illustration of this sort of biographical and 
Rich 
28 . "Barker ' s Wild Oats," p. 53. 
29. St. John Ervine~ The Theatre i n Mx Time (London : 
and Cowan 3 Ltd., 1933;,~ 38 . 
30. Hesketh Pearson, G.B . S. : A Postscript, p. 53 . 
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psychological interest in his characters . In producing a 
play he would tell the actors the entire history of the 
characters and suggest t he influence on their personalities 
of things in that history and in their environment. He once 
said to an actor : "You are not, I hope, going to tell me 
that the man drops from the skies, ready-made, at the mo-
ment you make your fir·st entrance . tt3l Pearson believes 
that this emphasis on ·the history of each character became 
a fad with Barker and was carried much too far . He gives 
this example of Barker 's method from his own experience: 
He was rehearsing me for the part of Va.lentine in 
a revival of "Twelfth Night" that didn ' t mature . Val-
entine has a speech in which he gives a message from 
Olivia to Orsino. I, ver·y naturally, rendered the . 
speech exactl y as ~iven me by (presumably) .Maria. The 
actual words are : But from her handmaid do return 
this ansvter . " But that wasn ' t good enough for Ba1•ker . 
Oh, no! He explained to me at great length, and (I 
regret to say it ) quite unconvincingly, that part of 
the speech was Maria ' s own, that Malvolio had probably 
touched it up in places, and that Sir Toby Belch had 
unquestioningly put in a phrase here and there. He 
didn ' t tell me how a.ll this was to be suggested, short 
of imitating the voice and manners of the various au-
thors, so I failed to give it Barker-justice. He 
ruffled his hair, executed a pas de seul, and even-
tually (not, I hope, on account of mey-6ubstituted 
another play . 32 
In & later work Pearson interprets this method of Barker ' s 
more sympathetically, stating that it was merely the pro-
ducer ' s -vray of putting an actor at ease and malcing him use 
31 . ~., p. 52· 
32. Modern Men and Mummers_, pp . 168-169. 
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his intelligence about his part and about the play as a 
whole.33 It is certainly possible to carry a character 
analysis of this sort to extremes, and it is certainly 
easier to make fun of the method than it is to study a 
character so much in detail that one knows him through and 
through . Yet it is probably this sort of understanding 
(intuitive, at least, if not completely logical and cold-
blooded) that enables actors to give rully rounded, • con-
vincing portrayals. 
As Barker the actor appeared charming to audiences 
and critics, so Barker off stage also impressed his co-
workers with his charm of personality. Walter Hampden, for 
example, who appeared early in his career in a small part ~n 
Aglavaine and Selysette at the Court, says: "I remember him 
as affable and alert •••• He was amiable and had considerable 
34 youthful charm." But apparently along with his attrac-
tiveness Barker had strong determination and ~omething of a 
temper . Shaw states that at the Court Barker liked to have 
35 his own way. Pearson says that Barker could become annoyed 
and show his annoyance in a terrifying manner ; 
His curses are neither loud nor deep : they are 
atmospheric . It is what he doesn ' t say that paralyzes 
one. He looks; and having looked, he turns his back 
to the stage--and you can still see him looking through 
33· G. B. s. : A Postscript, p. 53· 
34. Personal letter to the author, dated July 10, 1950 . 
35 . Personal letter to the author, dated July 7, 1950 . 
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the back of his head . You feel that he is saying quite 
a lot of things to himself,saying ~them thoughtfully 
and wither'ingly--annihilating things •••• sometimes he 
will execute a little dance, a quiet, solitary waltz 
with ghastly possibilities . That is when he thinks 
you are quite unimaginably shocking in your efforts 
to get what he wants • • •• The best thing .to do is to 
hide yourself from him completely until he calls you 
back . By that time he will have recovered, -and will 
be quite charming •••• Later, you will ask someone what 
happened after you had gone away . You will be told 
that nothing happened--nothing whatever ! That is the 
appalling thing about Barker . Nothing. happens . But 
all sorts of things are going to happen . He is the 
supreme artist of suggestion . 36 
Usually, however, Barker was quiet and friendly in his man-
ner, and Pearson indicates, he had " the ideal but indescrib -
able producer ' s personality" in that he gained the actor ' s 
complete confidence by treating him as a man and brother and 
by inspiring him with self-confidence . Thus he managed to 
transfer his intelligence to his actors . 37 Nor did Barker 
lose interest once a play had been rehearsed and presented. . 
He would watch a performance occasionally and send notes to 
members of the cast containing messages like 11You are acting . 
Why? " or "You are not acting . Why not?" or "How serious 
you ·~re g~tting ! 11 or "Remember this is a comedy . u3B Such 
were Barker ' s methods as a producer, and the results that 
he achieved with his actors in creating realistic, untheatri -
cal, convi ncing portrayals were notabl e . 
36 . Modern :~en and Mummers, pp. 167-168 . 
37 · G. B. S. : A Postscript , pp. 51 - 52 . 
38. Modern Men and Mummers, p . 169 
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Not all of the plays at the Court were equally well 
done, but the standards were remarkably high. As MacCarthy 
says, 11 ••• I should not have felt so keenly when anything 
was lacking in these performances had they not shown me at 
the same time to what pitch of excellence it is possible 
to attain.n39 Shaw (who produced his own plays at the 
Court) maintains that Barker was not always at his best 
with Shaw and Shakespeare. According to him, Barker's 
productions of his own plays and Galsworthy's were 11 ex-
quisite" because their styles were similar, "whereas his 
style and taste were as different from mine as Debussy's 
from Verdi 1s."40 Says Shaw : 
He had never seen great acting and hated it, where-
as I, having seen it in my boyhood and been stagestruck 
by it, always wrote for it . He used to say to the com-
pany when I was rehearsing, "Remember, will you, that 
this is Italian Opera." His .own style was low-toned, 
and even in his Shakespeare productions the big parts 
were underplayed ••.• But his taste in scenery and. cos-
tume was infallible; and his mental depth is shown by 
his production of Shakespeare's plays without cuts at 
a time w~!n the most outrageous mutilations were de 
rigueur. 
The Greek tragedies presented at the Court were ap-
parently not completely successful. They were not done in 
an archaic style, nor was music introduced, as it might have 
been, to increase the effect on the spectators ' emotions, 
39. Court Theatre, p. 120. 
40. "Barker ' s Wild Oats," p. 52. 
41 . Personal letter to the author, dated July 7, 1950. 
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but rather they were acted as ir they had been written ror 
the modern stage, the purpose being to bring out the sig-
niricance or the emotions and situations through the dia-
logue by acting with modern expressiveness. 42 MacCarthy 
says that the Chorus was unsatisractory : 
I t was represented by seven or eight ladies, who 
moved about with slow, elaborate caution, posed like 
tableaux vivants, and uttered the most various senti-
ments in a monotonous and lugubrious chant, tapering 
into dismal contralto notes, and conveying no derin-
ite emotion, beyond suggesting the earnest d~sire or 
the perrormers themselves to do their best ." '+3 
But at any rate the plays were successful enough to encourage 
Proressor Gilbert Murray to continue to translate all of Eu-
ripides ' extant plays and thus gain a reputation as the lead-
ing modern exponent of Greek drama . 44 
The Court Theatre productions brought about a new de-
gree of realism in acting and in over -all effect of thea-
trical presentation . The acting was completely lacking in 
artificiality. The impression it made, according to one 
contemporary writer, was not one of staginess but of the 
reality and vitality of actual life. Instead of the slow 
and emphatic ~nderlinings or every point and exaggeration 
of every sentiment that were characteristic of the old style 
of acting , Barker realiz'ed that "the one indispensable 
42. 
43 . 
44. 
America," 
MacCarthy, Court Theatre, pp. 11-12. 
Ibid . , p . 12. 
Harrison &nith, 11 The Revival of Greek Tragedy in 
Bookman, XLI (June, 1915), 410;411. 
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ingredient for a truly natural style of acting was quick-
ness." His attitude was "that the world is a flux, a 
succession of delicately graduated phases which melt into 
one another with almost imperceptible subtlety, instead of 
being--as the old-fashioned actor would make it--a collec-
tion of startlingly articulated ' points ' ." So the actor 
must have quickness of voice, fluency of gesture, and more-
over, alertness of intellect, ''which can pass easily from 
thought to thought, from emotion to emotion, which under-
stands the art of hinting and taking things for granted, 
and knows how to be expressive by skill rather than by 
force. "45 
An outstanding example of realism in over-all effect 
was the second act of Elizabeth Robins's Votes for Women--
the representation of a suffragist meeting in Trafalgar 
Square. MacCarthy describes it thus: 
, The working woman, the youthful enthusiast, 
and the male cham~ion (one of Mr . Edmund Gwenn ' s 
greatest triumphs) were all represented, and Vida 
Devering (admirably played by Miss Wynne-Matthison) 
spoke from her own sad experience. Most s uccessful 
of all, however .:1 vTas the crowd. on the stage, com-
prising every type of a Trafalgar Square audience, 
and overflowing with the usual impromptu comments--
earnest, sarcastic, approving, flippant, intoxicated. 46 
It was this second act of Votes for Women that con-
vinced Otto Kahn that Granville-Barker was the man to be 
45. Ignotus, ''Mr. Granville-Barker," pp. 499-500. 
46. Court Theatre, p. 35· 
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director of the proposed "millionaires" theatre " in New 
York City. The post was offered Barker with extremely 
generous terms. He was interested enough to go to America 
to consider it, but turned it down because he felt that 
the size or the ne~ theatre being planned was too great 
:for the successful presentation of the intellectual drama 
with which he was primarily concerned. 
Instead of accepting this magnificent offer, then, 
one which would have given him financial independence, 
Barker returned to London . The Court venture, besides 
establishing Shaw ' s reputation as a dramatist and serving 
as a showcase for other new talents, besides starting a 
new, less flamboyant, more natural style of acting, one in 
which the personality of the star was subordinated to over-
all effect-- the Court had succeeded also in attracting the 
attention of enough of the British public to make the pro-
ducers ambitious for something more . The audiences, to be 
sure, were not made up of the ''great British public" but 
rather of the intelligentsia--persons of culture and stu-
dents--and a mixture of society people. 47 But they came 
in sufficient numbers to warrant a transfer by the manage-
ment of the Court Theatre to a larger and more centrally 
located theatre--the Savoy, seating 1070 as compared with 
47. Borsa, English Stage, pp . 112-113. 
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the Court ' s 670. Artistically the success of the Court was 
continued at the Savoy. Several of the earlier productions 
were repeated, and others added--The Devil 1 s Disciple, 
Caesar and Cleopatra, Arms and the Man, Gilbert Murray's 
tran.slation of the Medea·, Galsworthy ' s Joy. Barker also 
presented Shaw ' s Getting Married and Masefield 1 s The Tragedy 
of Man in a series of special matinee performances at the 
Haymarket Theatre, and Galsworthy 1s Strife in a series of 
matinees at the Duke of York's Theatre in March, 1909. 
Then, beginning on February 21, 1910, Barker managed 
a seventeen-week repertory season at the Duke of York ' s for 
Charles Frohman. Barker ' s successful experience at ·the 
Court is credited with being the inspiration not only for 
Frohman ' s Repertory Theatre at the Duke of York ' s, but al-
so for three others--the first repertory theatre in Great 
Britain, established in Manchester in 1907 by Miss A.E .F. 
Horniman; the Scottish Repertory Theatre, at the Royalty 
in Glasgow, opened in April, 1909; and the New Theatre in 
New York, opened November 8, 1909 . 48 The Repertory Theatre 
48 . P. o. Howe, The Repertory Theatre ; A Record and~ 
Criticism (London : lfmrtin Seeker, 1910), p. 51. The Court 
~heatre was begun three months before the famous Abbey Theatre 
in Dublin, but cannot be considered the inspiration for the 
Abbey, feels Howe. The Court was not itself in a strict 
sense a repertory theatre, notes Howe, because the acti ng 
company was not entirely a permanent stock company and the 
same cast did not appear in different plays in matinee and 
evening performances . 
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at the Duke of York 1s was not a success financially, 
though among the works produced were Galsworthy ' s Justice, 
Shaw ' s Misalliance, Meredith ' s The Sentimentalists, Barrie ' s 
The Twelve-Pound Look, Pinero ' s Trelawney of the "Wells 11 , 
and Barker ' s own Madras House . 49 Artistically the high 
standards established at the Court were continued . The 
acting was similarly naturalistic, as was the over-all 
staging. In fact, Howe wonders if it was not too realistic : 
The court scene in Justice was indeed put on 
with masterly hand by Mr . Barker . It was so good as 
to raise the whole question of dramatic realism. One 
might just as well have been in a court of law; and, 
some will say, when we go out after dinner for plea-
sure we had sooner go elsewhere . Just so in the pri-
son scene, with that greenish distemper on the walls . 
It even turned one a little sick . 5° 
Various suggestions have been given to explain the finan-
cial failure of this repertory season : The critics informed 
the public about successive productions that this is "not a 
play, " because it was not a play in the old well-made .form-
ula;51 there was perhaps a lack of unity in the direction 
as Barker was gradually given less freedom; the public per-
sisted in thinking the repertory gloomy, though it included 
comedy and fantasy; the expenditure was greater because of 
increased advertising and the costs of operating a larger 
49 . Ibid., Appendix One . 
50. LQLd. , p. 90 . 
51 . Ibid . , p . 194 . 
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theatre (1094 seats) .52 
Nevertheless Barker's reputation as a producer of 
modern plays, already established at the Court, was main-
tained . He next made his mark as a producer of Shakespeare 
at the Savoy in 1912. After presenting the first perform-
ance of Androcles and the Lion at the St. James, he and 
Lil1ah McCarthy in joint management offered three Shakes-
pearean revivals at the Savoy--The Winter ' s Tale, Twelfth 
Night, and A Midsummer Night's Dream. Just as Shaw and 
Barker had been a notable combination at the Court, so were 
Shakespeare and Barker at t he Savoy. These revivals were 
outstanding and got attention from the critics for their fi-
delity to Shakespeare's text and for the "decoration." · 
Barker's productions of Shakespeare were an important 
influence toward presenting Shakespeare's plays as ~~akes­
peare wrote them 3 for during the eighteenth and far into 
the nineteenth century they had quite generally been edited 
and revised for stage presentation. In the nine~eenth cen-
tury Irving showed more respect for the poet ' s words than 
his predecessors had. He would never interpolate, though 
he did omit and transpose lines and change the order of 
scenes. Tree, however, gave Garrick's Catharine and 
52. Anna Irene Miller, The Independent Theatre in 
Europe; 1887 to the Present (New York; Ray Long and Richard 
R. Smith, Inc., 1931), p. 200. 
Petruchio instead of Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew.53 
Because of the generally used elaborate realistic sets, 
it was necessary to have long waits for changes in scenery 
and therefore to cut the plays. Tree's contemporaries, 
Benson and Forbes-Robertson, favored adherence to the ori-
ginal text, and William Poel in his productions altered 
the plays only by cutting to save time .54 Barker had very 
early in his career come into contact with Poel 1 s ideas 
about producing Shakespeare, having appeared in a Stage 
Society presentation of Richard II under him. Barker did 
not, like Poel, attempt to return to the Elizabethan style 
of production with a complete lack of scenery~ but his pro-
ductions were so designed that many long pauses for change 
of setting were eliminated and thus more of the original 
play could be given . 
In an interview in New York City in 1915 in connec-
tion with his presentation there of several plays (includ-
ing A Midsummer Night ' s Dream), Barker explained his ideas 
about Shakespearean production. He believed in giving the 
play as Shakespeare ~~ote it, without cutting or adding 
anything. But he was not foolishly dogmatic about the 
53 · Calvin Darlington Linton, Shakespearean Staging 
in London from Irving to Gielgud (Johns Hopkins University 
Ph.D. dissertation, 1940), p. 692 . 
. 54 . ~., pp. 692-693· 
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matter. "Of course, to retain obscenities and jokes that 
are not understood by modern audiences is as foolish as 
to cut too much., " he said. 
I t is perfectly possible to give th~ gems of 
the plays but it is not possible to set them in sub-
ordinate scenes of shadow or swift action., as Shakes-
eare wrote them, if the text is to be ruthlessly cut. 
Either he knew how to write plays or he didn't. 
The way in which all of Shakespeare ' s lines could be given 
was by a new way of staging, without long waits for change 
of scenery . Barker stated that Shakespeare ~ould have used 
electric lights, switchboards, revolving stages if he had 
had them, but he did not . "So many of the ·modern producers 
of Shakespeare have :r·egarded the .'plays as mere opportunity 
for series of beautiful stage pictures, '-' said Barker. What 
he advocated instead of elaborate scenery was a method of 
staging which he called decoration. He explained it thus : 
"It is embellishment that does not .get in the way of the 
text or require it to be cut . When we speak of decorations 
we mean all that the audience sees. '' He used an apron stage, 
covering the orchestra pit with two slight steps downward, 
running into the two stage boxes, which formed entrances 
for this apron stage . Instead of footlights, the lighting 
came from the balcony . His aim with Shakespeare was not 
res . lism. He explained : 
I ·tm for realism as much as anyone else, but you 
can ' t do Shakespeare realistically. A modern play in 
feeling and conception should be done with all 
those aids that scenery and properties can give. 
Of course there are plays that require a combina-
tion of the two methods and in some plays it would 
be difficult to tell whethe~ the treatment should 
be realistic or decorative.~5 
Although Barker did not himself design the costumes 
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or the settings for his Shakespeare productions, still the 
final credit for the entire productions must go to him. The 
presentations showed the influence of the Gordon Craig and 
Max Reinhardt ideas of staging in that much use was made of 
color and line in settings, costumes, and lighting--not in 
an attempt to simulate reality but to suggest atmosphere. 
In A Winter ' s Tale, for example, for which Norman Wilkinson 
designed the settings, curtains _were used to good effect, 
especially a solid gold one with white pilasters to sug-
gest a palace. The basic setting was made up of three 
planes or steps across the stage wi~r two side doors in 
the foreground. Suggestion, rather than elaborate repre-
sentation, was the method. A tree was represented by a 
conventionalized triangle with a trunk. The setting was 
successful in that it did not attract undue attention to 
itself. "The audience seems to have suffered from no lack 
of the sense of illusion in watching the play, and the sev-
eral bursts of spontaneous applause were for fine acting, 
not the revelation of a spectacular set."56 The costumes 
55. Karl Schmidt, "Bow Barker Puts Plays on," Harper's 
Weekly, LX (January 31, 1915), ::.-_'_-' • 115-116. 
56. Linton, Shakespearean Staging, p. 380. 
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for this same production (designed by Albert Rothenstein) 
did not fare well with the critics . Caustic comments 
were made about resemblances to the Russian ballet and 
the Chelsea Club Ball, about their co~ically bizarre ef-
fect . 57 In that they distracted attention from the play 
itself and thus violated unity of effect , the costumes may 
be called a failure . 
The production was praised by one crj.tic as "probably 
the first performance of a play by Shakespeare that the 
aut~or would himself have recognized for his own since 
Burbage - -or, at any rate, Davenant--retired from active 
management," because of the abolition of interpolated 
scenes and the insi·stence upon speed of performance . 58 
Up to this time, the conventional method of delivering 
blank verse was so slow that much of the play had to be 
cut, and so monotonous that to hold the attention of the 
attention of the audience the producer had to have elab-
orate scenery and clothes, plus an orchestra.. to play slow 
music during the longer speeches, plus various bits of in-
genious business~9 Barker ' s production, however, was live-
ly--so lively, in fact, that some critics objected that 
57 · I bid ., pp. 380-382 . 
58 . John Palmer, " Shakespeare ' s 
.Saturday Review, CXIV (September 28, 
59 · "'The Winter ' s Tale ' at the 
, (September 28, 1912)., 450~ 
lfThe Winter ' s Tale 111 , 
19~2), 391. 
Savoy," Spectator, CLX 
the delivery of the lines was too rapid for comprehension 
and too rapid for an appreciation of their poetic effect. 
It was said that no Shakespearean revival with-
in memory had been so utterly l acking in poetry . 
In the attempt to avoid the traditional deliberate 
diction, the producer had gone too far; and, in the 
hasty, casual delivery, the sense of the lines was 
lost. Even the fact that the play was presented 
practically uncut was no advantage, say the review-
ers--it needs cutting. It was said that even the 
"acousticon" with which some seats were equipped, 
did not enable the spectator to catch all the words . 
"And so," concludes the Post , "while getting all one 
gets none . " b0 -
The public seemed to like the production, says Linton- - a t 
least if the amount of their appl ause is a fair criterion 
of judgment, and the Times reviewer summed it up in this 
fashion : "Here, like it or lump it, is Post-Impressionist 
Shakespeare •••• It is all very startling and provocative 
and audacious, and on the whole we like it . 11 61 
Barker ' s production of Twelfth Night was completely 
successful . It ran from November 15, 1912, to March 15, 
1913, and was acclaimed by the critics . John Palmer, for 
exa.mple, says : 
It lives . The dead weight of silly tradition ••• 
has dropped away •••• Mr. Barker 1 s company in ''Twelfth 
Night," as in ''A Winter 1 s Tale , " bring us more near-
ly in touch with the spirit of their author than any 
yet seen in modern London . 62 . 
The method of staging was the same as with A Winter's Tale 
(Norman Wilkinson again was the designer ); but a more 
60 . Linton, Shak.espearean Staging , p. 379 · 
61. September 23, 1912 . Quoted by Linton, p. 383. 
62 . " ' Twelfth Night, 1 11 Saturday Review, CXLV (Novem-
ber 2, 1912), 637-638 . 
unified, harmonious effec t was achieved . The sets and 
costumes--particularly the costumes--showed, according 
to the~' "a more chastened mood. 11 63 There were no 
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complaints about loss of poetry or difficulty of hearing, 
although the performance again was very alive and alert, 
with new more natural acts introduced for the traditional 
"business. n64 Critical comments ran thus : 111>1!'. Barker r s 
Twelfth Night is as notable and encouraging a Shakespear-
ean production as any of our time. 11 [Morning Post) "This 
certainly must rank among the finest interpretations of 
Shakespeare offered in recent years . " [ AthenaeumJ "The most 
enjoyable performance of Twelfth Night that we have had the 
fortune to see. " lJimesf5 In his Shakespearean productions 
as in his earlier modern productions Barker allowed no star 
to dominate the play but rather strove for unity of effect. 1 
That he succeeded in Twelfth Night is seen from this com-
ment by John Drinkwater : 
"Looking back some years I can recall two pro-
ductions of ' Twelfth Night ', one by Sir Herbert Tree 
and one by Mr . Granville -Barker , and in the one case 
I remember nothing but a very vivid performance of 
Malvolio , while of the other I retain an exact im-
pression of a great com~dy beautifully balanced and 
arti stically complete ."b6 
63 . Linton, Shakespearean Staging, p . 384 . 
6~ . Ibid ., p . 385. 
65 . Lbid., pp. 387-388 . 
66 . Art of Theatre -Going, p . 146. 
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On February 6, 1914, Barker presented a third major 
Shakespearean effort at the Savoy, A Midsummer Night ' s 
Dream, in a production whi ch caused mor e violent reaction 
than either of the earlier ones, but which ran to May 9 . 
Norman ilkinson was again the designer not only of the 
sets but of the costumes as well. Although this time the 
entire production was more colorful and ext rava gant , the 
thing that really placed this revival apart from all other 
productions of the play was t he gilded fairies . They were 
completely gold--covered from head to foot in gold costumes 
and gold paint . Puck, as a contrast , was in scarlet, with 
a rough wig and baggy pants . "The color effect was strik-
ing--and distracting--as they [the fairie:il chased one an-
other through the woods . in single file , or lay prone on 
the green grass, grouped around Titania under the trunks 
of great trees which mounted up against the deep purple 
of the sky . u67 It was without a doubt a startling pro-
duction, but one in which Shakespeare was outshone by the 
gilt of the fairies . Barker felt that music shoUld be an 
integral part of the production, combining With the other 
elements to produce the effect of the play. Mendelssohn ' s 
music he did not find appropriate, and G. H. Cowling com-
posed a new score for it, incorporating many folk songs, 
67 . Linton, Shakespearean Staging, p . 403 . 
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because like Shakespeare ' s plays folk music was felt to be 
always fresh and timeless . 68 Again the extended apron stage 
was used, resulting in one especially charming scene--the 
one in which Theseus and his court watch the performance of 
"Pyramus and Thisbe ." The courtiers reclined at the front 
of the stage and became almost one with the audience in the 
theatre . Theseus ' lead in the applause , the whispered com-
ments of Demetrius and Lysander , and the interest of the 
courtiers in the play hel ped to make thi s scene very effec-
tive . 69 
The rapid, casual speech in this production apparently 
again spoiled the effect of the beauty of the poetry . In-
deed Shaw complains that in general Barker did not allow 
his ac t ors to act in his Shakespearean productions but sup-
pressed them "when they pulled out all their stops and de-
claimed as Shakespeare should be declaimed . They either 
underacted, or were afraid to act at all lest they should 
be accused of ranting or being 1hams 1 . "70 Yet one remem-
bers Hamlet ' s advice to the players : 
Speak the speech, I pray you, as I pronounced it 
to you, trippingly on the tongue; but if you mouth it, 
as many of your players do , I had as lief the town-
crier spoke my lines . Nor do not saw the air too much 
with your hand, thus; but use all gently: for in the 
very torrent , tempest , and, as I may say, whirlwind 
of passion, you must acquire and beget a temperance 
that may give .it smoothness, O! it offends me to the· 
68 . Ibid . , pp . 406- 407. 
69 . Ibid . , p. 405. 
70. "Barker 1 s Wild Oats ," p . 53 . 
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soul to hear a robustious periwig-pated fellow tear 
a passion to tatters, to very rags, to split t he ears 
of the groundlings , who for _ the most part are capable 
of nothing but inexplicable dumb shows and noise. I 
would have such a fellow whipped for o 1er-doing Terma-
gant . It out-herods Herod . Pray you, avoid it. (Act 
III, Scene ii) . 
Possibly Barker was thinking of this and striving for modera-
tion and lifelikeness in the speech of his players . 
At any rate, the audiences enjoyed Barker ' s A Midsummer 
Night ' s Dream tremendously . On opening night they frequently 
applauded a striking color ef fec t , and at the end Barker and 
. 71 Wilkinson were called out for curtain speeches . 
Popular and striking and fai t hful to Shakespeare 1s 
text as these producti ons of Barker ' s were, did they have 
any effects on later revivals of Shakespeare? Indications 
are that they did . Although there were few Shakespearean 
productions in the period between Barker ' s and the outbreak 
of the First World War, the new methods were used in the ma-
j ority of them and critics were becoming more sympathetic 
toward these methods .72 In the outburst of Shakespearean 
stage activity in 1919 and 1920 in England there were still 
realistic productions--those of Oscar Asche , Sir Herbert 
Tree, Oswald Stoll , and Basil Dean . 73 But Barker ' s influence 
was quite apparent . In the productions by Fagan at the Court , 
71 . Linton , Shakespearean Staging, p . 408. 
72 . ~., pp. 409-410 . 
73 · Ibid . , p. 437· 
Greet and Atkins at the Old Vic , Playfai~ at the Lyric 
(Hamme~smith), Sir Barry Jackson at the Bi rmingham Reper-
tory {which gave seventeen of Shakespea~s plays between 
1914 and 1923), and W. Bridges Adams at Stratford, the at-
tempt was made to keep to the spirit and purpose of the 
dra.matist . 74 The "simple setting, speedy playing, continu-
ity of action, reliance on teamwork , and unabridged texts 
bore witness to the growing acceptance of Granville-Barker ' s 
ideas. "75 In fact, reviewers no longer accepted the old-
fashioned slow method of production . The first Shakes-
pearean production after the war--Doris Keana 1s version of 
Romeo and Juliet (April 12-June 14, 1919) at the Lyric, had 
unwieldy, cumbersome sets . The A.thenaeum reviewer stated 
that the work of Granville-Barker and William Poel before 
the war had demonstrated that speed is essential to Shakes -
pearean staging, with curtains being the only satisfactory 
device to use . 76 Nigel Playfair ' s As You Like It at the 
......... - ._..__ -
Lyric, Hammersmith (April 21-May 29, 1920), a production 
in the new style, was highly praised .77 John Gielgud 
in writing about this performance comments on " the easy 
nat~ral way in which the scenes were played, without cuts 
74. I bid . , p. 508, and M. St. Clare Byrne, ''Fifty Years 
of Shakespearean Production : 1898-1948, " Shakespeare Survey, 
ed . Allardyce Nicoll (Cambridge: University Press,1949), II, 10 . 
75· Byrne, "Fifty Years of Shakespearean Production" p . lO. 
76. Linton, Shakespearean Staging, p. 439 · 
77· Ibid~, p. 473 , 
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or traditional business ," and on " the originality and sim-
plicity of the decor ." Says Gielgud : "There were unforget-
table beauties in the scenery and costumes--a wood scene 
like a children ' s fairy tale, with straight white-and-grey 
silver birch trees and conventionalized curved branches • • • • "78 
There was a lavish use of color, and the acting was an ex-
tension of Barker ' s naturalistic style, with rapid speech 
enabling almost the entire text to be given . 79 The Specta-
tor critic commented thus about this production : 
At last, after innumerable Keans , Garricks, Irvings , 
Beerhohm Trees have done their worst, the l overs again 
stand fresh .in immortal beauty •••• The enchantment at 
the Lyric is nearer perfection than any stage produc-
tion that I have ever s een. Probabl y Moanville-Barker ' s 
Twelfth Night ought to be excepted • • •• 
A group of young actors presented Romeo and Juliet at the 
Everyman Theatre in Hampstead (Novembe~ 18-December 4, 1920) 
in a production influenced by Barker, as Linton describes it : . 
The lighti ng came almost altogether from the audi-
torium . A warm orange color was predominant in most 
of the scenes, although backgrounds or grays, blacks , 
and greens were effectively used . The l i ghting sys-
tem created a feeling of intimacy between stage and 
auditorium, and the absence of the brilliant line of 
footlights8I l iminated that barrier between player and spectator . 
It is apparent from these exampl es that Barker ' s work in 
78 . 
79 · 
80 . 
81 . 
19J9)1 
Early Stages (New York: The Macmillan co .,l\ pp . 71-72 . 
Linton, Shakespearean Staging, p . 476 . · 
May 8, 1920. p. 460. Quoted by Linton , pp . 476-477 · 
Linton, Shakespearean Staging . pp . 489-490 . 
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producing Shakespeare inf luenced other producers . 
Despite Barker ' s influence on Shakespearean produc-
tions immediately before and after the war, however , later 
revivals (beginning in the 1930 1s)' have tended more toward 
realism in style--the Old Vic and Gielgud 1 s productions, 
for example. But, as Linton poin ts out, it has been a modi -
fi ed realism rather than the elaborate realism of the eight -
eenth and nineteenth centuries. It "does not consist o.f a 
mass of uncoordinated detail, but of a .few carefully chosen 
properties es i gned to augment the legi timate effect f the 
play a nd to proride an app opriate undistracting backgrou d 
or the action . " There are no long waits for shifts o.f 
scenery . The audience comes primarily to see a play, not 
. 82 
a spec te.cle . In Shakespearean staging, then, as frequent-
1 in all things, new ideas achieve their lasting effect 
through compromise . Barker's methods are not now followed 
completely, but their influence has most definitely been 
felt . 
To return to Barker himself, these producing activities 
were all costly . Although the Shakespearean produc tions , 
for e ample , were simple compared to the elaborate realism 
o.f Irving and Tree, yet the simplicity was not inexpensive . 
Shaw states that Barker ' s experiences proved at least the 
fact that London rents and London l~ates are too heavy a 
82 . Ibid., pp . 688 -689 . 
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burden for any national theatre to pay out of its income. 83 
Whitworth~ too~ points out that it was the constant worry 
over money that led Barker to advocate a subsidized national 
theatre . 84 
After presenting at the Kingsway in November~ 1914, 
his own arrangement of parts of Hardy ' s The Dynas ts , Barker 
sailed for New York, where early in t he next year under the 
auspices of the New York Stage Society he presented a com-
pany~ including his 1vife ~ Lilla.h McCarthy, in a r·epertory 
of plays . David Belasco was then the greatest producer in 
the ,country_, and since Barker ' s methods were in contrast to 
Belasco ' s real ism in settings J comparisons were naturally 
made . Barker did not like the sort of publici ty which made 
him out to be a trail-blazer and a corrector of the faults 
of other workers in t he theatre . Certainly this sort of 
attitude on his part - -even though others might only have 
fancied that it existed--would not have endeared him to 
Belasco and other American producers , and Barker was wise 
enough to realize it . I n an interview in New York he is 
quoted thus : 
Mr . Granville Barker wishes to . have it understood 
that he is not a prophet and is not here to save any-
body ' s soul . ••• He is not an uprooter or upbuilder . 
He has been trying to say this for a long time~ but 
nobody 1vill listen to him . He chooses a play to pre-
sent and then sets his style for it out of any ideas 
that seem to be applicable . If he were to present a 
83 . "Barker 1 s Wild Oats, 11 p . 50 . 
84. Harley Granville-Barker, pp . 10-11 . 
Belasco play, he would probably give it a Belasco 
setting .ts5 
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It was , moreover, pointed out by several .contemporary commen-
tators that Belasco had already used the "innovations" of the 
"new art of the Theatre." In a production of the Passion Play 
in California he extended the stage and eliminated footlights; 
in Sophocles • Electra i n New York and Boston in 1899 he used 
the apron stage and extreme simplification of scenic detail; 
in The Darling of the Gods and Peter Grimm the stage was ex-
tended over a portion of the orchestra seats. 85& A speaker 
at a Drama League meeting called it Barker ' s greatest triumph 
in New York when David Belasco produced Marie-Odile without 
footlights , says Louis v. De Foe in the New York World. But 
De Foe points out, 11All who have a definite knowledge of the 
theatre know that Mr . Belasco ' s stage is constructed for the 
omission of footlights when the artistic needs of his produc-
tions demand other methods of lighting, and that, while it 
is not provided with an 1apron, 1 it is equipped with an ex-
tension which serves much the same pur·pose." He cites Bel-
asco 1 s productions of~ Darling of the Gods, Adrea, The 
Return of Peter Grimm, in certain scenes of which footlights 
were not used, to support his statement that it is wrong to 
85 . "The Stage Event of the Year," Everybody's Magazi.ne, 
XXXII (May, 1915), 652-653. . 
85'G . "Granville Barker, the New Art of the Theatre and 
the New Drama," Review of Reviews. II (April, 1915), 500 . 
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credit Barker ' s productions with being the inspiration of 
Belasco ' s methods . Moreover, says De Foe, Barker ' s recog-
nition of the injustice of such statements was shown "by 
his uncomfortable wincing when the ill-considered reflection 
against the leading dramatic producer in this country was 
being made .~6 Thus did New York come to the defense of its 
own . 
Contemporary articles like this are good evidence of 
the fact that Barker made a great stir ln .America ' s theatri-
cal capital. His coming was hailed as the 11 Stage Event of 
the Year, "87 and there were many articles about his new 
methods of staging . Barker presented three plays in New 
York : Anatole France ' s The Mah Who Married ~Dumb Wife fol-
lowed by Androcles and the Lion on a double bill, and A Mid-
summer Night ' s Dream . 
The first of these productions was designed by the 
American Robert Edmond Jones . It was highly praised by one 
writer as a "joy," and "sophisticated modernism of the most 
tactful and imaginative kind ." ;The contrast to Belasco ' s 
realism was noted : "Where Mr . Belasco would put in the 
skin, the seeds, the indigestible and innutritious trash, 
under the illusion that if anything is real orange it must 
palatable, Mr . Jones has given us only golden fruit, 
86 . Quoted in "New York ' s Exci ted Impressions of Gran-
ville Barker," Current Opinion, LVIII (April 1915), 248. 
87 . Everybody ' s Magazine, XXXII (May, 1915), 652 . 
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assimilable, ripe ." The costumes added to "a visual plea-
sure in which there is richness without congestion and arti-
fice without perversion ." The folk tune gave '' final lilt 
. 88 
to this gay orchestration of picture, fable, and rhythm ." 
nother writer c_alled it a "merry and beautiful production ••• . 
set upon the stage with extraordinary charm and effective -
I 
ness, and acted with a perfection of ensemble that was a 
continual delight." Here was the new stagecraft and "the 
sense of a vigorous and poetically imaginative intelligence 
pervading, ordering, and unifying the whole ."89 Mordecai 
Gorelik in New Theatres for Old gives this production credit 
for setting a new standard in A.merica . Instead of a treat-
ment featuring Gothic masonry, tapestries, gargoyles, s.tained 
glass, painted arches--which the Middle Ages setting might 
have suggested, Jones 
••• symbolized its comic spirit in primary colors, 
light frame construction and an almost Japanese archi-
tectural style : square open windows, a light wooden 
balcony supported on stilts . The costumes, scissored 
out of richly colored felt cloth, had the stiffness 
of medieval woodcuts .90 · 
Gorelik quotes Jones ' s description of the Symbdli~t designer ' s 
88 . Francis Hackett, "Granville Barker in New York," 
New Republic, I (January 30, .1915), 25 . 
89 . Lawrence Gilman, "The Advent of Mr . Granville Bar-
ker," North .American Review, CCI (March, 1915), 440. 
90. (New York : Samuel French, 1940), p . 179· 
approach to his work : 
A good scene should be, not a picture, but an 
j_ma.ge •••• Everything that is actual must undergo a 
strange metamorphosis, a kind o~ sea-change, before 
it can become truth in the theatre •• • • The designer 
must always be on his guard against being too ex-
plicit . A good scene ••. is something seen, but it 
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is something conveyed as well ; a ~eeling , an evoca~ 
tion •••• I t is a presence, a mood, a symphonic accom-
paniment to the dr ama •••• r t says nothing, but it 
gives everything .91 · 
Although this production was not the first Symbolist produc-
tion in America, Gorelik nevertheless gives it credit ~or 
fastening the Symbolist method more securely upon America 
than the work of Reinhardt himself . 92 
Androcles and the !4£!!. was ·praised quite as much as 
The Dumb Wife . According to Gilman, it. saved Barker ' s en-
terprise "from the clutches of the faddists and poseurs, 
the pseudo-intel lectuals , who would smother all important 
esthetic innovations with their clamorous and unintelligent 
adulation, '' because it was such good fun even ~or the low-
brow . 93 It was a "superb production" with a "remarkable cast, " 
including 0 . P . Heggie as Androcles and Lillah McCarthy as 
Lavinia.94 The play itself was praised, and so were Albert 
Ro thenstein ' s settings . And everything was given 11 just the 
right balance by the nimble Mr . Barker . 11 95 
91 . Ibid . , pp . 179-180 . 
92 . Ibid . , p . 180 . 
93 · "Advent of Mr . G. B., 11 p . 439· 
94 . Hackett, "G. B. inN . Y., ' p. 25 . 
95 · "G . B. , the New Art of the Theatre," p . 499 · 
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About A Midsummer Night ' s Dream the New York critics 
felt much as had the London reviewers . It was the gilded 
fairies again that especially aroused comment and disagree-
ment. Gilman quotes Barker as having said in his preface 
to the play~ about the fairies : 
How should they look? I realize that when there 
i s perhaps no really right thing to do one is always 
tempted to do too much •••• They must be not too start-
ling •.•. ! won ' t have them dowdy* They mustn ' t warp 
your imagination--stepping too boldly between Shakes-
peare ' s spirit and yours . 
Yet this, Gi lman feels, is exactly what the fairies did- -
they startled and dazzled . But he compliments the produc-
tion by saying that it seldom was boring, although produc-
tions of A. Midsummer Night ' s Dream usually are . He praises 
the rapid performance, at the same time lamenting the loss of 
poetic beauty in the delivery of the lines . His conclusion is : 
11 Yet perhaps if we are. to have the ' Dream ' upon the stage at 
t a96 
all, this is the best way in which to present it there. 
Hackett felt that the production and especially the conven-
tional i zed fairies lacked '' the charm of the elfin wood ." 
Although he granted it "a great deal of charm as a spec-
tacle," yet as a whole the production was "but dubiously 
successful . " "It cannot be acclaimed as a perfect marri-
age between the dramatist and his producer . It is only a 
96 . "Shakespeare in the New Manner," North .American 
Review, CCI (April, 1915), 593-595 · 
picturesque flirtation . 1197 · The staging of the 11 Pyramus and 
Thisbe" scene was again praised, as it had been in London .98 
Norman Hapgood states that the production "has given i ntense 
delight to many exceptionally intelligent persons who appre-
ciate decorative art and its relation to the stage, " and 
recognizes Barker as a master in that field. His conclusion 
is that ''i t is enough merely to rejoice that an eternal mas-
terpiece has appeared in its entirety, with lovely music and 
dances and pictures, on the Ne~ York stage, and emerges from 
the ordeal with the triumph of having at leas t stimulated 
keen and serious discussion of questions connected with stage 
art and poetic drama. "99 The production was not an unquali-
fied success, then, but it did serve in New York as in Lon-
don as a fine example of the new decorative method of staging 
Shakespeare, a method which allowed closer fidelity to the 
original play because of the eliminati on of elaborate real-
istic scenery, and it, along with his other productions, 
served to substantiate in the New World the reputation which 
Barker had achieved as a producer in England . 
After these productions at Wallack ' s Theatre in New 
97 . "A New Shakespeare," New Republic, II (Febt•uary 
20, 1915), 78. 
98 . Montrose J. Moses, "Playhouse Progress : What Gran-
ville Barker and Winthrop Ames Have Done for the Art of the 
Theater, '' Independent, LXXXII (May 3, 1915), 194,for example . 
99. "Mr . Barker's Dream," Harper ' s Weekly, LX (March 6, 
1915), 230 . 
York, Barker in the spring of 1915 presented a series of 
performances of Greek tragedies (The Trojan Women and 
Iphigenia in Taurus)in college football stadiums. These 
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productions came about more as a result of chance and i n-
spiration than of lengthy consideration . While visiting 
in New Haven during the winter , Barker inspected the new 
Yale Bowl and remarked at once that it would be a magni -
ficent place for a Greek tragedy. Instead of allowing the 
idea to drop , however , he carried it into execution. A 
committee of prominent men was formed (including Professor 
Baker of Harvard and P~ofessor Phelps of Yale) to further 
the plan, and the result was a series of eleven afternoon 
100 performances at five colleges, beginning at Yale on May 
15 with Iphigenia, going to Harvard for performances of 
both Iphigenia and The Trojan Women, then to the University 
of Pennsylvania for both, then to the College of the City 
of New York for four performances, and closing in June 11 
and 12 at Princeton . 101 Norman Wilkinson was the designer 
for the productions . In Iphigenia striking color effects 
were created--the chorus being ln black and orange draped 
costumes and the soldiers in black and white with flaming 
red feathers . In The Trojan Women the ,colors were less 
brilliant--black, purple, and grey predominantly.102 The 
100. Smith, "Revival of Greek Tragedy in America," p . 409 . 
101. Ibid., p . 415 . 
102. Ibid ., pp. 412-414. 
stage was one hundred feet wide and forty feet high, and 
was built to suggest the white marble entrance to a temple . 
It could be placed at any point in the stadium, thus form-
i ng an amphitheatre of any size . 103 Barker ' s was not the 
first presentation of this sort in America, but it was the 
first on such a large scale . It serves to show his pioneer-
ing spirit as a producer . 
After this season in America the war.interrupted Bar-
ker ' s career in the theatre . And after the war he did not 
resume full-time activities as a producer . He did produce 
Maeterlinck ' s ~Blue Bird in London and later served as 
advisor on revivals of his own Madras House and Waste and 
an Old Vic production of King Lear . He did not lose any 
of his ability as a producer, however . John Gielgud des-
cribes an experience with Barker during rehearsals of For-
tunato and The Lady from Alfaqueque, two plays by Seraf{n 
and Joaquin Alvarez Quintero, translated by Mr . and Mrs . 
Barker , which were being presented by Anmer Hall at the 
Court Theatre in 1928. One morning the Barkers came to 
the rehearsals . The actors were extremely nervous when 
Barker appeared. Gielgud ' s account of what followed well 
illustrates Barker ' s efficiency and knowledge of the 
theatre as well as the fact that he impressed Gielgud 
103. Ibid., pp . 411-412. 
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almost as someone superhuman and godlike : 
Barker was certainly a revelation . He rehearsed 
us for about two hours, changed nearly every move and 
arrangement of_the stage , acted, criticised, advised, 
in an easy flow of practical efficiency, never stop-
ping for a moment . We all sat spellbound, trying to 
drink in his words of wisdom and at the same time to 
remember all the hints he was giving us, none of which 
we had time to write down or memorise . Everything he 
said was obviously and irrefutably right ••.• Finally 
we came to my last and best scene in Alfagueque . The 
young poet, who has been found fainting on the door -
step , has been looked after by the ki nd lady of the 
house, and is then discovered by the other characters 
to be a frightful humbug . But in the last act he 
brings off another coup , and the play ends as he sits 
in the middle of the stage reading a poem aloud to an 
admiring circle . 
Barker showed me exactly how to play this scene--
the business, the timing , everything which would make 
it effective in performance . I implored him to wait 
a moment and let me rehearse it two or three times 
running, but he looked at his watch, signed to Mrs . 
Barker, who was concealed somewhere in the dress-
circle, bade us all good-morning, and disappeare~04 through the front of the house , never to return . 
Thus , although he returned only on rare occasions to active 
work in the theatre after the war:~ the skill which he exhi-
bited indicated that his reputation as a producer was well 
founded . 
Barker ' s main activities as a producer may be divided 
into two parts--the producti on of modern plays and the pro-
ducti on of Shakespeare ; and his characteristic style of 
producti on may be divi ded into the naturalistic and the 
more imaginative and suggestive . In the modern plays his 
method was naturalistic, whereas in the Shakespearean pro-
104. Early Stages , pp . 133-134 . 
ductions, particularly in the "decoration," his aim was 
not at all to reproduce actual life . In his work as a 
dramatist, too, there is evident a combination of natural-
ism and romanticism . Palmer states that in Barker ' s Shakes-
peare productions there was a conflict betwe.en these two 
tendencies . In the avoidance of the picture-frame stage 
and in the conventional decoration Barker admitted that 
the aim of Shakespeare was not to present the illusion of 
a faithful copy of life . But in certain other respects 
Barker was too much a realist, feels Palmer . In Perdita, 
for example, says Palmer , Shakespeare means us to see an 
obvious princess obviously disguised . But Barker, 
•.• instead of taking his obvious princess for granted, 
argued that Perdita, having been brought up by a shep-
herd, would in life have the bearing and the habit of 
a shepherd ' s daughter, with (since Mr . Granville Bar-
ker believes a little in heredity) some inkling of 
the blood as to her royal parents . 10He emphasized her rus ticity rather than her royalty. .? 
Certainly the emphasis on naturalness in acting and in speech 
even in the Shakespearean productions (sometimes, at least, 
to the detriment of the poetic beauty of the lines) suggests 
the naturalistic tendency in Barker . 
His contributions to the English drama in his work as 
a producer are many . Palmer points out that Barker did more 
than any other modern producer to popularize the four th wall, 
I 105. The Future of the Theater (London : G. Bell and 
Son~?, Ltd., 1913), pp . 177-179. 
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106 but also did most to popularize the apron stage. He 
was the chief influence in the early twentieth century to-
ward a naturalistic style of acting. He did much to advance 
the repertory idea, with emphasis on the ensemble of the 
performance rather than on star virtuosity . He helped 
greatly to popularize the plays of Shaw and introduced to 
English audiences a number of other new authors, both Eng-
lish and continental , who proved to be important. His pro-
ductions drew back to the theatre many intelligent play-
goers who had become weary of the old-fashioned melodramas 
and well-made plays . His Shakespearean productions influ-
enced later producers to abandon elaborate attempts at cum-
bersome realistic scenery and restored the original Shakes-
peare to the stage, without cuts and without interpolations. 
He did much to put into practice the Gordon Craig theory of 
the drama as the unified combination of all the arts. Bar-
ker, in fact, made the producer (as distinct from the actor-
manager) an important figure in the theatre and raised him 
to the level of being an artist. As this kind of producer 
he became one of the outstanding theatrical figures of his 
day and of the entire history of the English theatre . 
Ye t, as the work of the actor is ephemeral, so, too, 
is the work of the theatrical producer, in the sense tha t 
106. Ibid., p . 68. 
the productions themselves do not l ast. In his own pl ays 
and n his criticism Barker made more permanent contribu-
tions to the Engl sh theatre. Indeed his Prefac es t o 
Shakespeare are productions o~ Shakespeare's plays by 
Barker withi_ the covers of a book . In his days of ac-
tive work i.n the theatre Barker ' s fame as a producer· out -
shone his :r•eputation as a dramatist . Shaw, for one , how-
ever, believes that "too much has been sai.d of him a,s a 
producerj too little as an actor, and much too little as 
an author . ' 107 His plays are certainly worthy of atten-
tion . In the section that follows there are detailed 
discussions of each of his ,published plays in chronologi-
cal order·, vii th a general chapter on Granville-Barker the 
dramatist . 
107 . "Barker ' s .rild Oats , 11 p . 52. 
PART III 
GRANVILLE-BARKER THE DRAMATIST 
HIS PLAYS 
~ Marrying of Ann Leete 
Written 1899 1 
Produced January 26, 1902 
Published 1909 
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Robert Browning once wrote: "I never designedly tried 
to puzzle people, as some of my critics supposed. On the 
other hand, I never pretended to offer such literature as 
should be a substitute for a cigar or a game at dominoes to 
an idle man." Granville-Barkerrs first play to be produced, 
The Marrying of Ann Leete, assuredly is not satisfying in 
the way a cigar is after a hearty meal; seeing it or reading 
it is not a pleasant way to relax after a tiring day at the 
office. It is not the sort of play a salesman in 1951 (or 
I 
1902) would take his best customer to for an eveningrs 
entertainment; it is not the sort of play women would flock 
to on Wednesday matinees (unless, of course, it became the 
thing one must see in order to be in the intellectual-social 
1. Despite the fact that many of the well-known accounts 
of modern British drama give the date of production as 1901, 
this is the correct date according to information I have re-
ceived from the Gabrielle Enthoven Theatre Collection in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum, London, where there are a number 
of original letters written by Barker. 
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swim). Nor, to be sure, was it produced in the commercial 
theatre, intended for audiences of tired business men and 
weary matrons and fashionable debutantes . 
The Ma rrying Q! ~Leete was one of the many avant-
garde plays of the day to be produced by the Stage Society 
of London, which was founded in 1899 and at first gave pri-
vate performances on Sunday afternoons, in studios and s uch 
other places (including theatres) as might be available. 
During thirteen seasons (to 1911) the Stage Society pro-
duced forty-six English plays and twenty-odd plays by con-
tinental dramatists, of which all but seven were produced 
for the first time on the English stage--plays like Shaw ' s 
,12..!:! Never Can Tell and Candida, Maeterlinck 1 s Interi or and 
The Death of -Tintagiles, Hauptmann ' s The Festival of Peace, 
and Ibsen ' s The League of Youth (in the first season); 
Shaw's Captain Brassbound ' s Conversion, Hauptmann ' s Lonely 
Lives, and Ibsen ' s The Pillars of Society (in the second). 2 
The plays produced were almost all dramas of thought and 
purpose, and dramas that are important in dramatic litera-
ture. So Barker's play was in distinguished company, pre-
sented to an audience not averse to some intellectual atten-
tion and effort in its theatre-going . 
Before Shaw ' s Man ~ Superman (produced in 1903), The 
2 . Henderson, European Dramatists, p. 370. 
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Marrying of Ann Leete presents the idea of the Life Forc e 
(though Barker does not call it by that name) bringing about 
the mating of two individuals, individuals whom their asso-
ciates would not expect to see wed. The play is primarily 
a study of a family, a subject with which Barker deals in 
later plays, too. The head of the family is Carnaby Leete, 
an unscrupulous, practical, cynical, brilliant politician 
(are the first three adjectives redundant?). He has changed 
sides in politics once before to his personal advantage and 
is about to do so again. He has married off one of his dau~h­
ter s , Sarah, for his political gain, and wants to do the same 
with the young Ann. The wording of the title is significant--
it is the "marrying'' of Ann Leete, not simply her marriage, 
which is the material of the play. Leete would have her 
married to Lord John Carp, a man twice her age, but Ann re-
bels and suddenly proposes to John Abud, the young, healthy 
gardener, and marries him instead. To guide her in her choice 
she has the experience of Sarah, whose loveless match has 
caused her onl y misery, and of her brother George, who has 
marri ed ( for love) the daughter of Farmer Crowe , who ironical-
ly enough has once rejected Abud as a candidate for his daugh-
ter's hand as a man beneath his ambition for her. 
P~though writt en when Barker was but t wenty-two, the 
ple.y in many -vrays shows great originality and skill i n tech-
nique. The cur t ain rises on a dark stage-- it i s t he Leete 
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garden at four o ' clock in the morning . "Suddenly§.:. shrill, 
frightened, but not tragice,l scream is heard. n3 We hear 
Lord John Carp apologize to Ann for having kissed her. It 
is so dark that people do not recognize each other (though 
the kiss is no mistake), but gradually the sky lightens with 
dawn and the light of comprehension begins to dawn also as 
we discover what the situation is. Though the beginning shows 
the author's skill in catching our attention, more significant 
in illustrating Barker ' s ori ginality of technique is the lack 
of any formal, artificial exposition . We simply hear a group 
of people talking as they naturally would, with no attempt 
made quickly to give the audience the facts that they supposed-
ly must know in order to be able to understand the play . Bar-
ker does not use (here or in his later plays) the device of 
an older servant explaining things to a new one or of a moth-
er telling her daughter about other characters which not even 
the renowned Pinero was above employing. 
We learn soon enough as the talk continues that the kiss 
is the result of a wager between Mr. Tatton and Lord John that 
Ann will be frightened by a walk in the garden in the dark . 
Lord John causes her to scr eam in this fashion . Leete un-
expectedly decides that his daughter has been compromised 
and challenges Lord John to a duel, which takes place off 
3 . The numbers in parentheses in this discussion refer 
to pages in The !vlarrying of Ann Leete in Granville Barker, 
Three Plays (New York : Mitchell Kennerley, 1909). 
stage and in vThich Leete is slightly wounded. Lord John 
leaves, but he returns to ask Ann to marry him, with the 
idea that Leete 'vill shif't to his party. 
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In the meantime, however, Ann bas begun to think of her 
future and to grow up. Brother George says to her, "Look 
upon yourself--not too seriously--Ann, as the instrument of 
political destiny."(24) But a bit later he advises her, on 
the contrary, to marry to please herself. Then we see varj.-
ous forces working on Ann. John Abud has been cleverly and 
unobtr·usi vely brought in near the end of Act . I. He has 
come to begin his day's work as the others end their night's 
pleasure. In Act II (later that day) he asks George about 
George's wife, Dolly, who is expecting a child. Ann remarks , 
"A baby is a wonderful thing." (25) Then when Lord John r ·e-
turns and asks Ann to marry him she finds him distasteful. 
"Why do you want to marry me? 11 she asks. "I love you,'' is 
his reply. She says, "It suddenly occurs to me that sounds 
unpleasant." (33) Neverthe=!-ess she acts as if she would ac-
cept, though she says to her sister "with~ sudden tremor," 
"Sally, don't let me be forced to marry." (37) Then she is 
reminded by a visit to Sarah from her husband's lawyer that 
her marriage has not worked out well. Moreover, George ques-
tions Abud about his former interest in Dolly and advises him 
in Ann's presence that he should marry some decent woman--
"we want gardeners." (41) Ann, too, shows an interest in 
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A bud 1 s marrying . 
Thus the various elements in the situation influence 
Ann to rebel against her father. In Act III she refuses to 
accompany him to Brighton. "Sally must go back, for she be-
longs to it • • but I 111 stay here where I belong," she insists. 
"I mean to disobey you • • to stay here •• never to be unhappy." 
And she adds, "I want to be an ordinary woman •• not clever • • 
not fortunate." (55) She curses her sister, says she doesn't 
choose to become as she is, and then suddenly, as Abud passes 
by, she asks him to marry her. In answer to the amazement of 
the others she explains simply, ''Look • • he r·s straight-limbed 
and clear-eyed • • and I'm a woman . " (56) 
In the last scene Ann and Abud enter their simple cottage 
after the wedding . They have wa lked the nine miles to it, and 
Ann is weary. They both wonder how their marriage will work 
out. Ann says, "Well • • this is an experiment.'' Abud replies, 
"God help us both." (76) Ann's future will consist in scrub-
bing the floor and preparing meals for Abud. Though it is she 
who has wanted to marry him, she shrinks from her husband's 
kiss and seems to suffer when he kisses her almost by force. 
But they agree each to do his part. Ann says in a comment 
which sums up the basic idea of the play: "Papa •• I said • • we 1ve 
all been in too great a hurry getting civilised. False davm. 
I mean to go back. 11 And a moment later : "I was afraid to 
live •• and now •• I am content . " (79) She goes to the window 
of the cottage and then to the door, where she listens and 
says apparently of the children to come, ''I can hear them 
chattering . " (79) The play ends as Abud lights his young 
wife up the stairs. 
And thus the Life Force, or nature, or the mating in-
stinct--call it what you will--has won out over political 
expediency and obedience to parents and differences in social 
standing. Ann has behaved independently and unconventionally. 
Some critics have felt that there is no satisfactory explana-
tion for her action in wanting to marry Abud. Archibald 
Henderson, for example, writes: 
The sense of grossness comes upon one in the finale--
this eugenic, but unnatural, solution of mating the over-
civilized and devitalized woman with the coarse but pure-
blooded man • • • • And we realize in the ending, not a nat-
ural nor even a morbid Dmpulse--but a strictly socio-
logical motive which might have occurred to Westermarck, 
but never to Ann Leete ! ~ 
Frank Wadleigh Chandler agrees that the marriage is quite im-
probable,5 and an anonymous reviewer comments thus: 11Ann 1s 
marriage is not the logical consequence of character, or con-
ditions, but appears only as a bit of th~atrical surprise, 
devised to fill a dramatic emergency, and therefore carries 
6 
no special significance . " That the marriage of Ann to Abud 
is not, however, completely unmotivated and inexplicable in 
4. European Dramatists, p. 381. 
5 . Aspects of Modern Drama (New York : The Macmillan Co., 
1914), p. 226. 
6. Review of Three Pl)ys and The Madras · House, Nation· 
(New York), XCIV (May, 1912 , 445. ---
a satisfactory way is clear from the· way in which Barker 
prepares for it. The finger posts are not obtrusive but 
the preparation is skilfully made . Of all the critics, 
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Martin Ellenhauge makes the most perceptive comment on this 
marriage. He says: 
Ann does not display the felicity in stating reasons 
which is usual in the problem-play school. She cannot 
quite explain why she chooses to marry the gardener . 
Her instincts simply lead her to prefer health to com-
fort."f 
And Barker has shown us the influences which cause her to 
choose Abud rather than Lord John, whether she herself is 
completely aware of them or not. 
The characterization in the play is intriguing. Ann is 
very well portrayed, especially in the fact that she does 
lack felicity in stating reasons for . ·her s,c ti ons. Carnaby 
Leete also is an excellent portrait. Though unscrupulous, 
he is not completely black, for in wanting Ann to marry 
Lord John he is thinking not only of his own gain but of 
the fact that after his death there will be nothing for her 
to live on. Sarah, though she has made a mistake in her 
marriage, is clear-headed enough now to see the flaw in the 
whole Leete situation. 11If we •• this house I'm speaking of • • ,'' 
.,.she says, "had made friends where we've only made tools and 
fools we shouldn't now be cursed as we are •• all.'' (62) 
7. St r i king Figures among Modern English Dramatists 
(Copenhagen: Levin and Munksgaard, 1931), p. 51. 
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Barker•s experience in the theatre helped him undoubted-
ly in creating scenes that ar~ effective. The unusual open-
ing is one, and the scene of Ann•s proposal to Abud is another. 
Ann f orces herself: to speak, she knows not exactly why; Carn-
aby, wounded in the duel and not believing what he hears, 
collapses and has to be helped away. The scene in A~t IV, 
in which all of the relatives gather after the wedding, is 
the first of Barker 1 s several scenes depicting entire family 
groups with great vividness and ironic humor. The Voys~ In-
heritance and The Madras HoUBe each have such a scene. Here 
we have three generations of Leetes brought together by the 
unexpected wedding. Grandfather Sir George thinks its a 
damnable coupling; Grandmother Lady Leete is blind and de-
crepit and thinks only of her snuff. The uneducated Dolly 
is there with Father Crowe, who is tickled that Abud wasn•t 
good enough for his daughter. Abud 1s uncle, Mr. Prestige>and 
his wife, toget~er with the principals, complete the group . 
It is a meeting of three generations and of two classes of 
· _society. As Abud and Ann leave for their own home, Carnaby 
· remarks, "There has started the new century!" (73) Effec-
tive also is the final scene between the young couple. It 
is strangely compelling in its simplicity, in its suggestion 
of homely duties to be performed, in its glimmer of hope for 
the future. 
The author calls The Marrying of Ann Leete a comedy. 
It is in some ways a comedy of manners. There are some 
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witty lines suggestive of Oscar Wilde and of Shaw, especi-
ally at the beginning. For example, 11Politics is a game 
for clever children, and women and fools." (15) And: "In-
nocency 's opinions are invariably entertaining." (16) The 
setting is late eighteenth century, but whether Barker gives 
a faithful portrayal of this ~eriod is questionable. Edward 
Storer says: "The scene in the first act realizes the life 
of an eighteenth century country mansion in a wonderfully 
vivid way."8 An anon3D1ous reviewer in the Nation (New York), 
however, says: "There is not, perhaps, much illusion of at-
mosphere ~f the eighteenth century about it. u9 Ludwig Lewi-
sohn interprets it thus: " ••• [rt] is an attempt to carry a 
specifically modern kind of psychology into the eighteenth 
century. "10 
Truly it does not seem that the author has made any 
special attempt to suggest the eighteenth century in dialogue 
or characterization. Rather perhaps he has set the play a 
hundred years before his own time simply to poin~ up what 
is essential--the decay of a family and the contrast bet-
ween the marriage of convenience and the eugenic marriage . 
Much as Maxwell Anderson in Winterset creates the leading 
characters who are extremely young in order to make the 
8. "Dramatists of To -day,'J living~' CCLXXX (January 
24, 1914), 226. 
9· XCIV (May 2, 1912), ·445. 
10. The Modern Drama: ~ Es)ax in Interpretation (New 
York: B. w. Huebsch, Inc., 1915 , p. 206 . 
essential theme of injustice more biting, so perhaps 
Barker puts the time back a century to focus our attention 
on the real problem of his play. Actually he presents Ann 
as the "modern" twentieth century woman in contrast to the 
Victorian woman equally as much as (and probably more than) 
he shows her as the "modern" nineteenth century woman in 
contrast to the woman of the eighteenth century. The char-
acters of Ann and Carnaby are equally pertinent in either 
century. John Palmer points out what most other critics 
seem to have missed, that Barker was not concerned wi~h 
giving his heroine the "illusion, so precious 'to them that 
fashioned her contemporaries, of being of the eighteenth, 
nineteenth, or twentieth century. She was presented ro-
mantically--in the half-light where illusion is built up 
of creatures who embody, not the particular ache of this 
generation or that, but the common burden of all men and 
. 11 
women." I t is this common humanity that Barker chooses 
to emphasize . 
If it be in a sense a comedy of manners, The Marrying 
of Ann Leete is certainly. also and probably more a problem 
play, though it does not take itself so seriously and is 
not so ponderous as most plays of this kind . It has wit, 
it has comedy (and not just c.omic relief), it has rapid 
movement. Actually ·it treats more intellectually the 
11. Future of the Theater, p . 176 . 
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problem of caste which Robertson dramatized very solemnly 
and melodramatically some years earlier (1867) and out of 
which Barrie was to make the more whimsical Admirable erich-
ton a short time later (1902). The play has also been called 
"our one genuine modern tragedy of manners."12 It is, how-
ever, hardly a tragedy, for there is hope at the end . Ann 
is making a step in the right direction. She has asserted 
her independence. She is content. The devitalizing influence 
of convention has been swept away, and nature has won. The 
best description for ~ Marrying of Ann Leete is Meredi-
thian comedy. It has the appeal to the intellect and the 
subtle delicacy which Meredith called for in his essay on 
the ~le9 of Comedy (which was published in 1897). And to 
understand and appreciate it a corresponding degree of cul-
tivation and acuteness is needed by the audience. 
Concerned though it is with a real problem and realis-
tic though it is in many ways (Tatton, for example, sits on 
the edge of the fountain in the dark and wets more than his 
coat-tails), yet The Marrying of Ann Leete has a romantic 
quality of the dream world about it. Arthur E. Morgan 
calls it almost Turneresque and continues: 
We see dim figures moving in obscure mist; we hear 
unseen voices speaking across the gray void. In a 
sense the garden in which most of the action takes 
12 . Dixon Scott, "Mr. Granville-Barker and an Alibi " 
Men of Letters (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1916), p. 141. 
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place recalls not so much the romantic glow or 
Turner, but the pale dreamy art of an Aubrey Beards-
ley. The whole play is ghostly in its unreality: 
but it is eccentric rather than mysterious, curious 
rather than weird. As in a dream we hear voices 
speaking solemn nonsense; we accept strange values 
without question; we listen without awe and without 
wonder to the eerie hushed voices speaking a queer 
language which is at once strange and natural.13 
Except for the remark about strange values, which is open to 
argument, this is an excellent comment on the mood or the 
play, a mood which continues and increases in the fantasy 
Prunella and to which Barker returns later in his career in 
The Secret Life . A~ Morgan points out, it is the creation 
of a psychological atmosphere like Tchekov 1 s in The Cherry 
Orchard and other plays, too, and Shaw ' s in Heartbreak House, 14 
both of which come later than this . 
The dialogue has much to do with this mood of strange-
ness. It is not the commonplace speech of Galsworthy or 
Henry Arthur Jones, nor is it so witty as Shaw ' s. Undoubted-
ly the reason for its seeming obscurity at first reading is 
that the characters do not answer one another always logical-
ly and directly, especially at the beginning of the play . 
Some of the difficulty of Meredith's style is apparent in 
it. But, as Arthur Symons says, the talk holds one in sus-
pense because it is talk of people who think and there is 
13 . Tendencies of Modern English Drama {New York: 
Charles Scribner ' s Sons, 1924), p. 95· 
14 . Ibid., p. 96. · 
excitement in it. 1 5 Thomas H. Dickinson describes the play 
as a noctur~ 16 which is true in the superficial sense that 
much of it takes place at night, but it is by no means form-
less and sentimental. To me it suggests "modern" music--it 
is original, it does not have conventional harmonies, it seems 
at first disjointed and unreal. But when one has listened 
for a time, clarity of form and strength and harmony appear. 
And there is all the more power in it for its original strange-
ness. 
Every critic agrees that The Ivlarrying qJ Ann Leete is 
a remarkable play for such a young man to have written. Never-
zheless it must be admitted that it is not a complete success 
because of its relative obscurity, particularly at the begin-
ning. One wonders how it would affect an audience who saw it 
for the first time. Yet it is quite probable that a skillful 
group of actors would make the play clearer and more moving 
than a first reading in the study can do. Gertrude Stein's 
Yes Is for ~Very Young Man (which was produced at the Brattle 
Theatre in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in May, 1950) becomes 
surprisingly effective with the proper intonation given to 
her repetitions. And T. S. Eliot's The Cocktail Party (which 
was presented at Henry Miller's Theatre in New York in 1950) 
15. ~lays, Acting, and Music (London: Duckworth and Co., 
1903), p. 147. 
16. The Contemporary·. Drama of England (Boston: Little, 
Brown and Co., 1931) p. 223. 
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was even a popular success although Alec Guiness who played 
the leading role in it is reported to have said he doesn't 
understand it, he only acts in it. Apparent obscurity is not 
then necessarily an insurmountable obstacle to theatrical 
effectiveness . 
Moreover, as one rereads ·rhe Marrying of Ann Leete the 
original obscurity largely dis19.ppears and one is impressed 
by the fact that here is a carefully constructed, thoughtful 
and vigorous play. Details fall into place. The author's 
skill becomes evident in such t hings as the entrances and 
exits of the characters, which are completely natural. The 
very artificiality of the beginning is seen to suggest the 
life the characters are leading, while the simplicity of the 
last scene is similarly signiflcant. Ann is both literally 
and 'figuratively in the dark at~ the beginning (even the can-
dles carried by George are unli.t), but at the end Abud lights 
her way up the stairs in the little cottage. Although it is 
only faint candlelight which sl:.e sees by, it is at least 
' light to show her what is real and true. 
In The Marrying of Ann Leete_ Barker created a play which 
has literary value enough to make it last even off the stage . 
From the point of view of his subsequent development as a 
dramatist the play is significant in revealing the difficult 
combination of fancy and reality which he later succeeds in 
achieving also. It shows his interest in politics as the 
subject matter for drama and his concern with the problems 
of civilized society as they are faced by individual men and 
women. Palmer is justified in speaking highly of its promise : 
"It is no exaggeration that, for a first play by an impudently 
young playwright, 'Ann Leete 1 in 1901 [ '3 ic] was as rich in 
promise as 'Love's Labour ' s Lost ' in 1591"17 And elsewhere 
he comments on its importance with another comparison : 
Ann Leete lighted to her .room in "the fall of her wedding-
day is, for the English theatre, a more precious and more 
significant figure than Nora Eelmer slamming the door 
upon A Doll ' s House . She is the woman of the future 
stage-;- who has found the ·world, in succession to the per-
turbing He~grs, who have lost it. She is the younger 
generation . 
So with this, his first p:rofessionally produced and first 
published play, appropriately dealing with changing values and 
relationships between men and ;;vomen, Granville-Barker took 
his place with the group of ne11 dramatists at the beginning of 
the twentieth century. And with it he gave every indication 
of becoming one of the most important of these new dramatists 
in intellectual content and theatrical skill. 
17. ''Mr. Granville Barker• ' s Inheritance," Saturday 
Review, CXIV (Septemberl4 , 1912), 326. 
18. Future of the Theater~, p. 176. 
Prunella; 2.!:_ Love ~E:. ~ Dutch Garden 
Writ ten 1902 . 
Produced 1904 
Published 1906 
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In The f.'larrying of Ann Leete Carnaby Leete says, "Na-
ture 's an encumbrance to us,'' (46) but nonetheless in the 
course of the play nature wins a victory over too much civil-
ization. In Prunella the forces of civiliza tion (a very 
straight-laced, conventional, narrow kind of civilization) 
are opposed once again to the forces of nature, and once 
again it is nature that wins. But whereas The Marrying of 
Ann Leete is an intellectual comedy, Prunella is a romantic 
fantasy . Written in collaboration with Laurence Housman, 
Prunella was one of the most successful of the plays pro-
duced at the Court Theatre by the Vedrenne-Barker manage-
ment, and that it is still considered good theatre is at-
tested to by the fact that it ·was produced in the summer 
of 1950 at Principia College in Illinois. 
The plot of the play is very simple. Prunella has been . 
brought up by ner maiden aunts, Privacy, Prim, and Prude, 
who have done their best to shelter her from the wicked 
outside world . She reads her lessons from The Gentle Reader, 
is ordered about by her aunts, and "deports" herself. Into 
this harmless little world of l nnocence enters Pierrot--
young and heedless of tomorrow in his search for happiness 
here and now. He entices Prunella to run off with him, and 
she does so after the statue of Love in the &~rden speaks 
in ans'tfer to her plea for advice and says: 
Yea, hearken to the lips of Love! 1 Where he abideth all is well . ••• (51) 
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But to be true to his nature Plerrot cannot be true to his 
Pier!'ette. Three years have elapsed as Act II opens. Two 
of the aunts have died, and the third, Privacy, has jus t sold 
the house to a gentleman who tt~ns out to be Pierrot. We 
learn that having left Pierrett;e after two years of joyful 
wandering together he returned to find her gone. Since then 
he has been unable to be happy and has come back once again 
to the Dutch garden "to lay a ghost. 11 By chance Prunella her-
self returns to her old home at the same time, and she answers 
Pierrot' s wistful call for his Pierrette·. Pierrot proves that 
he really loves her after all, for though he thinks her a ghost 
and she says if he but touch her he will become as she is, he 
goes to her.. .Birds. sing once again, light glows, and the sta-
tue of Love plays upon his viol as the play ends. 
Everything about the setting in the beginning symbolizes 
the restraints that are placed on nature by the well-meaning 
aunts. The garden +s enclosed by high square -cut hedges. 
The house has ''prim windows . " On the porch hangs a caged 
canary, symbolic of course of the heroine. Three Gardeners 
are at work trimming the hedges and trying to keep things 
under control (one of them tells Prunella they are giving 
1 . The numbers in parentheses in this discussion refer 
.to pages in Laurence Housman and Granville Barker, Prunella; 
or Love in~ Dutch Garden (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1928) . 
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nature a lesson, teaching her to . keep straight), and a Boy 
shoos the naughty birds out of the garden. Only one object 
seems somewhat out of place hej?e--the statue of Love with 
viol and bow, and this has its meaning too. We learn from 
the Gardeners that the "garden·-architect" who erected it ran 
off some years ago with the youngest sister of the family, 
'\fho became Prunella 1 s mother. Prunella herself was left in 
a basket at the door a year later, with a note written by 
her mother just before her death identifying the baby. One 
Gardener points out that Prunella is much like her mother and 
may fall in love with the first pretty fellow she sets eyes 
upon. The aunts are afraid that Prunella will catch sight of 
the mummers who are coming to town, so they have ordered the 
blinds drawn and the garden gate locked. 
Despite these precautions, however, t he world in the form 
of .Pierret and his gay companions makes its way.· into the gar-
den nonetheless. When the aunt,s hear the music of the mummers 
approaching, they make the fatal error of running into the 
house and simply ordering Prunella to go to her room. This in 
a more serious drama would be a weakness in construction on 
the part of the authors, for aunts as strictly careful of their 
charge as these would surely haye escorted Prunella to her room 
or at least taken her into the house with them. Of course, 
Barker and Housman are not without cleverness in arranging 
for Prunella to remain outside. She drops a lapful of needle-
work, thimbles, scissors, etc., and has to stay to pick them 
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up, and moreover she is ordered to find the gate key which 
Privacy has dropped in her has t e. In any case, Pierret makes 
his way in through the bottom of the hedge, and he and Prunel-
la have their chance to meet and fall in love. 
Pierret and Pierrette are the romantic element in the 
play. The ."other characters are more down-to-earth, though not 
necessarily realistic. The Gal~deners furnish some rustic humor, 
as do the servants Queer and Q.uaint and the Boy who chases away 
the birds .and later becomes thE:~ '1 1 ead Gardener." For example, 
when the mummers are heard appl'Oaching, Quaint exclaims, 
"I'm going to pull down the top-floor blinds. I won ' t have 
people looking in to my room . " ( ~~2) Pierret has a flock of row-
dy companions--Hawk, Kennel , Callow, Mouth, Doll, Romp, Tawdry, 
·ct'oquette, who are not individually much characterized. As the 
first four say in unison upon emtering: 
Here we come. 
Look at us: 
Rollicking, rackety! (28) 
And that is the impression one has of them . The other four are 
simply light-hearted females. Of course the names in them-
selves indicate that they are not, any of them, meant to be 
fully characterized individuals .• 
Pierret 1s servant, Scara.me:l, is . one of the most interest-
ing persons in the play. He is worldly wise, cynical, fully 
aware of his master's activiti€'s and propensities, but com-
pletely faithful to him. When Pierret muses in the garden 
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after meeting Prunella, "I am t ,empted, n Scaramel replies 
calmly, "Always yield to temptation."(36) He reminds his 
master that "Anticipation is always delightful." wnen Pierrot 
says he thinks Prunella is different from any other girl, SCar-
amel comments (with no touch of criticism), "You always think 
that, master." (38) He is throughout the faithful andre-
sourceful servant who sees his master as he is and likes him. 
It is he who cleverly discovers from the Boy which is Prunella's 
room and arranges for a ladder. Practical fellow that he is, 
he is concerned about food and drink. Pierrot says to him, 
"Life to you is a meal •••• And when you get up from it, all your 
mind will be like a bill of fare •••• " "Possibly, master," re-
plies SCaramel, not at all ruffled. (70-71) He believes that 
love ought not to be taken seriously,{71) that love never 
lasts.(77) He thinks it foolish of Pierrot to have come back 
to the garden and even to remember Pierrette. 
But Pierrot does remember this time. Though he tries to 
be gay, his friends look old and ugly to him and his heart is 
troubled by the thought of poor Pierrette. And so we get in 
Act III the moral (really the second one) of the play. If it 
is .wrong to try to keep love out of one's life and to live ac-
cording to rules and in seclusion from emotion, so also is it 
wrong to live and love selfishly. Pierrot learns that that 
is not the way to happiness. 
Thus Prunella turns out to be actually a moral allegory 
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in the guise of a fantasy. The ending, in which the lovers 
are happily reunited after Pierrot has proved his love, has 
been criticized as out of keeping with the Pierrot character. 
Max Beerbohm says that the way in which the play ends · is the 
one fault in its scheme: 
It is a pretty notion that Pierrot should really love 
Prunella, and should prove his love by daring to touch 
her after she has told him. that she is a phantom [which, 
incidentally, she does not. actually do--Beerbohm is care-
less in this statement] , and that if he touches her he 
too will die. But it is not a notion in key with the 
rest of the play. It is a. dodge for securing a happy 2 ending at the expense of truth to Pierrot's character. 
Though the character is present~d charmingly all the way through, 
perhaps we can blame the English moral sense for intruding here . 
Beerbohm suggests two alternate possibiiities for the ending, 
either of which I agree would make a more consistent Pierrot 
play: 
Either Prunella ought to be actually a phantom, and 
Pierrot consent to touch her simply because he has 
lost even the melancholy joy that he once had in life, 
and because he is rather inquisitive of death; or 
Prunella ought to die in Pierret ' s arms, and he to 
take a certain pleasure in the completeness of the ro-
mance, a~d in the arrangements for a prettily sombre 
funeral . 
And then, of course, Pierrot would not have come back with the 
memory of Pierrette troubling him but would rather have met 
her again by chance . 
2 . Around Theatres, II, 600 . 
3. Ibid . 
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Be that as it may, howevei', the play in its present 
form is charming. The satiric touches in the aunts and 
Prunella 's education are gently effective. There is beauty 
in the love scenes, and a delic·ate moonlight atmosphere 
bathes the entire play. Music has a large part in the over-
all effect; indeed Barker's production of it was an excellent 
example of the happy union of a.ll of' the arts of the theatre---
acting, poetry, physical beauty of costumes and lighting and 
scenery, and music. Without question the play in the theatre 
in this instance is more delightful than the play in book 
form. P. P. Howe's comment is an indication of this: 
One despairs of having been able to suggest or to recall 
one half the joy the play gives in the theatre. It e-
ludes analysis, because of the compositeness of its ef-
fects; that is why it is and will remain an admirable 
example of the art of the theatre, most composite of 
the arts. The setting, the poetry, the acting, the 
music--they cannot be separated. Of Mr. Moorat's music 
it may be said that one hears it once and thinks its 
sympathetic unobtrusiveness its highest virtue; one 
goes on to think it invaluable •••• However, it will suf-
fice to say that the play was in every way so rendered 
at the Repertory Theatre that to go to it again and 
again was not to exhaust it. One heard of the Prunella 
habit. 
In its skillful construction as well as its masterly 
combination of appeal to eye, ear, heart, and mind, Prunella 
shows, in scene after scene, the art of the man who had first 
hand experience with the theatre. · For example, Prunella is 
reading from her book about the man in the moon (The Gentle 
4. The Repertory Theatre, p. 137· 
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Reader debunks this theory) as the music of the mummers 
comes closer and closer. Confetti is thrown over the hedge, 
the aunts flee, and Pierrot ent ers with his traditional cos-
tume and white face through the lower part of the hedge. He 
says he is the man in the moon.. What a perfect contrast be-
tween the unimaginative world o"F the aunts in their prim gar-
den and the :no:mCLnce of Pierrot and ~11 those who are willing 
to dream. The s.tatue that comE!S to life is certainly an un-
failing trick of the theatre, a.s is ~ the transformation of 
Prunella into Pier~tte dtiring a. dance in which her cloak is 
removed and she is revealed in her new identity. The final 
reconciliation scene (whatever one may think of its consis-
tency with the real Pierrot character) is tender and moving. 
It is obvious that one needs imagination in reading a 
play to make it come to life, imagination to supply all of 
the details of color and movement and the warmth of human 
voice and presence which are provided in the theatrical pre-
sentation. This imagination is especially important in a 
play like Prunella. Unfortunat.9ly the book version of this 
play is rather tame and colorle::~s, and for this the dialogue 
is largely to blame. It is writ.ten in a combination of prose 
and verse (used with no evident discrimination; the prose en-
ters when it apparently was not convenient to express the 
ideas in rhyme), and the verse very seldom rises to poetry. 
It is mainly in rh:yming couplet~! (chiefly pentameter, 
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occasionally tetrameter or trimeter) which are uninspired. 
The ef.fect of the dialogue may have been successful in the 
theatre . In fact, it is commented on as a new form of ex-
pression very suitable for the various speakers by Howe, who 
adds, "The new dialogue form if3 admirably dramatic; shall we 
ever get these authors to push it any further? 115 Not every 
c'?ntemporary critic was thus carried away, however. Clayton 
Hamilton, in commenting on the New York production of the 
play, though he calls Prunella "the loveliest aesthetic ex-
perience that is at present attainable in the New York theatre, 11 
has this to say about the verse: "Many of Mr. Housman ' s lyric 
stanzas are very charming; but his handling of rhymed couplets 
is frequently pedestrian., and tn several laboured passages 
the specta tor is made to wish that the lines might be dis-
pensed with altogether and the incidents enacted in pantomime . 116 
Certainly some of the rhymes ai'e atrocious. Here are two : 
and 
Listening to what ' s not meant for your ears l .Well, 
That talk 1 s made me feel ~1orry for mys el ' -- ( 6) 
Thy home is Love. Sweethe)art, speak truth and tell: 
At this cold fountain lea:r•n Love's oracle! (50) 
The first may be excusable for the sake of humor since they 
are two of the Gardeners' line:;:, but the second is Pierret 
addressing Prunella in all tenderness of emotion. 
5· Ibid., p. 135· 
6. "The Undramatic Drama," Bookman, XXXVIII (December, 
1913), 363. 
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This work being a collaboration, it is interesting to 
speculate as to which quali tie::1 and details are the contri-
bution of each of the authors, though it can never be known 
completely and with certainty.? The verse seems to have been 
generally credited to Housman (what credit there may be in 
it!). Hamilton, for example, in the passage quoted above, 
speaks of Mr. Housman's lyric stanzas and his handling of 
rhymed couplets. Graham Sutton in Some Contemporary Drama-
tists says, "I suppose the verse was Mr. Housman's. 118 This 
seems to be a fairly safe assumption since Housman wrote 
other poetry and Barker did not. On the other hand, Sutton 
feels that he can see the work of Barker in 11 the taut con-
struction and in the character of Pierrot's servant Scaramel 
(Disillusion), whose irony gives to the play its peculiar and 
almost sinister flavour."9 Sutton points out that in Hous-
man's more recent Moonshine, (published in 1922) a one-act 
play in which Pierret appears, the Scara.mel motif is omitted. 
Perhaps this is a tenuous basis on which to state that this 
was one of Barker's contributions, but it is true that the 
intellectual, worldly-wise, dis~Lllusioned Scara.mel is in 
keeping with Barker's other works and that the Pierret of 
7· I have written to Mr. Housman for information about 
this, but received no reply. 
8. (London: Leonard Parsons, 1924), p. 27. 
9. Ibid. 
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Moonshine is a different Pierrot . He is simply a boy looking 
for a place to sleep who helps Santa Claus teach a grumpy old 
man and a policeman that there really is a Santa, and, at the 
same time, finds shelter in the old man ' s house . Further than 
this in throwing light on the n1ysteries of the collaboration 
it is perhaps not possible to go without information from the 
writers themselves . 
Another earlier Pierrot play, performed at Grein ' s Inde-
pendent Theatre in a translation by John Gray_, 10 is Th6odore 
de Banville ' s Le Baiser . A reading of this pl a y shows immedi-
ately that it had no influence on Prunella, except that the 
authors perhaps got the idea for writing a Pierrot play from 
it. The Kiss presents an innocent Pierrot whose lips have 
never touched anyone else ' s . He bestows this favor first upon 
an ugly old woman he finds in a wood . She changes thereupon 
into a beautiful fairy whom he at once falls in love with and 
wants to marry. But the fairy hearkens instead to the call 
of her mates, and Pierrot decides tha t he does not after all 
want to give up all ·the pleasui•es of life in Paris for an ex-
istence with just one beautifw. fairy maiden. Quite different 
in tone an,d conception from Prunella is this version. Prunella 
is larger in scope, has more depth of emotion, and is closer to 
human realities . 
10 . Miller, Independent 'J~heatre, p . 35 · 
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The program of the first p:r'oduction of Prunella des-
cribed it as "A Play, in Three .A..cts, for Grown-up Children."11 
12 When it was revived later it wa,s called simply "A Pierret Play.'' 
A play for children it is in its fantasy and imaginative quali-
ties and tone of unreality. As we grow older, we do, most of 
us, retreat into the prison-house of the world and become ab-
sorbed in the "realities" of life. But Prunella has, in addi-
tion to its charm and sentiment, an intellectual and moral 
quality which give it a deeper s ignificance than at first it 
may seem to possess. With the atmosphere of the dream world 
the seriousness of the actual world is most happily united in 
it. The play shows a different aspect of the elements of un-
reality and fancy which are found, especially at the beginning, 
in The Marrying of ~Leete, a more childlike, fairy-tale kind 
of unreality; and it shows again Barker's concern with the 
fundamental problems of life, which no artist can escape for 
long in any work which is to hav-e lasting significance. ~­
nella shows, too, that one e aga:Ln Granville -Barker has the 
originality and the courage to depart from the type of play 
that the commercial theatre of his day was interested in pro-
ducing, and the skill to make that departure successful. 
11. MacCarthy, Court Theatre, p. 130. 
12. Howe, Repertory Thea tJ:>e, p. 137 . 
The Voysey Inheritance 
Written 1903·-1905 
Produced 1905 
Published 1909 
Revised 1913 
~-~arrying of Ann Leete, though unquestionably a re-
markable play to be written by a young man, is nevertheless 
a promis e of greatness to come :rather than a completely sat-
isfa c t ory expression of that greatness. Prunella, though 
charming and theatrically effective, is not a serious drruna 
and is, moreover, not Barker's ·ivork alone. It is in The Voysey 
Inheritance, which has called forth from the critics verdicts 
ranging from "Barker's least interesting play111 to "a work of' 
genius", 2 that Granville-Barker achieved his first maturely 
forceful work in his career as a playwright . 
As the title indicates, the play is concerned with an 
inherite.nce, a theme that drrunatists have found profitable in 
various -..vays through the centur1es . King Lear shows us the 
tragic results of dividing an inheritance before the death of' 
the owner. Volpone makes bi ttel~ly ironic comedy of the greed 
of those who would become rj_ch easily through hypocrii;;ical 
flattery and friendship toward a supposedly dying man. Pinero ' s 
The Thunderbolt (which came later than Barker ' s play, in 1908) 
1 . Mar~aret Haskell), "Granville Barker as Dra.matist, 11 
Drama, VIII (May 1918), 2b7 . 
2. Henderson, European Drc~atists, p. 387 . 
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portrays realistically a familJ· •s reactions to the death of a 
rich brother and a possible inheritance . But the Voysey in-
heritance is different from any other. Barker's original 
genius is evident ih the basic invention of the play . The 
inheritance is not a fortune but rather the serious problem 
of the dishonesty with which the elder Voysey has for years 
been carrying on his business . Intrusted as a family solici-
tor with various investments for hi~ cl ients, he has not been 
faithful or honest toward them but has instead used their cap-
ital to try to make money for himself while continuing to pay 
the expected interest to his cl.ients. At the beginning of the 
play Edward, his son, has just ·been told the true state of af-
fairs. The father wants him to carry on until the accounts 
have all been put straight, whi1~h , he says, is vThat he has 
been str:tving to do . Voysey explains that this was his inheri-
tance from his father and says t o Edward, "You ' re my partner 
and my son, and you ' ll inherj_t ·che business . "(96) 3 Later, 
the elder Voysey dies and Edward does indeed inherit this long 
continued dishonest conduct of trusts . 
Barker then presents in the major portion of the play, and 
for the most part in a very realistic fashion , the moral dilem-
ma in which Edward finds himself', the reactions of the other 
members of the family, and the final outcome . The realistic 
3 · The numbers in parentheses in this discussion refer to 
pages in The Voysey Inheritance in Granville Barker, Three Plays 
(New York : Mitchell Kenner ley, 1909) . 
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style is apparent from the very first description by the 
dramatist .of.the setting in the first act: 
The office of Voysey and S<~ is in the best part of 
Lincoln's Inn. Its panelled rooms give out ~ sense 
of ,gra.ndmotherly comfort §:!ld security, very grateful 
at first to ~hesitating investor, the dubio~ liti-
gant. Mr. Voysey 1s 2!!1! !:2!~, into which he walks 
about twenty past ten of ~morning, radiates enter-
prise besides. There is ~)lish on everything; ££the 
windows, £!!. the mahogany oj~ the tidily packed vTri ting 
table that stands' between ]~hem, ££ the brasswork of 
the fire-place in the otheJ: wall, 2.£ the glass of the 
fire-screen which preserve~!_ only the pleasantness of 
-~ sparkling fire, ~ Q!! ~[r. Voysey's hat ~ he takes 
it off to place it on the little red curtained shelf 
. behind the door. (83} - · -
The characters and the situations are almost as completely 
convincing as setting, given the basic premise of the inheri-
tance. There is less of an air of unreality than in Ann Leete 
and more of an atmosphere of actual life and of flesh-and-blood 
people. The convincing reality of this presentation has been 
recognized by almost all cri tic::.1, but it is the basic premise 
itself that a few have found fatut with. Dixon Scott, for ex-
ample, Wl'i tes: 
••• Although the characters apparently behave with the 
most absolute naturalness, we watch them as though they 
were figures moving in a void ••. because all these poor 
characters are, literally, the victims of an elaborate 
Plot. Of the plot, in fact--the plot of the . play .... . 
the excellent invention of the elder Voysey ' s . machi~a ­
t ions - -as neat as anything of Poe's or Maupassant 1s. 
A.s ingenious, as artificial, as "romantic" as that--
and therefore absolutely fatal as a mainspring meant 
to drive a middle-classical clock construc~ed to tell 
Chislehurst time with stolid truthfulness. · 
4. "Mr . Granville Barker a.nd an Alibi," p. 144. 
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Scott blames Shaw for having influenced Barker to fabricate 
such an abnormal dilemma as thj_s "most fantastic toasting-
fork of criminal pathology and fairy-tale finance 115 and con-
tinues to say, "Had his bony Fabian forefinger never beckoned 
Mr. Barker, the elder Voysey, I fee1 sure, would have remained 
an honest father, and his chiltl.ren would have been allowed to 
live their lives (and live . them before us entertainingly) with 
all their charming Chislehurst simplicity."6 Now although it 
is true that the influence of Socialism on Barker's thinking 
can be seen in this play, surely it is Scott who is being ro-
mantic when he asks for the Voysey family to live before us 
''with all their charming Chislehurst simplicity. 11 1-fould he 
have John Gabriel Borkman and his family different, too, 
living before us with all their charming Christiana simplicity? 
Would he have Lear without the division of the kingdom and the 
resulting tragedy? No, we must accept the basic dilemma, and 
we find no difficulty in doing :so because Barker has given us 
such a complete and detailed characterization of Voysey that 
it . is believable. 
It may well be said that the influence of Shaw can be 
seen in the fundamental moral question which the play poses--
the question of right and wrong~ the question of compromising 
one 1 s principles in an effort to do good. As in Mrs. Warren's 
5· Ibid. 
6. Ibid., p. 146. 
-
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Profession and Widowers' Houses the problem arises in The 
voysey Inheritance of compromising with evil. Barker, how-
ever, treats it in a different way from Shaw. In Widowers' 
Houses Trench, at first shocked to find that his financee 's 
money comes from slum landlordism, then learns that his own 
income is from the same source. Sartorius, the father of his 
fiancee, convinces him that he should allow improvements to 
be made in these houses in order to get more compensation 
from the government since they are to be pulled down to make 
way for a new street. Trench compromises with his principles 
in order to keep his income and also to win back his fiancee. 
Vivie in Mrs . Warren ' s Profession does not compromise, however, 
when she learns where the money her mother has been giving her 
comes from. She makes a clean break from her mother and earns 
her own living honorably and independently, though Mrs . Warr~n 
and her profession continue to flourish. 
Edward Voysey, too, is presented with a difficult problem. 
He is idealistic and has always admired his father and trusted 
him . When he learns the horrible truth about his father ' s 
seemingly prosperous situation, he is torn between two emo-
tions--honor, and love of father. He decides tostay with the 
business because he really cannot leave his father in his dif-
ficulties and possibly he can see to it that some of the wrongs 
are righted. But the dishonest situation troubles him tremen-
dously. Then when the elder Voysey dies, Edward plans to 
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reveal the truth about the whole mess and take whatever 
punishment may come . When he enlightens the family as to 
the actual source of their money, they are not so shocked or 
even surprised as he has expected . Mrs . Voysey has known for 
some time and has fear~d that the break would come during her 
husband ' s lifetime . The eldest son, Trenchard, has suspected 
since the time of his last quarrel with his father. Edward 
sincerely believes that they should give up all they have to 
set the wrong right, though even then only a partial restitu-
tion could be made . No one else is so idealistic, however, 
and Edward finds himself disillusioned in his family. They 
are all concerned with their own selfish gain and refuse to 
sacrifice anything, even though their money has been fraudu-
lently obtained. Even Alice Maitland, a cousin with whom 
Edward is in love, wants him to carry on his father's busi-
ness and quietly try to set right the small accounts of those 
to whom a loss would be tragic . Eqward states the problem be-
fore he has made up his mind : ttrt 1 s strange the number of 
people who believe you can do right by means which they _know 
to be wrong." His brother Hugh replies : "Come, what do we 
know about right and wrong? Let ' s say legal and illegal . 11 (154) 
Alice a ,bit later asks Edward, ''Will it seem less disgraceful 
to have stolen ten thousand pounds than twenty?'' She agrees 
with him that it is, but wonders if that ' s the Law. It cer-
tainly isn ' t Public Opinion . (155) When Edward insist~ f -t.'I 1m ) 
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exposing this fraud on principle," she replies: "Perhaps 
that's what_1s wrong." (157) Edward tentatively suggests: 
''I could take the money that's in my father's name, and use 
it only to put right the smaller accounts." This is what 
Alice wants him to do . 11I 111 risk your becoming a bad man_, 11 
she says. "That's a big risk for me. 11 (160) 
And so Edward takes up the burden of the inheritance with 
the intention of doing moral right· by committing legal wrong . 
But at least Edward does not continue making illicit profits 
out of his clients and he manages to put some of the smaller 
accounts into shape before one day George Booth, an old friend 
of the family, decides to take his business away· from the firm 
since he does not trust Edward as much as he trusted his father. 
Booth is told the truth, and it seems as if the crash has fi-
nally come. In the meantime, some personal good has come from 
the situation to Edward. He has won the heart of Alice b:y 
becoming more a man and less a prig. She is happy now, come 
what may. She tells him: 11 There was never any chance of .my 
marrying you when you were only a well-principled prig . I 
didn 1 t want you •• and I don't believe you really wanted me . 
Now you do."(209) Thus has Edward been humanized by his 
trouble, and thus has Barker developed the difficult chaTac-
terization in an excellent way. As in Widowers' Houses, the 
conclusion is that compromise with one's ideals is necessary 
in the face of practical life; but whereas Shaw's play has a 
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tone of irony, Barker's does not. He s~ply accepts this 
compromise as necessary. 
Though Edward is very well characterized, Alice Maitland 
is the least convincing person in the play. She is an ex-
ample of the "new woman'', and through her Barker expresses 
some of the Shavian and Fabian ideas which have become his, 
too. For example, Alice feels that the money which has been 
lost, by some of the clients at least, was never theirs by 
right anyhow . She tells Edward that her guardian ("a person 
of great character and no principles, the best and most lovable 
man I've ever met") once explained to her: 
You've no right to your money. You've not earned it or 
deserved it in any way. Therefore, don't be surprised 
or annoyed if any enterprising person tries to get it 
from you. He has at least as much right to it as you 
have •. if he can use it better, he has more right.(l56) 
She does, however, feel sorry for the poorer people who will 
be beggared by their loss. Practical in her own outlook on 
life, she thinks -this difficulty will be a blessing to Edward. 
She says in a Shavian paradox that Edward has a religious nature, 
and therefore he is not fond of creeds and ceremonies, and as 
the good things of this world do not satisfy h~ he shirks con-
tact vTith it. "I understand this temptation to neglect and 
despise practical things," she tells him. 11But if one yields 
to it one's character narrows and cheapens." (206) She expects 
a man to be a good citizen and exercise his right to vote. 
Edward has become careless about this as about his own happiness. 
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"My friend," she says to Edward, ''you shouldn't neglect 
your happiness any more than you neglect to wash your face. 11 (207) 
She is the new woman in that she demands to be accepted by 
Edward as his equal--"If you don ' t think me your equal a s 
woman to man , we'll never speak of this t heir marriage . again." 
She has an income of her own and wants them to start li f e on 
that. At the end she believes that Edward has more power than 
he realizes--for '•the man who is able, · and cares deeply, and 
yet has nothing to hope or fear is all powerful .• even in 
little things."(211) Thus far wemay accept Alice as a con-
vincing portrait, for truly women are more practical and 
stronger than men . But when at the end Alice says that if 
Edward is imprisoned she shall have to be careful to avoid 
false pride because "I shall be foolishly proud of you" and 
completely ignores the fact that they may well be separated 
from one another for some time, she goes too far in her intel-
lectuality to be a completely convincing woman in love. In 
fact, the love affair between the hero and the heroine is 
strangely unemotional and unsatisfying throughout. There is 
a superhuman quality about Alice and a complete certainty of 
herself that are not very attractive. Her intellect invari-
ably dominates her heart. As Max Beerhohm points out, it is 
a welcome change to have a dramatic portrayal of moral enthu-
siasm rather than the false depiction of sentimental emotions 
which has occupied the English drama preceding this, but 
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11a heroine with nothing in her soul but abstract ethics is 
just as foolish a contrivance as a heroine of the average 
conventional play."7 
Although Edward ' s problem is the important one in the 
play and he is well portrayed~ yet the most fascinating charac-
ter is the elder Voysey himself . Ibsen had already given the 
world his portrait of the ruined financial giant John Gabriel 
Berkman in 1897 and possibly influenced Barker to select a 
somewhat similar suhject~ though the likeness is actually 
only very superficial. Barker ' s skill shows itself in the 
brilliant way in which Voysey ' s character is revealed a little 
at a time until we get the complete picture. He tells Edward 
at the beginning that he inherited the deficit from his father 
and that the dishonest conduct of the firm has been going on 
for more than thirty years. He is vague about how bad things 
were when he came to control them~ but he gains sympathy by 
saying~ "Was I to see my father ruined and disgraced without 
lifting a finger to help him? •• not to mention the interest 
of the clients." (94) And now, he says, the firm is without 
a stain on its honor. Voysey has great confidence in his own 
financial ability--that, he says~ is the security his clients 
have for their investments. He insists that Edward is a coward 
if he runs away from the responsibility of carrying on the 
business in the same way. Voysey's moral code is revealed 
as he says: 
7. Around Theatres~ II, 523. 
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Good Lord ! •• of course it ' s pleasant and comfortable 
to keep within the law • • then the law will look after 
you. Otherwise you have to look pretty sharp after 
yourself. You have to cultivate your own sense of 
right and wrong; deal your own justice. But that makes 
a bigger man of you, let me tell you." (99) 
And he has found happiness in this .sort of dangerous life. He 
is realistic in his attitude toward his ''success.'' "What has 
carried me to victory? The confidence of my clients," he ex-
plains to his son. 11What has earned that confidence? A de-
cent life, my integrity, my brains? No, my reputation for 
wealth •• that, and nothing else." (129) He has a different 
code for different portions of his life, and he advises Edward 
that he, too, must "realise that money making is one thing, 
we. 
and religion another, and fami ly-life a third," and thatl\must 
apply our energies whole-heartedly to each of these in turn, 
and realise that different laws govern each, that there is a 
different end to be served, a different ideal to be striven 
for in each." (130) 
At first one has a sort of admiration for the buccaneering 
Voysey ' s courage and skill and strength in a difficult situation. 
Yet as Henderson notes, Barker does not make a hero out of Voy-
sey, as 11 even Ibsen makes ' heroes' out of Bernick and Borkman--
throws about them a halo of daring chicanery or Napoleonic 
· hazard . "8 Although he does seem almost heroic while he is 
actually present and we get the 1'ull force of his personality, 
8. European Dramatists, p. 387 . 
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further light is thrown on his character after his death 
and our impression is modified . Edward says, "I thought 
that at the worst he was a splendid criminal . " (143) But 
he was even less noble than that . Finding only one irregu-
larity that is more than ten years old, and that in old 
Booth ' s account, Edward then believes that Voysey's story 
about his father having started the dishonesty is a fiction. 
Trenchard sees the psychology of the tale : "It would add a 
fitness to the situation .• his handing · on to you an inheri-
tance he had received. You know every criminal has a touch 
of the artist in him . " (146-147) When we hear this explana-
tion we remember that the elder Voysey regularly brought 
roses to the office and artistically arranged them himself, 
putting one in his buttonhole. Thus cleverly does Barker 
tie in seemingly insignificant details. And Voysey told Ed~ 
ward about his illegal practices, suggests Edward, at least 
partly to have some one to boast to of his financial exploits . 
(147) But the picture is not even yet complete; we learn 
still more. Peacey, the faithful old employee in the firm, 
tells Edward still later that the fascination of swindling 
his clients proved irresistible to Voysey, for he once had 
things in perfect order only to start again. Moreover, in 
c.. 
the early days apparently his cons~ence troubled him, for 
Peacey says he was sour and snappy, but as he became engrossed 
in the adventurous game he was playing his moral sense was 
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subdued and he grew pleasant and generous to everyone.(l66-167) 
( 
Another d~ning bit of evidence is introduced against Voysey 
when Booth tells Edward he is withdrawing his business from 
the firm . He says he had decided more than a year before 
Voysey ' s death that he could not let Edward have complete 
control over his affairs as he had allowed his father to . 
Edward is startled to think that his father :should have known 
that this ~ould happen and not have warned him. Booth says 
he never actually said as much to Voysey but he might easily 
have guessed it . Edward shrinks from the disturbing implica-
tions of this possibility and says, "No • • no . • he never 
guessed." (171) Thus even after his death (which occurs be-
tween Acts II and I II ) the figure of the elder Voysey is 
kept before us to fascinate us constantly. At the very end 
of the play Barker calls our attention to him for a final 
time . Now that Edward has become a human being and has s hown 
some practical courage and has received Alice ' s approval, 
from his portrait over the mantelpiece " •• • the face of . the 
late Mr. Voysey seems to look down upon his m not unkindly, 
though with that curious buccaneering twist of the eyebrows 
which distinguished his countenance in life." (212) Truly 
in the characterization of Voysey Barker has created a master-
piece . 
Although the Voyseys, father and son, and Alice are the 
three chief characters in the play, there are a host of others , 
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all of whom are quite compietely individualized. The bro-
thers of Edward--pompous, conceited, not very bright Booth; 
artistic Hugh; Trenchard, a, barrister, cool and confident--
all are different and yet recognizable as members of the 
same family. Ethel, the youngest child, is spoiled and says 
more seriously than not, that her father has no better use 
for his money than to spend it on her . Honor, the unmarried 
elder daughter, is imposed on by everyone. V.Tflen Booth says: 
''Honor is very happy at home. Everyone loves her,'' Hugh in 
an outburst against their middle-class family ideals exclaims: 
"Yes • • what do we call her? Mother •s right hand! I wonder 
that they bothered to give her a name. 11 (198) The scene 
(A.ct III) in which Edward confronts the whole family with 
the news about their father's dishonesty is remarkable. Beer~ 
bohm goes so far as to say he is tempted to regard it as ''the 
finest scene of grim, ironic comedy in modern English drama. 119 
Booth deplores Edward ' s lack of reverence in wanting to talk 
about money right after the funeral, but in the very same 
breath he adds, "I hope you are getting some lunch, Trenchard ." 
(139) When he is made to realize the full import of the news, 
he is concerned about: (1) "Does it mean beggary for the whole 
family? 11 {143) and (2) the family honor--that is, honor in the 
eyes of the world. He is not worried about the clients • 
losses and is quite willing to take Trenchard ' s word for it 
9. Around Theatres, II, 520. 
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that giving Edward some money to help right the wrong would 
be illegal--though what Trenchard has said is only that there 
is no obligation, legal or moral, for the family to throw 
their money in. Hugh, vague and impractical, meanwhile won-
ders if Voysey can hear their conversation from wherever he 
is. This scene is certainly the best that Barker had written 
up to this time, if not the best of all his work . His vast 
superiority over Pinero in The Thunderbolt is immediately ob-
vious . Pinero's family group are all alike except for Thad, 
the hero . They are simply greedy for money. That is as far 
as they are characterized. Barker succeeds in creating indi-
viduals and in suggesting various shades of meaning with re-
gard to the whole moral problem. 
Like The Marrying of Ann Leete, this play is very care-
fully integrated. Details which are seemingly insignificant 
at the time (Voysey ' s roses, for example) come to have mean-
ing, often ironical, later on. Old Booth early in the play 
accuses Edward of going about the world making difficulties . 
He maintains: 
Surely when you're young you can ask the advice of 
your elders and when you grow up you find Laws •• lots 
of laws, divine and human, laid down for our guidance •••• 
I don't think I ever took more than five minutes to 
come to a decision upon any important point. (108) 
Yet when Edward later tells him that half his money is gone, 
Booth is pathetic in his indecision. What should he ~o? 
Why should he have to make up his mind? ''There must be a 
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right or wrong thing to do. Edward, can ' t you tell me ? "(l81) 
As I have pointed out earlier, the influence of Shaw 
and of Socialism shows in The Voysey Inheritance. In addi-
tion to the attitude and remarks of Alice , this influence 
appears in the considerAble. specific comment on society and 
civilization, especially the English middle-class, which is 
scattered throughout the play, though Barker is not always 
in agreement with what some of his characters say. Beatrice 
(the wife. of Hugh), for example, finds the Voyseys dull, but 
Alice notes, "They 1re not duller than most other people,'' 
though she does admit that they are ·"a little noisier and 
perhaps not quite so well mannered." (119) The values which 
present society recognizes are false, believes Barker. Under -
lying the whole play is the idea that too much emphasis is 
placed on money, but specifi.cally when Voysey tells Edward 
that his business lies on a foundation of the confidence 
which he inspires in his clients, Edward retorts, "Not our 
worth, not our abilities, nor our virtues, but the fac t .that 
we travel first class and ride in h?-nsoms." (129) Hugh blasts 
the country and civilization where the streets and children 
are dirty, where people are educated to believe in the Laws 
and the Money-market and respectability. (169-170) Thinking 
his money has car:r•ied a curse with it, he wants to give it 
up and find out what he is worth in himself. Edward takes 
all this calmly, however, so we know that though there is 
·:;~ome truth to what Hugh says, Barker recognizes that things 
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are not quite so simple. Hugh continues~ though~ to call 
the world stupid. 11W·e all want a lesson in values," he in-
sists. "We're never taught what is worth having and what 
isn't. Why should your real happiness be sacrificed to the 
sham happiness which people have invested in the firm?" he 
demands of Edward. (172) We need another currency, we must 
learn to express ourselves in terms of "vitality." (173) 
This is the only standard of worth. Hugh again attacks 
middle-class ideals later on in the play. That one should 
respect one's parents, live and think with them and grow 
like them--that is what makes the family 11 dull, cubbish, un-
educated, hopelessly middle-class .• that is, hopelessly out 
of date. " (198) 
Though Hugh's flights of rhetoric may not perhaps be 
taken completely seriously, yet Beatrice (a "new woman" who 
has married Hugh for money and now wants a divorce, and who 
writes books)--yet Beatrice says much the same thing . To be 
middle-class is to be dull and respectable and mediocre. 
"Genius and Poverty may exist in England, if they'll hide 
their heads,*' says Beatrice. "For show days we've our aris-
tocracy. But never let us forget, gentlemen, that it is the 
plain, solid middle-class man who has made us •• what we are." 
(203) (Probably Hugh has learned his speeches from Beatrice.) 
To this Edward can cry bravo. Then Beatrice goes on to praise 
Voysey as a great financier and a man of imagination: "He 
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despised those fat little clients living so snugly on their 
unearned incomes •• and put them and their money to the best 
use he could.'' (204) This Edward cannot agree to. He says 
solemnly, 11That 1s all a fine phrase for robbery." (204) But 
Beatrice reminds him that he himself has been robbing the rich 
clients for the benefit of the poor ones, so not only his fa-
ther but he too doesn't possess "that innate sense of the 
sacredness of property ..• which alone can make a truly honest 
man." (204) 
Though this is all very Shavian in content, it is ex-
pressed in speeches which are natural in style rather than 
being rhetorical tirades like so many of Shaw ' s, and there is 
a di.fference in attitude between the two dramatists. Shaw is 
frequently flippant--or at least he gives that impression, 
and always very sure of himself. His plays often seem to 
have been written for the main purpose of expounding his ideas 
about life and society, whether the expression of these ideas 
be completely consistent with the characters or not. We are 
conscious of Shaw's wit rather than of the personalities of 
the speakers themselves. Barker is less witty and less cer-
tain of what is right and wrong . He examines problems through 
individualized characters in concrete situations, and although 
his plays contain ideas galore, they are ideas which seem to 
come from the characters and which are consistent with them 
rather than being brilliant sparks of wit from the brain . :: 
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of the author himself. 
The real Barker philosophy in The Voysey Inheritance 
is expressed by Alice. Taken all in all, the women in this 
play are superior to the men in intellect and cul,ture and 
strength--evidence of the continued emancipation of women in 
drama since Nora Helmer banged the door on Torvald. Alice 
is quite the most cool, collected, and confident person in 
the play. Beatrice is an independent soul, though life has 
hardened her. Ethel winds her father and her fiance around 
her little finger. Even the seemingly subservient Emily con-
trols her husband Booth without his being aware of it. But 
it is Alice who very capably evaluates the situation at the 
end of the play. It does not matter what happens to Edward 
now, she believes, for he has conquered selfishness. He 
would like to be able to rest, to know if he has succeeded 
or failed, but Alice suggests he might well wish to continue 
the uncertain situation for the rest of his life. 11My dear, 
the world must be put tidy," she tells him. "That ' s the work 
which splendid criminals •• and others leave about for us poor 
commonplace people to do."(211) Although he does not believe 
in Heaven, Alice reminds him that there is to be their life 
here on earth for them to look forward to. And so the play 
ends. There are rich fools who have not earned their money~ 
Barker has told us. There are poor people who must be helped . 
There are clever criminals like the elder Voysey . There are 
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ineffectual social malcontents like Hugh and able people 
hardened by life's adversities like Beatrice. And there 
are id.ealists who have courage and strength like Edward and 
Alice (especially Alice, who gives strength to the man she 
loves). It is in these idealists that the hope of the world 
lies, for they have learned, like Edward, that there is some-
thing nobler than individual freedom, and that is an altruis-
tic acceptance of the demands of service to society--which 
acceptance alone gives one true freedom . 
The fact that the play seems unresolved at the end has 
troubled some critics, early ones more so t han later. Desmond 
MacCarthy, for ~xample, says that it is a defect very charac-
teristic of the new school of dramatists to which Barker be-
longs to stop the play before we find out what is to happen 
to Edward: 
The interest of the author has been centered entirely 
on the moral development of the hero •••. with the con-
sequence that when this has been accomplished subse-
quent developments do not appear to the dramatist im-
portant. Still the audience would like to know whether 
old Booth did prosecute or not; and the fact that the 
curtain falls at a juncture which rouses curiosity in-
stead of satisfying it is a defect.lO 
Later critics have been content to accept what the dramatist 
himself considered important. Graham Sutton, for example, 
says: " ••• The spiritual conflict is complete, the material 
. 11 issue is rightly left uncertain.« 
10. Court Theatre, pp. 28-29. 
11. Some Contemporary Dramatists, p. 22. 
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This change in the comments of the critics is probably some 
measure of the influence of Barker and the other "new" drama-
tists on the theatre, for a play no longer has to concern it-
self with a series of physical actions; mental or spiritual 
action is now recognized as legitimately dramatic. Of course, 
the ending is not really so vague as some commentators find 
it. We know what the possibilities are, two of them. We 
know that Alice does not believe that Edward will be impri-
soned, and the action of old Booth, who decides that he will 
not prosecute provided Edward agrees to pay him back regularly 
(at the expense of the other clients!) suggests that he at 
least will say nothing to the a~thorities. But if Edward 
does eventually find himself accused and imprisoned, we know 
that he can now accept his fate with stoic fortitude~ At the 
end of this play, as in Ann Leete, we have a sense not of ter-
mination but of life continuing though the curtain falls--an 
excellent indication of Barker's ability as a naturalistic 
dramatist. 
Although The Voysey Inheritance is predominantly serious 
in tone, it does not lack satirically humorous touches. Old 
Booth and Booth Voysey are both made foolish in their pompous 
self-righteousness and hypocrisy. Mrs. Voysey, hard of hear-
ing, lives in a world pretty much apart from the present and 
furnishes some unconsciously ironic remarks. She reads about 
the Cromwell family--go od blood but somewhere a taint crept in--
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and realizes not the full significance of what she is say-
ing. And soon after Hugh has lambasted the British Empire 
for· j _ 'ts faults, Mrs. Voysey finishes an article about the 
Chinese Empire, which she thinks "must be in a shocking 
state! 11 {202) Best of all about the humor in this work, it 
arises not from any farcical horseplay or artificial wit but 
very largely from the characters• unawareness of themselves. 
It is true that The Voysey Inheritance probably is too 
crammed full of ideas and characters for its own good. There 
are sixteen persons in it1 ,all of them excellent roles for a 
repertory company. A. B. Walkley says of it: 
This is a scheme of almost Balzacian dimensions, a 
little Comedie Humaine. Even with the liberal allow-
ance of five acts and three hours it is hardly possible 
to handle so much matter without crowding, diffuseness, 
lack of perspective1 At times you can hardly see the wood for the trees. 2 
To one who reads the play carefully, this is an overstatment. 
There is not so much difficulty because of the abundance of 
material as Walkley seems to have found--indeed there are 
ever new details to be appreciated, as in all plays .which 
have lasting merit. Another- . fault, however, and one that is 
more real, is that the construction of the play is not per-
fectly unified. The element of the divorce of Hugh and 
Beatrice obtrudes into the final act, and though it is con-
nected with the complete . family picture which Barker presents 
and with his criticism of values in society, it is still not 
12. Drama and Life, p. 300. 
---
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sufficiently close to the main issue .to keep one from won-
dering why so much space is given to it. 
It may be said that Barker is following the example of 
Shaw in writing a conversational play rather than one filled 
with action, but The Voysey I nheritance is in no sense merely 
an imitation of anything else . The realism in the character-
ization and settings and dialogue (with the exception of the 
more Shavian speeches of Alice) shows the influence of the 
realism which had been growing in the novel as well as the 
drama of the period. And this play itself is an influence 
toward the vogue in contemporary drama of treating life re-
alistically rather than romantically. Henderson points out 
that "the professional playgoer wants 1 the same old game' 
year after year--romantic love, thrills, scenes a faire, 
'curtains, 1 dramatic tangles dexterously unwound, handsome 
men and beautiful women, exquisite scenery, magnificent cos-
tumes.1113 This is exactly what Barker, in his attempts to 
write intelligent adult drama, does not want. Henderson 
quotes what Barker himself said in 1908 about the state of 
the theatre in England: 
' The English theatre, for heaven knows how many years, 
has diligently driven out everybody over the age of 
twenty-five--r speak, at any rate, mentally, for there 
are plenty of people with grey hairs who will never be 
more than twenty-five . And you have got to give what 
you can call, in the strict sense of the word, an 
13. European Dramatists, pp. 384-385. 
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intelligent and amusing entertainment before you can 
get these people back ! 1 1~ 
An intelligent and amusing entertainment Barker has without 
question produced in The Voysey Inheritance. 
Compared with Ann Leete, this work has the virtue of being 
less cloudy and easier to understand . As the earlier play can 
be likened to the landscapes of Turner, so it is just to com-
pare this one to Rembrandt and Franz Hals (as William Archer 
does1 5), with something of Hogarth ' s brutality and vigor (as 
Edward Storer remarks16). William Archer (with whom Barker 
collaborated on Schemes and Estimates for ~ National Theatre) 
tells us that he had read several of Barker ' s youthful pl ays · 
in manuscript and had been unable to understand them. Barker 
then said "he would write one down to my intelligence." •rhe 
result was The Marrying of Ann Leete , which, however, Archer 
confesses he has not acquired a taste for. But the afternoon 
of November 7, 1905, when he. saw ~ Voysey Inheritance, he 
calls "a red-letter day in my own experience; for on that af-
ternoon I realised (utterly against all expectation of hope) 
that I could actually understand and enjoy a play by Mr. Gran-
ville-Barker. '117 It was not simply a play that could be under-
stood, continues .Archer, but "I r .ealised that here was a great 
play, a play conceived and composed with original mastery, and 
14 . Ibid . , p. 384 . 
15. The Old Drama and the New : an Essay in Re-valuation 
(New York: Dod~Mead and co:;-1926),:P.129. 
16. "Dramatists of To~day,'' p.227. 
17. Old Drama and New, p . 357 · 
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presenting on its spacious canvas a greater wealth or obser-
vation, character and essential drama than was to be found 
in any other play of our time . ul8 This high opinion of Bar-
ker 1s talent was confirmed for Archer by his next two plays, 
Waste and The Iviadras House. 11I do not hesitate to say that 
I consider these three plays the biggest things our modern 
movement has produced . "l9 
After its first production at the Court Theatre, The 
Voysey Inheritance was revived seven years later at the 
Kingsway and found to be not at all out of date. A contem-
porary reviewer says : "I ts hits at latter-day conventional-
ity and sentiment are as well justified as ever, the realism 
of the play and its intellectual power have lost none of their 
20 impressiveness," 
In his revision of the play in 1913 Barker changed none 
of its essentials, but he did change the phrasing of the lines 
here and there to make them smoother, and he altered a few of 
the Shavian remarks .of Alice and Hugh to eliminate something 
of the preaching effect of the original version. For example, 
the awkward line : "Try and give your mind freely and unpre-
judicedly to the consideration of this very serious matter" 
in the earlier version (98) becomes : "Try and give your mind 
without prejudice to the consideration ·or this very serious 
18. Ibid., p. 358 . 
19 . Ibid. 
20. '' ' The Voysey Inheritance ' at the Kingswa·y, 11 Illus-
strated London News, CXLI (September 14, 1912), 398. 
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matter." Hugh's speech in the original--
We teach them all that we're not ashamed of •• and 
much that we ought to be • • and the rest they find 
out for themselves. Oh, every man and woman I met was 
muddy-eyed! They'd joined the great conspiracy which 
we call our civilization. They've been educated! 
They believe in the Laws and the Money-market and 
Respectability. Well, at least they suffer for their 
beliefs. But I'm glad I don't make the laws •• and 
that I haven't any money •• and that I hate respec-
~ability •• or I should be so ashamed. By the bye, 
that's what I've come for. (169-170) 
becomes the shorter--
Education! What's that? Joining the great conspiracy 
which we call our civilisation. But one mustn't. One 
must stand aside and give the show away. By the bye, 
that's what I 1ve come for.22 
In 1934 the play was produced by the Sadler's Wells So-
ciety and was successful enough to be transferred for a short 
season to the Shaftesbury Theatre. It was still commented up-
on as an excellent play, 23 and one in iwhich thoroughness and 
. 24 
solidity of construction are striking. 
The success which Granville-Barker achieved with The 
Voysey Inheritance in writing intelligent, realistic drama 
of lasting literary value as well as theatrical effectiveness 
he continued to find in his next two works, Waste and The 
Madras House. But had he written nothing but The Marrying 
of Ann Leete, Prunella, and The Voysey Inheritance, he would 
already have deserved a place in the annals of English drama. 
21. The Voysey Inheritance (Revised), in Plays of To-day: 
First Volume (London: Sidgwick and Jackson, Ltd., 1925), p.250. 
22. Ibid., p. 318· 
23. Russell Gregory, 11 1 The Voysey Inheritance 1 Shaftesbury 
Theatre," Saturday Review, CLVII (June 2, 1934), 647. 
24. Desmond MacCarthy, "'The Voysey Inheritance, 111 New 
Statesman~ Nation, VII (May 12, 1934), 710. ---
Waste 
Written 1906-1907 
Produced 1907 
Published 1909 
Rewritten 1926 
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In Waste~ a powerful modern problem play with a tragic 
outcome~ Granville-Barker returns to the idea of the life 
force or nature in opposition to the conventions of society. 
But whereas in The Marrying of Ann Leete the life force 
brought together two young people and ended on a note of 
hope for the future in the prospect of their having child-
ren who ,would be strong and healthy~ in Waste the persons 
who are joined (and only for a brief half~hour of physical 
love) are older--one a brilliant~ cold politician of forty-
five and the other a shallow, selfish, though charming mar-
ried woman. And the result is the loss for the woman of 
her life through an abortion because she lacks the courage 
to give birth to their child, and the loss for the man of 
his chance to see through a political plan in which he has 
bound up his whole being and the loss of his life through 
suicide. 
The basic situation of a scandal in the life of a 
prominent politician and his consequent loss of power sug-
gests immediately the cases of Sir ~harles Dilke (who in 
1885 was named co-respondent in~· divorce suit by Donald 
Crawford and, though the case against him was dismissed, 
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never again was able to gain his important political standing) 
and of Charles Parnell (who because of his love affair with 
Mrs. Katie O'Shea lost his leadership of the Irish Party in 
1890). The similarity is merely superficial, however, for 
Barker creates highly original characters and a situation 
fundamentally different from either of these real-life sto-
ries. In the course of the four acts of his play he presents 
a realistic dramatic story combined with a commentary on life 
and society with special attention to the relations of private 
life to public usefulness. 
The fact that Waste refers to an illegal operat ion caused 
it originally to be refused public performance by the censor, 
and it was first produced ''privately" by the Stage Society. 
When this play and Edward Garnett's The Breaking Point were 
banned by the King' s Reader of Plays in 1907 the whole ques-
tion of censorship in England was brought to the fore. Seventy-
one men of letters signed a protest against the censorship, 
among the signatures being those of the foremost writers of 
the day--Barker, Barrie, Conrad, Galsworthy; Gilbert, Hankin, 
Hardy, Henry James, Jones, Masefield, Meredith, Gilbert Mur-
1 
ray, Pinero, Shaw, SWinburne, Arthur Symons, and others. 
The incident was an important contributory cause to the 
1. Newell w. Sawyer, The Comedy of Manners from Sheriden 
to Maugham (Philadelphia: University or-Pennsylvania Press, 
1931), p. 115. . 
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investigation of the censorship by a joint committee of 
2 
the two Houses of Parliament in 1909, and thus Barker by 
writing this play incidentally performed an unintentional 
service to the English theatre, for some modifications were 
made in the censorship as a result of the report of this 
committee. Waste was permitted public performance later. 
The stupidity of the then existing censorship is made ap -
parent in the exchange of correspondence about the play 
between Barker and the censor. General alterations were 
demanded, but when Barker requested more specific informa-
tion the censor refused to indicate particular lines, though 
he insisted that Barker modify the extremely outspoken refer-
ences to sexual relations. 
I~. Barker replied that he considered, in such a play, 
sober plain speaking to be the only course; that innu-
endo would be indecent, and that while he naturally 
could not admit that he had written anything unfitting 
to be spoken in the theatre, and it was difficult to 
delegate his responsibility in such a delicate matter 
to the Censor, still, if the objectionable phrases 
woulct3be specified, he would consider their altera-tion. 
But these were not specified. The Censor further demanded 
that Barker should eliminate entirely all reference to a 
criminal operation (which, incidentally, is never spoken 
of in the published play, at least as "abortion''). Fowler 
and Palmer point out: 
2. Henderson, European Dramatists, p. 389. 
3. Fra.nk Fowell and Frank Palmer, Censorship_ in England 
(London : Frank Palmer, 1913), p. 259. 
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The stupid part of this prohibition was that only a 
few months before, at the Court Theatre, Mr. Barker 
had produced under the Lord Chamberlain ' s licenseJ a 
play, the plot of which apparently turned upon a crim-
inal operation which was quite openly referred to on 
the stage. In writing Waste, therefore, it was quite 
impossible for him to know that any reference to this 
subject would be mad~ a definite reason for refusing 
to license the play. 
Thus Waste was of importance in the struggle to free the 
theatre from an arbitrary censorship and important in in-
creasing the range of subject matter sui t able for theAtrical 
presentation. Surely there isJ in 1951, nothing sensational 
in the dialogue of the play; and the ending, if not the sub-
ject itself, would satisfy even the demands of the Hollywood 
Production Code, for both sinners are punished by suffering 
and death. 
The center of the drama is Henry Trebell, a brilliant 
politician who has left the Radicals to help the Tories into 
power with the intent of getting passed a Disestablishment 
Bill and embarking on a vast educational scheme with the money 
to be gained as a result of disestablishment. Trebell's 
fault is a feeling of superiority over the rest of mankind 
and an aloofness from them . Though he works for the good 
of society, he has been a member of no party, for he prizes 
his independence and his power over others. Barker ' s first 
description of him is significant in its details: 
Trebell is hard-bitten, brainy, forty-five and very 
4. Ibid., p. 260 . 
sure of himself. He has a cold, keen eye, which 
rather-belies a sensitive-mouth; hands which can 
~' and a figure that is austere." ( 233) 5 --
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He has found no woman both charming and clever (235) and so 
has never married. His sister says he ignores women (231), 
but in the light of what happens that is hardly completely 
accurate. Amy O'Connell accuses him of lacking imagination, 
of not developing his nature to its utmost capacity, of 
being self-satisfied. (236) He, however, feels that self-
development is a waste of time and says that he is no more 
self-satisfied than any machine that runs smoothly. He and 
Dr. Wedgecroft and later he and Lord Charles Cantelupe are 
presented by Barker in some interesting discussions about 
education and religion, discussions interesting in them-
selves but important also in revealing Trebell 1s character. 
He believes that in religion the supernatural is not neces-
sary, nor is the Christian doctrine. The spirit that he 
advocates is "the tradition of self-service and fello1-1ship 
in service for its own sake."(250) To him education is re-
ligion and will supplant it. "I see schools in the future ••• ," 
he says, "not built next to the church, but on the site of 
the church."(251) He has visions of a future in which edu-
cation shall be of prime importance in man's activities. He 
says: 
5· The figures in parentheses in this discussion refer 
to pages in Waste in Granville Barker, Three Plays (New York: 
Mitchell Kennerley, 1909). 
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Isn't it absurd to think that in a htmdred years we 
shall be giving our best brains, and __ the price of 
them, not to training grown men into the discipline 
of destruction •• not even to curing the ills which 
we might be preventing •• but to teaching our child-
ren? There's nothing . else to be done •• nothing 
else matters. But it's work for a priesthood.(252) 
The teachers (or priests) must, however, swear to learn all 
they can, teach what they know without fear or favor to the 
past, and knowingly tell no child a lie.(254) He sees in 
the desire for knowledge a new birth in the mind of man, one 
which the church must recognize or lose its power over men 's 
minds . He tells Cantelupe: 11A man 1 s demand to know the exact 
structure of a fly ' s wing, and his assertion that it degrades 
any child in the street not to know such a thing, is a reli-
gious revival •. a token of spiritual hunger. 11 (271) And a 
new order of men and women will serve God by teaching his 
children.(271) They will not be the ordinary type of tea-
cher, though, for "we must do away with text-book teachers." 
(272) They themselves will be learners, always _striving for 
the truth. These are the ideas that Trebell is vitally con-
cerned with . He is sincere, intelligent, forward-looking. 
"I have only one belief myself, '' he states. "That is in 
human progress."(233-234) He does not know what the eventual 
goal is, but he is certain "that the movement is fqrward and 
with some gathering purpose .'' (274) It quite probably is the 
author himself who speaks here as well as Trebell. At any 
rate, this is the hero whom Barker portrays very vividly. 
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This is the man whose life is ruined by his own momentary 
physical desire and by the weakness of his woman accomplice. 
The woman, Amy O' Connell , is not without blame in the 
original act of sin . They have known each other for three 
months, and .Amy confesses, 11I made up my mind to bring you 
within arms ' length of me when we ' d met at Lady Percival ' s." 
(237-238) She reaches her goal, but does not maintain that 
reasonably safe distance, for the kiss Trebell gives her lifts 
her, too, into the full current of the life force . Trebell 
finds her charming, as do the others in their circle. But 
the women admit they dislike her . She is not interested at 
all in politics. In the first scene, as the others discuss 
the possible union between Trebell and the Conservatives she 
says nothing. This is a clever way for Barker both to charac-
terize her and to throw emphasis on her in her silence . Amy 
does not live with her · husband because she does not want chil-
dren. She is completely self-centered; Barker first describes 
her as "~ charming woman, if Qz charming you understand ~ 
woman who converts every quality she possesses into a means 
of attraction, and has !:!£.~for any others . "(215) Learning 
that she is to have a child, her one thought is to prevent 
such an occurrence . When she confronts Trebell with the news 
in their first meeting since that night (he has been on the 
continent for some weeks), she is petulant because he doesn ' t 
say he loves her--he honestly admits he never has . He doesn ' t 
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want to marry her, for they are not in love and wouldn ' t 
get along, but he does offer to help her and wants to take 
care of the child if she won't do so . He feels that now she 
has for the first time become a person of some importance, 
now she is serving a purpose in the world; but she is afraid 
and feels very sorry for herself, as well she might . She in-
sists that she ' ll not go through with it, not because of any 
fear of scandal (which might be averted in any case), but be-
cause she simply dreads the thought of bearing a child . Be-
fore they can decide what is to be done, they are interrupted 
and though Trebell begs her to wait she leaves and takes the 
step which brings her life and the child ' s to an end . 
It is apparent that Barker's presentation of this age-
old situation of adultery and an illegitimate child is com-
pletely different from the usual sentimental version. One is 
made to feel little sympathy for Amy even though Trebell ad-
mittedly is rather cold toward her plight when he suddenly 
learns of it . The whole treatment of the love affair is dif-
ferent from the ordinary romantic fiction and drama • . Indeed 
there is no love affair . Amy has flirted with fire and got 
burned. She has known all along that Trebell is not in love 
with her, nor she with him, There is not even the consolation 
of an ennobling emotion between them to compensate f or their 
deaths . Elsie T. Schauffler ' s play Parnell, which was on the 
London boards at the same time as Waste was revived in 1936, 
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rurnishes a good contrast to .Barker's play in its presenta-
tion or the conventional romantic love drama in the conven-
tional sentimental way. · Parnell nobly refuses to give up the 
woman he loves and, repudiated by his party, dies in her arms . 
Though it is a good dramatization, it completely lacks the pow-
er of Waste. But even experienced and usually admirable critics 
would apparently rather find an illicit love presented with 
the veil of glamor and romance. Henderson, ror example, says 
the theme of Waste is one ''from the mere mention of which one 
instinctively recoils." And he feels that Barker has treated 
it 11with an apparently needless insistence upon a certain phase. 
The ultimate meaning of the play would have remained unchanged 
had Mr. Barker treated this phase or the play with more deli-
6 
cacy and reserve." With this opinion I disagree. There is 
absolutely nothing salacious in the treatment. Henderson re-
acts strangely to Trebell, too . He calls him "repellent and 
abnormal in temperament; a megalomaniac of the most virulent 
type," and says there is no spark of altruism in his nature . 7 
Surely this is a misinterpretation of the character in view 
l 
of the ideas which Trebell expresses. And though Trebell 
himself at the end of the play admits to his sister, Frances, 
that he has not thought or anyone else ever, he insists that 
neither has he thought selfishly.(329) He has been concerned 
6 . European Dramatists, p. 390 .. 
1· Ibid. 
not in a narrow sense with individuals but with broader 
issues and in an impersonal way. In fact, it is woman's 
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inability to think impersonally that he condemns . Hender-
son is much gentler with the other politicians than Barker 
is . Henderson says the cabinet will be formed without 
Trebell because "people cannot work, even in politics, 
8 with a monster . " A monster Trebell is not, and the others 
have less admirable reasons of various kinds for doing with-
out Trebell if they can, as Barker makes quite clear . Hen-
derson's sympathy for Amy is undeserved. He finds the bond 
which establishes itself between Trebell and O' Connell him-
self when they meet "gruesome and horrible," whereas it is 
meant to be and is an indication of Amy ' s true worth--or 
rather lack of worth . Frank W. Chandler, too, says that 
Barker is ''a trifle too severe upon his heroine and too 
lenient with his hero. 11 9 It would seem that Henderson and 
' 
Chandler are still living in the age of chivalry. 
True enough, Trebell is cold toward Amy when he learns 
of her condition. It is an understandable coldness, how-
ever, especially in view of her own attitude . True enough, 
there is an intellectual austerity about Trebell, an overly 
great self-sufficiency, which is his tragic flaw . But it 
hardly makes him an inhuman monster . To a degree he lacks 
8. Ibid . 
9· Aspects of Modern Drama, pp. 311-312. 
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humanity~ and Frances is right when at the very beginning 
of the play in answer to the question : 11Don 1 t you think an 
aristocracy ofbrains is the best aristocracy, Miss Trebell'.?" 
she says: "I 'm sure it is just as out of touch with humanity 
as any other •. more so, perhaps."(226-227) True enough, 
Trebell hates the power over himself which he has given to 
the silly, vain Amy . Frances blames him for not having loved 
.AJny (335), and she wants her brother to~away with her: "We 
must kiss the earth again . ~ take interest in common things, 
common people.'' (337 ) But Trebell cannot open his heart to 
the beauty of nature or humanity. "I'm a son of the anger 
of Man at men ' s foolishness," he says, ''and unless I've that 
to feed upon • • • !"(338) Hard-hearted though he is, Trebell 
is changed by the thought of his child. Hating Amy and blam-
ing nature for being a tyrant(259) and for having broken him 
and her(339), still there is a birth in him of something 
gentler. He says : 
But there ' s something in me which no knowledge touches 
some feeling • • some power which should be the begin-
ning of new strength. But it has been killed in me 
unborn before I had learnt to understand •• and that 
is killing me.(338) 
When Trebell says, "The man bears the child in his soul as 
the woman carries it in her body,"(339) we see Barker's ·em-
phasis on the desire for children on the part of the man 
rather than the woman, an emphasis which sets him apart from 
Shaw, in whose plays the man is only the unwilling instrument 
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of nature's insistence on procreation. Trebell kills him-
self partly to make Horsham and Blackborough and the other 
politicians think about things, as he says(339); partly be-
cause he wonders if he is not out of place, not in tune 
with the natural status of the times in his ideas about 
education and society; and partly (mostly, perhaps) be -
cause he feels the loss of his unborn child very deeply. 
He knows he could do more outside the cabinet than the 
others will do in it, "But suddenly I've a feeling the 
work would be barren." (336) 
Those who complain that Barker fails to arouse their 
sympathy for his emotionally cold hero themselves neglect 
to see that Barker points out Trebell 1 s mistake. His cold-
ness toward his fellow man is by no means Barker ' s own at-
titude. Frances recognizes his faults and she is one of 
Barker's most attractive women characters, old maid sister 
though she only be. They also fail to note that Frances 
bitterly criticizes selfish women like Amy(334) and that 
society is partly to blame, too . Trebell muses: 
D1 you think if the little affair with Nature . •• 
her offence and mine against the conveniences of 
civilization •• had ended in my death, too • . then 
they ' d have stopped to wonder at the misuse and 
waste of the only force there is in the world •• 
come to think of it, there is no other than 
this desire for expression • • in words •• or through 
children."(322) 
After Trebell ' s death his secretary, Walter Kent, makes the 
final connnent: "I'm angr y •. just angry at the waste of a 
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good man. Look at the work undone • • think of it! Who is 
to do it! Oh • • the waste • • ! 11 (345) It is a waste caused 
by Trebell 1 s own nature , by Amy ' s weakness, and by the short-
sightedness of society itself . 
Powerful though the play is, it is not without some 
weaknesses. The opening scene is a model of how to avoid 
hackneyed exposition. We are presented with a roomful of 
characters talking in realistic fashion; out of this talk 
we gain the necessary background information about Trebell 
and the political situation without ever being conscious 
of hearing exposition. But it is difficult to follow for 
a while (as is the beginning of Ann Leete), though perhaps 
not so difficult on the stage with the actors speaking the 
lines. The love scene in Act I is compared by Chandler to 
the episode of the hero 1s fall in Meredith's The Ordeal of 
Richard Feverel. He praises it highly, calling it "perfect 
as a representation of the working of passion, and by rea-
son of its restraint in e:xpression."10 There may, however, 
be reason for feeling here that the passion between the lov-
ers is not made quite convincing enough, that they are merely 
puppets in the hands of the playwright. The informal cabinet 
meeting scene is as skilfully done as the family conclave in 
The Voysey Inheritance . There is an ebb and flow of feeling 
expressed in the dialogue which holds one ' s interest even 
10 . Aspects of Modern Drama, p. 312. 
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though the political situation is a hypothetical one, and 
there is an individualization of the characters and an un-
derstanding of human nature which are superb . Barker must 
be censured here, however, for getting two of the charac-
ters into the room accidentally- -Trebell, whose fate is be-
ing discussed, and O'Connell, the wronged husband--by using 
a flimsy device. A ne'f servant keeps getting his people and 
his orders confused. 
The political discussions· in the play have not a ffec ted 
all critics favorably. Sutton, for example, has this to say: 
"Waste is a story of sex and politics. There are more pbli- 1 
tics than sex--no harm in that, heaven knows --but there 
11 
ought not to have been more politics than huma.ni ty . 11 J.W • 
• 
Cunliffe feels the same way : '' .• ~The great fault of the 
play is that it is overburdened with political intrigue and 
discussion, subjects of limited interest when they have to 
do with pressing national and international questi ons, and 
almost impossible to vitalize when the issues and the people 
12 
concerned in them are imaginary. 11 And vl . Clayton says the 
theme 11 is overlaid with a. great deal of political discussion 
that seems to be extraneous ~13 Yet William Archer, who cer-
tainly knew more than a. little about dramatic effectiveness, 
11. Some Contemporary Dramatists, pp . 24-25. 
12 . English Li tera.ture in the Twentietl!_ Cent~ury (NevT 
York: The Macmillan Co., 1933~ p. 91. 
13 . 11Pla.ys of Granville-Barker u Bookman{ N.Y.) XXXV 
(April, 1912), 197 · · , 
calls this cabinet meeting the great scene in the play and 
'' .the highest point yet reached in modern Engli sh drama . 14 
Although it can be seen why this political discussion might 
at first seem extraneous, yet a second thought indicates 
that actually it is not . The plot element between Amy and 
Trebell is really important only for its effect on Trebell's 
career and personality. Here, as almost invariably in Bar-
ker, the "action" is internal rather than physical. The 
suicide of the hero, for example, is not shown, only the 
result. Moreover, Barker is undoubtedly a believer in lit-
erature and the drama as an interpretation of life. The 
realm of activity (and talk) that Trebell is most vitally 
interested in is politics, and in Waste Barker presents a 
wonderfully realistic picture of life in the political 
sphere. Actually this play is more closely knit than The 
Voysey Inheritance; it has less scattering of attention on 
numerous characters and builds up to a very conclusive end-
ing. 
In the last act Barker creates a scene more emotionally 
moving than any he had heretofore achieved. The solicitude 
of Trebell ' s sister, his own feeling of defeat and frustra-
tion, his recognition of the fact that his sister hasn't 
had an easy life with him, his feeling for his unborn child--
all these details help to humanize the political machine he 
14. Old Drama and New, p. 360. 
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has been. Barker builds up the atmosphere of doom most 
effectively. Trebell 1 s life is at an end, though Frances 
does not believe he will end it . In having Trebell shoot 
himself Barker has been found rather arbitrary, even though 
h~ has prepared for the death as early as his first descrip-
tion of Trebell 1 s sensitive mouth . There is an inner life, 
a secret life in Trebell which he has suppressed in trying 
to control himself entirely by reason . But he cannot suppress 
emotion completely. 
In 1926 Barker rewrote Waste completely, and a compari-
son of the two versions of the play is interesting from the 
point of view of the development of the dramatist. The char-
acters, events, and basic theme remain the same, but the dia-
logue is almost entirely rewri tten , some details in the work-
ing out of the plot are changed, and the weaknesses that I 
have commented on in the original version are eliminated. 
The opening dialogue, for example, is shortened and made 
clearer. Amy O' Connell and Russell Blackborough areal-
lowed to make a stronger impression from the first . The 
love scene between Amy and Trebell is made much more con-
vincing. Instead of having known each other for three months 
they have first met a year ago or more. There is much less 
intellectual talk between them before he kisses her, the 
first kiss now takes place on stage rather than off, and 
more kisses follow . The act ends not with Trebell carrying 
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Amy off into the darkness in a burst of animal passion, but 
with the more comfortable if less dashing prospect of his 
going to her in her room. 
In Act III the obvious device of the bungling servant · 
which Barker originally used to bring O'Connell and Trebell 
unexpectedly face to face is changed . The new version is 
much more believable and effective . There are no accidents; 
Trebell forces his way into the room despite the attempts of 
Wedgecroft and Farrant to hold him back because he wants to 
face the husband of the dead woman. 
The motivation for Trebell ' s suicide is somewhat altered . 
There is no longer an emphasis on his sense of personal loss 
as a father in the death of the child, but rather on his loss 
of the great opportunity to do some good as a politician, to 
fulfill the purpose to which he has given himself completely 
and which he recognizes as something bigger than he is. He 
says to Frances : 
Yes. I ' d never, so to speak, given myself away before. 
It ' s a dreadful joy to do that • •• to become part of a 
purpose bigger than your own •• • it 1s a mystery . But it 
follows, you see, that having lost ml~elf in the thing •• • 
the loss of it leaves me a dead man . 5 
This change is for the better. The original stress on Tre-
bell ' s sudden sense of fatherhood is perhaps a bit strained. 
As in his revision of The Voysey Inheritance, so here, 
15. Waste (new version), in s. Marion Tucker, ed~, 
Modern American and British Plays (New York: Harper and Bros., 
1931)., p. 910. 
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too, Barker improves the dialogue throughout by making i t 
smoother, easier to follow, and less didactic in tone. And 
he omits ideas that tend to date the original play somewhat . 
For example, in the original version O' Connell comments on 
PJ.ny in this way : 
Not the shame •• not the wrong she had done me •• but just 
fear - -fear of the burden of her womanhood. And because 
of her my children are bastards , and cannot inherit my 
name . And I must live in sin against my Church, as--
God help me--I can ' t against my nature. What are men 
to do when this is how women use the freedom we have 
given them? Is the curse of barrenness to be nothing 
to a man? And that ' s the death in life to which you 
gentlemen, with your fine civilisation, are bringing 
us. I think we are brothers in misfortune, Mr. Trebell . 
(294) 
In the new version Barker omits the reference to the freedom 
of women and shortens the whole speech thus : 
Yes, indeed • . • yes, indeed •• • a worthless woman ! Had 
she borne you your child, I could better have forgiven 
her . 'She could cheat me of mine and leave me. I s the 
curse of barrenness to be nothing to a man? God for-
give her now . What have I left fg forgive?. I think we 
are brothers in misfortune, s i r. . 
The somewhat self-conscious referenc es to Nature as the force 
whic h brought PJ.ny and Trebell together are deleted 'in the new 
version . All in all, the dialogue of the revised form is more 
natural, and the play itself is more powerful than in the ori-
ginal version. 
The play on. the whole is more intellectual than emotion-
al (the earlier version, especially) and in the lack of emo-
tional uplift at the end and the part played by social 
16. Ibid., p. 900 . 
-
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environment in bringing about the ending it resembles many 
of its realistic modern successors in the genre of tragedy. 
As a modern tragedy it is sincere and convincing. In fact , 
perhaps Archer was right when he called it "our greatest 
modern tragedy"; 17 and Camillo Pellizzi was certainly right 
when he called it "a precious and rare example of complete 
. 18 
tragedy in modern English drama.'' Trebell is a fine con-
ception of the tragic hero in the Greek sense, too: he is 
an important figure in the state, he is thwarted by fate, 
and still his fall is due also to his own flaw of character. 
And although Barker is concerned with social problems, yet 
his main concern is with eternal moral problems. 
With this fourth of his professionally produced and pub-
lished plays, Granville-Barker demonstrates again that he is 
a versatile and highly original dramatist. Influences can be 
found on this work, but they are only in a very general and 
superficial way influences a.t all . Ellehauge in commenting 
on the fact that Waste treats the same subject as Wedekind 
deals with in FrUhlingserwachen and. Musik points out that the 
differences are great. In Barker there is a little of Wedekind ' s 
pity for the unhappy woman involved; rather she is condemned 
for her weakness. 19 We see some of Ibsen's bitterness and 
gloom here, and Shaw's concern with matters of social import. 
17-
18. 
Williams 
19 . 
Old Drama and New, p. 360. 
Engl~Drama: the Last Great Phase, tr. by Rowan 
(London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1935) p . 114. 
Striking Figures among Modern English. Dramatists, P-53· 
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Trebell's cold intellectuality is perhaps Shavian, but 
Barker's condemnation of it is not. And, as in The Voysey 
Inheritance, there is a lack of the complete confidence i n 
himself which Shaw and his heroes have. Rather than expound-
ing his own ideas through the mouths of his characters and 
being absolutely certain that he is right, Barker is inter-
ested in the people themselves and examines life from various 
points of view, commenting on faults in society, to be sure, 
but not writing for the sake of explaining his infallible 
r emedies. The treatment of social, political, and religious 
questions suggests John Bull's Other Island, but of course 
the tone is completely different, and, as Henderson rightly 
suggests, Barker's play is "superior in realistic detail and 
fidelity to actual life. 1120 In the fact that Barker allows 
no real romance between the sexes, no sentimentalism, he may 
21 be a docile pupil of Shaw, as W. L. Courtney calls him, but 
more likely, since he treated the marriage of Ann Leete and 
her gardener in the same unsentimental way, he is just being 
himself. Like Milton, who benefited from his contact with 
parliamentary affairs in creating his great meeting of the 
fallen angels in hell, Barker probably gained knowledge of 
politics from his interest in Socialism and his association 
with Shaw and Webb. In his ~isdom in seeing, despite all his 
20. European Dramatists, p. 390. 
21 . "Realistic Drama", Fortnightly Review, C (July, 1913), 
103. 
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intellectualism, that there is something more to life and 
its laws than mere intellect, something which is not easily 
defined but is nonetheless important, he is following, if 
anyone, masters earlier than Shaw . Describing the politician 
Russell Blackborough in Waste, Barker says, "He speaks always 
with that swift decision which betokens !!_narrowed view."(223) 
This kind of swiftness of decision and narrowness of view is 
not characteristic of Barker himself . With s ome of Galsworthy 1 s 
balance Barker sees more sides to a question than one and gives 
expression to them, but the social forces and opposing ideas 
which are portrayed by Galsworthy are .combined with, and out-
weighed in Barker by forces of personality . Moreover, his 
plays are more complex than Galsworthy ' s and his dialogue is 
on a more intellectual level . I t is interesting to note that 
Galsworthy ' s The Mob (1914) is similar to Waste in the basic 
idea of the unnecessary loss of a good man, though the circum-
stances surrounding the loss are completely different and the 
play is much simpler in concept and execution. 
Influences there may be, then, on Barker, but he is far 
from being an imitator and slavish follower of any other drama-
tist. Waste, continuing the theme of nature in conflict with 
reason and with convention which started in The Marrying of 
Ann Leete, shows clearly that Barker has matured as a man and 
a dramatist in the seven or eight years that passed between 
the writing of the two plays. More than that, it is a play 
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which can stand on its own merits and challenge comparison 
with any serious play of this period. Even without the notor-
iety of its being banned by the censor, it would have estab-
lished Barker in the forefront of the new dramatists in Eng~ 
land. 
The Madras House 
Written 1909 
Produced 1910 
Published 1911 
Revised 1925 
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From the unrelieved gloom of the tragic Waste Granville-
Barker turned next in his work as a dramatist once again to 
a totally different type of play. The Madras House he calls 
a comedy, and a true comedy it is for most of its four acts 
in the best Meredithian sense of arousing thoughtfUl laughter. 
It is nevertheless fundamentally a serious play, for Barker 
is concerned throughout with the tremendously big Woman Prob-
lem--the place of woman in society and the relationship be-
tween the sexes; and in the course of the play he presents 
various phases of this question . In a sense then this play 
is a continuation of the theme with which he started his 
dramatic career in The Marrying of Ann Leete. In structure 
and technique, however, The Madras House is different from 
all of Barker ' s earlier plays, so different indeed that it 
has been condemned as not being a play at all, for each of 
the four acts is an entity in itself and there is no closely 
knit plot--really there is no plot at all. The episodes are 
unified simply by the fact that the hero, Philip Madras, ap -
pears in each one; that they are all concerned with charac-
ters connected with the coutourier ' s establishment known as 
the Madras House; and that they all deal with some aspect of 
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the theme of the play. The ending is less conclusive than 
the ending of The Voysey Inheritance: the curtain is simply 
closed, but, as the dramatist says in his final comment, 
" ... really there is no end to the subject."(l44)1 
In the first act Barker presents one aspect of the woman 
question in the form of satire on the English middle-class. 
Mr. Huxtable, surviving partner in the drapery. firm of Roberts 
and Huxtable, has a wife and six unmarried daughters . He is 
a rather meek and well-meaning man, Mrs. Huxtable is dignified 
and domineering, and the six young ladies (ranging in age from 
thirty-nine to twenty-six) are_, Barker says, as alike one an-
other as lead pencils, differing only in length, sharpening, 
and wear.(2) One is reminded of Mr. Bennett and his family 
of females, but of course he was much cleverer than Huxtable, 
and his daughters all captured husbands. Barker spares no 
pains in ridiculing the English middle-class. The ugly Vic-
torian drawing room is described as the family museum. Mr. 
Huxtable expresses the wish to retire now to have leisure to 
read the books he has been collecting for years but has never 
got to know. Major Thomas, a visitor, agrees that one should 
read but says he got most of his reading done early, which 
Mrs. Huxtable thinks is the natural time for it.(l6) Of the 
daughters only the youngest, Jane ( somehow, comments Barker, 
1 . The numbers in parentheses in this discussion refer 
to pages in Granville Barker, The Madras House (London: 
Sidgwick and Jakcson, Ltd . , 1911). 
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Mrs. Huxtable ' s povTer of applying the brake of good breeding 
had waned by the time the sixth daughter arrived), has ever 
been proposed to, and t hen the young man 'ivas not found good 
enough for her. Mrs . Huxtable says she wants her daughters 
to be sought after for themselves alone. nThat should ensure 
their happiness. Any eligible gentleman vTho visits here con-
stantly is always given to understand , delicately, that no-
thing need be expected from Mr. Huxtable beyond his approval . '' 
(21) And in the same breath she shows her delicacy by inno-
cently remarking., "You are married, I think you said, Major 
Thomas . "(21) Are the girls happy now, asks cousin Philip 
Madras of Emma . '10h, deep down,. I think we are, n she replies . 
"It would be so ungrateful not to be . When one has a good 
home and •• • ! "(26) But still sister Julia has kept a man ' s 
collar that came by mi s take from the laundry, and Emma admits 
that they quarrel and are irritable at times . How do the 
gir ls pass their time, Philip inquires . Emma replies that 
they are always busy. "I mean there ' s lots to be done about 
the house and there ' s calling and classes and things. 11 (26) 
Philip suggests that they all go away from home but is stumped 
when Emma asks, "Where to? 11 
There is a great deal of sat iric humor in this act in 
the pitiful attempts of the Huxtables at making conversation 
with Philip and his friend Major Thomas . Introductions re-
pea,ted to the various daughters and comments c5n the view of 
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the Crystal Palace through. the window and chants of how 
d 1you do are hilariously prominent in the dialogue . There 
are very realistic embarrassed pauses, questions, and shifts 
of subject until the act fades out out in a chorus of good-
byes. 
Not the least entertaining bits in this act are in the 
pointed and revealing comments the author makes in his stage 
directions. For e~ample, when Julia l eaves the room, Mrs . 
Huxtable demands where she is going . Barker explains : ''When 
they ~ g._ui te little girls_ Mrs . Huxtable always did ask her 
daughters where they ~ goi ng when they left the ~ and 
where they had been when they entered it, and she has never . 
dropped the habit. They resent it only£;[ the extreme pa-
tience of their replies . "(lO) Clara and Jane disagree about 
their having the pleasure of the garden next door as well as 
their own . Says Barker: "This stimulating difference of 
opinion takes them to the balcony . " (19) And here i s his 
description of t he dinner gong : "A tremendous B2.!!B., be-
loved of :the English middle class , which makes any house 
~small . A hollow sound : the dinner hour striking its 
own emp ty stomach. 11 (35) For the full effect of the i rony 
and hUmor in this scene and the probably only slightly ex-
aggerated realism it is necessary to read the whole thing . 
Short quotations cannot convey the excellence of it . 
The first act does have more to it than simply the 
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portrayal of the Huxtable menage. We are introduced to 
Philip and his mother and learn that hi_s father, Constan-
tine Madras, some thirty years ago left his wife and the 
country but has now come back to England to take part in 
the sale of the Madras House and possibly Roberts and Hux-
table to an American financier. And the chief figure in 
Act II is spoken of--a Miss Yates, an employee of the firm 
(first-hand in the costume room, no less) who is going to 
have a child and refuses to divulge the identity of the 
father. 
So we move in Act II to the offices of Roberts and 
Huxtable and to episode number two in the theme of the play. 
This is mainly concerned with Miss Yates, the unfortunate 
girl who is going to have a baby out of wedlock. Unexpected-
ly, however, when Philip interviews her she doesn't consider 
herself especially unfortunate. She 1d rather be married, but 
\ 
she isn't going to be, and she refuses to reveal the name of 
the fa.ther or to demand any financial assistance from him. 
She dpes not hate him and does not want him to hate her. 
Having started by crying her eyes out, she says she thought 
she would at least pretend to be pleased and proud about it. 
"And I am really proud and happy about it now, sir •••• "(57) 
She admits frankly that she knew what she was doing: "I took 
the risk. I knew what I was about. I wanted to have my fling • 
.And it was fun for a bit. That sounds horrid, I know, but it 
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was."(55) Philip sympathiZEtS with Miss Yates, as does 
Barker himself, for there is vitality in her, and an appre-
ciation of the value of life . She is an older, less well 
educatedJ lower c lass Ann Leete (though of course Ann did the 
conventional thing and got married before having children) . 
She is a direct contrast to Amy O' Connell with her cowardly 
fears about bringing a new life into the world. This theme 
of girls who refuse to marry the father of their child was 
very popular with Barker 1 s cont'emporaries --Hankin_, for ex-
ample, in The Last of the DeMullins (1908, before The Madras 
House), and Houghton in Hindl e Wakes (1912) use it . And in 
Galsworthy ' s The Eldest Son (written in 1909, produced and 
published in 1912) Freda refuses to marry her employer ' s son, 
though he is the father of her unborn child, because he no 
longer loves her . 
In Act I I of The Madras House we are introduced to other 
women directly related to the Roberts and Huxtable establish-
ment, too. Miss Chancellor , who is in charge of the girls, 
is a sexless old maid whose conventional morality (though she 
has tried to be kind) has been r ebuffed by Miss Yates . Miss 
Chanc ellor is outraged by the indecent attitude of Miss Yates 
even more than by her wicked behavior . She doesn ' t at all 
believe that woman ' s independence should go thus far . "Be-
cause a woman is independent and earning her living , she ' s 
not to think she can go o,n as she pleases," spouts Miss Chan-
cellor. uif she wishes to have children, Providence has 
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provided a way in the institution of marriage . "(53) She 
thinks the girl could easily have found a husband in the 
establishment, and personally she doesn ' t notice much dif-
fer enc e in men, anyway . "Are we beasts of the field, I 
should like to know," she demands. 
I simply do not unders t and this unladylike attitude 
towards the facts of life . I s there nothing for a 
woman t o do in the world but to run after men .•• or 
pretend to run away from them? I am fifty-eight • .• 
and I have passed, thank God, a busy and a happy 
and I hope a useful life •• • and I have never thought 
any more or less of men than I have of any other 
human being •.• or any differently . I l9ok upon spin-
sterhood as an honourable state, as my Bible teaches 
me to . (54) 
A third woman involved in this situation is ~ws . Brig-
stock, wife of an employee who has been caught kissing Miss 
Yates and who has been suspected of having done more. She 
is outraged and demands that her husband ' s na~e be publicly 
cleared. Poor Brigstock has not even dared to admit before 
that he has been married for four years because of the in-
security he feels in his job and has continued living in at 
the establishment and seeing his wife surreptitiously fo r 
an hour or two at a time . 
Philip's wife, Jessica, enters the play at this point 
also, and is contrasted to Miss Yates, whom she finds an 
"ugly little woman.'' Miss Yates is not a l ady, though Bar ker 
says she glows like a live coal . She has life and leaves 
common people lustreless beside her . Jessica, on the other 
/ 
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hand is a lady, the result of three or rour generations or 
cumulative refinement . Fastidious, dainty, delicate, charm-
ing, sensitive, she is "~epitome of all that aesthetic cul -
ture~ do for a woman . 11 (60) Barker asks: "Is not the per-
fect lady perhaps the most wonderful achievement of civilisa-
tion, and worth the cost of her breeding, worth the toil and 
the helotage of--all the others?"--a question which he answers 
later in the play . We get only a glimpse of Jessica in this 
act 1 but learn something more of the attractions of her sort 
of woman to men when Major Thomas confesses to Philip that he 
shouldn ' t see so much of Jessica or he ' ll find himself making 
love to her . He is sure that is what she warits--as do all 
women . But Philip is equally sure that Thomas is mistaken. 
Act III takes us to the Madras House itself and presents 
us with a most entertaining and thoughtful discussion or the 
place of woman in our western civilization . There is a meet-
ing for the purpose of selling the firm, but before the trans-
action is even brought to the fore we see a parade of models 
in the latest French gowns which are to be copied for produc-
tion in England, and are shown how great a part sex plays in 
our lives . Barker has an opportunity here to have a man of 
a different civilization comment on ours, using the device 
which the eighteenth century found so convenient for satire . 
Here, however, it isn ' t a Chinese philosppher or an Indian 
king who criticizes English manners and morals, but an ex-
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patri ate Englishman, Constantine Madras. Constantine, 
quite the most fascina t ing character in the play, is attrac-
ted by women and has left his wife and child, his homeland 
and his Christian religion for a harem, Mesopotamia, and 
Mohrumnedanism in order to be able to relegate sex to the 
place in life he believes it should have . He is a handsome, 
virile man who has found himself "obliged to leave a country 
where women are let l oose with money to spend and time to 
waste. Encouraged to flaunt their charms on the very streets ••• 
proud if they see the busmen wink •• • • " (99) He recognizes 
that women have their use--the perpe tuation of the race, but 
in England man is distracted by them; they are not being put 
to their use in the best way . ''The whole of our upper class 
li.fe," says Constantine, "which everyone with a say in the 
government of the country tries to lead ••• is now run as a 
ball room is run . Men swaggering before women ••• the women 
ogling the men . 11 (101) During the years (from seventeen to 
thirty-four) when a ~an should be acquiring political virtue, 
"wherever he turns he is distracted, provoked, tantalised by 
the barefaced presence of women . " So, demands Constantine, 
"How ' s he to keep a clear brain for the larger issues of 
life? 11 (102) It ' s not only that men are made uncomfortable 
by the parading of their charms by women, but the country 
itself suffers . 11 Every public question ••• all politics, all 
religi on, all economy is being brought down to the level · J:· 
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of women ' s emotion." This emotion is charming in its place . 
"But softening, sentimentalising, enervating ••• lapping the 
world, if you let it, in the nursery cotton wool of pretti-
ness and pettiness. 11 {103) What is worst is that "men don 't 
realise how far rotted by the process they are."(l03) Women 
have good qualities, admits Constantine, but not morals or 
intellect in a man's sense of the words; so 11 shut them away 
from public life and public exhibition ••• and rediscover the 
fine manly world we are losing. 11 (103) It would be better, 
Constantine is certain, to allow polygamy, for women in Eu-
rope are prisoners in any case . Huxtable ' s six daughters 
would be happier and Huxtable himself would find it pleasan-
ter if he had only to discover one man ready for a small con-
sideration to marry the lot of them. Women in Europe are 
kept economically. They are imprisoned in places like -the 
"chaste little fortress on Denmark Hill" which is the Huxtable 
home, or they are prisoners in an "industrial seraglio'' like 
Roberts and Huxtable's, or they are exhibited as models as 
at the Madras House . They are failing to perform their one 
great function; so 11Where are your future generations coming 
from?" demands Constantine . "What with the well - kept women 
you flatter and aestheticise till they won't give you chil-
dren ••• "{l06) To climax his tirade, Constantine raises up 
a woman 's hat and exclaims : "A cap of slavery! You are all 
idolaters of women .•• and they are the slaves of your idolatry." 
(109) 
These reflections of Constantine's, much of which 
Philip (and Barker) seem to relish, are brought on by the 
situation of five men met together to traffic in aphrodisiacs, 
as Philip says.(97) Mr. State, the American financier, has 
interested himself in the women's clothing business because 
he "felt the need of getting into touch with what Goethe re-
fers to as the woman-spirit .•• drawing us ever upward and on." 
He quite openly makes use of sexual attraction to promote 
sales. In one of his establishments the ladies' department 
is served by gentlemen, and vice .· versa-- 11 always of course 
within the bounds of delicacy," he adds.(87) It is the Mean 
Sensual Man that he appeals to. "Surrounded by Gracious Wo-
manhood, does the Sensual Man forget how much money he is 
spending or does he not? Does he come again?"(87) And the 
women come in flocks to be waited on by six-foot, bronzed 
athletes. Mr. State has become interested in the Woman's · 
Movement, which is woman expressing herself. And how does 
she do it? Primarily through clothes. So he is going to 
the help of the middle-class woman of England. "She must 
have her chance to Dazzle and Conquer. That is every woman 's 
Birthright •••• 11 But this knight has the glitter of coin on 
his shining armor as he says, 11 And remember, gentlemen, that 
the Middle Class Women of England ••• think of them in bulk ••• 
form one of the greatest Money Spending Machines the world 
has ever seen."(91) After this contrast between the senti-
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mental and yet almost indecently practical Mr. State and the 
exotic and yet also practical in his way Constantine and the 
civilizations they represent, Philip, always the thoughtful 
observer, puts the question in Barker ' s mind to Major Thomas 
(who calls it a silly conundrum) : 
Tommy ••• what 1s the purpose of it all? •• • What do we 
slow-breeding, civilised people get out of love •• • 
and the beauty of women • •• and the artistic setting 
that beauty demands? For which we do pay rather a 
big price, you know, Tommy. What do we get for it? 
(114-115) 
Act IV brings us more light on this question and gives 
us the author ' s conclusion--as much as there is one--to the 
theme of the play . Constantine visits Philip 1s home and 
once again meets his forsaken wife. He does not fare so 
well in this scene, for he is uneasy in her presence and 
the unhappiness he has caused her creates sympathy for the 
woman. Then, too, we discover now that the father of Miss 
Yates 1 s child is none other t~n Cons tan tine himself . Con-
stantine, less powerful in England than he feels himself in 
his adopted land, in his conversation with Philip indicates 
that Miss Yates has insulted him by denying him any right 
to his own child. Philip ' s attitude toward his father here 
helps us to evaluate Constantine properly. Philip says, 
" • • • I 'm thankful some woman ' s been found at last to put you 
in your place."(l29) And he bJ.B.mes his father and mother . 
both for his having grown up inclined to dislike men and 
despise women because of the quarrelsome marriage he is the 
product of. "You're so full of this purpose of getting the 
next generation born, 11 he says to his father. 11 Suppose you 
thought a little more of its upbringing. 11 (126) He grants 
that his father sent him to a manly school, but asks, "Who 
taught me that every pretty, helpless woman was a man's prey 
••• and how to order my wife out of the. room?" No, it is not 
Constantine and his treatment of women which is the ideal in 
Barker's view despite the fact that he has been given such a 
wonderful opportunity to chastise England in the preceding 
act. "Father,'' says Philip, "don't you realise that ••• in 
decadent England, at least, this manliness of yours is get-
ting a little out of date ••• that you and your kind begin to 
look foolish at last? "(l27) So Constantine leaves his native 
land, where he is out of place, to return once again to the 
happ'i.ness of Mesopotamia. 
It is in this last act that Philip does most of his talk-
ing and the relationship between him and Jessica is illus-
trated. His attitude toward women is quite different from 
his father's and Major Thomas's. Earlier he has said that 
women don't attract him (64) and bAs complained, "We've so 
organised the world's work as to make companionship between 
men and women a very artificial thing."(66) Companionship 
is what he wishes the relationship to be. He tells Jessica 
that he treats her as a man would treat another man (141) 
and says it as a compliment. He confesses that he may at 
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times be inhuman. 11 But I do so hate that farm-yard world 
of sex ••• men and women always treating each other in this 
unfriendly way •••. "(l42) Philip and Jessica have a long dis -
cussion about men, women, and civilization, during which it 
becomes evident that she is not quite so idealistic as he. 
He is refusing State's offer to continue as director of the 
firm and is going to try to get on the County Council ("to· 
do dull, hard work over drains and disinfectants" (}34 ) in 
order .' to save his soul alive. But Jessica doesn't want their 
daughter, Mildred, to be taken out of her expensive school, 
though Philip feels that Mildred's mind is being cultivated 
only into a museum of good manners and good taste. He is 
not satisfied with the world as it is. 11 Neither Art nor 
Religion nor good manners have made of the world a place 
I'll go on living in if I can help it," he says (135); and 
Mildred must be taught to see life, she must have a sense of 
ugliness. Philip's belief is that we must love the bad as 
well as the beautiful~ we must share everything--fresh air 
and art, dirt and sin. Mildred must be taught this "even if 
it means not adding her to that aristocracy of good feeling 
and good taste •• the very latest of class distinctions . "(l36) 
It has not been easy for Philip to give up beautiful sights 
and sounds and thoughts, he explains. It is like giving up 
his soul out of his keeping before he dies into the keeping 
of "everybody we are at pr.esent tempted to dislike and des-
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pise. For that ' s Public Life . That ' s Democracy . But 
that ' s the Future . "(l36) Women must do this, too--it is 
the price they pay for free womanhood . They must be common 
women among common men . Each person must feel himself a 
part of the criminal and . the prostitute . These are all 
Philip ' s sincere beliefs, but Jessica says she hates to 
think about such ugly things just as she shuts her eyes to 
the ugliness of the streets and finds refuge in art. · If' 
this willful blindness is to continue, ho1.rever~, inslsts 
Philip, "Then there ' s precious little hope for the Kingdom 
of Heaven upon earth," and then 11 good and clever people are 
costing the world too much . Our brains cost too much if we 
don ' t give them freely. Your beauty, " he says to Jessica, 
"costs too much if I only admire it because of the uglier 
women I see ••• even your virtue may cost too much, my dear . 
Rags pay for finery and ugliness for beauty, and sin pays 
for virtue."(l37) As Blanche Sartorius in Widowers ' Houses 
found to her horror that she had been living on the misery 
of others, so Philip has made a similar discovery . 
Philip turns then in this talk with his wife to the 
subject of Tommy . Jessica complains that Tommy thinks she 'lfants 
him to kiss her while she never has that intention. Philip 
sees through her, however, and tells her she only wants him 
to want to kiss her but never actually to do it (139); where-
upon she confesses that maybe once or twice she has flirted 
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with him. Jessica feels that she does her share of the 
world ' s work by making a home and entertaining Philip ' s 
friends. She may be fastidious, she notes, but if she 
\ver·en ' t cultured and civilized she might not be so virtuous. 
Philip replies (in a remark that sounds like Candida telling 
Morell that it's not her virtue that keeps her true to him), 
"Look here, if it ' s only your culture keeps you from kissing 
Tommy •.• kiss him . "(l42) Jessic a calls to his attention the 
fact that there is a trade for bad women and several profes -
sions for plain women , but she ' s been taught to be charming 
and to like dainty clothes . (l43) As is evident, Barker is 
still concerned With the woman problem . Jessica appreciates 
the fact that Philip makes her f orget occasionally that she ' s 
a female, for she ' d like to be friends with men . We see ·the 
main idea of the play when Philip says: '1Male and female 
created He them ••• and left ·us to do the rest . Men and women 
are a long time in the making • • • aren ' t they? 11 (143-144) But 
that is the goal- -men and women, not male and female. Philip 
has hope--Humanity may be coming of age at last; men and wo -
men may be finding happiness and beauty in soberer purposes 
than strutting in finery and making love absurdly, such as 
the tranquil understanding which he and Jessica feel at the 
best of moments . ~Here occurs one of the few impossible lines 
of dialogue ·ih the play. Jessica says happily, "Do you mean 
when we sometimes want to shake hands?"(143) I doubt if any 
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actress could utter that convincingly ! ) Like all good So - ' 
cialists, Barker echoes Ruskin and Morris in saying, 11And 
I want an art and a culture that shan ' t be just a veneer 
on savagery ••• but it must spring in good time from the 
happiness of a whole people."(l43) Philip and Jessica must 
begin doing their share toward the world of tomorrow by 
learning to live on less income, by putting Mildred into a 
school where she will learn more sensible things than a bit 
of art and music, and by his going on the County Council. 
It is quite apparent from the above description of 
The Madras House that it is almost entirely a play of idea.s 
expressed in conversations, and the objections to it as not 
being a play at all can easily be understood . A contempor-
ary review expressing the attitude of those who preferred 
a well-made play recognizes Barker's ability in character-
ization and dialogue but complains that this play is not 
art but ,propaganda: '1But alas! when he has written a play, 
it is philosophy of life, it is propaganda, it is dialogue, 
it is even conversation and portraiture, but there is no 
2 play . " A specific complaint tha.t was made is that the play 
presents the six Huxtable sisters in Act I only to drop them 
completely thereafter and end with an entirely different s et 
of characters . 3 Even Shaw's Misalliance, which is a conver-
2 . North American Review, CXCV (April, 1912), 592-593 · 
3 · Ibid. Also 11The Younger Dramatists ," Harner ' s !feekly, 
LVI (March 3, 1912), 6 . 
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sational play and less well unified i~ its theme than The 
Madras House, has more plot interest . But taking as a defi-
nition of drama Barker ' s own-- "anything that can be made ef-
4 fective upon the stage of a theatre by human agency" (and 
probably a very broad definition such as this is the most 
practical in view of the very many types of plays which have 
succeeded on the stage) , then we need not argue about whether 
The Madras House be a play, only about its effectiveness. 
About the effectiveness of the play there are varying 
opinions. John W. Cunliffe, for example, is on the whole 
not favorable in his comment : 
But the perambulation of so large a question is not 
enough in itself to hold a drama together, and al-
though perhaps redeemed by its many masterly touches 
of characterization and dialogue, the play as a whole 
seems ineffective, in spite of the fact that it still 
holds the stage.~ 
The favorable comments, however, are more numerous and more 
justified. John van Druten credits the first act of The 
Madras House with showing him that an exciting play could 
be written around a Sunday morning in a home near to the 
Crystal Palace, and thus encouraging h~ to write, for the 
only kind of play he felt he could do was one about the kind 
of people he lived among, and that was not the .sort of play 
4. 11 The Theatre : the Next Phase," English Review, V, 
(July, 1910), 648. 
5. Modern English Playwrights;~ Short History of · the 
English Drama from 1825 (Harper and Bros., 1927), p . liB". 
16l.J. 
he had seen before Barker 1s. 6 Ludwig Lewisohn, too, has 
high praise for this play. He admits that it is talky and 
confesses that he cannot hope 
to destroy the fallacy that the conflict of souls 
with these human qualities and circumstances from 
which all actions spring is less dramatic or less 
stirring than the exhibition of ·such fragmentary 
external action as the theater can furnish . But 
it is unimaginable that any sensitive person not 
inhibited by an anterior assump tion of what , ac -
cording to some formula of the schools, a play 
ought to be can witness the production of ' The 
Madras House ' without keen intellectual amusement, 
rich reflection, or that pleasurable enlargement 
of experience which makes naturalistic art so 
permanent and so sustaining . n·r 
to 
That the play was effective in the theatre is attested~by 
many who saw its production . Of the New York production 
in 1921 Robert A. Parker has this to say: 
It is difficult to restrain one ' s enthusiasm for 
this play, ~ffficult not to acclaim it as the 
most significant play in New York, and to enforce 
compulsory attendance by all American playwrights, 
incipient or confessed • ••• I n this play Granville 
Barker has successfully dramatized his8own mind. He has made a play of a point of view . 
One may wonder if The Madras House might not perhaps be 
successfully revived even now. 9 ' At any rate, Parlcer is 
6 . "A Quarter Century of the Rial to," New York Times 
Magazine, (February 15, 1951 ) , p. 20 . 
7• 11 Concerning Granville Barker," Nation, CXII I 
(November 16, 1921, 575 · 
8 . "Bernstein versus Barker," The Independent and the 
Weekly Review, CVII (November 12, 1921), 165 . 
9 . Especially since Shaw was the most successful ~ama­
tist of the American stage in the 1949-1950 season, with two 
plays running simultaneously on Broadway (Caesar and Cleopatra. 
and The Devil ' s Disciple), and with these two in addition to 
Pygmalion, Heartbreak House, The Doctor ' s Dilemma, and Arms 
and the Man being done in summer theatres . 
quite right when he says, 11 1 The Madras House • is a comedy 
at which we need not check our intelligence with our over-
10 
coats at the door.'-' . 
Certainly in his merciless comic portrayal of the Hux-
table frunily Barker is superb . The problem of Miss Yates is 
engrossing, a.nd the discussion of the woman question in the 
Madras House is fascinating . Constantine is really a fabu -
lous character, though Mr . State, the American financier, 
may seem just a caricature to an American . Max Beerbohm 
calls him "altogether the truest presentment of an .American 
ever made by an Englishman,ull but Cunliffe says he is "a 
sheer impossibility and quite unconvincing . "12 Barker him-
self describes State as · "an ~-erican, and if .American maga-
. . 
zine literature is anything to gg_ Ql., g2_ .American is alto-
gether unlike him"(74-75) - -which sounds as if he himself is not 
well -.ac qua;t.nted: vti th .. Arner ic:ans " ( :Lnd~ed ·he had not yet· had much 
contact with t his .c<:mntry when ~ the·· pl a:y w~s \ .written.) l. 
But then, the Huxtable sisters are caricatured, too, to a 
degree, for the legitimate purpose o.f satire . The first 
three acts of the play are extremely well done, as a whole 
and in their details. After Constantine departs the scene, 
however, and Philip and Jessica are left to their intellec-
tual discussion- - one of the happy moments .in their lives, 
10 . 
11 .. 
(March 19, 
12. 
Ibid. 
Review of The Madras House , Saturday Review, CIX .. 
1910), 363. 
Modern English Playwrights, p . 118 . 
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the play bogs down and is in danger or going under a lto-
gether when it is rortunately at last saved by the cur·tain. 
The fault in this last portion of the play is due 
largely to the character of Philip . So long as he remains 
in the background, more or less, injec.ting a perceptive re-
mark now and then into the conversation, he serves a valuable 
purpos e . But when he is in the roreground he is too color-
less to arouse mu~h interest . Of course it is easier to tear 
down than to construct, and it is easier to draw a fascinat-
ing scoundrel or a ridiculous fool than it is to portray 
equally effectively a sober, intellectual man, just as it 
is well known that "straight" parts are often more dirficult 
to play than character roles . As the elder Voysey is more 
powerrul and more intriguing than Edward, so the ''character" 
par ts in The Madras House hold our attention and are more 
ent ertaining than is Philip. He is described as having in-
tellectual passion( 5) , but still he leaves us cold . Thomas 
accus es him or having the rerormer 1s mind and warns him not 
to think he can make the country better by ''tidying 1 t up." 
(6) But it is just this tidying up that people like Philip 
and Edward Voysey are called upon to do, as Alice Maitland 
tells Edward. Philip has some of Trebell ' s nature, too 
(Thomas suggests that he thinks of other people "as ir they 
were ants on an ant heap, 11 (7) and this detachment is Trebell 1s 
fault as well), but he lacks the forcefulness which gives 
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Trebell power as a pplitician and as a character in the 
theatre . 
It is the last act which has been most attacked by crit-
ics, and rightly . Beerbohm, who otherwise praises the play 
highly, nevertheless recognizes the weakness of the final 
dialogue between Philip and his wife . "Slipped somewhere 
into the middle of the play ,111 he says, 11 this discourse might 
be interesting enough, but it is not nearly interesting 
enough to be other'\vise than a tedious anti-climax to the 
tensity of the first three acts."13 Yet of course this 
scene could not be slipped into the middle of the play, for 
it is the portion wherein Barker expresses constructively 
what must be done to correct the evils shown earlier . When 
Barker revised the play in 1925 he tightened the dialogue 
throughout, improved some awkward phrasings, and cut out some 
of the more ponderous moralizing (as he did also in his re-
visions of The Voysey Inheritance and Waste} Yet he still 
failed to make the last act effective, as the following com-
ment on the revival indicates : 
Mr . Granville-Barker has altered the last act con-
siderably--it was always the weak part of the play • ••. 
but the last act is no better than it ever was • •• • The 
last act allows the whole play to disintegrate and go 
to pieces •••. Opposed as any ,author may be to the ' well-
made play, 1 it is open to him to provide a culmination 
to his play . As it was, when the curtain came down 
13 . Review of "The Madras House," p. 363. 
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quite ten minutes too late so far as the interest 
of the audience was concerned, 1 ~he chill of ineffec-tiveness had already gathered . 
Archer, too , describes the fai l ure of the fourth act, saying : 
nr never in all my experience felt such a sudden and deci-
sive change in the temperature of an audience as that which 
occurred while this act dragged its slow length along •••• nl5 
One possible reason for the weakness of the impact of the 
scene is suggested by Desmond MacCarthy in his review of 
the revival. MacCarthy says that when the situation be-
tween Barker's characters reaches the most serious point 
they tend to speak not of their own relationship but rather 
to transfer the problem to the plane of generalities .16 
This is quite true here, and also in The Voysey Inheritance. 
Moreover, Barker fails to express his ideas with the brilli-
antly amusing wit of Shaw, so we are, here especially, more 
conscious of being preached to . 
The Madras House is not a perfect play, then, because 
of the last act . (Incidentally, at least one critic has 
praise for this part of the play, too . Thomas H. Dickinson 
says that after the comic scenes the play at the end 11 in 
the well-bred but sincere speech of Philip and Jessica 
achieves beauty . ''17) But it is for most of its length 
14 . 
Bookman, 
15· 
16 . 
17. 
Simon Pure, "'The Madras House ' Revival in London," 
LXII (February, 1926), 699-700 . 
Old Drama and New, p . 362-
New Statesman, XXVI (December 5, 1925), p. 237 . 
Contemporary Drama of England, p . 225 . 
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completely entertaining, and it presents an emphasis on 
the power of sex in our lives which is still quite evident 
in 1951 . In some ways the subject matter of the play is 
dated. The Huxtable girls no longer exist, and the living-
in system has been abolished, as several reviewers of re-
vivals of the work pointed out not much more than ten years 
after the original production. ·But though the specific de-
tails may no longer all be applicable to our life, they 
have value as a portrayal of the life of the early twenti-
eth century; and the broader aspect of the theme of . the 
play is still quite pertinent. One has only to look at the 
advertisements in any magazine to see what is still being 
appealed to by manufacturers and merchandisers of everything 
from tooth paste to men ' s socks . In calling attention to 
this appeal to sex in our daily lives The Madras House made 
an original and important contribution. Barker's percep-
tion is evident in the fact that he found a source of drama 
in everyday customs to which most of us have become blinded. 
Barker's careful workmanship is better illustrated by 
this play perhaps than by any other. The weaving of all of 
the details, some of which at the time seem insignificant, 
into the fabric of the whole is not a thing that is quickly 
achieved. The play is a carefully wrought symphony . The 
four movements are separate, but they are still a unified 
expression of the creator's self. Barker is revealed. once 
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more as a serlous and thoughtful interpreter of life, not 
merely a writer of plays f or popular entertainment . 
The naturalistic trend of Barker ' s work continues in 
The .Madras House in the realism of the characters and the 
dialogue, with its pauses of embarrassment and awkward 
silences and shifts of subjec t . The "curtains" are not 
those of the well-made play, nor are they those even of 
the naturalistic plays of Galsworthy or Hauptmann, where 
there is generally some sort of concluding observation 
which marks a stage in the development of the acti on . 
Lewisohn observes that Barker ca rries the naturalistic 
technique one step further by ending each act in the 
midst of a conversation, and indeed ending the whole play 
in the same way .18 · This is not true of Acts I and III so 
much as of Acts II and IV, but the curtains are not at all 
artificially theatrical in any of the acts . Lewisohn com-
ments on the fact that the form of The Madras House shows 
the way to new things for other dramatists.: 
The f orm, no less than the substance of the play, 
far from being out of date, represents a stage de-
velopment which the drama or, more strictly speaking, 
the ironic comedy in Engli sh has yet to reach and 
which it can reach only by such i~~lligence and 
flexibility as are here combined . " 'j 
The way in which the events of the play are connected simply 
18 . The Modern Drama; ~Essay in Interpretation 
1915) , pp . 202-203. . 
19. 11 Concerning Granville Barker," Nation, CXIII 
16, 1921), . . 575· 
S. w. H...e.t.~ L 
(New York;A ' 
(November 
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by the fact that the same man is a participant in each is 
also an expansion of the naturalistic technique, says 
Lewisohn. In Act II, for example, Miss Yates's problem 
and the sale of the Madras House to Mr. State have no con-
nection except through Philip. From this aspect, says Lewi-
sohn, 11 ••• The Madras House marks a point at which the avoid-
ance of artifice touches upon the negation of form." Actu-
ally however, as . __ -. Lewisohn adds, the play is in every way 
a thoughtful work of art, but art without artifice. 20 And 
it should be pointed out that naturalistic though it is in 
these ways, yet Barker is not in The Madras House primarily 
concerned with realistic _portrayal of life so much as he is 
with ideas, and that the realism is at times exaggerated to 
the realm of satire, specifically with the Huxtables . 
The interesting question of drama to be read rather 
than seen on the stage arises with The Madras House, though 
it pertains to others of Barker's works, too. With dramas 
of ideas, like these, and with a dramatist who can express 
himself well, like Barker, there is much missed by a person 
who sees the play performed only once. There are too many 
subtleties and nuances of character and situation to be com-
pletely grasped so quickly . Beerbohm in commenting on the 
breadth and billiancy of the third act of The Madras House, 
says: 
20. Modern Drama, pp. 203-204. 
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There is deeper and nimbler thought in it, and richer 
humour, than in any scene known to me in modern drama. 
I am impatient to possess it in a book. By this I do 
not mean that it has not on the stage certain qualities 
that it would lose in a library. It is thoroughly 
dramatic, by the contrast of the characters of the 
talkers; and the talkers are vivid characters who gain 
by being presented in actual flesh and blood. But 
their talk is too good fo21us not to want it in a form that can be held captive. 
And another reviewer of the published play points out what 
is unquestionably true: "It is worth more than an evening 
at the theatre; and some of the best things were never in 
the theatre at all, being Mr. Barker's own description and 
21 
comment upon his personages." In the matter of stage di-
rections Barker took heed of the advice of Bernard Shaw to 
dramatists who publish their plays to give more help to the 
reader than simply "the technical memorandum required by the 
carpenter, the electrician, and the prompter." 23 This help 
is important to the actors, too, Shaw says, in understanding 
24 the characters they are portraying. In his stage directions 
Barker gives much information not only about the setting but 
about the background of the characters--details which could 
not appear directly on the stage at all. This is true o:f all 
of his plays, but The Madras House is a good illustration of 
21. Review of "The Madras House," p. 363. 
22. Review of "The Madras House," Saturday Review, CXI 
(February 25, 1911), p. 246. 
23. Preface to Plays Unpleasant and Pleasant in The 
Collected Works of Bernard Shaw, (A¥ot St. Lawrence Ed., New 
York: Wm. H. Wise and Company, 1930), VII, XXiii . 
24. Ibid., pp. xxiii-xxiv. 
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the way in which he comments on the people and the situa-
tions in such a way as to give the published play somewhat 
the style and flavor of a novel, as can be seen from the 
short portions I have quoted earlier from Act I . 
The influence of Shaw on Barker is frequently mentioned 
in connection with The Madras House . It is true that it is 
a discursive dialectical play--it studies a problem intellec-
tually through a series of episodes connected only to the ba-
sic theme . There is, however, really less discussion here 
that does not bear directly on the subject than in ~, and 
there is more a~tempt at plausibility and realism. Then, too, 
there is some of Galsworthy ' s balanced presentati on of various 
sides of the problem. The naturalness of the details suggests 
Tchekov, and the performances which Barker directed insisted 
. 25 
on perfect naturalness of delivery and gesture. But the 
emotional quality of Tchekov is missing . Intellectual passion 
there is, yes, but not warm emotion of the heart. 
The Madras House comesJ in the chronological listing of his 
plays, at the mid-point of Barker ' s career as a dramatist. 
Original, perceptive, intelligent--these are terms which can 
be applied to this work as to the earlier ones . Here there 
is also more of the same quality of satiric humor in the de-
piction of middle-class English manners and morals that is 
25. MacCarthy, Review of Madras House, p. 238 . 
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found in The Voysey Inheritance. Though still a young man 
{only thirty- twol when he wrote The Madras House, Barker vTas 
a servile follower of no one . Swinnerton ' s comment on him 
at this point in his development is fully justified: " ••• crhe 
Madras HouseJ made one feel that when the author had grown to 
his full stature he would be fit to paint the whole of English 
life as no other modern dramatist could do . "26 Unfortunately 
in his later plays Barker di.d not continue to expand suffi-
ciently to fill such a broad canvas. 
26 . The Georgian Scene, p .· 215 . 
Rococo 
Produced 1911 
Published 1917 
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Rococo is an exception to the plays of Granville-Barker 
in that it contains much physical ac-tion of a most violent 
kind. It starts with a fight (or rather two sets of hand-_ 
to-hand struggle) and ends the same way, with the final bang 
being the smashing of the giant vase about which the fighting 
has started. · This one-act farce is in no way an important 
contribution to the English literary drama, nor does it show 
any special step forward in the development of Barker as a 
dramatist. It does serve to illustrate the fact that he did 
not invariably write intellectual plays. 
For theatrical appeal Barker uses in this farce some of 
the best tried-and-true devices. A comic struggle is almost 
always a sure-fire source of laughs . The play begins with the 
Vicar flat on his back, pinned down by the knee of his nephew 
(by marriage). Even more sure-fire is a fight between two 
women. The Vicar's old maid sister, Miss Underwood, has Mrs. 
Reginald (the nephew's wife) pinned by the elbows and is shak-
ing her. Mrs. Underwood (the Vicar's wife) stands by helpless, 
worrying about what the servants will think. And after a bit, 
when the struggle has ceased, Mr . Uglow, brother of Mrs. Under-
wood, is discovered hiding under a table refusing to come out 
until he has been given his wig, which has somehow .. fallen off 
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during the melee . A man who is vain about his wig is 
another sure-fire source of laughs~ and Barker has Miss 
Underwood make numerous pointed remarks about it . 
Why is the vicarage in such a turmoil? It is all be -
cause of a rococo vase which Mrs . Underwood ' s sister-in-law 
Jane has left her in her will, and which Mr . Uglow demands 
as rightfully his because Jane ' s husband (and his and Mrs . · 
Underwood ' s brother) has promised it as an heirloom to the 
family~ and men come before women as members of the family . 
Even in this farce Barker is characteristically satirizing 
the English middle-class . "A legacy!" he says. "What Eng-
lish family has not at ~ time shattered its mutual regard 
upon this iron rock . u(l2)1 It is not as if the vase were very 
valuable or anyone really wanted it . But the old men insist 
it is the principle of the thing that matters . There is some 
heated discussion about the question of whom the vase legally 
belongs to; interspersed with Miss Underwood ' s acid comments 
on ~· Uglow ' s wig. 
The characters are sketched in with some degree of de-
tail . Mr. Uglow, for example, is amusing in his insistence 
on accuracy. He corrects his dead brother ' s mistake in re -
ferring to the v~se as having been presented to him by the 
Emperor of Germany--they are German Emperors~ not Emperors 
1 • . The numbers in parentheses in this discussion refer 
to pages in Rococo in Granville Barker~ Three Short Plays 
(Boston: Little ~ Brown and Co . , 1917). 
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of Germany,(l2) insists Uglow. "My dear wife," reads the 
brother's letter. ''Why he called her his dear wife I don 1 t 
know, 11 splutters Uglow. ''They hated each other like poison. 11 
(14). 
As in The Madras House, not the least entertaining are 
the stage directions, especially those in regard to the Vicar. 
Mrs. Underwood begs him at the beginning to think of the ser-
vants. Barker says : 
It does strike the Vicar that this would occasion con-
Sidera:'ble scandal"in the paris~There ~ ~ few--
good excuses for being found lying 2.!! the carpet, your 
nephew leaning threateningly 2.!!. the top of you. So 
he makes !:!R his mind · to it and enunciates with musical (B) 
charm; it might be~ benediction •••• "I have had enough." 
Barker's description of the vicarag.e is very elaborate for 
such a short play and for the small part the setting plays 
in its significance . He takes almost two and one-half pages 
for it, emphasizing its nineteenth century middle-class ugli-
ness. 
During the first part of the play the vase itself is not 
in evidence . Mr. Uglow demands to see it (it's been chipped, 
he is sure). Miss Underwood finally carries it in . Barker 
describes it thus: ''I t is two feet in height .. . It is lavishly 
blotched with gold and white and red. It has curves and 
crinkles. I ts handles~ bossy. MY. God, ll is!'!. Vase! 11 (20-21) 
The argument continues until it leads to physical combat once 
more, begun as earlier by Miss Underwood boxing Mr . Uglow's ears. 
Suddenly the participants sway against the table on which 
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the vase stands; the vase totters and falls. Miss Under-
wood sighs, "Oh •.•• Thank goodness. 11 (29) And the play is 
over. 
Not very important, surely, is this farce, but hardly 
as bad as the "cracked crock 11 that one unsympathetic commen-
tator calls it~ 2 Rococo is a fairly funny curtain-raiser. 
2. Review of Rococo, Dramatist, IX (January, 1919), 880. 
The Harleguinade 
Written 1913 
Produced 1913 
Published 1918 
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In The Harlequinade, which Granville-Barker wrote in 
collaboration with Dion Clayton Calthrop, we return to some-
what the same tone of fantasy dealing with traditional fig-
ures of the theatre as in the Pierrot play Prunella by Barker 
and Housman. Music is used in this play, too, but instead 
of a pleasantly sentimental love story, this work proves to 
be a dramatized history (in abbreviated form) of the stage 
itself, presented with more or less satire on audiences, on 
theatrical conventions, and on popular types of drama in 
various centuries. It is also a statement of the authors• 
faith in what is permanent in the theatre--the spirit of 
make-believe, and of their faith in the theatre itself as 
the home of that spirit. The Harlequinade is a short play, 
divided into five acts (or episodes, since they are not 
called acts or scenes), with interludes of comment by the 
chorus consisting of fifteen-year-old Alice, who explains 
with great pleasure what is taking place, and her Uncle 
Edward, who restrains her exuberance at times and makes 
some sly comments of his own. Though published in a volume 
by itself, it is short enough to have been presented origin-
ally as the curtain-raiser for Bernard Shaw 1 s Androcles and 
the Lion. (Audiences as late as the second decade of the 
18 0 
twentieth century still evidently were able to survive longer 
evenings of continuous entertainment in the theatre than to -
day, and/or they demanded more for their money.) 
In the title of the work, the authors call it "an ex-
cursion," and in the little foreword to the published ver-
sion they explain that "this isn ' t a play at all and it 
isn ' t a novel, or a treatise , or an essay, or anything like 
that; it is an excursion, and you who trouble to read it are 
1 
the trippers . "(v) The Stage Manager of Thornton Wilder ' s 
Our Town is here the young Alice, aided by her uncle . They 
are already seated when the audience begins to arrive, one 
on either side of the stage in front of a simply painted grey 
and black proscenium, across which blue curtains are hung to 
hide the stage within the stage on which the various episodes 
take place . Alice knits or crochets and Uncle Edward reads 
his paper until it is time for the performance to begin, and 
they glance up at the audience occasionally to see how many 
are there and what sort of group it is. It need not be a big 
audience to be good, the authors tell us, but a good audienc e 
i s characterized by a certain attitude: 
To be a good audience is to take x,our share of the 
performance ~enjoying it in ~simple jollz way--if 
you ~· That eases the actors of half the strain, 
and then ~:ou ~enjoy i t , too . And if you can *t do 
this, you d much better B£ home. m . 
There are good-natured remarks scattered throughout about the 
1. The numbers in parentheses in this discussion refer 
to pages in Dion Clayton Calthrop and Granville Barker, The 
Harlequinade (Boston: Little, Brown and co., 1918). ---
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audience and its reactions to the play . There are comments 
about their tardiness (" ' Some of ' em always late ... I t ' s 
their dinner ' " [5] ); the ·lack of applause ("They don ' t !!2_ 
often ap£laud this scene. For ~ thing~ they ' re still 
settling down . And then, a£plause is not the only sign 
they ' re liking it~ nor yet the best. ~you~ tell N 
the feel of them" [18] ); their taste in plays ("This ain 1 t 
the metaphys ics, which they can ' t abear . This is facts . 
They respect fac ts."(21) And Uncle Edward also says they ' ll 
like the story all the better if it isn ' t nice [2~ ) ; their 
desire for refreshments (Uncle Edward himself has a mug of 
beer about half-way through [3~ ); their conunents on 1<1ha t 
they have seen ("Very pretty" and "How quaint" are so pat -
ronising [68] ) ; their lack of understanding ( 11 ' Any child 
could understand it, 1 11 says Uncle Edward . '' ' But that ' s the 
-- --
trouble, ' insists Alice . 11 ' ••• They ' re not children. 1 11 [ 69] ). 
Despite their fault s , however, Uncle Edward is quite philo-
sophical about the audience . " 'You take your public a s you 
find ' em, !!!X Missie, 1 11 says he . (69) Thus there is estab-
blished at the very outset an intimate relationship between 
the stage and the audience ~ a relationship which is main-
tained. throughout . 
In addition to the chorus, there is another element in 
the play which is incidental to the story itself- -an element 
which spoofs philosophy and learning . This involves a Phil -
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osopher who has al1vays insisted that there are no gods a nd 
who in the very presence of MercurY: on the banks of the Styx 
goes on insisting that he is right. This Philosopher is 
given tbe job of ferrying souls across the river while Charon 
accompanies Mercury to earth for a long weekend lasting sev-
eral centuries . "A final and a vrholesome exercise in what 
he calls his ,philosophy," says Mercury, "to row all day from 
a place he has never understood to a place he doesn ' t believe 
in."(16) Mercury borrows the philosopher ' s coat and his mask . 
The former, covered with patches, he wore "to pretend he was 
poor, because, explains Alice, "you aren ' t a philosopher at 
all unless you ' re poor ••• there 1 s no need;"and the latter he 
wore 11 so that people shouldn ' t see whether he was talking 
sense or not . For you can tell that by looking at people." 
(9) And this is how the Harlequin costume originated . When 
Mercury and his companions return to the Styx, they discover 
the Philosopher garbed as a Member of Parliament. He says 
he is nothing so unpractical as a philosopher--he is a Poli-
tical Economist. He writes Blue Books and makes laws and 
has established several rowing academies, though he cannot 
row and has given the Styx boat to a museum, for he insists 
there is no other side to the river because that is the ver-
dict of the latest theories .(84 -85) 
The fra.mevrork on which the various episodes are placed 
is the search by Mercury for Psyche ( the soul), who has gone 
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to earth to look for adventure. The Soul has need of 
human love, explains Alice, but when she tries to return 
to the gods she cannot unless she finds another love as 
great as hers. Then, the two souls in love being more than 
human, when their earthly existence ends they grow wings and 
go to the realm of the gods . This excuse for the play is un-
important, really, and serves only to start off the series 
of scenes in which the same set of characters appear under 
different names and in different circumstances. On earth 
Mercury becomes Harlequin, Charon becomes Pantaloon, Momus 
(Charon's half-brother), who has swum the Styx to join Mer-
cury because he too is bored and wants adventure, becomes 
Clown. Before leaving for earth, Charon and Momus fore-
shadow the characters they are to become by indulging in a 
few old jokes and bits of horseplay. 
The next scene is a representation of a fifteenth cen-
tury Italian pantomime, with Psyche discovered as Columbine. 
She is married to Gelsomino , who neglects her for his books 
because, after all, they are married . He neglects her, that 
is, until the Man of the World comes along and shows inter-
est . Then Harlequin, Pantaloon, and Clown help him play a 
trick on the Man of the World by disguising him as Columbine . 
Thus disguised, he keeps her rendezvous with the Man of the 
World, who goes off in embarrassment, after which the lovers 
are re-united . This is all performed in delightful pantomime 
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with gleeful commentary supplied by Alice . 
The characters next appear in an eighteenth century 
English comedy of manners . Harlequin is the valet Quin to 
the young hero (Lord Eglantine), who is almost no more than 
his reflection in the mirror, he is so much interested in 
his clothes (echoes of Sartor Resartus t).Harlequin has to 
make a real man of this beau because, Alice explains, "Har-
lequin is the spirit of man waiting to come to life . "(41) 
I 
with gleeful commentary supplied by Alice . I 
The characters next appear in an I eighteenth century 
English comedy of manners . Harlequin is the valet Q~in ! to 
the young hero (Lord Eglantine) , who is almost no more than 
his reflection in the mirror, he is so much interested in 
his clothes (echoes of Sartor Resartus t ). Harlequin has ~o 
' I 
make a real man of this beau because, Alice explains, "Har-
, I 
lequin is the spirit of man waiting to come to life."(41) 
. . I 
Columbine, called Richardson here , is the country girl who 
has come to work as a chambermaid in the big city . Clown 
I is a friend of the young man, and Pantaloon is his lawyer . 
I 
Eglantine has been duped by a Woman of the World but le~rns 
I 
just in time to save the la,st of his ,possessions what t~e 
I 
true state of affairs is and that he really loves the c~am-
bermaid . Ashamed and in despair, he fires a shot at his 
head, but instead of his falling lifeless to the floor, the 
mirror cracks . The real man , the man with a soul, thus 
emerges \-Then the reflection of wig, .. snuff, and lace is 
smashed. 
Very much in eighteenth century style in characters, 
plot, and setting, this episode mocks the drama of that 1 
I 
period but even more makes fun of its manners and morals . 
I 
.Harlequin dresses a wig stand in the clothes of his master, 
bo~ .. •s , and thel he presents Richardson to it formally, she " 
wig stand bows back . Eglantine is dressed to the accompani-
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ment of a minuet and looks _ quite like his wig stand. He 
has gambled all night and lost, and this is his wedding day, 
with only two hours in which to dress ! There is satire on 
epigrams . "Hand me down my epigrams on love," says Eglantine 
to Quin.(54) But these artificialities seem out of place 
I 
beside the artless song of Richardson, and even Eglantine 
realizes it . The lord 's sense of honor is extreme: 
Pantaloon reminds him that if he pays his gambling debts 
and his fiancee ' s bills, he will be a pauper. "But yet 'a 
gentleman who has given his word and not broken it," is 
Eglantine ' s reply . When Pantaloon cautions him that the 
lady might die or perhaps change her mind, so he should at 
least wait until they are married before settling her debts, 
Eglantine exclaims : "I will not allow you to cast a doubt 
either on her perfect health or her perfect honour ••• nor 
let the shadow of one rest on mine ." (56) His shame on learn-
ing that he has been duped is happily overcome by true love 
for the simple and sweet Richardson . 
From the artificiality of the eighteenth century in 
England we jump, under the guidance of Alice, to the day 
after tomorrow--America in the machine age . Harlequin, 
Columbine, Clown, and Pantaloon have become nothing more 
than names . They have no meaning and no real part in "the 
rattle and clatter of machinery which is now called Life
1
• "(71) 
· The theatre has cast them aside, for drama has become 
I intellectual and the theatre organized along efficient 
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commercial linesv In their bitter enthusiasm in attacking 
this development the authors put words into the mouth of 
Alice which an ingenuous fifteen- year-old- cannot be ex-
. I 
pected to have thought of herself . Alice explains the ; 
i 
importance of machinery in America and its effect on the 
theatre in this way: 
Things have been going from bad to worse with our 
four poor gods, but what has principally knocked 
them endways is machinery . Now ~erica is full of 1 
machinery . And they can ' t understand it. For what-
ever a machine is supposed to do in the end, there ' s 
one thing it always seems sure to do in the beginning, 
if you ' re not very, very careful . And that is to 
knock the spirit out of a man . Which .is his magic ••• • 
So this is what they ' ve come to be by this time, 
Clown and Columbine, Harlequin and Pantaloon . No qames 
but those, no meaning, no real part at all in the rat-
tle and clatter of machinery which is now called Life. 
They ' re out of it . They clung to the skirts of -the 
theatre for a bit . But the theatre, aching to be ·•in 
it ' , flung them off . The intellectual drama had no 
use for them, no use at all •••• But really if we will 
think magic's to be bought and sold, and if we leave 
our gods to starve because there isn ' t any money in 
their laughter or their tears • •• well it ' s more than 
the Theatre that may suffer . And the poor pampered 
Theatre is our business now, and here ' s our cheap, 
cheap joke about it. You aren ' t expected to laugh • •• 
in fact, perhaps you shouldn't . It ' s one of those 
jokes you smile at, crookedly you know, this joke of 
the Theatre as it well may be the day after tomorrow 
if some of us don't look out.(70 - 72) 
I This sounds like Granville Barker, but it hardly sounds like 
little Alic e. 
The episode itself, however, which follows this attack 
on the machine age is a clever satire on mechanized enter-
' 
tainment . The curtains part on a backdrop covered with 
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advertisements . The Man of the World is the Business Mana-
ger, and a very wicked one, complete with silk hat and big 
cigar . Harlequin and his companions find at the site of -the 
99th Street Theatre not the theatre they are looking for but 
"Number 2613 of the five thousand Attraction Houses controlled 
by the Hustle Trust Circuit of Automatic Drama . "(74) They 
cannot get jobs because there are no actors any more . There 
is no author of the play because Factories of Automatic Drama-
turgy grind out the vehicles . The president of the Circuit 
has bought up the actors and dramatists and paid them not to 
act and write. He has formed an alliance with the Cinema and 
Gramophone interests, and after some years of experiment in 
the scientific manufacture and blending of drama, he has per-
fected the new medium . Now there are no less than twenty- three 
factories producing this sort of entertainment . 
The work is done by clerks employed at moderate salaries 
for eight hours a day . For the cerebration of what'ever 
new ideas may be needed, several French literary men 
are kept in chains in the backyard, being fed exclu'sively 
on absinthe and caviare sandwiches during their periods 
of creative activity . No less than forty different 
brands of drama are turned out , each with its descrip-
tion stamped clearl y on the can . While a complete equip-
ment for anyone can be travelled by the operator in his 
valise, s t ill leaving r oom for toothbrush and slumber-
suit . (77) 
The public have to like this s t uff, says the Man of the World, 
for they get nothing else . He invites the group to watch a 
rehearsal - - one rehearsal is all that is nee essary--of "Lov.e : 
a Disease . " The performance is ntghtmarish . No actors are 
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needed, for two gramophones speak the lines and stage di-
rections are displayed on the wall. Pictures are used only 
with "the lighter and fruitier forms of dra.ma."(81) In 
something like this "they would only obfuscate the cerebra-
tion." The four spectators are horrified. Clown threatens 
to smash the machines, crying, "Oh, · has it come to this, a.fter 
all we ' ve done for the theatre ! " He begs Harlequin to try his 
magic once more, to save the theatre and the manager, too. 
Harlequin thereupon leaps in the air and smites the machines 
with his wand. They disappear, and the . Man of the World falls 
through a trap door in the midst of red fire. 
The amount of truth in this fantastic prophecy in 1913 is 
amazing . The description of the manufacture of plays for the 
Hustle Trust sounds incredibly like Hollywood's present-day 
assembly-line production of westerns, technicolor musicals, 
and grade B detective pictures. Barker and Calthrop were un-
fortunately close to complete accuracy in their prediction . 
After this episode the gods go back to their own world 
again, meeting the Philosopher once more on the banks o.f the 
Styx still denying that the gods even exist. 
Clarence Britten in a contemporary review points out 
that The Harlequinade consciously or unconsciously makes a 
genuine contribution to the burlesque of literary fashions 
and technical means, the tradition which goes back through 
Sheridan ' s The Critic, Villiers ' The Rehearsal, Beaumont 
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and Fletcher's The Knight of the Burning Pestle, to Bottom 
the Weaver in A Midsummer Night's Dream. 2 Britten is speak-
ing of the whole play in this comment, but the continuation 
I 
of this old tradition is actually best illustrated in The 
Harlequinade by the last scene . I The style of the fifteenth 
century Italian pantomime is not burlesque. The emotiods are 
necessarily simplified to be conveyed entirely by pantomime--
with some help from the orchestra, as here : 11He grinds his 
teeth, does the Man of the World (if there is anything in the 
orchestra that will do it . )"(35) The entire plot is simple 
and the trick played on the Man of the World unconvinciqg 
from a realistic point of view. But then this is not realism, 
it is the magic world of the players . The attitude of Alice 
and Uncle Edward toward the various scenes is a clue to the 
attitude of the authors. Here, for example, although the elec-
tricians forget to turn ·day into night until Uncle Edward 
whispers to George behind the scenes, still when the lights 
I 
are properly set they enter into the spirit of the scene com-
pletely. "Romantic, isn ' t it," says Uncle Edward . "And. just 
the colour moonlight ought to be ." (34) Nor is the description 
by the authors of the final action in this little pantomime 
in the tone of burlesque . Columbine has come to keep her 
rendezvous with the Man of the World . She is timid and 
ashamed . 
2 . 11Reenter Literary Burlesque," Dial, LXIV (May 9, 1918), 
. 450. 
She half-dreads from the stern cloaked figure . She 
turns to her home to kiss her hand to it. But Har11e-
guin with his vrand-luresher_ forward. And she goes, 
she goes . Then the wand is l-Taved ~gain, and the clbak 
is off . I~ is her husband; and she shrinks, this time 
in terror. He stands like a stone • She vTai ts for a 
blow--for a curse. ButsUddenly he kneels among the 
petals of the forgotten ~· Is he begging forgive-
~ of her? She has no thought for that; only that 
she always loved him. She bends to him, he takes her 
hands . He rises a nd she lifts her face. Their lips 
join. 
Alice and Uncle Edward draw the curtains . 
11 There"P'"s'ttfs Alice . 11 ThatTs ho'\v the_x get back 
among . the gods . 36) . 
And the audience lets out its breath, settles back for a mo-
ment with a delicious feeling inside, its heart captured1by 
the simple beauty of the love scene. No, this is not btwl-
esque. This is the magic of the theatre as it should be . 
The next episode, the eighteenth century comedy of man-
1 
ners, can be considered a burlesque of that type of play, but 
I 
actually it is more an attack on the fashionable way of life 
I 
in the eighteenth century in the best tradition of the Spectator 
I 
papers . And Alice ' s apprehension that perhaps the audience may 
I 
not have understood the import of the smashing of the mirror 
is a commentary on the way people have lost touch with the 
simple fundamentals of life . I t is so easy that any child 
could understand it, but Alice realizes that the audience are 
not children and that is the trouble.(69) The sophisticated 
I 
polish of the eighteenth century as it is represented here 
I 
in exaggerated terms is the object of the satire more than 
I 
the comedy of manners . The authors say : "Miles avra.y from 
I 
I 
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I 
' 
us is the meaning of that eighteenth century with its 
polished perfections . So perfect, yet~ partial11l. perf~ct, 
that mankind could only break them all to pieces and start 
I 
again."(68) I 
It isn ' t until the episode depicting the theatre of \ 
the future with its gramophone stars that we really get t ully 
I 
into the tradition of burlesque . Here vre have Harlequin I aQ.d 
I 
his friends present at the rehearsal of the play as in 
Villiers ' classic and Sheridan ' s The Critic . Butthe meti ods 
I 
of the older dramatists and of Barker and Calthrop are s0me-
l 
what different . Instead of merely questions asked and answers 
given in all seriousness but contaim.ng the sting of the lsat-
ire, the visitors in The Har1equinade in addition expres t , 
I 
their disapproval of what they hear and see directly and \for-
cibly . Harlequin through his magic completely liquidate~ the 
I 
I 
new mechanical theatre and its manager . The play vrhich is 
presented in the play within the play within the play in lthis 
scene is a burlesque of the intellectual drama . There i i no 
plot, says the Man of the World . "It ' s a home life story, a 
I 
conversation."(78) The first act consists of a man tell~ng 
I 
a vToman that he is bored with everything . She doesn ' t kriow 
what to say. Act II is taken up with his asking her adv~ce 
I 
as to whether a really tired man ought to marry . She agdin 
doesn ' t knmv . These acts we only hear about from the Mad of 
the World; we don't see them . But Act III, of which we J ee 
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a portion until the whole thing becomes too much for the 1 
I 
visitors, contains the action, such as it is . The Man of 
the World gives a resume of it: 
About half way through he moves across to her and says : 
"Don ' t cry, little girl , I can ahrays shoot myself ! 'l 
And then he finds out that she is stone deaf from birth, 
and hasn ' t really heard a word he said. So she goes 
forth into the world to learn the Oral system, while 
he awaits her return, when he will begin again . (79) 
This perhaps cannot with fairness be called a burlesque df 
Shaw or of Barker himself (though apparently he had sense of 
humor enough to laugh at himself, too, here), but it does sug-
gest the direction in which the plotless, conversational play 
I 
of the day might at its worst proceed . And here is another dif-
ference between this play and Villiers and Sheridan, who 'were 
very definitely poking fun at absurdities which had already 
been reached in the drama of their time . 
The Harlequinade actually has three levels of meaning . 
First there is the story itself of the gods who come to earth, 
appear in various guises, and then go back home . 
I 
Then there 
I 
is the level of the burlesque of theatrical types and methods 
I 
of presentation in various centuries, ranging from the sympa-
thetic burlesque (if one can use such a contradictory term) 
I 
of the pantomime to the heavy-handed satire of the futuristic 
drama . And finally there is the level of the deepest mea,ning- -
' I that of the criticism of life and of the position of the actor 
and the theatre itself in various periods of history . To, 
/ 
judge by this play, life in fifteenth century Italy was 
slffiple. The actors were given an opportunity to perform 
I 
their magic and appeal to Lhe emotions. In eig~teenth cen-
1 
I 
tury England the m~gic had been lost somewhat. Coltwbine 
I is ·a maid and Harlequin a valet. "And why the gods are ser-
1 
vants now instead of actors, 11 explains Alice, "is because it 
was about this time people began to think that Art and Rbli-
gion and Love were things you could just ring the bell for, 
and up they 1VOUld come and wait on you. ll (39-40) Life was 
artificial and superfi.cial and out of balance, as we see1 in 
the Lord Eglantine situation. In the day after tomorrow! the 
gods are completely out of the theatrical picture. It has 
I 
become the machine age, and the intellectual drama has flung 
I 
out the simple charms and emotions of Harlequin, Columbine, 
I 
Clown, and Pantaloon. But not for ever or really, says Alice . 
I 
For what would become of us without them? ••• They just 
go back as flowers die to come again forever. For 1 
the seed of the go~ds is sown in the hearts of men. 
The seeds of Love and of the Magic of High Adventt~e 
and of Laughter and of Foolishness, too. (83) 
Here is the real meaning of this excursion. 
. I 
These are the 
things which we must have for life to be real and worthwhile, 
and it is in the theatre that we can find them and believe 
in them. We recall what Alice has said early in the play 
about things disappearing that we stop believing in, and 1 
about . our believing the make-believe more than the real: , 
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I But Mercury knew that if people won't believe a thing 
when you say it 1 s real, they'll just as good believe 
it and understand it a great deal better when it only 
seems make-believe. And that's Art. And as the easi -
est art in the world is the art of acting ••• the gods 
became actors. ( 20-21) 1 
It is in this spirit of make-believe, the spirit of the child 
I 
when he enjoys a butterfly kiss from his mother or holds a 
I 
buttercup under another child 's chin to see if he likes butter 
that Barker and Calthrop say in their foreword that the play 
is presented. (v-vi) 
I 
But in the guise of make-believe is 
I 
something very real and important which people should be 1made 
to understand . 
I 
There is a wealth of meaning in this little excursi9n, 
then, but the s:ymbolism or allegory--possibly because of ithe 
I 
attempt to fit together portions of the play which do not go 
together very well--is sometimes obscure and inconsisten~ . 
For example, the basic theme is supposedly Mercury's search 
for Columbine, and Alice explains that the story always has 
I 
to be about Columbine running away from somebody or someb,edy 
running away with her because the soul is always strugglihg 
to be free. (23) I Now in the pantomime this fits very well, 
I 
in the comedy of manners passably well, but in the drama pf 
the future not so well because Columbine is nothing more than 
a spectator at the play of the gramophones. Also, in the 1 
I 
eighteenth- century episode Harlequin is described as 11 the
1 
spirit of man wanting to come to life"(41)- - that is why he 
I 
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must make a man of Eglantine . This allegorical explanation 
may possibly be applied to the pantomime because Harlequ~n 
helps Gelsomino to tear himself a way from his books and no-
tice his wife Columbine, and to the gramophone episode because 
Harlequin does away with the mechanical drama which leaves no 
chance for the spirit of man. But exactly what is the rela-
tionship between this allegorical element and the Columbine 
"soul struggl ing to b~ free " idea? The symbolism is not 
worked out carefully and consistently and is best though t of 
only in a general sense of the gods become actors trying 1to 
liberate the spirit of man . 
One contemporary reviewer of the Broadway production of 
I 
The Harlequinade either missed all of the underlying sign
1
ifi-
cance of the play or chose to ignore it, for he calls it an 
"aimless pilgrimage" and says : 
•• • [ I tl is in the nature of an informal little jaunt 
dovm the ages with Col umbine and Harlequin. There is 
nothing to it save moonlight , and wisps of melody, some 
inconsequential chatter and fooling by the way, and 
Columbine and Harlequin •••• There was a genial pretense 
Lhat the trip was taken to prove something to a philoso-
pher who didn ' t believe anything, but no one took it 
seriously . It was as bright a flm-Ter of fantasy a s 'Has 
ever pulled apart by the intense ones who insist that 
beautiful things must mean something . It meant no more 
to us than the first glass of champagne would mean 
after passing the three-mile limit . 2 
Even John Palmer, who spoke glowingly of The Marrying of Ann 
I 
I 2. Kenneth Andrews, "Broadwa¥, Our Literary Signpost," 
Bookman (N .Y. ), LIII (August, 1921), 531. 
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Leete, thinks Barker in this play has "lost both his time 
I 
and his trouble." The chorus is artless, says Palmer; and 
the play is not an artistic treatment of Harlequin. "It 1 is 
I 
a n unsuccessful essay, in the manner of Charles Lamb, ab0ut 
Harlequin." Although he gives credit to the "good criticism" 
I 
in it and 11 the occasional sly pokes at contemporary vrays 1of 
I going wrong," he complains that Mercury is but the palest of 
I 
gods here and that the authors are too apologetic: 
The authors behaved t hroughout as though they '·Tere 
abashed before their theme . Now, they seemed always 
to be saying, we are going to be romantic . Now we are 
going to be sweetly simple--simple as little childr~n . 
Now we are going to believe in ma gic . Of course you 
are not to take us too promptly at our word. We dod 1 t 
really believe in all this . But it's very jolly to lplay 
with the idea; and you must certainly admit that we 
1
are 
very tactful and clever; we have the light touch, a 
1 delicate fancy, and a really amazing instinct for the 
prettily effective •••• There is no sy,~nptom anywhere in 
the "Harlequinade ' of creative ener·gy or vision •••• 1 
;~~~~df~~a~~1r~~~:~~r i~a~a~~=~l;0~~; t~i:s s~i~! ~~n-
artist if he will only stop worrying about them like1 
a man of taste. I believe he could w:t'ite a real sto!t'y 
of Harlequin, if only he would refrain henceforth frQm 
noticing what a very pretty fellow Harlequin can be .j 
I 
The production of The Harlequinade at the St. James 1 1 Thea-
1 
tre in London in fact created somewhat of a controversy about 
I 
its merits in the pages of the Saturday Review . The paper ' s 
I 
critic, Palmer, derided it in the review quoted from abovr, 
in which he also cri tic.ized Androcles and the Lion, presented 
on the same bill, as not one of Shaw's best efforts. I Then 
another critic, Leonard Inkster, wrote a long letter to the 
3· 11 Hors D'Oeuvres at the S.James," Saturday Review, 1CXVI 
(September 6, 1913), 293-294 . 1 
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editor suggesting that Mr . Shaw was in league with a 
romanticist. In rather hard to follow terms Inkster cit~s 
Shaw's definition of romanticism as something spurious and 
cheap, and Heine 1 s definition of romantic art as meaning 1 by 
symbolism or parabolism something in addition to what it 
says. Then he suggests that both men meant '\·That is illus-
trated in The Harleguinade, that "Art which is .not art i~ not 
art." He criticizes Barker for trying "to deal with the 1 gods , 
and the childlike spirit~ and feeling, and imagination and vi -
sion and all the big things of the golden age," when he can-
1 
not actually see these things and therefore cannot deal with 
them successfully . Had his vision not been clouded by sym-
bolism he would have realized that he didn ' t see them and 
I 
couldn ' t deal with them, continues Inkster . 
But when you dress up your gods as harlequins and man-
servants, and introduce social reformers and revolving 
stages, and satirise the future and do everything on 
earth that is clever (all quite legitimate things in 
themselves), you have so many things to attend to and 
polish that it is easier for you to forget that to 1 
start with you ought to have attended to the one need-
ful and asked the question 11 Do I see f(.he gods at ali, 
and have I got something to .express?" 
Now these remarks themselves are very clever, but they 
cause one to wonder if their authors knew what Caltl1rop and 
Barker were trying to do in The Harleguinade . Indeed 
seem to have missed the deepest meaning of the play. 
' they 
I 
Barker 
I 
4. "The Romantic Mr. Barker," Saturday Review, CXVI 
(October . 4, 1913), 425-427. , 
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was interested enough by these comments, however, to write 
a reply in which he politely puts his critics in their p~o-
per place and incidentally makes reference to the mysteries 
I 
of literary collaboration . In the same way as he did not 
look with favor upon the writers of autobiographies he did 
I 
not approve of attempts to fathom xhe secrets of collabora-
1 
tion . This letter, dated October 9, 1913, and addressed to 
I 
the editor of the SatL~day Review, I quote in full : 
Sir,--Why pretend that I really know what Mr . Ink-
s t er means? I never was good at these aesthetics. 
1
No 
doubt by painfully whipping up that intellectualism 
with which he credits--no, debits me (Heaven forgive 
him!) I could arrive at some barren understanding o{ 
what he means, that 'Popular science ' sort of under-
standing, which I am at last learning no more to at1 
tempt. This is not written in irony . I 1m sure there 
is a lot in what he says; I only wish it interested 1 
me more . 1 
But one little matter . On the programme at the 
St. James ' s Mr . Dion Clayton Calthrop 1 s name precedes 
my own in the authorship of 1Harlequinade 1 ; this, though 
I placed it so myself, being no mere courtesy. Collabor-
ation rightly remains a mystery . There are two--probably 
well - known--replies to impertinent prying . 1I, 11 said A . , 
' write all the vowels and B. writes all the consonadts. 1 
Or again: 1He does all the work and I make half the 
money. ' Let me betray no secret when I say that all 
the bad aesthetics in ' The Harleouinade 1 are mine add 
all the rest is Mr . Cal throp ' s . - 1 
· One thing more . Does this confession allow me to 
confess further that I can still enjoy in a simple - ! 
souled sort of way the unpretentious little enterta~n­
ment that ' The Harlequinade 1 is meant to be? This, 
though I have told Mr . Calthrop frankly how much better 
it might have been written, though he has replied with 
feeling how much better it naturally would have been 
written had I never interfered, though I have told the 
actors how much more perfectly it might be played, 
though they have implied in their turn with equal 
politeness that the production is pretty poor . Criti-
cism in the Press l It is bread and mil k with sugar 
I 
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added compared with criticism in the theatre . And 
did I look further than the entertainment (not being 
entertained I agree it is still the critic ' s dismal 
duty to discover why), could I not help sticking a ! 
pin through the butterfly, do you know that I should 
be tempted to discover that ' The Harlequinade 1 is in 
its way a parable? Interpreted aright it might forbid 
the barren academic judgment which certain John Does 
and Richard Roes ~ave blindly passed upon the parable 
play it precedes LAndroclesJ. 
1 
Faithfully yours, 
H. Granville-Barke~ . 5 
Here we have Barker ' s own statement that the aesthetics in 
the play are his- -whatever he means by that term; :Lt probably 
includes the ideas about the art of the theatre and the re-
lationship of that art to life, for Barker in his critic~l 
works, too, expresses a similar belief in the power of the 
I 
drama as a teacher . The interest in the traditional Har+equin-
, 
Columbine story may have been Calthrop 1 s contribution . He 
I 
later published a brief account of Punch and Judy in Europe 
which reveals a similar interest . 6 
Moreover, we have here Barker ' s own word for it that 
I The Harlequinade is a parable, but that it was primarily in-
tended to be entertainment . And a good audience would dd its 
share by enjoying in 11 in a simple jolly way . 11 ( 4) It is urue 
that the play is rambling and not too well held together .1 
It is true that the detailed symbolism does not stand too 
I 
5· " ' The Harlequinade , ' " Sairurday Review, CXVI(December 
11, 1913 ), :.· . 459 . I 
6. Punch and Judy; a Corner in the History of Entertain-
ment (London : Dubau and Co., Ltd . , 192'bT· 1 
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close analysis. It is true that it is somewhat self-con~ 
scious in its attitude. And it is true that, as Palmer says, 
Barker "has a daemon somewhere" and "there is nothing in the 
least daemonic about ' The Harlequinade . 1 "7 But, on the 0ther 
hand, the play is entertaining. Robert Benchley said of its 
production in New York at the Punch and Judy Theatre: 
Speaking not as a professional play-goer, but as a 
rather sentimental old thing who liked 'Mary Rose ' and 
who always cries audibly when Maude Adams says: 
' Please pass the salt, 1 we may say that 1 T~e Harle-
quinade 1 gave us a great deal of pleasure . 8 
And he adds that th~ play is not actually at all sentime~tal. i 
Moreover, it has good criticism of life and of the theatre, 
and despite the fact that Barker and Calthrop may not seJ 
I 
the gods at all, they certainly in this play see the godJl ike 
spirit of human beings which can be stirred and exalted J y 
the unlimited magic of the theatre . And they succeed in 
creating.in this excursion a great deal of that magic . 
7· ''Hors D10euvres, 11 p. 294 . 
8 . "Remnants, 11 Life, LXXVIII (July 7, 1921), 18 . 
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I 
I . 
Vote :!2;[ Ballot, the second of Barker's Three Short Plays 
is not a farce like Rococo, but a thoughtful comedy in olne act. 
! 
Its concern with the English middle class (upper middle ~ere) 
i 
and with English politics is typical of Granville-Barker;, and 
I 
so is its revelation of the fact that our inner lives ar!e 
often kept secret from even our closest intimates. I 
The characters are Mr. and Mrs. Torpenhouse and Lo~d 
Silverwell (recently elevated) and his son Noel. 
I 
Noel Has 
I just lost the election for Parliament by one vote and s1 has 
lost the seat which his father had held for thirty years. and 
which the father had promised the Liberal party leaders would 
be safe when they offered to put him in the House of Lo~ds. 
Torpenhouse has all these years been Committee Chairman for 
Silverwell as well as manager of his shoe business. Whj n 
Noel refuses to run .again, they all feel that Torpenhouse 
should be the next candidate. But suddenly Torpenhouse, who 
has been strangely agitated by Noel's defeat, bursts in~o 
I 
tears and confesses that this is his hour of triumph, fqr he 
voted against Noel and, what's more, he has been a Tory lall 
along He had given up all hope of the constituency ever 
• I 
doing the right thing and voted against Noel through habit, 
I 
sure that Noel would win in any case. But his better n~ture 
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has triumphed in spite oi .himself, he cries: ''And by my 
I 
own single vote! l Mary, God has been very merciful to me." 
I 
(48)1 Silverwell is amazed. This is $omething he has *ever 
dreamed of. "I've always known there was a kink in youJ " . 
I he tells Torpenhouse. "You've had strange tastes ••• in books 
and things like that. But I never thought it was a morJ1 
kink."(48) For all these years Torpenhouse has submergJ d him-
1 
self in Silverwell 's affairs. It is his ability that has made 
- I 
the business so successful. It is he who has made a LiJ eral 
out of Silverwell, for it seemed to be the only thing lie 
I 
could be. In these ways he has been completely true to lhis 
employer, but this one bit of private life he has reser~ed 
to himself. Not even his wife has known. In fact, he Jas 
I 
told her there were things aboUt him she must not ever i ant 
to understand.(50) This is one, but there are others, too, 
he tells her.(50) She doesn't mind: "I daresay it has lbeen 
good for you,'' she replies. "I shan 1 t tell you about my bal-
lot ••• ever.''(59) Torpenhouse recognizes the fact that dot 
all men are equally simply made. There is a difference be-
tween himself and Silverwell, for example: "You're sucli a 
healthy man, Wychway, and everything agrees with you ••• dnd 
I 
you do like people to agree with you to9, 11 he says to 'S 1 ver-
well. 
1. The numbers in parentheses in this discussion ~efer 
to pages in vote ~Ballot in Granville Barker, Three SHort 
Plays (Boston; Little, Brown and Co., 1917). 
For Heaven has made you yourself as nearly all of 
a piece as possible. It takes perfect machinery to 
do that • • • with our boots, doesn ' t it? But I 'm a 1 
cobbled bit of goods, I' ve always known it. And 
that has made me an unhappy man all my life. (50) 
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Lord Silverwell feels that some sort of public announce-
, 
I 
I 
ment should be made, for the whole situation impresses him as 
I 
somewhat immoral, especially Torpenhouse ' s offer to remain as 
chairman for a while longer . Torpenhouse will have none 1of 
this, however. Is the ballot secret or is it not, he demands . 
Besides, how honest is Silverwell himself? He advertises 
I 
Wychway's boot·s as being the best, and yet doesn ' t wear them 
I 
himself nor does his son . Then, to justify his behavior, Tor -
I penhouse explains how his :deception started. He owed so much 
to Wychway that he had to help him . He couldn ' t make h. I ~m a 
Tory--Silverwell hadn ' t the stamina or the style . Besides, 
though Silverwell was never his idea of the statesmanship we 
ought to have, yet it didn ' t seem to rr•orpenhouse that he could 
I 
hur t the country very much be being in Parliament . Torpen-
house can say with a clear conscience now : "Honestly, I ldon ' t 
think it ever has •• • • Oh, if having you and five or six h~n­
dred men like you talking there could hurt •• • well, only by 
God ' s mercy could she be saved anyhow ! "(55) But in this
1
way 
Torpenhouse became a crooked man whose life is a crooked 
mile. Silverwell in his direct and simple fashion demands 
to know if he has ever asked Torpenhouse to do anything I . 
crooked for him--yes or no. But life isn't so easy as that; 
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morality isn't so clear-cut. There is a touch of the 
basic philosophy of The Voysey Inheritance in Torpenhousy's 
reply: 
White or black ••• Liberal~ Tory ••• true or false. 
If only God had made you such a world ••• and given 
it to you once for all ••• why then perhaps that 
honest best you've always done would be enough to 
keep it straight! But under our clothes and in I 
your boots we're queer God's creatures still.(56-57) 
Ironically, Silverwell has been turning Tory for some ye~rs 
now (this is one reason he has been made a peer), says Tor-
penhouse, and this has quieted his ponscience a little. 
Silverwell takes his leave, not sure whether he is 
angry or not. Noel admires Torpenhouse, and Mrs. Torpen-
house is understanding. Torpenhouse himself is worn out 
from all the excitement. He would like to go to Spain to' 
I live for a while~ by himself since Mrs. Torpenhouse doesn't 
I 
think she'd like that country--that is, if Silverwell will 
I 
allow him to resign as business manager of the shoe firm. 
Since Silverwell thinks it is perhaps best to forget all 
this nonsense, however, probably Torpenhouse will never get 
to Spain. But just now, at any rate, he goes up to his r9om 
to sleep. 
In the way in which it is the servant (though of course 
Torpenhouse is above the servant class) rather than the mas-
ter who takes his politics seriously and is faithful to the 
I 
conservative cause this play suggests w. Douglas Home's Yes, 
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M'Lord, which was successfully presented in England (as 
The Chiltern Hundreds), and on Broadway and the road and 
the .summer theatres in the United States in 1950. In Ye , 
I M'Lord a butler running on the Tory ticket in an election 
defeats the son of his titled employer running on the LaJ or 
ticket . The British apparently find plays about politic J 
more amusing than do Americans, though one has to know vJ ry 
little about the subject to appreciate the satire and to 
understand the moral situation which Barker presents in an 
effective way in Vote Qx Ballot. 
--- ----. 
Farewell to -t he Theatre 
Written 1916 
Not produced 
Published 1917 
06 
Farewell to the Theatre is the third of Granville-
Barker ' s one -act plays published in the volume titled T~ee 
Short Plays. The least dramatic of the three, it has neJ er 
been done on the stage, but from the point of view of thl 
author's personal development it is very significant and ~~ re­
vealing. In The Harlequinade Barker revealed his belief !that 
commercial and mechanical forces in our contemporary lifi 
were ruining the theatre as a cathedral of the spirit. lin 
I Farewell to the Theatre we have a more direct and personaJl 
expression of this same idea . 
The play is in the form of a dialogue between 
Taverner, an aging actress of fifty-three, and her 
friend and admirer, a lawyer named Edward . Barker 
Dorothy 
I lifelong himsel~ 
i 
refers to it as a "talk," (63)1 and that is all it is . 
There is. no action, but there is revelation of character 
and of ideas. 
Although Edward has proposed to Dorothy several times 
through the years, she has always refused to marry him (o1 
j 
anyone else of her admirers) because she has felt that suth 
l 
I 
1. The numbers in parentheses in this discussion refer to 
pages in Farewell to the Theatre, in Granville Barker, ThPee 
Short Plays (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1917). 
a marriage would somehow kill what was really .vital in he~ 
spirit. For Edward is a man of business, and though he 
understands her sympathetically enough for her to expose 
her innermost thoughts to him, yet he is still a - part of 
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the materialistic commercial world which is inimical to the 
spiritual existence which she considers, and has always c1n-
sidered without perhaps knowing it fully, to be the reall~ 
significant life. Now Dorothy is produc ing ano t her pls,y, I 
and Edward has asked to talk with her to convince her it 
ought to be her last since she cannot afford to lose any 
more money with her plays, for as Doro thy herself a~1its: 
"For ten years novT my acting is held to have grown steadily 
worse so quite rightly they won ' t rush to plays with me id 
them. But then they won't have my plays with me out of t J em 
either ." ( 68) During her sixteen years in management Doro + y 
has paid some financial dividends--to those who invested I 
money in order to make some, notes Edward, while those wh~ 
were interested in art and in Dorothy never got any monetary 
returns. But Dorothy cites her record on the other side, l 
her achievement "for Dear Art 1,a Sake." It is an impressiv 
one, and strongly reminisc.ent of Barker 1 s own achievement. [ 
"What is our record for Dear Art ' s Sake?" asks Dorothy, an~ 
proceeds to answer her owh question: 
Shakespeare ••• vli thout scenery ••• Moliere, Holberg, 
Ibsen, Strindberg, Maeterl5.nck, Shaw, Hauptmann, 
d 1Annunzio, Benevente; Giacosa, Parraval, Ostrowsky, 
Lavalliere, Tchekoff , Galsworthy, Masefield, Henniker 
and· Borghese, Brieux, Yeats, van Arpe~ and Claudel. 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
Some of it sounds quite old-fashioned already .•. &nd 
some has begun to pay . When a Knight of the Garter 
dies~ you know, they proclaim his title over his 
tomb. You'll have to come to my burning, Edward, 
and through a trumpet of rolled-up balance sheets 
proclaim my title to fame. "She, here deceased, did 
her duty by them, Shakespeare, Ibserr~ •. How I hate 
boasting! And boasting to millionaires to get some 
money out of them. I'm as vain as a peacock still ••• 
but boasting I hate .(67) 1 
This sounds almost like Barker talking for himself as well as 
I 
Dorothy. Those who have given money to her, she says a bit 
later, have done so as if it was to try to help save their! 
souls: 
I always felt we were striking some weird bargain. 
For all I'd see at his desk was a rather apologetic 
little man .•• though the Gian t Money was outlined 
round him like an aura. And he ' d seem to be begging 
me as hl.Ullbly as he dared to help save his little 
soul • .. though all the while the Giant that enveloped 
him was business-like and jovial and stern.(78-79) 
Now, however, Dorothy thinks of herself as already dead, 
I 
and it is her public who have killed her. She has been dead since 
the time she had her first failure on the stage. It was n6t an 
artistic failure in her own eyes; indeed it was the result [of 
her discovery of truth, but it was a discovery which the pub-
1 lie was not willing to accept. She had up to then rehearsed 
her parts in front of mirrors, and the number of looking-glasses 
had grown to forty-nine. The character in whom she first por-
I 
trayed truth, however, she found not in her ovm mirrored re-
I flection but in a woman who sewed for her. The public wouldn't 
pay to see it; so in the ordinary theatrical sense it wa,s Ei 
I 
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failure. "But I knevT if that was a failure now I meant 
to fail •• • ," says Dorothy, "and I never looked in a mirror 
again •••• I took the lookin~-glasses down • • • I turned their 1 
I 
faces to the wall. For I had vTon free from that shadowed 1 
emptiness of self . But nobody understood. "(83-84 ) I She has 
I 
gone on, nevertheless, not catering to the public which 
would make her plays financial successes but being true td 
I 
her love of knowledge and beauty for their own sake. She 1 
., 
has not given in to the temptations of the life of comfort, 
which she might have had by marrying Edward because she dis-
covered what is in the essential sense real. She wouldn 1 t ' 
be dead now, she says, if she 1d lived the cautious life: 
If I 1d sold my fancies for a little learning, 
virginity for a gold ring, likings for good manners, 
1 hate for silence ••• if I ever could have learnt the 
world ' s way •• • to measure out gifts for money and 
thanks •• • well, I 1 d have been married to you, per-
haps, Edward. (74) 
But her art would have suffered. "But then you never could 
have enjoyed my Imogen as you used to enjoy it." (73) 
I Just as Barker suggested in The Harleguinade that the
1 
world of make-believe may be more real than the actual world, 
. I 
so here Dorothy says much the same thing when she tells Edward 
that she as an actress has lived a hundred lives and that she 
has fancied sometimes that actors playing parts, "but with , 
real faith in their unreal," live the lives of the people ~f 
the world more truly than the individuals themselves.(79) 
1. 
I 
· ~10 < , 
But it's not a real world, protests Edward: 11If they found 
out that the world as they've made it doesn't exist ••• or 
perhaps their next world as they ' ve invented it e'ither ••• • 11 
Dorothy -is nonetheless sure of her faith: 
Oh but I think that exists ••• just about as much. An~ 
you ' ll all be there ••• bustling among the clouds ••• ma ing 
the best of things ••• beating your harps into coin ••• 
bargaining for eternity ••• and saying that of course 
what you go on in hope of is another and a better· · 
world. (80) 
Here are two classes of people, then--the artists in thei 
world of make-believe, and the practical materialists in their 
world o~ actuality and money. It is easy to see which Ba, ker 
prefers. Edward wonders what Dorothy and he might have done 
- I 
together if she had only been willing to try. "Not with iJhese 
silly sel~ -conscious selves," she replies. "Poor prisoner~ .•• 
born to an evil time. But visions do come ••• of better thilngs 
than we are ••• of a theatre n~t tinselled ••• and an office Jot 
dusty with law •••• "(81) 
Dorothy is now ready--after this one last play--to wi 
dravT to an abbey she has bought, a place built to the glor 
of God, where she has heard a voice within her speak, and 
where it will speak again. She describes this conversatio 
between the voice and herself : 
But if I sit there after sunset whe'n the world 1 s all 
still ••• I often sit to watch the swallows, and if you 
keep quiet they ' ll swoop quite close ••• then I can ' 
the voice say: "They built the best they could ••• 
they built their .hearts into the walls ••• they mixed 
the mortar with their own heart 's blood . They spoke 
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the truth that was in themil and then they were glad 
to die. "But was it true?' I ask. "And see how 
the wall is crumbling." And then the voice says, 
"What is ']ruth but the best that we can build? ••• 
and out of its crumblin~ other truth is built . 
Are you tired, Dorothy? I answer: Yes, that I am 
very tired . I sit there till the stars shine and 
there are friendly spirits around me. Not the dead • • 1. 
never • • • but the unborn ••• waiting their heritage • •• my 
gift to them • • • mine, too . That ' s the true length of 1 
life •• • the finished picture of his being that the 
artist signs and sells • • • gives ••• loses ! I t was his I 
very soul and it is gone . But then he is glad to go • •• 
to be dust again • •• nothingness • • • air ••• for he knows 1 
most truly •• • 
I 
11Wha t?" asks Edward. "llhy, I told you," she replies. "That 
he was always nothingness called by some great name •. • that 
I 
the world of other people is the only world there is."(85-86) 
I 
And then Dorothy comes back from her reverie and invites 
I 
Edward to take her to lunch, and they enter once again the 
I 
real world as the cur tain falls . 
This is one of the most beautiful and most moving scenes 
I 
in all of Barker ' s plays . He sympathizes so deeply with Dorothy 
I 
that it seems evident that she is expr•.essing his attitude to-
1 
ward his life 1 s work in the theatre as well as hers . ·Things 
I 
have not gone as he has wished, there is disappointment in 
I 
that. When Dorothy complains that her public have not appre-
1 
ciated her when she has done her b est work, we can not unjustly 
I 
think we hear Barker speaking of his critics, critics who com-
i 
plained, for example, that The Madras House was not even a play . 
But he has done his best, he has been true to his art and 
not financial or popular success , is what matters. There 
., --. yr-- 1 -- - -- ' 
I 
that, 
I 
is 
I 
a tone of sadness here in t he criticism of the attitude 1 
of the public toward the sort of theatre that Barker wantJ, 
but there is none of the bitterness of the satire of The 
Harlequinade. It is as if the war years have mellowed 
Barker, though they have also taken away some of his energy 
and strength to-. work actively in his sort of theatre. Ye J 
he still believes in his art. I 
It is .not wise to press too far this sort of interprJ-
tation of a dramatist ' s work in relation to his own life, 
for after all Dorothy is a consistent and convincing charl c-
ter in her own right and not just a mouthpiece for her 
author's personal grievances. It is of significance, howl 
ever, to note that Barker wrote only two original plays 
after this one--The Secret Life (published in 1923) and 
His Majesty (published in 1929), neither of which has been 
p~oduced. He no longer acted and took part only on infre-
quent and special occasions in producing. He did work on 
translations and adaptations of plays and wrote criticism 
of value, so his connections with the theatre were not com-
pletely severed. But after his marriage to Helen Manchestlr 
Gates he no longer depended on the theatre for an income a~d 
I 
no longer made his home in London. Thus in a very real sense 
(albeit a limited one) Dorothy Taverner ' s farewell to the I 
theatre is at the same time the farewell of. Granville-Barkbr. 
I 
Written 1919-1922 
Not produced 
Published 1923 
I 
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The Secret Life was Granville-Barker 1 s first full 
length play written after the war, ·and his first full 
length play since The Madras House (1909). The disillu-
sionment and sadness of tone which are apparent "in the 
one-act Farewell to the Theatre are evident here also; 
and the secret inner life which one cannot explain or re-
veal or perhaps even understand oneself--the inner life 
in which Trebell felt the loss of his unborn child so I 
painfully that he took his own life, the inner .life whic~ 
Dorothy Taverner wanted to keep inviolate by not marryin~ 
Edward--this inner life it is which inexplicably keeps 
Joan Westbury from marrying Evan Strowde, even though she 
has been in love with him for eighteen years. 
The Secret Life is a strange and difficult play. It 
is concerned, as one might expect, with characters and 
ideas rather than action. A great deal happens in it, 
but Barker seems almost uninterested in the physical ac-
tion, and his hero and heroine are equally detached from 
the life going on about them. 
The plot deals with the love of Evan Strowde for Joa 
Westbury, and with Evan's political life. Eighteen years 
ago Joan refused to marry Evan though she loved him then 
I 
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and still . does. In the"-meantime she .married Mark vlestbury 
and bore him two sons, who have been killed in · the war. 
Her husband dies also, and it seems as if she is now free 
I 
again to marry Evan. But for some inexplicable reason s~e 
refuses and goes off instead to visit in America, whence 
the news comes that she is dying of a tumor of the brain. 
I Evan, who had retired from politics soon after Joan refused 
to marry him, has now re-entered the field and is runnink 
for election . His re - entry into politics has been the r~ ­
sult of his desire to help his illegitimate son Oliver, ls 
much as anything else . Oliver hasn ' t been told that EvaJ 
is his father, but he guesses it . Like his father, OlivJ r 
has also told Joan that he loves her, but later he seems to 
be interested in the visiting American, Susan Kittredge~ 
When the news of Joan ' s illness reaches Evan, he abandon 
the election without a moment ' s hesitation and leaves foJ
1 America--though there is no chance of his seeing Joan al~ve 
again . From this mere outline of the plot it is evident 
that the play is not lacking in incident . Indeed, as Ed~ 
ward Shanks says (with some degree of hyperbole), "There 
is in this enough incident, almost, to fit out half a dozen 
1 d Ill _me o ramas • ••• · The play most definitely is not a 
1. "Mr . Granville-Barker 1 s New Play, 11 Outlook ( ) , 
LII ( September 15, 1923), 211. 
I 
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melodrama, however, but a serious psychological study of' 
disillusionment, which is illustrated and contrasted in I 
various characters, all of whom are well-drawn . 
Evan Strowde is the portrait of an idealist disillu-
sioned by contact with the tarn sh of the world until he has 
withdrawn from active affairs and devotes his time to the 
writing of a history . Once an important political figur J , 
Strowde is being wooed back into the game but is not cer j 
tain that he wants it any more . He lost interest when J dan 
refused to marry him, but also the war has left him dis-
illusioned and sullen-minded . He and Joan· in the first 
act talk about their love of eighteen years ago and of ho
1
w 
they think and feel now. Joan confesses that she still, in 
her innermost self, loves Evan; but 11I couldn ' t have lived 
my love for you, Evan, 11 she tells him, " ••• it vrould have 
2 
killed me. '' ( 22) 
She says some innermost power would always have kept 
her from him (as Dorothy Taverner in Farewell to the Thea1tre 
. I 
is kept from Edward). She tries to explain her feeling thus: 
I 
"Perhaps, Evan ••• for a last meaning ••• to love is to love l he 
unattainable . 11 (22) Evan, detached and philosophical though 
I he is, is human enough to remind her that she has had a h~s-
band and two sons, so she has not much to complain of, even 
I 
2. The numbers in parentheses in this discussion ref~r 
to pages in Harley Granville-Barker, The Secret Life (Bos n : 
Little, Brown and Company, 1923). 
though her sons were both killed in the war.. But he has 
only his sister Eleanor and the history he has been writ ~­
ing for some years. Joan tries to stir him out of his 1 
I 
mood of hopelessness and disbelief, but he admits he has ~ 
no purpose left in him, he no longer wants to be a power \\ 
in the world. He once had a glimpse of the power in him, 
thanks to her, but it won't answer to just any call . (25) 
He cannot seek power now, though possibly could he be in 
love again, he might. He has learned to believe in the 
unattainable and nothing else can inspire him: "Well ••• 
if we loved the unattainable in each other ••• and if all 
we could easily have taken mattered so little besides toot 
we let it go with hardly a murmur ••• why, I ' ve learnt to 
believe, I suppose, in what 1s unattainable from life and . 
nothing else can content me OtJ stir me now."(26) The w, 
has had an influence on him, too. His beliefs he found to 
be enemies to him then and he had to overcome them. So J e 
I has nothing left: "How can one go in again without purpose 
or conviction ••• without even amb.i tion or vanity as an ex j 
cuse • • • remount the merry-go-round? 11 (29) This indiffere 
is Evan's mood at the beginning . 
Joan Westbury, too, is a study in disillusion. t 
without feeling since the death of her two sons, she has 
recently returned from Egypt, where her husband is still 
engaged in government work. Her house in England has j !t 
I 
I 2r7 
I 
burned with all her possessions, including her sons' kit [ 
sent back from France-- 11Burnt up with everything else now, 
I'm glad to think. 11 (23) She looks at the moon at the be t 
ginning of the play and comments: "And she's dead, poor \ 
thing ."(8) The burnt house and the moon are symbols of 
Joan herself, as she recognizes when she says: . "I must 
pray now to the moon ••• as one burnt-out lady to another'n·efr· 
to teach me to order my ways. 11 (12) It is more than in 
I 
material possessions, however, that she is burnt out. O~e 
more tragedy comes to Joan at the end of Act I--her husbl nd 
I 
I has died suddenly in Cairo. Eleanor Strowde (Evan's sister·) 
brings the news ~nd fears it will seem like the end of t J e 
i 
world to Joan. Evan, however, expresses a truth when he \ 
says, "The breaking of a last link brings relief with it) 
too . 11 (30) In Act II it seems as if Evan and Joan are fi j 
nally to be married. But when Evan asks her she says no ,l 
she cannot. She still loves him, but she cannot. He woJ ld 
lose her love in winning her, she says, because "We chosJ 
to dream. The empty beauty would','Vanish at a touch." (85J 
She has nothing to bring to him though she has prayed fo~ 
weeks "for some miracle to give birth in me to anything 
wholly human that I could bring you."(85) But there is 
nothing left in her. 11 I 'm done," she says simply. ( 89) I 
The disillusion of the younger generation is exempli l 
fied in Evan 1 s son Oliver. He has lost an arm in the war;, 
I 
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but his climbing up a trellis (in Act II) to the second 1 
story despite his handicap is symbolic of the lack of im-
1 portance of his physical debilitation . I t is his loss of 
faith which is more significant . He can write better tHan 
before and play tennis, too, but mentally he is not settled . 
i 
As the result of his arrest at an a narchist meeting he has 
lost his job. His only purpose in · life now is to destroly . 
He has discovered that "this is a beast of a world to ha~e 
left on one ' s hands 11 (68 ) and what is needed is a real wrr 
that will do a thorough job of destruction . Like Joan he 
is dead inside . He tells her: 
Parts of me seem to have forgotten all about the war l· • • 
but there ' s some part of me doesn ' t . A shell missed 
me outside Albert and did for my watch . I could shake 
it and it would tick for a bit ••• but the spring was I 
gone. I' ve an idea I don ' t grow any older now •• • and 
when I come to die it ' ll seem an odd out~of-date sorf 
of catastrophe . I 'm furious that I'm still alive at 
all. Perhaps it ' s that makes me hate people . I used 
to pray night after ni~htat school that I ' d be killed 
when I got to France . ( 68) ' 
A glimpse is given us of why he wants civilization complbtely 
destroyed when he says : 
My firm bought a lot of s Ja~s, and we thought we had 
a mine in Eastern Galicia •.• so I was sent out two years 
I 
ago to see . The town was a rubbish heap . Typhus had 
done well too~ But there they were breeding children 
to build it all up again ••• that being the cheapest way. 
So if we can ' t do some better destroying than that , 
who ' ll ever be able to make a fresh start? (68) I 
He doesn ' t know "\vhere the. enemy is that he wants a final 
destructive war with: "If I knew where I shouldn ' t be 
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I 
sitting here helpless . I 'm looking for him.'' ( 69) Yet 
completely disillusioned he is : "But we ' re tricked so 
easily ••• on from the time that we ' re tricked into getting 
I 
born! This world's all tricks, isn't it?"(69) Oliver ' s' 
mother, Lady Peckham, thinks Evan could do some good for 
Oliver, and Evan takes him on as his secretary for this 
purpose. Oliver himself wants to work with Evan to try 1 
to find out where Evan has failed . He knows that Evan 
set out to get to the h~art of things . "I s it a stone 
dead heart of things • •• ," asks Oliver of J oan, "and dare 1 
no one say so when he finds out? 11 (69) Oliver is in his , 
I 
disillusioned idealism like Evan himself, except that he 
is more violent and destructive in his attitude . He~ too, 
I 
is in love with Joan, and it is · the same sort of love of 
I 
the unattainable as is his father ' s . When Joan asks him
1 
how, when all else is to be thrown on the rubbish heap, he 
I 
loves her, his reply is : "You ' re out of reach . " (70) 
Oliver is taken on as Evan ' s secretary. Gradually the 
hatred he says he felt for Evan because he was a failurJ 
is dispelled, and he one day quietly tells Evan he knows I 
they are father and son . His pessimistic attitude alters, 1 
mellows somewhat . He tells Evan : "I meant to live with 
1 
the dead . I felt I must never forget them . But they're I 
I 
dead to me now . 11 And: 11 I 'm busy . I 1m growi ng hopeful and 
helpless and almost good-natured ." (94) I Evan, however, st
1
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is withou t illusions, even harder of heart now that he 
has returned to politics. He tells Oliver that the surest 
way to destroy is to fulfil: 
The reddest revolutionary is but a part of what he 1 
turns against. It's the destiny of a spiritual 
generation to destroy itself by fulfilling its 
faith and completing its work .•• and we dignify our 1 
passions to this end! Not so pleasant, I grant you, 
to be doing one's share of the job cold-heartedly 
and open-eyed. But disbelief ' s a power ••• and power 1 
is satisfying. I lived half my life in the happi~ 
1 
~e~~~d·~~~tu~~:p~~~~~si;~0{i~i~~si~nis ~~~h{~~el~~~~ 
the ideas of the world I've been living by. It I 
comes quite casually ••• conversion to disbelief. 
But you know it's the truth you ' ve found by find-
ing you've always known it ••• known all along that 
your vision was a vision and no more. 
Oliver asks: 11And you leave happiness and unhappiness b~ -
hind?" Evan replies: 
You cease to suffer ••• you cease to hope. You have no 
will to be other than you are. You are, therefore, ~ 
extraordinarily efficient. Be s omething ruthlessly ~ •• 
what else counts? ••. and let life become what it will. 
Watch me succeed, Oliver. That will teach you how to 
down me in turn. It 1s the best service I can do you. 
Oliver's comment on this philosophy is simply, 11Wouldn 1t 1 
you sooner I killed you now where you sit? 11 (96) 
Although the play creates the whole atmosphere of dis-
1 illusion after the first World War in not only these three 
I 
leading characters but in others as well, it is not depress-
ing in its effect. It has a message of hope and faith dJ s-
1 
pite the fact that this hope and faith are hard for some ,of 
the characters to find and to maintain·. Eleanor Strowde,l 
for example, has never lost her staunch idealism, and w~en 
I 
she finds her brother waxing ironical and pessimistic about 
I his ideals and poking fun at her committee work, she stands 
I 
up for what she at least can still believe in and work fbr. 
I 
She has not come to despair of everything good and worth1 
while, and she vron 1 t allow Evan to influence her in such k. 
direction. She speaks to him directly and courageously: ! 
I 
I can be no more use to you . You ' re my brother ••• I 
thought I knew you •.• you ' ve become a stranger to me 1• 
I fear there's only one thing I believe in ..• choosing 
a cause to serve it single-mindedly. When you first 
took office, after six months you rode open-eyed for 
a fall. I saw that, if no one else did. I worked 1 
at your book with you . Your brains went into it, no 
doubt . My life went into it . What does it mean to 1 
me to feel that if I burned every copy now, you'd · 1 
hardly shrug your shoulders • •. and to find this task
1 
of mine ..• which you ' ve taught me, and thankyou .•• 
this report spattered with your mockeries. I sat 
up last night crying over it like a child over a 
copy-book. From to-day, please; let ' s pretend to 
be like-minded no more . Turn in your tracks and be , 
the thing you despise. Does it matter? The curse 
1 is on you , it seems, of coming at last to despise 
whatever you do and are. I'm sorry ••• but I must 1 
save myself ••• my soul, if you like •• ~from despair .(82) 
I 
Eleanor has f~ith in the future and in the ability of man to 
make it br:Lght. When Evan refers to the alarming prospects 
I 
of the breaking up of the atom, Eleanor gives a reply wh~ch 
has special meaning in 1951 : "If we can break it up we can 
I 
teach it how to behave ••• if we choose."(52)3 
3· Another interesting prophetic detail is the statement 
that women are going to fight in the next war·. Although 1they 
did not any actual fighting, they were undoubtedly an imp1ortant 
element in the armed services. 
I 
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I 
There is hope, too, in the fact that Joan Westbury j 
finds out her mistake in trying to keep her secret life 1to 
I 
herself, in refusing to love and give of her real self erer 
to another person--even though she does not make the di s ,-
covery until her dying days. In a moving scene she confbs-
1 
ses to the understanding old Mr. Kittredge that her sin has 
I 
been her failure to give her heart, desperately though she 
has tried, and though she has allowed herself to be loveb . 
(1 06 ) 
I 
She has treasured a secret self, she says, aloof and 
I 
alone and not hlll11an.(l08) This secret self refused to give 
in to life, and she has failed the man '\vho loved her. 
Once, in the sheer place of my self's refuge, I found 
that I 1vas not alone . I turned back to life for safe-
ty. We loved the unattainable in each other, so we i 
said • •• and were content to part. When there was no
1 
more need for parting lve found that it was true. A 
faith was born to us •• • a dead faith •. • to my shame . 1 
And I left him to bear its burden . 1 
The world he worked for had much hope of him .• • and 
need of him. 
MR . KI TTREDGE. And he failed it? 
1 
J OAN . He let life go. He 1mrked on • • • lifelessly. 
Better if we had disbelieved . I 
MR . KITTREDGE. There ' s no doing that. 1 
JOAN . Rash uplifted souls ! Too proud to pray to 
the god of the godlike in us to dull our sense and dim 
our eyes. 1 
MR. KITTREDGE . I do not believe in any such god. 
JOAN. [Her mind struggling J Then why had I no I 
power to bringthe faith that kindled to a loving birth 
.•. to set it free .•• that we might serve it? Nor any 
will to give it being? For I hadn't • • • that was the 
worst . This sacred self that canno t yield to life •• • 
what was it worth? Let ' s only hope the soul ' s as 
mortal as the body is. (108-109) 
• • • I 
JOAN. [ As if she prayed J For all denial of vlh~ t 
I had t o give • •. forgive me . From the soul's empty 
I ,_ 
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freedom ••• deliver me. If death cannot make fruit- 1 
ful may it break and end what life could not break 1 
nor use. (111) I 
Susan, the granddaughter of Mr. Kittredge~ has a strong 
I 
faith in life and in the need for trying to do one's pa~t in 
making ideals into actuality. She insists that Oliver Jend 
I 
a wireless to Strowde informing him of Joan's death--he 1can 
I 
still return from Cherbourg for the election. Oliver is 
sure Evan vTon 1 t come back, for he vras glad to go. Susan is 
I 
equally sure that he will, and that he will be a changed man. 
She says: I "Loving her so to the last ••• and being cheate,d ••• 
is like dying for love. He'll be born again ••. in a vTay.'"(l24) 
I 
"Simple Susan!" Oliver calls her, and accuses her of bellieving 
in miracles . She admits that she does, in miracles of that 
I 
sort, and asks: 11Wouldn 1 t you want to be raised from th,e 
dead? 11 When he replies no indeed, she says: 
to be ••• somehow ." 
"You ' ll ha~e 
I 
I . 
He stops at the door and considers her as she sits rthere, 
modest, confident--confident, it ~uld ~merely in 
an honest mind and her unclouded youth. Then he says ••. 
Do you wonder Il'ffiafraid of you, Susan? (125) 
1 
Thus Joan has learned her tragic mistake about life~ 
Evan may be reborn, Oliver is possibly going to be influenc~d 
I 
by Susan, and Susan herself speaks for the future and for 
I 
faith. It is significant that this hope comes from the New 
I 
World, stronger and less tired by wars and life's proble~s 
than the old . 
~·•r•Wl,._..._"~ 1 11 p1lr.,..-,.J~~- 1 
I 
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I 
Frequently here as in Barker's earlier plays it is I 
not easy to see what is really his own attitude because 1of 
his method of presenting many different points of view and 
balancing them one against the other. But it must certJ in-
1 
ly be true that the dialogue between Mr. Kittredge, a writer 
I 
and a philosopher himself, and Joan in the last moments 1of 
life contains Barker ' s own beliefs. Things are not clear 
to us, he says; life is difficult, despair and bitterne~s 
are easy. But in the face of all this, one can have a faith 
I 
in the better future that will dawn. After Joan has asked 
for forgiveness for the sin of denial of what she had td give, 
I Mr. Kittredge expresses first the attitude of doubt and bit -
terness: 
What gospel is it for the flesh that dies to know i ,f 
it serves a greater end than its own? Joy of life is 
its heritage. But man ' s soul is of man's making. He 
stumbles and halts in his chosen ways. In the way pf 
vis ion ••• we see and find small reason to believe . The 
way of thought brings ~ower ••• but it is power to bind • •• 
it is law. Whence comes our newer being and its fr~e ­
dom ••. how has life been gained for the soul? I do not 
know . What is to come of it? We're conscious mostly 
yet of the good life ' s failure. A bitter business! 
(111-112) I 
Joan says: "I've tried to be bitter. 
that's a failure . 11 
So have you . 
I 
And 
I 
''Now comes the comfort of his faith . And she listens, 
M to the absolution she had asked . " I And as the vTise and 
I 
understanding Mr. Kittredge expresses his faith, Barker is 
surely revealing his own, too: 
I 
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This I can believe. The generation of the spirit 
is not as the generation of the flesh ••• for its vir-
tue is diffused like light~ generously, unpriced. I 
Doing and suffering and the work of thought must 
take its toll of us. And all that life corrupts 
death can destroy . Then we may cease to know. But, 
freed from self ' s claim upon it, scattered, dissolved, 
transformed, that inmost thing we were so impotently 
may but begin, new breathed, the better to be . For 
comfort's sake we lead our busy lives. Who wouldn't 
I 
want to forget sometimes this strange, new, useless 
burden of the soul? Left comfor t less, we must bear 
it for a while as bravely as we may. (112) I 
Yes, it is true that The Secret Life is a play of dis-
1 
enchantment, but it is not a play of despair and hopelessness . 
Barker has advanced beyond mere surface realism, beyond lspeci-
fic problems of inheritances and politics and the woman I 
question. He is here concerned with the whole broad topic 
of life and death, of practicality versus idealism. I There 
are a vastness, a spaciousness, a spirituality here '\fhic'h 
had not appeared so prominently earlier, though there halve 
I been suggestions of these qualities from the very first in 
Ann Leete and a strong element of them in Farewell to thb 
Theatre . A beautiful lyrical quality is present here, too. 
I Unquestionably The Secret Life is not an easy play to 
read. The difficulty of comprehending it practically ev~ry 
critic has commented on, with varying attitudes toward i t . 
John W. Cunliffe; for example, says: 
••• To understand it even by a careful and diligent 
perusal was no easy task •••• rt breathed the heavy 
1 
atmosphere of disenchantment only too common in post-
war England, and it was no wonder that it failed to 
4 
attain a public - -or even a private--performance. 
26 
Edward Shanks, who says he was puzzled by Barker ' s Ann 
Leete and even by Waste, says he finds himself "genui y 
and hones tly puzzled by the drift of his thought in The 
Secret Life. This makes things too difficult for the 
reader.'' He describes the play as being 11like nothing 
much as a nightmare in the mind of Mr. Maurice Baring 
attempting to dramatize an unwritten novel by Henry J 
w. A. Darlington refers to William Archer' s reaction to 
Ann Leete and says he felt the same way when he first r 
The Secret Life . He made of it "neither head nor tail.' 
-- ---
He qualifies this by admitting that he did understand i , 
well enough to realize that the characters were "brilli nt-
ly drawn" and "worth the careful craftsmanship and the I 
depth of imagination that had gone to their fashioning, 'I 
but confesses nthat the reasons for the sayings and doi s 
. I 
of the characters were utterly enigmatic."6 
These critics admit that the first obscurity in 
play is dispelled by a second reading, but believe that 
play could not be produced on the stage \vith any succes • 
Darlington, for example, says : 
This second reading, with the wider comprehen~ion 
it has brought me, confirms and deepens the impres 
~- English Literature in the Twentieth Century, 
5· 11Mr . Granville-Barker ' s New Play," p . 211. 
6 . Literature in the Theatre: and Other Essays 
Chapman and Hall, Ltd ., 1925), p . 19-. -
1
. 92-93 . 
1
ndon : 
made rather vaguely by the first--that here we 
have a piece of work right above and beyond the 
scope of most of our leading playwrights, but a 
piece of 1mrk so devoid of the fundamental stage 
virtue of clarity that I can hardly imagine that 
it could be successfully produced in the theatre 
except before an audience of people who, like me, 
had rea d the text7through carefully twice before the curtain rose. 
I 
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Shanks frankly admits that did he not know who 
Barker was he would :without hesitation say "he 
I Granville-
! 
was a man of 
great literary gifts who ••• had better give up all idea of 
writing for the theatre since he obviously had no under- ! 
standing of its conditions and its limitations," and that 
I 
"his sense of characterisation (for all these people, hard 
and cold as they are, are separate and alive) would 
8 best field in the psychological novel . 11 
find I its 
The difficulty that critics have experienced in com~re -
bending the play is evident in the strange comments that
1
some 
of them make about its meaning . Thomas H. Dickinson, who 
I 
agrees with those who say it could be produced only before 
"an impossibly alert and civilized audience," finds a sp~re 
of meaning in it--the peak of which he seems to locate i d the 
remark of the minister of state Heriot, who is described ibY 
Strowde as a disillusioned man (78). Heriot says : "I have 
I 
an almost unbounded faith in the ultimate perfectibility of 
man •••. But mind you •.• the fr eer the democracy the firmer must 
7· I bid . , pp . 191 - 192. 
8. "Mr . G-B ' s New Play," p . 211 . 
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I be the guiding hands." (81)9 This remark by a relativeily 
minor character is significant in illustrating one aspebt 
of the theme of disillusion in the play, but it is hard~y 
the real meaning o~ Barker. To say it is, is to ignorel 
the discovery by Joan of her fault of selfish possessio[ 
of her soul, to ignore the faith of Kittredge and Susan1, 
to ignore the whole spiritual conflict in Strowde and [ 
Oliver. I 
Desmond MacCarthy, too, who earlier gave a sympathl tic 
I 
account of Barker ' s plays at the Court Theatre, finds diffi-
1 
culty in understanding this one and makes some conunents 
strangely lacking in perception. He complains that he can-
1 
not tell why Joan refused to marry Evan. 10 Joan of course 
I 
explains it as much as she or anyone else can, though her 
explanation to Mr . Kittredge is rather mystical . Maccatthy 
I 
complains bhat the dramatist does not indicate whether Evan 
was right or not in abandoning his public life to go tol the 
dying Joan .11 Actually Barker does tell us in the fina 
scene between Susan and Oliver that Evan was right to dJ so 
because in his mood of disillusion and ruthlessness he J as 
not the man for public usefulness . But, reborn, he wou{d 
return to it. MacCarthy complains finally that he does I not 
know what the point of the whole play is : 
9. Contemporary Drama of England, p. 225. 
10 . "On Reading Plays," New Statesman, XXII 
1923), 48 . 
11. Ibid • 
I 
I 
I 
I 
(Octoblr 20, 
................... .0 ________________ _ 
I 
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I 
Fr om Mr. Ba:r•ker 's dialogue we are meant to derive, I 
first, an impression, amounting to a diagnosis, of 
a mood characteristic of the governing classes in I 
England at this present moment, and also of the re1 lati on between a gifted man, once himself an effec-
tive politician, and a woman who has gone through~ 
great deal of trouble, both having loved each other 
long. Lastly, we are meant to understand in what 
1 
manner this private life of his affected his attitude 
towards his country ' s claims. NovT, if Mr. Barker has 
succeeded (taking for granted that my intelligence lis 
adequate), I ought now to find a description of what 
all this comes ~o running out at ·the end of my pen l 
As a matter of fact~ I cannot tell you what the up-
shot is. I de~~ce, therefore, that Mr. Barker has l 
not succeeded . 
Now, first, if Barker is seeking only to portray t he 
I 
mood of a period in history, he is carrying out a very Tegi-
timate aim, even if he does nothing else. But he is actually 
I 
doing more. It is true that, as MacCarthy says, the play is 
I 
misty. It may be true also that, as 
Barker was "too afraid of coarsening 
MacCarthy continues , 
I 
his theme, of not doing 
I 
It is 
I 
sufficiently delicate justice to all its aspects." 
not, however, true that Barker shrank 11 himself from comt ng 
to a conclusion. ''13 There is a definite relationship be tween 
I 
the political picture of disillusion and Strowde's personal 
I 
relat ionship to Joan . Had she been strong enough, with
1
her 
love he might have continued fighting, not vTi th hard, mocking 
I 
ruthlessness, but ivi th courageous idealism . And after her 
I 
death there is hope that he will be reborn. It is not only 
I 
Strowde, however, who matters, but Oliver, too. In a fashion, 
I 
12 . Ibid. 
13. Ibid. 
as the play progresses, Oliver becomes Evan and Susan 
becomes Joan. Oliver, not knowing that he is 
I . 
Evan ' s son, 
I 
are much 
1 
still has always felt a kinship to him. They 
alike . Susan and Joan, on Joan's departure for .Americal, 
have agreed to exchange places in a kind of I game, as Susan 
I 
explains . (101) Joan has taken Susan's rooms at home and 
signs her letters Susan. Susan has not been able to ansvTer 
them in the same effective manner, but she has been doing 
I 
and is to do with Oliver the work Joan failed to do with 
Evan--the work of encouragement and of uplift in the face 
I 
of temptations toward despair and bitterness . In a play 
I 
full of symbolic subtleness this exchange of names and lo-
cations must be significant. Moreover , it is not only 
I 
England that Barker is portraying in The Secret Life, b~t 
I 
America, too, and it is from America that spiritual help 
must come for England . Joan recognizes that the "blasphe -
1 
mous towers of Babel" which are New York are not like M~ . 
Kittredge, and that he and P~erica will conquer the monster 
world that they r epresent. She says to him: "But I thi1nk 
I 
you 'l l come out on top . Yes ••• I have a vision of the sup -
limer you, conscious, persistent, .\vise ••• coming out trul1y 
on top . "(l07) It is in these suggestions of hope for th1e 
I 
future that Barker is expressing his conclusion to the en-
1 
tire problem of the play. 
In view of the lack of perception of most critics 
with regard to The Secret Life, even after their second! 
I 
reading of it_, one is tempted to suggest that they ought 
I 
to have read it a third time. The question does still I 
remain, however, of the possibility of conveying the mary 
ideas and subtleties of the play to an audience in the 
theatre. To get their full significance, the audience 
would have to be acute and intelligent, it is true, butl 
I 
it is nevertheless quite likely that details would be clear-
1 
er on the stage than in the reading of the play. The pres-
1 
ence of actors speaking the lines with the proper empharis 
and nuances would do much to clear up apparent obscurities. 
It is difficult to distinguish and keep clear the sever~l 
individuals who speak in quick succession and alteratio~ 
I in some scenes in the work, but seeing the physical indivi-
1 
duals themselves would make it much easier. Rather tha~ 
saying flatly it would be impossible to produce, it is 
1 
wiser at least to reserve judgment until a production is 
tried. Graham Sutton is right in saying, after wonderi~g 
what an audience would get out of the play on their fir~t 
I 
visit: 
I 
I 
On the other hand, it is a play whose little wrinkles 
of obscurity are apt to smooth themselves out, as 1 
the mind catches the right intonation or perceives 
1 
the gesture : so that one wonders whether if one 
had first seen it on the stage, there would have 
been any obscurity at all . In short, a play written 
I 
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for the theatre by a man of the theatre: an 
11 actor ' s play. 11 This term has been used abusively 
of artificial plays which sacrifice everything to 
a few big scenes for actors; when The Secret Life 
comes to be produced~ I rather thin~~e shall find 
it an actor ' s play in a finer sense . 
Melodramatic though the incidents in The Secret IJife 
may be in themselves, they are treated in a most unmelodramatic 
fashion . The whole play is written in a very low key, quiet 
and thoughtful, with no theatrical curtains or big emotional 
scenes. The dialogue is naturalistic, and the scenes end 
not with a punch line or tableau effect, but with the sugges -
tion of life continuing after the curtain . At the end of 
Act I, for example, Eleanor comes home from the city and very 
quietly tells Evan : "IvJ:ark Westbury fell down dead in his of-
fice in Cairo this morning . 11 (30) Instead of the curtain fall-
ing here, before Eleanor goes t o tell Joan the tragic news 
she reports the success of her mission to town: "Well ••• 
I 111 go up now. Lord Clumbermere was very sound . I think 
he ' ll give us thirty thousand." Strowde says : liGood. Shall 
I take the sand,viches to your room?" Eleanor replies : "No , 
thank you .•. I 'm not hungry. 11 (31) The quietness and realism 
of this bit are very effective . 
The revelation that Oliver is Evan ' s son is made almost 
incidentally rather than with an elaborate preparation for 
it, a nd Oliver ' s statement to Evan that he- knows of their 
true relationship is handled with great restraint . In fact, 
14. Some Contemporary Dramatists, p. 31. 
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there is such restraint in the face of emotional crises 
that, however true it may be to the British character, 
it becomes at times wooden and almost .ridiculous . Oliver 
says to Evan: "Three times , I think, Mother has started 
to try and tell me about •• • us three . I ' ve managed to stop 
her ••• for where was the need ••• when in every sense that 
counts, I believe I ' ve always known . " Strowde 1 s reply is 
simply, "Have you? Oh, my dear boy! "(97) When Evan decides 
he must go to Joan in her illness, the scene ends with this 
dialogue : 
OLIVER. I'm glad I found you . 
STROWDE . I claLffi no rights in you . But I 'm glad. 
OLIVER. It ' s something to go on with . 
As he goys, STROWDE echoes him as if the words were--
they are .--the very last he--wE"nted to feel the 
meaning of . 
STROWDE . To go on with ! (104) 
This comes perilously close to the stiff upper-lip, veddy, 
veddy British dialogue of Noel Coward at his worst, as in 
his movie The Astonished Heart . There are occasional awk -
ward lines, too, like this one of Oliver ' s when Joan has 
compl'ained of not being able to sleep : "You ' re not, in 
your doctor ' s sense, ailing, are you, except for this?"(85) 
But for most of the play the dialogue is good and especial -
ly so in the scene between Kittredge and Joan where there 
is a delicacy and a lyrical quality to the speech which is 
quite appropriate to the spirituality of the subject and 
most effective in creating a mood . 
In noting flaws in the play it must be mentioned that 
the early love affair between Evan and Lady Peckham which 
resulted in the birth of Oliver is simply a manipulation 
by the author for the sake of his plot . Nor is Joan's 
original refusal to marry Evan despite her love for him 
completely convincing despite the mystical explanation of 
it. 
In its relative obscurity and in the fact that Joan 
cannot fully explain why she refuses to marry Evan as Ann 
· Leete cannot explain why she proposes to Abud, The Secret 
Life is suggestive of The Marrying of Ann Leete. The 
beginnings of the two plays are similar, too . In Ann 
Leete voices are heard speaking in the dark, and the stage 
only gradually lightens up with the dawn . In The Secret 
Life the first act setting is the loggia of a house facing 
the sea . The loggia is bordered by a stone wall, so that 
the characters there (who are singing excerpts from Tristan 
and Isolde and talking) cannot be seen unless they stand up. 
It is night, and the only person in evidence is· Joan West-
bury, sitting alone on the steps leading down from the loggia . 
One by one the others stand up or walk across the stage for 
some reason and thus are gradually revealed to the audience . 
Thus does Barker emphasize Joan ' s aloneness from the very 
beginning . 
In various passages in The Secret Life there are echoes 
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of ideas found in Barker's earlier plays. The problem 
of absolute values which appears prominently in The Voysey 
Inheritance is suggested when the politician Salomons (a 
J ew himself) accuses the English of being by nature all 
for absolute values . (9) A bit later he advocates what 
Philip Madras has found wrong with his civilizati on--the 
development at the expense of others of a leisure class 
who appreciate the "finer things of life 11 and turn their 
.. 
backs to ugliness and suffering. Salomons asks "'vhy not be 
content with appearances, why risk disillusion? Says he : 
Cu.lti.vate morality . • • but not religion. Elaborate 
your politics . And exalt good manners . The achieve-
ment in a hundr·ed years or so of the gentleman, the 
lady_, and the leisuJ•e class with appetites turned 
to taste, is a most important one. Don ' t let demo-
cratic cant belittle that . Indulge yourselves, inci-
dentally, in a little art •• • a few good tunes, a 
picture or so_, a scene full of pretty girls . (lO) 
This is just the sort of civilization that Philip i n his 
idealism opposes . Serocold finds in idealistic Eleanor 
intellectual passion-- 11 chilling but ac1rnirable 11 (13)--which 
i s what Philip Madras has in abundance, too. Reminiscent 
of Barker ' s criticism of the middle-class system of bringing 
up children in The Voysey Inheritance and Waste is Mr. Kit-
tredge 1 s comment on education: "But I think it a subtle f'orm 
of cruelty to children to educate them in ideals that the 
world they will emerge into never means to abide by . "(55) 
The way in vThich characters are introduced and then 
dropped in favor of nevT ones which is found in The .Madras 
House is followed to a degree in The Secret Life also. 
Salomons is well characterized in Act I, Scene I, but 
never reappears. Lord Clumbermere, though he is spoken 
of throughout, doesn ' t arrive in person until the last 
scene of the last act. Shanks sees in this fact only 
''the utmost dramatic wastefulness of characters. 1115 Actu-
ally there is more purpose than that behind this arrange -
ment. Salomons is an example of a disillusioned man .. 
He thinks he knows how to deal with idealists so that 
they will cash in their principles 3 though not for money. 
He is, he says, part of the world-conspiracy involved in 
the trade of marketing ideals .(9) Thus he fits in with 
the .general picture of disillusion in the first act. 
Clumbermere, however, is a manufacturer who combines 
practicality with idealism. The immortal part of man 
should not all be used up in making him safe and comfort-
able, he says.(l20) He has a positive approach toward life, 
believing that we must do more than eradicate evil, for 
"subt racting evil doesn ' t leave good . 11 (120) Righteousness 
is profit, he believes . Though his business is the practi-
cal manufacture of ink, he lilces to feel that in this way 
he is contributing something to great poems and treaties . 
In the expression of ideas like these Clumbermere helps 
to create the mood of hope and courage at the end of the 
play. It is not just chance wastefulness that he and 
15 . "Mr . G-B's New Play" p . 211 . 
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Salomons are introduced into the play when they are . 
Some similJ arities there are, then, between The 
Secret Life and Barker ' s earlier works . But in a very 
important sense this play is a departure from the natural-
istic method of The Voysey Inheritance, Waste, and The 
Madras House . In its spirituality it is an extension of 
the style and mood of Farewell to the Theatre . In The 
Secret Life there is a spaciousness of scope in subject 
matter which is not revealed in the earlier plays and a 
technique which suggests that Barker, like Tchekov (in 
The Cherrx Orchard, for example, when " the distant sound 
is heard, as if from the sky, of a string breaking, dying 
away morosely") and like the later Ibsen, as Sutton points 
16 . 
out, is trying to go beyond the conventional physical 
limitations of the stage . The fact that not only England 
but ft~erica is part of the scene and that France and Egypt 
are referr-ed to frequently contribute to this feeling of 
spaciousness, as well as the deep spiritual quality of the 
subject and the symbolic suggestion of some of the dialogue . 
Though there is a surface realism, this is not what Barker 
j_s most concerned with . It is spiritual reality that he 
is interested in . The references to the moon and to other 
lands on this planet are a way of expanding the locale 
16 . Some Contemporary Dramatists, p. 37 · 
1 ·~·nr•1~11~••1" wflll·r:- •'9ml..,....., .. ' 
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outwardly! The references to the past and to the future 
after death expand it in time . The references to the deep 
inner lives of the characters expand it in the direction 
within the spirit . The stage itself is hardly big enough 
to contain all that is transpiring . The actual physical 
settings are small, but always there is a suggestion of a 
greater expanse just beyond them. Though the loggia in 
Act I is cramped, it faces the sea and the sky, and i-te find 
Joan looking up at the moon . We see only a corner of a 
long gallery on the second floor in Act II, but action goes 
on on the terrace outside and below it, and voices are 
heard speaking outside and even exchanging remarks with 
the persons on the stage. At one point Eleanor and Evan 
discuss politics in the gallery corner while four other 
characters are playing a game of rounders outside and dis-
cussing its rules. Strowde, on stage, interrupts his talk 
with Eleanor to take part for e. bit in the outside chatter . 
Barker describes the scene thus : "The voices from below 
form a curious counterpart to their talk."(48) Darlington, 
incidentally, is sure that this scene could not be made in-
telligible in the theatre because of the difficulty of hear-
ing off stage voices even without the distracting influence 
of on stage voices in a contrapuntal pattern . He does admit--
and this is surely the effect Barker was seeking--that even 
if the outside dialogue is not clearly understood it will 
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still give the friendly, easy atmosphere of Braxted Abbey 
on a Sunday morning. 17 Barker also uses the device of 
having the on stage characters see others approaching the 
corner of the gallery before they are visible to the audi-
ence, and this preparation for their coming helps expand 
the actually limited stage area. In all these ways, then, 
Barker is going beyond the physical limitations of the con-
fined stage set itself and is most successfully creating a 
feeling of spaciousness. It is almost a Shakespearean 
spaciousness which we find in The Secret Life--a quality 
that Sutton has expressed bea:utifully in this way: "The 
play 1s thought transcends its utterance even as its scenes 
transcend the st~ge whereon they are set; for its narrow 
galleries debouch on patns that circle the world, and its 
18 
casements open on to infinity . " 
In its symbolism and its recognition of the mystic 
nature of life this play suggests the influence of Maeterlinck 
on Barker.19 That there may well have been such an influence 
is indicated by the fact that Barker wrote an introduction 
to a volt~e of three plays of Maeterlinck (Alladine and 
Palomides, Interior, and The Death of Tintagiles) which was 
17. Literature in the Theatre, pp. 195-196 . 
18. Some Contemporary Dramatists, p. 38. 
19 . Martin Ellehauge; Striking Figures among Modern 
English Dramatists, pp. 57-58. 
published in 1911 in which he recognizes the value of 
symbplism--"the only way of saying much in little . "20 
Moreover~ as Allardyce Nicoll points out, about 1920 a 
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change from realism in dramatic style was becoming ap-
parent in England . For example, Shaw•s Heartbreak House . 
(1918), Back to Methuselah (1921), and Saint Joan (1923) 
all show the note of fantasy . It is not only in form but 
in the inner substance of the plays that this change is 
evident . 
The older drama had, for the most part~ been oc-
cupied with man as a social animal . Mr. Galsworthy ' s 
plays , Mr . Granville -Barker ' s plays, the plays of 
Hankin and the "repertory'' school, had rarely gone 
beyond a consideration of . the human personality 
in contact with other hu~an personalities or with 
those more abstract social forces which, almost 
unwittingly, they bad called into being . Some-
thing more than this is demanded by the new age~ 
something of that quality of "religion" for which 
H. A. Jones pleaded as far back as the nineties . 
Man sub specie aeternitatis or man in his deeper 
inward self is called for by these new specta-
tors •••• rn these plays (peartbreak House, Saint 
Joan, The Apple Cart, Too True to Be Good] Mr . 
Shaw has indicated that the modern drama which 
shall be expressive of the modern spirit must be 
a "rel~rious," in the sense of a philosophic 
drama . 
This change tow·ard a more philosophic drama is clearly 
seen in Barker ' s The Secret Life . 
20. Three Plays (London: Dowans and Gray, Ltd . 1911), 
p. vii . 
21 . British Drama : ~Historical Survey from the 
Beginnings to the Present Time (3rd ed . rev . ; London : George 
G. Harrap and Co., Ltd .J 1932), pp . 456-457 · 
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In The Secret Life, then, we have a further devel-
opment by Barker of the possibilities of the stage i n its 
brilliant psychological portrayal of character, its ef fec-
tive appraisal of an epoch in the history of England, and 
its beautiful expression of a philosophy of life . Diffi-
cult though it may be at first reading, this is a play 
worthy of close attention because of its excellence in 
conception and execution . It is one of Barker's most pro-
found achievements . Would that a producer courageous and 
skillful enough to stage it could be found even now ! 
His Majesty 
Not produced 
Published 1929 
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Granville-Barker ' s last original play is His Majesty, 
a study of revolution in the mythical kingdom of Carpathia 
after the first World War and of an exiled king •s return. 
to his country in order to try to stop the bloodshed . The 
play ' s interest lies, as is usual with Barker, not in the 
. plot, but in the characterization and ideas which are again, 
as usual, well presented . This work is not at all diffi-
cult to follow (except perhaps in the multitude of charac-
ters--there are twenty-one). As "'tlaste was adversely criti-
cized by some because it deals with a hypothetical political 
situation and one therefore that the r~ader (or audience) 
is not interested in (though I believe Barker succeeded in 
making it interesting)~ so His Majesty might be censt~ed for 
dealing not only with a hypothetical political situation but 
with a hypothetical country as well. And the fact that the 
hero is a king also limits the application of the situation 
to everyday life . But the fate of an exiled king is not 
one which has no basis in reality, as the history of Belgium 
in 1950 illustrates, with Leopold •s return from exile, the 
consequent uprisings, and his withdrawal in favor of his son . 
The problem which King Henry XIII of Carpathia faces 
in this play is not only the problem of an exiled monarch 
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who returns to his country in the midst of a revolution, 
but more basically the problem of an idealist in a world 
of violence and hypocrisy and disillusion. For Henry is 
an idealist at the same time as he is a realist about his 
own position in the world . Having left his country because 
his people were apparently anxious to get rid of him (they 
bombed his grandfather ' s statue, for example) and because 
he thought it was the sensible thing to do "to give the 
1 Democrats their chance 11 (25) , he is not anxious to go back . 
He would rather stay in Zurich and take care of his chick-
ens . 11 Back to that puppet show! u he exclaims. "Poultry 
farming ' s a man 1 s job beside it111 (23) And with the coun-
try as unsettled as it is, it would be doubly pleasant to 
. stay a1vay from any responsible position in it. 11 Th~ plain 
truth is, I suppose, that I don 1 t much want to go back • •• 
upon any terms ti he says • 11 Wi th things as they are ! 11 ( 22) 
Yet back he does go because he feels that it j_s his duty, 
that he can do something to stop bloodshed and put his 
country back into order . "Even in the old days one wished 
now and then one wasn 1 t a l{ing, 11 he confesses. "But being 
a king ••• one has to do one 1s best to be a king, you know ." 
(12) 
At this particular time in Carpathia a young man whom 
1. The numbers in parentheses in this discussion refer 
to pages in Harley Granville-Barker, His Majesty (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Company, 1929) . 
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the Ki ng has known all his llfe, Stephen Czernyak, with 
five thousand followers, is threatening the government 
of Dr. Madrassy. Suddenly Henry decides that he must re-
turn. The Queen is overjoyed because she thinks he means 
to fight for his throne, but actually he intends only to 
prevent civil war . Returning to Carpathia, Henry manages 
to arrange an armistice between Madrassy and Czernyak. 
Once back, however, he isn 't sure that he \·Tants to leave 
again. He has promised Madrassy to leave once the trouble 
1vas ended if he found that he himself was not wanted in his 
former kingdom. Nmv he is not sure what he ought to do and 
says : "I've had a happy time here •.• playing a i:{ soldiers ••• 
and at being a king again. And I don ' t want to boast ••• but 
1-1e 1'\Te been quite popular. 11 ( 66) He recognizes as his only 
gift the ability to get along with his fellow-man, which he 
can do because he likes him : "But I really like the crea-
ture ••• Homo sapiens, you know ••• even when he isn ' t •• • and he 
usually isn 1 t ••• I like him ! " And he believes that there is 
a place for a king, that the ordinary man needs some one who 
isn ' t out to get anything from him. 
For you gentlemen that govern him ••• and there are so 
many of you nowadays ••• despise him, don ' t you? He 
knows that. You flatter him ••• because you ' re .afraid 
of him ••• and you come at last t o hate him . He knows! 
He can ' t do without you for the moment . But it 's a 
sort of comfort to him ••• tussling with life ••• to feel 
that there 1s one fellow-cr·eature at least, free enough 
from the tussle to want nothing from him • •• not even 
his vote ••• who 111 wish him well now and then with a 
word or two, if that ' s all there 's the chance to do ••• 
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and no questions asked . A most unpretentious job! 
But ••• strip it of its flununery ••• it might be a 
real job still . {66-67) 
Madrassy, however ·, insists that Henry abdicate or he will be 
kept prisoner . This threat of force irritates the King and 
he is almost tempted to stay and fight, but when his men dis-
obey orders and start firing on the town they have been stay-
ing in he is ready to surrender . Moreover, a British emissary, 
Sir Charles Cruwys, tells him the British government insist 
on his leaving, for they cannot afford for the sake of con-
ditions in Europe to allow Henry to be killed . Henry explains 
his feelings to Sir Charles in these wor ds! 
There are two ways of lool{ing at this world, aren 1 t 
there? As a chaos that you fish in for your profit ••• 
you can always pull something up . Then there ' s the 
world of your idea ••• and some of us woul d sooner go 
on to the end, hoping that may come true ••• And the 
further the r eality slips from you •.• the better you 
know the idea was true . I came back set not to 
fight ••• and vTith nothi ng I wanted to win . But I 
did come to think for a little that there was some -
thing for me to do her e. I shall never do it. Who 
wants it done? Yet , I' ve never felt so much a king 
as I do now •••• I f I 1 d stil l faith enough in my idea ••• 
would the barbed wire be down when we reached it?(98-99) 
(There is an echo here of Dorothy Taverner in Farewell to the 
Theatre - -Dorothy had faith in her idea of what the theatre 
should be . ) Before the fighting spreads, however, another 
politician, Bruckner, has Czernyak killed and then offers 
to form an alliance with Henry against Madrassy, recognizing 
that Henry ' s popularity and position as king would be to his 
advantage . Henry, however, decides to abdicate, for he 
dislikes bargains of the sort that Bruckner offers and 
because he has accomplished his purpose of stopping the 
civil war . He tells the Queen : "I came back to stop 
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civil war . I've stopped it ••• and there won 't be another . 
All the men are to be sent home . No reprisals ••• no court-
martialling ! I ' ve done what I came to do . I have won . "(l26) 
So Henry is willing to accept the offer of Britain of haven 
in Bermuda and almost light-heartedly faces his future in 
exile with his family and his chickens. 
Barker ' s portrayal of Henry is that of a very human 
king. The down - to-earth touches of the King's interest in 
poultry farming and in his horse (which always went sideways 
and put Henry in an awkward position when he was reviewing 
his troops), his simplicity (he speaks to correspondents, 
and he writes to Czernyak in the first person because in the 
formal style his grammar always becomes muddled), his kind -
ness to his very feminine wife, his ability to accept the 
truth about his outdated position ("Europe must face demo -
cracy, 11 he says [123]) --all of thes~ details make him a 
likable human being . His acceptance of his responsibilities, 
his loyalty to his friends, and his sense of honor ~make him 
admirable as well . Like all of Barker ' s heroes, he is an 
idealist and one who analyzes his own reactions. Like Ed-
ward Voysey and Henry Trebell and Philip Madras and Evan 
Strowde, he has a. sense of detachment from the hustle and 
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bustle of the materialistic world of affairs; but unlike 
them he is not an intellectual and unlike them he does not 
talk at great length about what must be done to improve 
society. Thus he is more convincing as a human being. 
strange it is that in his portrayal of a king Granville~ 
Barker has depicted in many ways his most likable and hu-
man hero. 
Queen Rosamund, too, is a very understandable and very 
convincing character. She is not so clever as Henry--in 
fact, at times she is almost stupid in her refusal to accept 
her status as an exiled queen. She insists on proper court 
etiquette even in Zurich. She is pleased by the fact that 
the American correspondent correctly bows three times on 
leaving her presence. She has poor Colonel Guastalla chang-
ing time after time from civilian clothes (which he must 
wear on the streets of Zurich) to his uniform (which he 
wears indoors only). She demands that Henry go back and 
fight for his throne, though he tries to explain that out-
numbered he could not hope to succeed. She would bribe men 
in Carpathia with the old currency which carries Henry's 
picture and is now worthless. She tries to conspire against 
her husband ' s wishes and without his knowledge to have him 
re-instated. Foolishly feminine though she be, however, 
Rosamund is thoroughl~ likeable. Moreover, she is admirable, 
too, in her kindness and loyalty to her friends, her gracious-
ness, her insistence on accompanying Henry back to Carpathia, her 
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willingness to endure hardships, and her steadfastness in 
what she believes to be right . Henry recognizes her true 
worth, for when she accuses him of thinking her a fool he 
· replies : "Far from it . I think you talk nonsense now and 
then . But we all do that . And you ' re often right by instinct 
when my judgment ' s wrong . "(28) 
Barker ' s understanding of human nature is revealed in 
numerous little touches in the portrayal of the characters. 
The Queen, for example, has brought with her to Carpathia 
two Grand Crosses of St. Anne and five Second Class St . 
Andrews, thinking they may be useful.(42) When she and 
Henry are about to leave the country, old farmer Jalcab comes 
to wish her farewell and , at his wife ' s suggestion, to ask 
her for an order . She tells him that the King has abdicated 
and can no longer confer decorations, but when she sees his 
disappointment she presents him with a medal, saying : "Mr . 
Jalcab ! Yesterday you would have been a Kn:iLght of St . Andrew . " 
(121) Jakab says: nNow that ' s most ladylike of your Majesty 
• • • and I 'm much obliged ••• and so ' ll my wife be . Of course 
if it's not valid it don ' t do you any good . But you mean 
it kindly . Much obliged to your Majesty, I ' m sure . 11 (121) 
This incident, coming on top of the fact that the King has 
gone to inspect his escort in a quickly procured ready-made 
suit {having abdicated, he no longer wears his uniform) and 
followed immediately by the realization that she has no 
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money to pay for a hat -box which has arrived, is too much 
for Rosamund, and she finally for the first times breaks 
down and weeps . The Queen is bitter about having to leave 
her country. "But I ' d do it again," she tells Henry . "I 'm 
not sorry for anything but the failure ••• not for Czernyak 
being killed ••• nor anything . Misfortune doesn ' t soften me . 
I did tell myself: If we ' re beaten I ' ll at least be a bet-
ter vmman . But I 1m not that either. I haven ' t changed a 
bit. 11 (126 -127) She thinks she has no work left for her: 
"You 're either a queen or you ' re not . I 'm no use as any-
thing else . "(l27) Yet when Henry calls her attention to a 
flattering statement about her in the newspaper account of 
the interview he granted the American correspondent, she 
shows that she is first of all a woman. She becomes i~mersed 
in the paper as the train takes them toward the fro ntier. 
The interest of the play centers naturally on the 
King and Queen, but the other characters, from Madrassy down 
to Jakab, are all extremely well portrayed . Madrassy is 
wily and subtle. Once the King ' s tutor in classics, he was 
later made Minister of Educ ation . During the Red Terror 
of the revolution he was conveniently ill with rheumatic 
fever, and during the White Terror that followed he had the 
shingles; so by avoiding P9li tics he remained in office. 
He prides himself on the fact that not a school was closed 
during the whole period . He agrees when the Queen calls him 
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an opportunist and admits he was a defeatist in the war 
because "History had taught me the use men make of vic -
tory ." (51) He is a politician, not a soldier, and some-
what of a. scholar, too. He has arranged for some school 
children with r•ickets to be examined and has thus helped 
a scientist learn about the disease . "That much reality 
made sure of ! If he says . "We do wr•ing a little lcnoivledge 
from the God above our warring gods . 11 (53) Time - server 
tha.t he is, he is not happy . Yet something in him ·causes 
him to seek power, though once in power he is helpless., 
as the King points out: ''But men, remembe:t·, ar·e held 
prisoners of their success ••• they walk ever after in the 
way of it. These tvro •• • Bruclcner ••• Madrassy ! They ' re j_n 
power ••. and helpless. Prisoners of the men that keep them 
there . " {73) 
Bruckner i s another type of opportuni st . He says 
11 ttle duri.ng the first part of the play, letting Ivladrassy 
do the talking . Unlike Madras s y , he is for fighting and. 
deciding once and for a l l ifho is master of the country . 
He admits that he means to be master himself. He has no 
scruples. He suggests that the King 's party take advantage 
of the armistice to surprise the enemy . When the Queen 
tr:les to bribe him vrith her pearls , he confesses that he 
is not above accepting bribes_, but she hasn 1 t the price at 
this moment . After he has Czernyak killed, he comes to the 
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King to sugges'c an alliance. The King., vrhen Bruckner 
bends over to undo a paclcage, recognizes him suddenly by 
t he top of his head as a former boot-black who always read 
a great deal and who was given help to go to the universi ty . 
During the war he has been imprisoned--for optimism, hemys : 
"Belief in the millennium •• . in the brotherhood of man and 
the rest of it."(l08) He says that he ' s qui te cured now, 
however, and his lack of scruples and desire for power show 
clearly that he is no longer an idealist . He could use the 
King because royalty could entertain the people, and more than 
that, the King likes people and they like him, which Bruckner 
cannot say of himself . He cynically suggests that the people 
must be kept busy working and fighting, but the ideas in their 
heads must not be allowed to become . dangerous . (llO) 
Then there is the pompous, unintelligent General Horvath, 
who expresses his regrets to the King that he should have 
been brought in to apparent conflict with him: 11 I have en-
deavoured to combine duty to my country with all possible res-
pect t o your .Majesty personally, 11 he says(6o). But the King 
cuts short what promises to be a long speech. 
Among the King ' s supporters Count Czernyak is outstanding 
in his hot-headed, impulsive desire to fight to reinstate the 
King . He is a Carpathian Hotspur. His mother, the Countess 
Czernyak., is the former governess of the Queen and is com-
pletely loyal to her., though she wishes the King had not 
-
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returned to the country . Her own country home, ifhere 
their majesties find shelter on their return, has been 
looted and v~ecked by the populace in the madness of the 
revolution, and she says her life is like the vireckage of 
her home(39 ). 'It is she who expresses what might be called 
the basic idea of the play when she says: "They should 
never have come back . It was hopeless. The world has 
vanished.'1(77-78) After her son ' s death she is content to 
go with the Queen into exile because the Queen is the only 
one left whom she loves except her daughter Dominica. Domi-
nica elects to stay in Carpathia_, though the Q_ueen v10uld 
persuade her to leave. "You ' re behaving very foolishly,'' 
says the Queen to Dominica. "You don ' t know -vrhat may hap -
pen here. We ' re leaving the country to its fate .•. and it 
deserves no better ••• to Socialism ••• and Communism • •• or even 
worse .' But the young girl replies: "The worse things i·Tere, 
I think, the more I mou~d have to stay •.• I t ' s my country, 
you see . "(ll5-116) 
One of the best-drawn minor characters is old Colonel 
Hadik . Once an expert artillery man, he now anxiously asks 
for a less responsible appointment . "I was proud of my guns 
once •.• :~ 11 he says, 11 but I am not very wise now . I could still 
fight .·: but you never know who guns kill ••• and I think now 
it may not be right to .•• "(56) So he becomes a servant to 
the King and Queen during their brief return to their country. 
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The Mayor of the town of Zimony, where the King 
is staying, expresses the attitude of the ordinary citi-
zen toward the return of their majesties . He is on the 
side of the King personally, but what good is to come of 
all the fighting? "I could vTave a flag vTi th the best," 
says he. 
But then again • .• what 1 s all this to-ing and fro-ing 
for? To do us plain folk good •• • if what we ' re told 
is true . We thank you . Zimony was fought over in 
the war • •• you won ' t expect us to forget that, will 
you? We ' ve built it up again • • • not so different 
to what it was . Leave us the good we ' ve got • • • 
that ' s all we aslc . This country ' s a bit siclc of 
these squabblings and manoeuvrings • •• if I may say 
so •• • and 1ve did hope your Majesty ' s comine; back 
meant that you 'd just say the word .• • • (70J 
The word he wants he doesn ' t know, but it is the word that 
would bring a settled peace to the land . 
With these and other characters Barker presents 
vividly the disturbed condition of the land after the war 
and the various attitudes found among its people . It is 
not only the mythical Carpathia that these events and at-
titudes and individuals are found in, but many a European 
country after the first World War, and the mood of the 
ordinary citizen as expressed by the :Mayor of Zimony is 
undoubtedly that of many a European and probably many an 
Asiatic, to9, after World War II . As in The Secret Life 
Barker showed. the mood following the war among the politi -
cians of England, so here he gives a detailed picture of 
the mood in the defeated nations of Europe. One anonymous 
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reviewer comments on the fact that there is an English 
flavor to this play: 
It is arguable that this study of King Henry XI II 
of Carpathia is done through English spectacles and 
that the man is an Oxonian (lost cause and all) and 
too much of a gentlemanly thinker on lines we like 
to think more native to Balliol than to Brdnpol or 
wherever it was that King Henry played the role of 
student prince . Undoubtedly this is an English play; 
even when murder is about, the flame of tolerant wit 
that is lit in happier climates still illuminates 
the ugly scene . We suppose that these statesmen of 
the broken nat~ons could hardly be so ~~bane as they 
are here made . 
It sounds as if this Briti sh reviewer is prejudiced in the 
mcty 
favor of Britain . Though the playAseem especially English 
in character, yet England surely has no monopoly on toler-
ance and wit in her statesmen . It is to Barker ' s credit 
at any rate that mythical kingdom though Carpathia is, its 
citizens and their problems are made to seem very real . 
Like the rest of Barker ' s dramatic work, this play is 
carefully detailed . There is much accurate observation of ' 
society and of human nature in it and much thought, and an 
excellent expression of ~this observation and thought . In 
dialogue and curtains it is naturalistic . The speech sug-
gests real life in its style, for the speakers are not al-
1-Tays clear and logical and thus seem quite natural . At the 
beginning of Act II, for example, Dominica says to her ser-
vant, 11Ready to start_, Ella?" and Ella replies thus: 
2 . 11 Awai tin? Production, 11 Saturday Review, CXLVII 
(January l9, 1929J, 79· 
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If you please , my lady, there are three strange 
people i n the garden . Yes, just ready! And the 
Colonel has got his gun ••• so I thought I ' d better 
warn you . I hope the coffee 1-1asn ' t very nasty . 
He says he gives them while he counts ten to say 
who they are and then he shoots . It ' s the only 
-vray now he is alone here, he says · l 31) 
The exposition is very smoothly presented~ and (unlike others 
of Barker ' s works) this play is easy to understand from the 
very first. The exiled king is being intervielved by an .Amer-
ican correspondent at the beginning, and thus we learn the 
situation . There is a beautiful rounding out of the whole 
when at the end the King reads the interview as he is riding 
in the train which is taking him into permanent exile, the 
interview in which he stated that he had no intention of 
going back to Carpathia . There are effective settings - -
the ruined chateau of Act I I , lit by candles; the railway 
station headquarters of the King in Act III ; the railway 
carriage of Act IV, which jerks a nd bumps as the train starts 
up . There are scenes of dramatic intensity--the decision 
of the King to return~ just after his lvife resignedly sug-
gests he abdicate; his throwing do1-1n of his s1wrd in surren-
der when his troops disobey orders; the news of Czernyalc ' s 
death . There is more appeal to the emotions and less academic 
discussion than in The Voy~ Inheritance, Waste, or Madras 
House . The scene bet1-1een the Queen and Jakab, for example, 
and the Queen ' s distress at having to leave a failure (as 
she believes) are poignant and convincing . And above all, 
the wonderfully live characters show the hand of the skilled 
dramatist . The revievTer quoted earlier makes an astute and 
just observation when he says : 
•• • ~is is a play in which the dramatist would make 
the actors into the abstracts and brief chronicles 
of our time . He takes the actual conflict of history 
and shapes it to his compassionate purposes and his 
sense of comedy . He is, in full, the creative com-
mentator that the playwright has it in him to be -
come . ::> 
In the stage directions Barker continues his practice 
of addressing the reader often and giving valuable details 
which could not be directly depicted on the stage but which 
would go into a finished actor ' s performance . Here, for 
example: 
The QUEEN disapproves, first, of GUASTALLA'S bouncing 
into the ~ like this; secondly, of his bouncing in 
without his uniform; thirdly , of his speaking before 
he is spoken to . It is therefore, in her iciest tones 
that she points out even a fourth ofieii'C'e • • • • 
THE QUEEN . And you have novT left the door open, Colonel 
Guastalla . (19) 
And this description of Horvath is for the reader as well as 
the actor: 
Briskly and impressively the GENERAL departs . His in-
tellectual diet, one fears, has also been rather de-
bilitating . He must have fed full upon stories of 
iron-handed soldiers with hearts of chilaren, upon 
praise of the soldier ~ the true enemy of ~ and the 
like . The ghastly fiasco of the Great War being ~, 
he now prefers to see himself in this light; ~ very 
fine light too!~61} 
3· Ibid . 
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Realistic though the play is in its approach to its 
subject, yet there are elements in it relating it to the 
romantic side of Barker which began to show itself import-
antly in Farewell to the Theatre. The s e tting in a mythical 
kingdom and the concern with royalty plac e His Majesty apart 
from Barker's earlier realistic presentations of English 
middle-class life. The very fact that royalty is a thing 
of the past and that Barker treats the King and Queen sym-
pathetically gives almost a no s talgic atmosphere to the work. 
But there is less of detailed symbolism here than in The 
Secret Life, and what there is is directly pointed out to us. 
Countess Cz ernyak, for example, tells us that her life is 
like the wreckage of her home (l9), and Madrassy comments on 
the symbolic effect of their Maj esties ' living in a train 
without an engine (63). I n a sense, there is symbolism in 
the fact that the various characters depict various attitudes 
toward life and revolution : the opportunist Madrassy, the 
cynical power -seeking Bruckner, the fiery Czernyak, and the 
idealistic King. There ~is, moreover, a suggestion of mysti -
cism in the King ' s "secret life . " As Barker says in his 
introductory description : 11 There are depths in him too; for 
at times, ~may notice, he withdraws into himself, seems 
to withdraw altogether elsewhere" (5) . I t is the King ' s 
idealism which causes him t o abdicate his throne regardless 
of his wife ' s f eelings and his own material loss . But Barker ' s 
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fidelity to the truth leads him to show us that the King 
is not really unhappy about giving up a job which is diffi~ 
cult in the dangerously unsettled times, especially since 
he has been able to accomplish his aim of preventing a 
bloody civil war. 
That His Majesty has never been produced cannot be due 
to any obscurity or difficulty in the play itself, as might 
with justice be said of The Secret Life. Cunliffe is mis-
taken when he labels His Majesty "even less suitable for 
stage production [than The Secret Lif~] . 11 He says: 
It seems strange that Granville-Barker, after his 
successful career as an actor and producer, would 
have wandered into what he himself described in his 
book "The Exemplary Theatre" (1922), as "that blind 
alley which leads to the play more fitted for the 
study than the stage--that yach~ so perfectly ad-
apted to lying in the harbour." 
• 
This is not true of His Majesty. It has excellent character 
portrayal, unity of theme and plot, much dramatic conflict, 
theatrically effective settings, an interesting subject, and 
good dialogue. No, this is no yacht suited only for lying in 
the harbor. Cunliffe is wrong, and the reviewer is right who 
said: 111 His Majesty' is an important play and should be pro-
duced by our most important producer, its author." 5 Unfortun-
ately Barker never staged the play, and it does not appear as 
if anyone would now, unless there should be a well-deserved re-
vival of interest in Granville-Barker the dramatist. 
4. English Literature in the Twentieth Century, p. 93 . 
5. 11Atvai ting Production," Saturday Review, p. 80. 
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GRANVILLE-BARKER THE DRAMATIST 
In the early twentieth century Granville-Barker was 
an important figure among the "new" dramatists, between 
whose work and the conventional well-made play there were 
marked differences, differences which are amusingly sug-
gested by an anecdote related by St. John Ervine. In the 
new drama, says Ervine, "Ideas were everywhere, bewildering 
and even disgusting the general playgoer, who, going to the 
theatre to see villainy triumphant until the penultimate 
scene, found himself invited to listen to four acts on main 
drainage and the housing question or the relationship of 
sweated industries to prostitution." One night, continues 
Ervine, a gentleman under the influence of intoxicating 
liquor lurched into the Theatre Royal in Dublin during the 
performance of a play by Shaw. 
He sat, in some dismay, through three acts, and then, 
unable to bear the play any longer, cried out in a 
voice husky with drink and indignation "D'you call 
this a play? The lasht time I was here I saw a fat 
fella and a thin fella slapping him in the stummick 
wid a walkin'-stick. That was a grand play!. •• "1 
This type of ''grand play" neither Shaw nor Barker was inter-
ested in writing, for according to Barker it had driven out 
of the English theatre audience everybody over the mental age 
of twenty-five, 2 and this audience could be recaptured only 
1. The Theatre in Mz Time (London: Rich and Cowan, Ltd., 
1933), p. l02. - -
2. Henderson, European Dramatists, p. 384. 
by more intelligent plays. 
Shaw stated that his plays were meant to induce "not 
voluptuous reverie but intellectual interest, not romantic 
rhapsody but humane concern." He insisted that there was 
"no future now for any drama without music ·except the drama 
of thought¥ because music, beside whose enchantment mere 
words are cold and tame, can so much better appeal to the 
emotions. iiRomeo and Juliet with the loveliest Juliet is 
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dry, tedious, and rhetorical in comparison with Wagner's 
Tristan, even thou·gh Isolde be both fourteen stone and forty, 
as she often is •••• '' Shaw maintained that the popular drama 
or the day, in trying to produce the emotional effects or 
opera, had become vapidly sentimental, that its characters 
conformed not to rea.J. · life but to '' the romantic logic of the 
stageu and that the audience watching them did not believe 
but make-believe.3 At this time neither Shaw nor Barker 
spoke of the motion picture as a medium of entertainment, 
but they might have added not much later than this that the 
theatre cannot hope to compete with the movies in dramas of 
physical action or spectacle. Whether or not one would go 
so far as Shaw in preferring Tristan and Isolde to Romeo and 
Juliet, at any rate Shaw and Barker were right in believing 
3· Preface to Mrs. Warren's Professions, The Collected 
Works of Bernard Shaw~he Ayot St. Lawrence Edition, New York: 
William--H. Wise and Company, 1930), VII, 165-168. 
that in the field of intelligent presentation of problems 
and ideas and of careful character protrayal the theatre 
has an undisputed place in our lives. 
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It is in the realm of the intellectual play that Barker 
made his notable contributions to the theatre. Whether he is 
writing of the eighteenth century Ann Leete or the twentieth 
century King Henry XIII of Carpathia, he is dealing intellec-
tually with some facet of our civilization. His plays are of 
interest and value for what his characters have to say more 
than for what they do, although he does characterize through 
action as well as talk. He gives us a detailed picture of 
English middle-class life, of English politics, and of the 
place of woman in our society. 
Certain ideas and attitudes recur in several of the plays. 
For example, the relationship between the life force and civil-
ization appears in ~Leete, Prunella, Waste, and Madras House. 
Ann, Prunella, Amy O'Connell, and Miss Yates are all caused 
to violate the dictates of reason by an emotion which cannot 
be controlled by mere logic. All the way through the plays 
the middle-class is presented in a more or less unfavorable 
light, from the power-seeking Carnaby Leete who would sacri-
fice his children to · his own advantage, through the selfish 
Voysey ramily, the narrow-minded politicians who oppose Tre-
bell1s inclusion in the cabinet because of the result of his 
transgression, the pitiful Huxtables, the squabblers overthe 
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vase in Rococo, the newly made Lord Silverwell in Vote Qz 
Ballot who doesn't know what has been going on under his 
political nose, to the middle-class people of Carpathia who, 
Bruckner says, will think all's well with the world if the 
shops are open and the trains run on time . Instead of the 
portrayal of the aristocracy that we have in Wilde, Robertson, 
and Pinero, Barker gives us a very full and complete middle-
class world. There is in Barker's plays a more complete 
picture of English politics than any other dramatist has pre-
sented . Ann Leete, Waste, Vote ~ Ballot, The Secret Life, 
and His Majesty all deal with the political field and poli-
ticians; and they suggest that the idealist in politics runs 
into much opposition. One of Barker's favorite topics for 
discussion in the plays is education . Ann and George Leete 
rebel against the emphasis on parent-al obedience in their up-
bringing, as does little Prunellaagainst the confined and 
sheltering education which her aunts provide for her . Hugh 
Voysey blames the emphasis on false values in his time on an 
education which teaches belief in the Laws and the Money-market 
and respectability; and he thinks .that the dullness of the 
middle-class is due to its ideal of respecting one's parents, 
living and thinking with them, and growing like them . Henry Tre-
bell has very precise ideas about education. To him education is 
religion and teachers are its priests, but they must be not per-
petuators of the old falsehoods but fearless learners them-
selves. Philip Madras, too, has his say on education. 
He feels that his daughter is being taught only good manners 
and good taste in her fashionable school, whereas she should 
be taught to see life, which includes ugliness as well as 
beauty. 
These are the prominent themes in Barker's plays, and 
through them Barker reveals himself as an idealist doing 
battle with hypocrisy, false morality, selfish politics, 
blind education, middle-class smugness. He is always sin-
cere, thoughtful, and intelligent. His heroes are all of a 
pattern and that pattern is Barker himself. With their ideal-
ism there is a detached coolness about them which makes them 
more admirable intellectually than affecting emotionally. 
They are good commentators on the people and the ideas sur-
rounding them and they have ideas of their own which they 
propound sincerely and intelligently, but they do more talking 
than acting. Ashley Dukes aptly calls the leading character 
in Barker 's plays the "hero -rai sonneur, '' and suggests that 
after Shaw destroyed the hero of the old plays, Barker tried 
putting him together again "upon strictly Shavian lines, 
dispassionately and without romance." He suffers from too 
much grey matter, says Dukes; he is perseveringly engaged in 
discovering a point of view, an attitude. This sets him a-
part from the characters of Shaw, who are quite certain of 
themselves. DUkes believes that Barker's attempt to combine 
the hero and the old raisonneur (Shavianized and rejuven-
ated) does not succeed. He gives a good summary of the 
typical Barker hero: 
Edward Voysey Trebell Philip Madras regards him-
self and everyone else from the standpoint of pure 
reason. His passions are confined strictly to the 
Ethical Church and the London County Council. Sex 
is merely a physical fact which gets in his way 
from time to time and threatens to make shipwreck 
of efficiency. He contemplates emotion in general 
with cold distaste. Theoretically.., as an educated 
citizen of the late Edwardian era, he believes in 
the equality of men and women. Actually nothing 
would suit him better than that women should be 
restricted to the harem. His philosophy is at war 
with expediency, not with feeling. He thrusts at 
the world with all the brutality of pure inte41ect, 
then recoils querulously to make up his mind. 
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Although this is a good description of the Barker hero, it is 
not a completely accurate one and certainly not a sympathetic 
one. More sympathetically one could emphasize the clarity 
of perception of this hero, his interest in the world about 
him, his attempt to improve society. Barker's characters 
might seem self-conscious, but Howe is right in saying that 
"they are not so much over-conscious of themselves ••• as over-
conscious of their world."5 And though they talk a lot, 
Barker's heroes are not paralyzed when it comes to action. 
Edward Voysey assumes his unpleasant burden, Trebell commits 
suicide, Philip Madras makes a break from the women's clothing 
4. Modern Dramatists (Chicago: c. H. Sergel, 1912), 
pp. 139-140. 
5. Dramatic Portraits, p. 205. 
business to run for the County Council, Evan Strowde re-
turns to politics, and King Henry quells civil war in his 
kingdom before abdicating. No, these heroes, thinkers 
though they are, are no mere idle thinkers. They all have 
intellectual passion, and it is that which drives them to 
try to make their world better. 
Some of Barker's heroines are quite as conscious of 
the world as the heroes, quite as dispassionate and intellectual. 
Alice Maitland, Barker's best example of the New Woman, is not 
a very attractive person because of her coldness. Beatrice 
Voysey expresses ideas suggestive of the New Woman, but she 
is nevertheless one who has been embittered and hardened by 
poverty. Jessica Madras is the aestheticized creature of good 
manners and good taste and blindness to the ugliness and un-
happiness of the world that Philip does not want his daughter 
to become. 
But there are other women in Barker, too, who are differ-
ent from these, warmer and more feminine. Ann Leete is one 
who does not explain her actions and beliefs at length; she 
simply acts most directly. Amy O'Connell has no virtues as 
a woman: she is not intellectual nor is she brave; she would 
rather kill herself than bear her child. Miss Yates is not 
an intellectual woman either, but she is proud of performing 
her function in the world by having a child. Dorothy Taverner 
is admirable in her sacrifice of financial and popular success 
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for artistic integrity. Joan Westbury has more of the mystic 
quality which Ann Leete suggests, in her refusal of Evan with-
out knowing why exactly but because something in her inner 
secret self prompts her to. Eleanor Strowde and Frances Tre-
bell are both faithful sisters to heroes, though Eleanor is 
the more intellectual and idealistic woman of the two. Queen 
Rosamund is thoroughly feminine in her foolishness, her pride, 
and withal her warm heart and courage. One might say in sum-
ming up Barker's leading women characters that the New Woman 
he does not succeed in making attractive, but the old-fashioned 
women are believable and charming, despite {or perhaps because 
of) the human weaknesses they have. 
Characters other than his heroes and heroines Barker 
portrays with consummate skill. The elder Voysey, for example, 
is surely one of the most fascinating persons in twentieth cen-
tury drama. And though Mrs. Voysey, who has lived quietly for 
some time with the knowledge of her husband's dishonesty, is 
less important, she is completely believable. The brothers 
of Edward are carefully differentiated and all true to life. 
The gallery of memorable personages is long--Mr. Huxtable with 
his menage of daughters; Constantine Madras and his convention-
al but wronged wife; Oliver Gauntlet, bitter and disillusioned; 
the hot-blooded Czernyak and the faithful Countess, his mother; 
old Jakab--all of these come immediately to mind as realistic-
ally defined individuals. 
William ~cher dirrerentiates between character-
drawing and psychology in the portrayal or persons in 
drama: 
Character-drawing is the presentment or human nature 
in its commonly recognized, understood, and accepted 
aspects; psychology is, as it were, the exploration 
or character, the bringing or hitherto unsurveyed 
tracts . within the circle of our knowledge and com-
prehension. In other words, character-drawing is 
synthetic, psychology analytic."6 
Barker he calls pre-eminently a psychologist, and he is 
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right. Barker's interest is very much an analytical, psycho-
logical one, but he is always in sympathy with hi's characters. 
The reprehensible persons are made understandable through his 
sympathetic insight; the idealistic ones are not generally 
obnoxiously self-righteous and self-confident. Even in the 
portrayal of the mentally impoverished Huxtables there is 
pity mingled with satire. The character ror whom Barker 
seems to feel least sympathy is Amy O'Connell, but because 
of Trebell's coldness toward her we can pity even her. 
It is not only in the depiction of individuals that 
Barker excels; his studies of groups of people are perhaps 
even more striking. Several families are found in the 
various plays--the Leetes, the Voyseys, the Huxtables and 
Madrases, the Vicar's family in Rococo, the Strowdes in 
~ Secret Life--and the outstanding scenes are those in 
6. Play-Making: a Manual or Crartsmanship (Boston: Small 
Maynard and Co., 1912T, p. 376-.-
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which entire groups take part. The family gathering after 
the wedding of Ann and Abud is only the first of such group 
portraits. The Voyseys gathered to hear Edward's startling 
revelation about their father, the politicians debating 
Trebell's moral standing and his usefulness to them, the 
Huxtable family, the discussion about woman at the Madras 
House, the politicians at the seaside home of Evan Strowde--
all of these are outstanding scenes not only in Barker•s 
plays but among the plays of the period. The interplay of 
ideas and personalities in them makes them amusing, provo-
cative, and theatrically effective. Barker belongs to the 
problem-play school of dramatists in a sense, but more than 
presenting a specific problem he creates a social milieu. 
As Margaret Haskell says, what emerges most clearly from 
7 his plays is the mood or atmosphere of a society. The 
plot is not essential; the characters (though extremely well 
drawn) are chosen and contrasted for the total effect. What 
we are given is a detailed picture of a social group, and 
prevailingly the theme is one of decadence. Ann Leete pre-
sents the decadence of a family; The Voysey Inheritance the 
decadence of honesty in the work of the family solicitor so 
typical of England; Waste, Vote gr Ballot, and The Secret Life 
7. ''Granville Barker as Dramatist," Drama, VIII (May, 1918), 
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decadence in politics; Farewell to the Theatre · aesthetic 
decadence; The Madras House decadence in the relation be-
tween the sexes; His Majesty the vanishing of the security 
afforded by a stable ·kingship. Barker sees life not as 
simple black-and-white with clearly demarcated lines of 
separation between right and wrong. There is always un-
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certainty, there are complications, there is no easy answer -
to the question of what is good and what is bad. It is a 
thoroughly complex society, and his intellectual characters 
are aware of its complexity. That is why they stop to think 
. and talk instead of acting 6n the spur of the moment, sure 
of the conventionally eBtablished principles of morality. 
It is true that Barker's leading characters are gener-
ally analyti cal in their attitude. They examine the world 
about them and find it wanting; they examine their own emo-
tions and motives and actions. As Morgan points out, the 
method is not that of Shakespeare's (where the flash of ac-
tion illuminates character) so much as that of Browning's 
. 8 (where character is revealed through words). The total 
effect of the plays is thus one of thoughtful criticism 
rather than of emotional creative power. Frank A. Swinner-
ton sees the weakness of Barker's plays when the characters 
attempt to be constructive. He says: 
8. Tendencies of Modern English Drama, p. 107. 
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The plays of Barker are at their best when they per-
mit of free exchange between character and opinion, 
view and counter-view; then they are astonishingly 
full and alert and courageous. But they are at their 
weakest when the persons of the play attempt to be 
idealistically constructive :without altogether com-
mitting their creator to the line they take; because 
every timidity of ridicule steps in and constrains 
the author to anticipatory defence. Impossible to 
say or let them say this or that, for it is open to 
the same kind of destructive logic or laughter (but 
from a different ~ngle) which one has so effectively 
used upon others.~ 
And Dickinson finds that despite Barker's positive qualities 
of intellectual insight and dramatic craft, "he has one lack, 
this being the sense of conviction, or of the worth-while, 
which would have made him one of the greatest dramatists of 
10 
our time." It is true, notably in The Madras House, that 
the weakest part of the plays dramatically is the hero's ex-
position of his constructive ideas about society. It is 
equally true that Barker gives many different points of view, 
many different aspects of the problems facing his characters 
in their complex world. Because of this method of contrast-
ing ideas it may seem that Barker himself lacks a s~nse of 
conviction about what is worthwhile. Galsworthy, too, at-
tempts to portray objectively the several sides to the pro-
blems presented in Strife, Justice, Lolalties, and other 
plays; but as Galsworthy's own sympathy with one side makes 
9. ~ Georgian Scene, p. 216. 
10. Contemporary Drama of England, p. 221. 
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itself felt, so Barker's personal philosophy is unavoidably 
revealed by a careful study of several of his plays. He 
recognizes and emphasizes the complexities of life, the dif-
ficulty of knowing exactly what is right; but the underlying 
theme of his plays is one of idealism and hope. His heroes 
are all sincerely striving for the good, however hidden and 
. 
tortuous the road may be. From Ann Leete and Prunella it is 
evident that Barker believes that one cannot fight nature 
and that our natural emotions are right while the artificial 
conventions of society have faults. With Trebell, Barker be-
lieves in the power of education and in eventual progress, 
though the precise goal itself may not be clear. With Philip 
Madras he may hate ''this farmyard world or sex" and dislike 
giving up beauty and entrusting one's life to the still un-
developed minds of the masses in democracy, but with Philip 
he knows that this one must do if civilization is to advance. 
There must be equality of the sexes. The better equipped 
and better educated must take an active part in politics and 
in bringing culture to the whole of society. One cannot re-
tire to the sidelines as Evan Stro.wde attempts to do; one 
cannot climb into an ivory tower, a palace or art, and be 
happy in solitude. One cannot refuse to do nature's work 
like the selfish, cowardly Amy O'Connell. One cannot try to 
stop the forward movement or time and go back to a vanished 
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age as Queen Rosamund would like. Democracy is the civilized 
world of the future, and for the full achievement of its pos-
sibilities for human happiness and culture, one must accept one's 
responsibilities. These are Barker's convictions and they are 
inescapable in his plays, though he does not, in his realistic 
presentation of life as an artist, write only or even mainly 
for the purpose of expressing himself from the pulpit. 
Artificial, though admittedly useful to a degree, are 
such labels as "romanticist," "realist," and "naturalist." 
In any very precise sense Barker is difficult to label. He 
is predominantly naturalistic in technique; he is generally 
realistic in his attitude toward life; but there are sugges-
tions of the romanticist in him, too. 
Taken as a whole, Barker's plays are more intellectual 
in style and content than those of the continental naturalists 
and more idealistic in tone. Their effect is not depressing 
but intellectually stimulating. Yet his method as a dramatist 
is predominantly naturalistic. There is nothing theatrical in 
his dialogue or his curtains. There are no operatic aria 
speeches as in Shaw, and yet the characters speak with a more 
intellectual quality than do Galsworthy 1s, for they are more 
refined and intelligent. The exposition is so naturalistic 
, at times (in Ann Leete, Waste, and The Secret Life for example) 
that at the beginning of the play one does not know exactly 
what is going on. But in other plays, though still not using 
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obviously artlficial devices like that of the old .serva.nt 
explaining the household to the new one, Barker gives us a 
clear idea of what we need to know . In The Voysey Inheri-
tance, for example, the elder Voysey explains his true fin-
ancial situation to his son . In His Majesty there is the 
completely acceptable device of a reporter interviewing the 
exiled king . Through these bits of dialogue the necessary 
information is given to the audience . 
Information during the course of the play is given in 
a subtle way, too . The characters in Barker's plays are ob-
viously talking for the benefit of the audience . Howe gives 
a good example of Barker 1 s technique in this matter . Howe 
says that even Ibsen may be caught hammer in hand driving 
home a point that we must not miss . But Barker never does . 
Over and over again in Waste there are things to be 
told just as essential to the play ' s understanding, 
and the dramatist is so secure of our attention in 
the theatre that he has to give it no more than the 
delicatest flick . There come s , "But since Mrs . 
O' Connell is dead wha t i s the excuse for a scandal? 11 
and that is all we know and all we need to know . 
· There was a time in the English theatre, not so long 
before , when the information, lest we overlooked it, 
would have been given to us in this fashion : 
Lord Cantelupe . But since Mrs . O'Connell--
Farrant. Mrs . O' Connell? 
Cantelupe . - - is dead--
Farrant . Dead ! 
Lord Horshaml 
Blackborough ~ogether] . Dead ! 
Wedgecroft 
Farrant . Mrs . O' Connell dead ! 
Cantelupe . What is the excuse for a scandal?'' 
For the technical improvement, at least, in the contem-
porary English drama , the credit is more Mr . Granville 
Barker 1 s than any other man ' s . ll 
11. Dramatic Portraits , pp. 206-207. 
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In The Voysey Inheritance we learn that the elder Voysey 
has died between Acts II and III through the dress of the 
characters, the bare and tidy appearance of the dining room, 
the very natural solicitude of old Booth for the family, and 
remarks which never directly inform us about what has taken 
place. Incidentally, he did not die of a chill which he 
took in October at the end of Act II, but of some other chill 
apparently, since Act III takes place the following July. 
Realism such as this in the dialogue, as well as the natural 
flow of question and answer (or no answer), unfinished sen-
tences, shifts of subject, or continuation of a speech by a 
character though others have interposed some remarks about 
something else--details such as these further substantiate 
the claim that Howe has made for Barker's technical mastery 
of his medium. From the stolid farmer Jakab through the 
middle-class Miss Yates and the Huxtables to the intellec-
tuals Trebell and Philip and Evan Strowde, the characters 
all talk as we would expect such people to do, not like a 
newspaper or an orator or like the dramatist himself. And 
there are no soliloquies or asides to mar the realism. 
With respect to "curtains'' Barker is naturalistic, too. 
There is not a single melodramatic or contrived concluding 
speech in the plays. The closest he comes to such a speech 
is Walter's comment at the end of Waste expressing his anger 
at the tragic loss of a good man, and even this is perfectly 
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realistic. Furthest in the direction of naturalism is the 
ending of The Madras House, where the fall of the curtain 
concludes the conversation between Philip and Jessica, not 
because they have reached a conclusion actually, but because 
there is no end to the subject. There is always (except in 
Waste) the feeling of lif'e going on after the play ends; 
never the final rewarding of virtue and punishing of villainy 
and the clearing up of all loose ends. Indeed there is not 
even a villain. Not all characters are equally idealistic, 
but all, from Carnaby Leete to Madrassy in His Majesty, are 
understandable and recognizable human beings. 
Despite his attention to realistic detail, Barker, like 
any true artist, is not a mere photographer or recorder of 
real life. Every bit of detail serves a purpose either in 
the characterization of an individual or in the presentation 
of the group or in the creation of atmosphere, although not 
all critics have recognized this fact. Storm Jameson, for 
example, says that Barker's accumulation of detail annihi-
lates the place or the per~on he is attempting to reveal, 
and he finds neither charm nor distinction nor the slightest 
interest in Barker's plays, except for Waste (which he says 
is Barker's only drama). As for the others, Jameson says 
they are "a study in the half-baked, the inunature, the utter-
'ly Sterile . • 
1112 th t h f h To say a e inds not ing of the slight-
12. Modern Drama in Europe (London: w. Collins Sons and 
co., Ltd., 1920), pp. 176-177· 
est interest in Barker's plays surely reveals the crltic 
himself as half-baked, immature, and sterile! Harold 
Williams, too, finds fault with the talk . in the plays. 
There is too much of it and it is not always relevant or 
significant, he says. "In these plays [The Voysey Inheri-
tance, Waste, The Madras HouseJ he exactly transfers life 
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to the stage; but he interprets nothing."13 And Charlton 
Andrews finds that in Barker's plays "the true dramatic sig-
nificance is quite buried beneath the heap of photographically 
reallstic rubbish."14 It is of course undeniable that there 
is much talk and much detail in Barker's plays, that he re-
fuses to conform to the conventions of the well-made play, 
that he does not attempt to make things crystal clear at 
once, that his plays are not a .substitute for a good cigar 
or a game at dominoes to an idle man. But it is equally 
clear to the careful and sympathetic reader that they are 
n:ot at all haphazardly thrown together, that every detail 
contributes something, that Barker has much to say about 
life that is worth hearing, that he does interpret and not 
simply reproduce life. Eva Le Gallienne in commenting on 
Tchekov's plays (which are similar to Barker's in their 
creation of atmosphere) ·describes them in terms which suggest 
13. Modern English Writers (London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 
Ltd., 1925), p. 269. 
14. The Drama To-day (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co., 
1913), p .1.1f3. 
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Barker's work~ too. She says: 
There is nothing in his plays of theatre-theatrical~ 
and yet~ to a worker in the theatre~ his technique a nd 
craftsmanship are baffling. In the same sense the 
technique of Eleanora Duse 1s acting~ called by many 
a lack of technique~ was but the very perfection of 
art, concealing technique by its sheer perfection. 
Try to cut a Tchekov play and, if you are sensitive 
to dramatic medium~ you will find it impossible. You 
cut a small thread, seemingly unimportant, in the 
first act. All may be well for a time, but in the 
last act you will find the other end of that thread--
its ultimate purpose--its profound reason; and there 
will be a hole in your tapestry.l5 
This is equally true of Barker. A detail which may seem 
irrelevant or insignificant turns out later to be not so at 
all . - -the elder Voysey's roses, for example. And all of the 
details woven together present a true and vivid tapestry of 
life. 16 
Realism in subject matter and naturalism in method 
are thoroughly characteristic of Barker~ especially in the 
plays of what might be termed his middle period (that is, 
The Voysey Inheritance, Waste, The Madras House); but there 
is an element of the romantic and of · the imaginative~ t oo, 
which glows here and there and which defi~itely shines through 
in t he fantasies Prunella and The Harlequinade. .'· : _·· As early 
as in .Ann Leete there is a strong imaginative element. The 
atmosphere of the garden just before dawn when reality is for 
15. Preface to ~ Plays of Anton Tchekov (Modern Library 
Edition, New York: Random House~ 1929), p. viii. 
16. Barker himself cautions against the cutting of Shakes-
peare by modern producers. "The blue pencil is a dangerous 
weapon ••• ," he says.--Prefaces · to Shakespeare (Princeton, New 
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1947), I, 22. 
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the time hidden in blackness is in keeping with the strange-
ness of the hidden force in Ann which causes her to rebel 
against the dictates of her practical father and apparently 
inexpli cably propose to the young gardener. The suggestions 
of symbolism in the touches of darkness and light, the voices 
of the yet unborn children of Ann and Abud heard only by her 
at the end, the beauty of the final scene of Ann being lighted 
up the stairs by her new husband--these are hints of the imag-
inative powers of Barker. Prunella is admittedly a fantasy 
and makes full use of symbolism, allegory, and unreal devices 
such as the statue of Love which comes to life. In The Voysey 
Inheritance, w-aste, and The Madras House the realist conquers 
the romanticis t almost entirely--almost, but not quite. There 
are the elder Voysey 1 s roses, for example. And in Waste Tre-
bell's sudden awareness of his need for his child is another 
hint of the secret inner- life which has prompted Ann and 
which later achieves its full importance in Joan Westbury. 
The fabulous Constanti ne Madras is really a romantic charac-
t er . The Harlequinade is not at all realistic in method or 
subject matter, and especially in the fifteenth century panto-
mime episode gives full play to the romantic appeal of the 
theatre in creating a world of magic rather than revealing 
the plain, everyday middle-class existence of the Voyseys 
and the Huxtables. Dorothy Taverner's mystic conversations 
with her voices at Braxted Abbey are another indication of 
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the imaginative element in Barker. In The Secret ~ 
this imaginative element supersedes the realistic. Real-
ism there is in dialogue and characterization, but there is 
something more spiritual here than in the earlier plays. The 
dramatist's interest has definitely broadened from a detailed 
study of problems of society and of politics (though politics 
is ostensibly the subject matter of the play) to the more sig-
nificant topic of the human soul in the vastness of the uni-
verse. Though the stage represents a loggia, a gallery, a 
room, yet the dramatist looks far beyond these narrow restrie-
tions, beyond into the world of the spirit. There are touches 
of symbolism as in Ann Leete; there is a development of the 
idea of the inner life which prompts one's actions, but which 
cannot be explained even to oneself, to say nothing of others. 
In the dialogue there is a great deal of poetic beauty which 
gives the work a lyrical quality far removed from the realism 
of The Voysey Inheritance and The Madras House. In His Ma-
the jesty Barker continues to show his romantic side in~setting 
of mythical Carpathia and the royal hero and heroine, and in 
the almost symbolic representation of attitudes toward life 
in the various characters on the political scene, though the 
dialogue and subject matter are not so imaginative as in 
~ Secret Life. 
This shift in emphasis away from realism to the more 
imaginative is a shift apparent in the work of other drama-
tists of the period, too, but it is in a way a broadening 
of Barker's own outlook, or a freeing of an aspect of his . 
art which is evident even at the beginning in ~Leete. 
Barker's work as a producer (especially of Shakespeare) 
shows his imaginative power .as well. John Palmer, who 
hailed ~Leete as being as rich in promise as a first 
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play as Love's Labour's Lost but who was disappointed in 
Barker's next three plays, goes so far as to say that there 
is a " ••• perpetual conflict in the work of Mr. Granville 
Barker between his acquired habit of naturalism and his 
original.insiti.nct to write against the grain of his period •••• " 
Said Palmer in 1913: 
Mr. Barker has written plays and produced plays; and 
he has justified them conclusively in that they answer 
exactly the requirements of the naturalistic formula. 
But his practice often betrays an uneasy sense that 
all that answers the requirements of the naturalistic 
formula is not necessarily inspired.l7 
Palmer must have been pleased to see Barker freeing himself 
to some extent in his last plays from the influence of natur-
alism, for he felt that the fact that Barker "in his impres-
sionable years fell into the hands of Mr. Shaw and Mr. Gals-
worthy is a tragedy of English dramatic literature. ulB 
Sutton, too, says: 11 A1 though the types are not really com-
parable, one is strongly tempted to declare these fantasies 
17. Future of the Theatre, p. 177• 
18. Ibid., p. 176. 
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[rrunella and ~ Harlequinade] finer work than ever 
Waste and ~ Madras House--not in the least because they 
are what Prunella's aunts would call 'nice' plays and the 
others 'horrid,' but because in them cold logic and ration-
alism are mitigated with a dash of nonesense and sentiment. 1119 
It is true that the natural bent of English literature and 
drama has always been towards romanticism. Palmer ventured 
in 1913 to prophesy that there would be a great romantic re-
vival and suggested that in his first play Barker "looked un-
consciously forward to 1950. 1120 Interestingly Barker's more 
imaginative plays do foreshadow dramatic works of 1950 l i ke 
T. s. Eliot's The Cocktail Party, Edmund Wilson's The Little 
Blue Light, Christopher Fry's ~Lady's ~for Burning, and 
John Steinbeck's Burning Bright, which are in varying degree 
symbolic or romantic. But whether one considers it unfortu-
nate or not that Barker chose to write naturalistic plays 
depends, of course, upon one's own taste. It is quite pos-
sible to recognize that he did fine work in a variety of 
types, ranging from the comedy of ~Madras House to the 
tragedy of Waste, from the outright fantasy of Prunella to 
the poetic Secret Life. Truth to tell, he was an experimen-
talist in the drama. All of his plays, however, are charac-
terized by a thoughtful and sincere concern with civilization 
and by dramatic skill in portraying individual characters 
19. ~ Contemporary Dramatists, p. 28. 
20. Future of the Theatre, p. 176. 
and entire groups. 
Any discussion of Barker's plays must contain a special 
word about his stage directions and the literary quality of 
his work. Writing in 1898, Shaw commented on the difficulty 
of inducing the English public to buy and read plays. 
Indeed, why . should they [asks Shaw,] when they find 
nothing in them except tne bare words, with a few 
carpenter's and costumier's directions as to the 
heroine's father having a grey beard, and the draw-
ing room having three doors on the right, two doors 
and an entrance through the conservatory on the left, 
and a French window in the middle?21 
Even Ibsen, complains Shaw, gives little more than this 
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though the understanding of his plays depends largely on a 
knowledge of character and situation which can be achieved 
only by knowing a good deal about the personal and family 
history of the individuals represented and about the intellec-
tual and social backgrounds in which they live. The knowledge 
is necessary not only for the reader but for the producer and 
the actor, too, and actually emphasizes the true importance of 
the author rather than the producer or the actor. Thus Shaw 
in his plays gives such information in the stage directions 
as he believes helpful and indeed essential to a complete under-
standing of the dialogue and the action. Lewisohn points out 
that before Shaw Hauptmann in writing the type of play which 
depends for its effect so little on external action and so 
21. Preface to Plays Pleasant and Unpleasant, I, (The . 
Collected Works of Bernard Shaw (The Ayot St. Laurence Edition), 
VII, xxii. 
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much on inner conflict and on atmosphere expanded the stage 
direction to include elements of description and exposition 
not earlier found necessary or considered to be proper to 
22 drama. In Hauptmann, however, the expanded stage direction 
remains impersonal. In Shaw it becomes direct comment and 
even argument. In Galsworthy it is generally impersonal. In 
Barrie, who felt that without actors and the other advantages 
of the theatre the reader could not recreate the atmosphere 
of the play, the stage directions include information which 
could not possibly be presented on the stage itself. In Dear 
Brutus, for example, the stage directions tell us of the first 
Mrs. Coady, though in the dialogue there is no reference to 
her or to the fact that because she was lame Mr. Coady is al-
ways solicitous about the second Mrs. Coady's foot. 
Barker's stage directions from his first play to the last 
are very complete and detailed. They include information which 
cannot be directly conveyed on the stage but which should help 
the producer and the actor considerably in presenting the in-
tended effect. The first stage direction in The Voysey Inheri-
tance, for example is this: 
The o:f'f'ice of yoysey and Son is in the best part of 
Lincoln's Inn. ~~s panelled rooms give ~ ~ sense 
gf grandmotherly comfort and security, very grateful 
at first to the hesitating investor, ~ dubious l111-
gant. Mr. Voysey's own room, lnto which he walks about 
twenty past ten £f ~morning, radiates enterprise besides. 
22. Modern Drama, p. 120. 
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There is polish .Q!! everything; .Q.!1 the windovs, QD:. ~ . 
mahogany of the tidily packed writing table ~ stangs 
between them, Qll the brasswork of the fire-place in ~ 
other wall, .QD:. the glass Qt. the fire-screen which ~­
serves only the pleasantness of ~ spark11ng ~, eyen 
Q.!l ~. Vo ys ey' s hat §:§. !lll :takes 1.:t. Q!!. ~ place ll Q!l 
~ little ~ curtained shelf behig,d .:thst ~. Mr.· 
Voysey is sixty 9.!: ~, and masterful; would obviously 
be master anywhere from his 2..![!! home outwards, Q!: wreck 
~ situation in his attempt. Indeed there is ~bucca­
nearing air sometimes in the twist Qf his glance, not al-
together suitable to ~family solicitor. On this bright 
October morning, Peacey, the beag clerk, follows just too · 
~ to ~him Qli: with~ coat, but ill~ to t a ke 
it anQ. hang ll YP. with§:. quite unnecessary subservience. 
zu:. Yoys§y J.ll §Vidently llQ.t capaple §nough to ~ capabl§ 
men about ~. Peacey, not quit§ r§moyed ~ Natyre, has 
~ ~ attempts to acquire prot§ctiye colouring. A 
~ drunken client might mistake ~ for his master. His 
voice hlry easily became ~ toneless echo of Mr. Voysey'~; 
later s features caught a line or two from that mirror 
of all the ~essary virtues IntO Wliicn-he was-so-constant-
ly f"i'iif but how his clothes,-even when new,contrive 
to ook ike old ~ of Mr. Voise-i'" s is · ~ mystery, and . 
to his till'Or a most annoying ~· And Peacey is just ~ 
restectful number of years his master's junior. Relieved 
of is coat, Mr. Voysey carries to his table the bunch of 
beau:tifi:ilroses he ~accustomed tol)r"ing to the office-
three times ~ week, and places them for ~ moment only 
~ the bowl of water there ready to receive them, while 
he takeS~ his letters. These lie ready, too, opened 
mostly, ~ 2!:. t wo private 2m left closed and discreet-
ly separate. ~ this time the usual salutations have 
~as sed, Peacey s 11Good""'iiiOrnin8, sir; 11 Mr. Voysey ,-s--
Morning1 Peacey. "--rrhen ~ ~~gets to his letters Iv!r. 
Voysey starts his da~work:Zj 
Details such as the reference to Peacey 1 s tailor and the fact 
that Voysey is accustomed to bringing in roses three times a 
week cannot of course appear directly in a stage performance, 
but they do add to the actor's knowledge of the character he 
is portraying and should thus be reflected indirectly i n his 
23. Three Plays, pp. 83-84. 
performance, and they do add to the reader's understanding 
of the persons in the play. After Edward has taken over the 
business the office subtly reflects the change in masters. 
Barker indicates this fact in the stage directions: 
MR. VOYSEY' S room at the office is . EDWARD'S now. It 
has somehow lost thatbr"illiancywhich the old inanTS 
occupation seemed to give it. Perhaps it is only be-
cause this .December morning it is~ and depressing, 
but the fire isn*t bright, and the panels and windows 
don't shine §&. they did. There ~ .9:2. roses .Q£ the 
table, either. EDWARD, walking in ~his father did, 
hanging his hat and~ where his father's used to 
hang, is certainly the palest shadow of that other 
masterful presence. A depressed, drooping shadow, too. 
This may be what PEACEY feels, if !]£_ ~, for he looks 
very surly §&. he obeys the old routine of following his 
chief to this room on his arrival. Nor has EDWARD so 
much as a--glanc;e-for his clerk. They exC"iiange the for-
malest of greetings. EDWARD sits joylessly to his desk, 
~ w~ijch the morning's pile ££letters lies, unopened 
!12!.· 
Now this lack of its former brilliancy could not very well be 
indicated in the actual set of the office, but this information 
is nonetheless valuable to the actors in helping them to under-
stand the mood of the situation, and it certainly is important 
to the reader. 
Farewell to the Theatre ends with a detail in the stage 
direction which is not meant to be portrayed on the stage. 
The setting is Edward's private office, and he and Dorothy 
are the only characters, but as they leave the office to go 
out to lunch, Barker says: "The clerks all stare ecstatically 
~ she passes. 1125 
24. Ibid., p. 161. 
25. Three Short Plays, p. 86. 
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In The Madras House we are given detailed introductory 
sketches of the Huxtables like this one of Julia: 
JULIA started life--that is to say, lef't school--~ ~ 
genius~ . The head mistress had had two or three years 
of such dull grrls that reaffi she could not resis.:t 
this excitement. Watercolour sketches were the medium. 
~JULIA was dressed in brown velveteen and-sent._;to ·an 
art school, where theywouldn't let her do watercolOur-
drawing at all. ill!£ in two years she learnt enough about 
the trade of an artist not ever to want to do those water-
COlour draWings again. --:T"ULIATs now Gverthirty arid ver} 
unhappy. Three of her water colours ~ly masterpieces 
hang £!!. the drawing-room wall. They shame her, bu:.t her 
mother won't have them taken down. On a holiday slieT:rl 
be off !12.![ and then f2!: ~solitary day's sketching, and 
~ she tears Bl2. ~ vain attempt to put on paper :blae 
things she has learnt to ~, ~ sometimes cries • ., It 
-~ JULIA, EMMA and JANE who ~ years ~ conspired 
to present their mother with that intensely conspicuous 
cosy corner. A cosy corner !!!_ apparently ~ device f'or 
making ~ corner .ius t ~ ~ ver..1L nature of §:. corner 
should forbid it to be. They begarred themselves; but 
one wishes that MR. HUXTABLE were more lavish with his 
d:ress allowances, then they m~ ~ least haveatfOr'ded 
something not quite ~ hideous.2 
Throughout The Madras House Barker takes various opportunities 
to make comments in the stage directions on his characters and 
the situation. Indeed a good deal of the humor in the first 
act (which presents the Huxtable menage) lies in the author's 
comments. For example, after Emma points out the Crystal Pal-
ace to Major Thomas, Barker says: "They both peer appreciative-
!z at that famous landmark. In the Crystal Palace and the m-
set the inhabitants of Denmark~ have acquired almost pro-
prietary interest."27 
26. The Madras House, p. 3. 
27. Ibid., pp. 10-11. Other examples from this play have 
been quoted in the discussion of the play itself. 
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Through to his last play Barker follows the same 
method of filling in the picture with the stage directions, 
some examples of which I have given in the chapter on His 
Majesty. At the very end of this play the King is reading 
the newspaper account of the interview which he has given to 
the American correspondent, and he calls the attention of the 
Q~een to a description of her in it. Barker's stage direction 
states: "She takes the l2_aper and is ~deep in it herself. 
The train moves Sill. through the night towards the frontier. 1128 
Thus once more the stage directions go beyond the actual 
physical presentation on the stage. 
George Pierce Baker comments on the fact that in the manu-
scripts of his plays Barker is frugal of stage directions, 
though the published versions give much detailed information. 
After calling attention to the description of Julia in The 
Madras House, Baker says: 
Such characterizing is an implied censure on the ability 
of most readers to see the full significance of deft 
touches in the dialogue. If not, then it is necessary 
because some part of it is not given in the text as it 
should be, or it is wholly unnecessary and undesirable, 
for the text, repeating all this detail, will be weari-
some to an intelligent reader.29 
William Archer, too, believes that "The necessary stage direc-
tions should be as impersonal and colourless as possible" be-
cause one should forget that there even is an author while 
the characters are talking and acting on the stage of one's 
28. Ibid., p. 127. 
29. Dramatic Technique (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1919~ 
p. 278. 
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imagination. 30 Theoretically and ideally these criticisms 
of expanded stage directions may be true, but the average 
reader of a play certainly must be thankful for the fuller 
understanding which Barker's stage directions give of the 
characters and the situations. A p.lay is difficult to read 
and to ~agine as it would be in the theatre in any case, 
so the dramatist's help in creating the situation and atmos-
phere are welcome. Besides, Barker's stage directions are 
always graceful and have a good literary style. And his in-
terpolated remarks are generally so skillful and so in tune 
with the play that they are not intrusions at all. They are 
not polemic as Shaw's are at times, nor are they embarrassing-
ly whimsical as Barrie 1 s are apt to be. As for Baker 1s state-
ment that in manuscript Barker is frugal with stage directions, 
this is probably because as .producer of his . own plays Barker 
was there to give the necessary background to his actors. He 
always insisted that they should know the characters they were 
portraying completely and in detail, not simply be able to 
memorize and recite their lines. 
The practice of writing expanded stage directions and 
the high literary quality of the plays of Shaw, Barker, and 
Barrie are significantly related to the passing of the Ameri-
can Copyright Bill in 1891 affording equal protection to the 
printed .play in America and England. Dickinson points out 
that this measure was immediately followed by a great increase 
30. Old Drama and New, p. 364. 
in printed plays, and he states: "The two foundation stones 
upon which rest the drama of the early twentieth century are 
the experimental theatre and the printed play. 1131 Shaw ex-
plains that a dramatist needs to publish his plays because 
there is more freedom of the press than of the stage, because 
many people who read the classic dramatists rarely or never 
go to the theatre, and because it is never exactly the author's 
intention which is represented by actors on the stage.32 The 
fact that plays could more safely be ,published after 1891 prob-
ably accounts, in part at any rate, for the higher literary 
quality of the dialogue and for the expanded stage directions 
in the work of these dramatists. And conversely it is equally 
true that because the plays of Shaw, Barker, and Barrie have 
literary value they can survive as printed works apart from 
stage presenta tion. 
Barker's plays do have lasting value as literature. They 
deal with ideas important to civilized society; they present 
characters of intelligence and refinement (as well as others 
less intelligent and refined) convincingly and in detail. 
And the stage directions fill in the necessary background in 
a manner that suggests the novel. In fact, it has been sug-
that Barker could have done better as a novelist than as a 
31. Contemporary Drama of England, p. 120. 
32. Preface to Plays Unpleasant and Pleasant, I, Complete 
Works, VII, xvii-xxi. 
pla ywright. Williams (who, be it noted, does not look 
with favor upon Barker) says: 
In these plays [voysey Inheritance, Waste, Madras Hous~ 
Mr. Granville-Barker is at little pains to dramatize · 
any of his themes: a minutely intellectual psychology 
is his purpose, and we are led to suspect that he 
would have succeeded better had he cast his plays in 
the form of a novel. The narrative contained in the 
stage directions and descriptions of character is 
frequently more illuminating tnan the dialogue •••• 
In direct narrative and in impersonal description Mr. 
Granville-Barker would probably have been completely 
successful. His plays, like -those of Mr. Bernard 
Shaw, are really novels on the stage. Their tense 
psychological atmosphere, the length of their dia-
logue, the introduction of unrelated discussions on 
political and social topics, the absence of movement 
makes them difficult of representation. Further, 
they are comparatively passionless; the tension is 
coldly3intellectual and apt to leave the audience jaded. 3 
With much of this comment there are positive grounds for 
disagreement. The discussions on political and social topics · 
are not necessarily to be thought of as unrelated to the play, 
the speeches are not overly long but kept to realistic length, 
and most of the plays have been produced on the stage without 
leaving the audience jaded. It is a mistake to say that be-
cause of the lengthy stage directions Barker's plays are 
really novels. Barker himself criticized modern dramatists 
who go to the extremes in trying to help the reader with 
stage directions. He says: 
In fact the further they go with their stage 
33· Modern English Writers, pp. 269-270. 
directions that seem to ignore the stage, the 
easier the play's understanding is to be made for 
those who have no understanding of plays, the 
greater the danger of bastardizing the whole af-
fair. The reader of a play should read it as a 
musician will the score of a symphony. He has, 
indeed, to imagine both the sight and sound--th~ 4 action of the scene as well as the spoken word.j 
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It does not seem likely that Barker is criticizing himself 
in this remark, and indeed in his stage directions he does 
not ignore the stage but rather tries to suggest the vari-
ous little details which fine acting and scenic design 
would convey to an alert audience--details which would 
certainly contribute to the overall effect even though the 
audience would not be consciously aware of each individual 
detail in itself. The stage directions are Barker's attempt 
--successful, I believe--to help the reader create in his 
imagination the warmth and color and movement and inflection 
of voice and power of gesture (and through them the total 
emotional and intellectual effect) which the stage perform-
ance would supply. 
The influence of Shaw on Barker as a dramatist is evi-
dent in his use of expanded stage directions, then, and also 
in the intellectual quality of his plays. There are sugges-
tions of Shaw in the New Women of Barker, in the background 
ideas of socialism (Philip Madras, for example, insists that 
34. "On Translating Plays,'' in Essays & Divers Hands: 
Being the .Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature of 
the United Kingdom, ed. Jo~Drinkwater (London: Humphrey 
Milford, 1925), p. 20. 
we must see the ugly as well as the beautiful and base 
our culture on the well-being of all), in the criticisms 
of middle-class education, morality, and culture, in the 
lack of action and abundance of talk. There are differ-
ences between the two dramatists, however, which are 
equally apparent. First, Barker lacks the brilliant wit 
of Shaw. Touches of humor there are in Barker, but it is 
a quiet humor with nothing of the pyrotechnic quality of 
.Shaw. Second, Barker gives more of an impression of 
thoughtful sincerity and moderation than Shaw. Shaw's 
attitude seems flippant; he is so quick to annihilate 
with the fire of his pen that one wonders at times if he 
can be serious. Third, Barker never gives the impression 
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of being unfailingly sure of himself. He analyzes problems 
from many different points of view, balancing them one 
against the other and seeing good points in many of them. 
-
With Shaw there is never any hesitance. He is right and 
he know it. Fourth, and closely allied with the previous 
point, Barker's characters are convincing realistic indivi-
duals, and their dialogue isnatural and true to character. 
Shaw seems not so much concerned with realism of character 
and dialogue as with expressing himself, and any or all of 
his characters may serve as his mouthpieces in long operatic 
aria speeches. Although it has become customary to speak 
of Barker as a disciple of Shaw, this is true to only a 
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very limited extent. Shaw himself does not consider Barker 
to be an imitator of him. In answer to the question: ''Do 
you think Barker was an imitator of Shaw?" he writes: 
No. We could not have been less alike. He had never 
seen great acting, and hated it, whereas I, having seen 
it in my boyhood and been stagestruck :by it, always 
wrote for it. He used to say to the company when I 
was rehearsing ''Remember, will you, that this is Italian 
Opera." His own style was lowtoned; and even in his 
Shakespear productions the big part~ were underplayed. 
Galsworthy was the author for him.3? 
There is a certain similarity between Barker and Gals-
worthy in their detachment, in their presentation of several 
sides of a problem, and in their very concern with problems. 
But here again appear significant differences. Barker's dia-
logue is more intellectual in content and style because there 
are more intellectuals among his characters. As in dialogue, 
so in the entire construction on the play Barker is much more 
complex than Galsworthy, more subtle and more delicate. Gals-
worthy's plays are clear-cut, direct, logical, easy to under-
stand. Barker's plays have suggestions of things left unsaid, 
they probe deeper into their characters, their plan is less 
obvious, and they are sometimes difficult to read • . A Gals-
worthy plan can be read in little over ~n hour, while a full-
length Barker play takes three. As for saying that Galsworthy 
influenced Barker, it might better be put vice versa, for 
Galsworthy's first play, The Silver Box, is dated 1906, by 
35. Personal letter to the author, dated July 8, 1950. 
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which time Barker had already produced Ann Leete, Prunella, 
and The Voysey Inheritance. 
Other possible influences on Barker may be noted. 
The realism of Ibsen and his emphasis on the emancipation 
of woman certainly paved the way for Barker and for his 
contemporaries, as did the naturalism of Hauptmann. 
Among English dramatists, Robertson and Pinero, old-fashioned 
though they seem beside Barker, did take steps toward the 
presentation of the problems of real life on the stage. 
Morgan chooses Ibsen and Whitman as the great influences 
. 6 
on early twentieth century thought.3 In Barker one can 
see the Whitman emphasis on the essential goodness and purity 
of nature as opposed to the artificial conventions of society. 
There is a Meredithian flavor to the intellectual comedy of 
Barker in its occasional obscurity and in the fact that it 
depends for its humor not on farcical situations or horse-
play but on the ironies of life and the characters' unware-
ness of their true selves . Williams calls attention to the 
fact that, though Barker was in no way a conscious disciple 
of the American novelist, " ••• his prolix, involved and some-
what chilling intellectual drama is in the same class in 
workmanship as Henry James 1 s novels. ••37 
There is definitely a suggestion of Tchekov in Barker's 
technique of creating atmosphere ~hrough the use of detail, 
36. Tendencies of Modern English Drama, pp. 174-176. 
37· Modern English Writers, p. 268. 
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in 'the ~act that the drama o~ his plays . is an inner drama 
rather than external, and in the care~ul though apparently 
haphazard construction. That Barker admir¢d Tchekov is 
evident in his critical writings. The di~~erence between 
the two lies in the ~act that the emotional tone o~ Tchekov 
is not ~ound in Barker, a di~~erence which Dickinson attri-
butes to the di~~erence between the Russian and the British 
mind. "The British mind is keyed to comedy, it is brittle, 
it ~lashes allusively. The Russian temper is melancholy; 
through it is the sense o~ 'useless things. 111 38 One can 
trace some o~ Maeterlinck 1s symbolism in Barker, too, and 
some o~ his romantic atmosphere, especially in the last plays. 
At very best, however, the determining o~ in~luences on 
a wrj_ ter 1 s work is uncertain. Similarities can be pointed 
out in tone, style, subject matter, and so on; and the clos-
er the similarities the better ~ounded is ·the suggestion o~ 
the in~luence o~ the one writer on the other. The similiarj_-
ties indicated here between Barker's work as a dramatist and 
that o~ others exist, but the point to be emphasized is that 
he is not an imitator o~ anyone. He has great insight, in-
. tel~ectual ability, and originality. His plays are distinc-
tively Granville-Barker's. 
Original as they are in insight and skillful in execu-
tion, why have Barker's plays not proved more popular? One 
38 . An Outline o~ Contemporary Drama (Boston: Houghton 
Mi~~lin c~, 1927), p. 234. 
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reason undoubtedly is their having an intellectual quality 
rather than a quickly relt emotional appeal. They demand an 
alert audience or reader; they cannot be skimmed through 
quickly. They have at times an excess of subtlety in the 
dialogue which Archer found incomprehensible in the earliest 
or them. And their interest lies in talk and characteriza-
tion and ideas rather than in the obvious theatricalities 
or the well-made play. The talk is philosophical, political, 
intellectual; and it does not have Shaw's brilliance of wit 
to relieve its seriousness . Then, too, from the point of 
view of the producer, they require an extensive cast. All 
of the major works have many more important roles than are 
customarily found in commercially staged works~ especially 
nowadays with costs being exorbitantly high. Ann Leete re-
quires a cast or twenty; The Voysey Inheritance, eighteen; 
Waste, sixteen; The Madras House, twenty-five; The Secret 
Life, thirteen; His Majesty, twenty-one. As one reads the 
plays, this great number of characters demands concentration 
even to keep the individuals straight in one's mind--a diffi-
culty which would certainly be eased in a performance with 
the actual separate individuals seen and heard on the stage. 
Barker's total output of original dramatic work is not 
very large--six full-length plays, three one-act plays, and two 
collaborations. It must be remembered, however, that up to 
the time of the first World War he was actively engaged in 
acting and producing as well as writing; so the wonder i s 
not that he did less original writing in those years but 
that he found time to do so much. After he retired from 
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his active work in the theatre, nevertheless, it seems that 
he might have done more original dramatic work had he wanted 
to. Earlier he had expressed the desire to have more time 
for his creative work, and yet when the time came after the 
war, he wrote only two one-act plays (Vote £z Ballot and 
Farewell to the Theatre) and two full-length plays (The Secret 
Life and His Majesty). Not that he was idle by any means, 
for he translated and adapted a number of plays, mainly from 
the Spanish, with his second wife, Helen Granville-Barker, 
and he worked for a national theatre in England and contri-
buted much valuable Shakespear~an criticism; but of creative 
work there is little during the last thirty years of his life. 
One reason for the small bulk of Barker • s original drama-
tic work is undoubtedly the fact that he was a slow and pain&-
taking writer, for writing was difficult for him. Shaw tells 
an interesting anecdote to illustrate this point: 
He wrote slowly and with difficulty •••• When I urged him 
to get on with his playwriting he said "Writing is easy 
for you, it is your profession; but it is not mine: 
I went on the stage when I was 14." When his Madras 
House was in rehearsal he hung it up for weeks because 
he could not write the scene between Constantine and 
his wife. A.t last I wrote it myself; and this so in-
furiated him (as I knew it WQUld) that he finished it 
in a day in his own manner.j~ 
39· Personal letter to the writer, dated July 8, 1950. 
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After Barker's divorce from Lillah McCarthy and his marriage 
to Helen Manchester Gates Huntingdon (an American poet and 
novelist), he no longer had Shaw to prod him into writing, 
for the second Mrs. Barker did not approve of the Socialist 
Shaw, and Barker almost never saw him again. The Barkers 
retired to Devon and later went to Paris to live. Shaw com-
menta with bitterness on the second Mrs. Barker. "His marri-
age to Mrs. Huntingdon was his divorce from me,'' he says. 
It finished him politically and artistically. She had 
a very considerable literary talent; but it stopped at 
Meredith and Henry James; and to her all Socialists 
were infamous guttersnipes. She hated me, and was de-
termined to rescue him from my evil and disgraceful 
influence. 
Shaw adds somewhat uncharitably, "And her alimony from Hunting-
don was more than sufficient for Barker to live on opulently. 1140 
Not only did the second Mrs. Barker not approve of Shaw, but, 
judging by what Shaw says, neither did she approve of Barker's 
early plays. "I hope," says Shaw, 11his widow has come to see 
that the wild oats he sowed with me have produced a better har-
vest than she foresaw, and that his original contributions to 
our dramatic literature are treasures to be preserved, not 
compromising docUments to be destroyed." 41 What Mrs. Barker 
wanted apparently had a great influence on Barker--at least 
if we are to believe Shaw, who says, "What surprised me was 
that he was completely and abjectly under her thumb; for at 
40. Ibid. 
41. "Barker's Wild Oats," p. 52. 
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42 the Court he liked to have his own way." Exactly how Shaw 
knows this he does not reveal, f.or his own intimacy with Bar-
ker had ended. 
Here are two explanations, then, for the relatively slight 
quantity of Barker's original dramatic output--his slowness in 
writing and the influence of the second Mrs. Barker. The first 
seems reasonable; the second, based as it is on Shaw's emotion-
ally colored statement, is perhaps less to be relied upon . A 
third possible reason can be found in the reception which Bar-
ker's plays received. Some critics in his own day chose to 
argue academically that The Madras House, for example, was not 
even a play, because it was not a play in the conventional 
sense. And his last three works did not find producers at all, 
for, Barker himself having retired from that phase of theatri-
cal activity, there apparently was no one else brave enough 
and interested enough in the theatre apart from its commercial 
aspects to stage them. He can hardly be blamed--especially, 
too, after his ardent attempts to establish a national theatre 
came to naught--for having become disillusioned enough to be 
no longer interested in doing creative dramatic work or in 
producing either. The disillusion after the war which he por-
trays so skillfully in The Secret Life may be a reflection of 
his own mood as well as being the attitude of Evan Strowde. 
One is reminded of what Matthew Arnold said about his not 
42. Personal letter to the writer, dated July 8, 1950. 
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writing more poetry in the second half of his life. Arnold 
wrote to his sister in 1858: 
If the opinion of the general public about my poems 
were the same as that of the leading literary men, ••• 
I should gain the stimulus to en~ble me to produce my 
best,--all that I have within me, wl~tever that may 
be--to produce which is no light matter with an exist-
ence so hampered as mine is. Perfection of a certain 
kind may there be attained, or at least approached, 
without knocking yourself to pieces, but to attain or 
approach perfection in the region of thought and feel-
ing, and to write this with perfection of form, demands 
not merely an effort and a labor, but an actual tearing 
of oneself to pieces, which one does not readily consent 
to unless one can devote one's whole life to poetry. 
Barker, too, strove for perfection, and not receiving more en-
couragement, he perhaps decided that to continue what was diffi-
cult at best was not worth the effort. Shortly before his death, 
in complaining about the fact that there was no real theatre in 
England or in America, he wrote: 
A man I knew long ago had passed the most energetic 
years of his life both creditably and successfully in 
various theatrical pursuits; and he suddenly vanished 
from those scenes. I asked him when I met him some time 
later, "Why did you leave the thea;t?er? 11 He answered me, 
"Because there was none to leave."'T3 
This "man I knew" sounds suspiciously like Barker himself. 
There is certainly no indication in his last plays that he 
had written himself out. Rather The Secret Life and His Majesty 
are as forceful and as polished works as his earlier ones, and 
instead of suggesting that their author is merely rehashing 
earlier ideas, they go on to new depths of understanding and 
thought. It is, of course, quite possible that Barker in his 
43. The Use of Drama (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1945) p. or: - -
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later work, at least in the Shakespeare criticism, was in-
dulging himself in writing about a subject that had always 
been of great interest to him. It was not exactly a matter 
of dropping one thing in disgust to go on to something differ-
ent but rather of developing another aspect of his work in 
the theatre and the drama. 
Dixon .Scott is of the opinion that the genuine Barker 
is not the actor-producer but the writer. Says Scott: 
The genuine Barker is the writing one--it is the others 
who are the proxies--and though they have doubtless 
played into his hands a little, they have held those 
hands far more; and a truer statement of the relation-
ship would be to say they owe the high distinction of 
their methods, the astonishingly civilized intelligence 
they display, to the fact that they have always had the 
unprecedented luck (unprecedented, that is to say, in 
English actor-managerdom) to be continually primed, and 
prompted, and fastidiously steered, by an absolutely 
pure-bred man of letters. 
And he adds, "He is just as much an actor-manager as Shake-
speare was; no more. His natural kingdom is between boards, 
not upon them. 1144 This emphasis on Barker the dramatist is 
a welcome one, but Barker himself would probably have said 
that his plays were only a part, albeit a very important one, 
of his work in the theatre. And the various aspects of his 
work are, after all, aspects of one united whole. They are 
inter-related and influential one on another, and all are 
evidence of Barker's active interest in the theatre, an in-
terest expressed in acting, in producing, and in the writing 
44. "Mr. Granville Barker and an Alibi," pp. 135-136. 
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of plays and criticism. 
As an original dramatist, what are Barker 1s contributions 
and what is his importance? One cannot say that he established 
a school of followers, but one can claim that he in his earlier 
works contributed to the advance of naturalism in the English 
drama and carried that technique even further than his contem-
poraries. He helped to break the English drama from the all 
too constraining bonds of the well-made play, to bring it into 
closer contact with the realities of life. He helped to broad-
en the scope of the drama by introducing subject matter there -
tofore considered morally unsuitable, as in Waste, and subject 
matter from everyday life, as in The Madras House. He ex~eri­
mented with dramatic forms and helped to broaden the character 
of what could be considered a play. He once said that he would 
like to see a .play which was in effect the dramatization of a 
Blue Book, and as Swinnerton comments, · "That shows how far the 
serious drama had progressedEngland u"nder his care. 1145 In 
his last plays (unproduced though they were), particularly in 
~Secret Life, he showed the way to a more spiritual and sym-
bolic drama, still within the naturalistic technique. He helped 
to raise the level of dramatic wrj.ting by creating plays that 
have intellectual and literary value as well as theatrical 
effect, plays which are permanently interesting for their 
45. The _Georgian Scene, p. 214. 
ideas. He contributed detailed and significant studies 
(with many memorable scenes) of English middle-class life 
and of English P9litics. In this he is without a peer. 
He created many fascinating characters, and emphasized 
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the psychological study of character probably to a greater 
extent than any of his contemporaries. He wrote plays 
which are important in themselves. Archer says: "The 
author of The Voysey Inheritance and Waste stands, in my 
eyes, second to none of his contemporaries. I am not sure 
that these are not the greatest plays of our time. 1146 And 
Shaw, when asked which of Barker's plays he thought most 
. 4 
worthy of attention now, replied, "All of them." 7 He 
helped raise the dramatist to a position of greater impor-
tance than the actors who person~fied the people of the play. 
As St. John Ervine says, the writers of the early twentieth 
.century, Barker among them, "rushed through the stage door . 
of the English theatre and made the actors take the count •••• 
The dramatic critics, led by William Archer, ceased to be 
interested in acting and wrote only of the play." 48 Had 
Barker written more than a half-dozen original plays he 
would undoubtedly have achieved a reputation as a major 
English dramatist. The plays that he did write, however, -
46. Old Drama and New, p. 129. 
47. Personal letter to the writer, dated July 8, 1950. 
48. Theatre in Mz Time, p. 102. 
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are sufficient to insure him a permanent position as a 
playwright of great originality, powerful intellect, extra-
ordinary understanding of human nature, and skill of tech-
nique and literary expression far above the average. As 
the years place him and his contemporaries in -: , proper 
perspective, Barker's reputation as a dramatist will perhaps 
increase, and his high standing will be justly deserved. 
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PART IV 
GRANVILLE-BARKER THE CRITIC 
As well as contributing to the modern theatre as actor, 
producer, and dramatist, Granville-Barker wrote a consider-
able amount of dramatic criticism. He believed that criti-
' 
cism has an important function in the advancement of theat-
rical art. 
All arts are mysteries ( he says] ; the way into their 
service is by initiation, not learning, and the adept 
hug~ his secret. Yet they need the discipline of criti-
cism, which learning can impose, ~nd none needs it more 
than does the art of the theatre . 
After his retirement from active work in the theatre itself 
Barker wrote books, articles, prefaces, and lectures, later 
published, in which he expressed his ideas about the drama i n 
general, about acting and playwriting, and about individual 
writers and works. Indeed at the present time he is probably 
best known for his Prefaces to Shakespeare. Barker's comments 
are of special value because they are the comments of a man 
with practical experience in the theatre, not simply those of 
a reader of plays or of a theorist. But Barker was a critic 
of life as well as of literature. His plays, of course, pre-
sent his interpretation of life, and in other writings, too, 
1. On Dramatic Method: being the Clark Lectures for l93Q 
(London::Sidgwick and Jackson, Ltd.;-1931), pp. 7-8. 
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he is a critic in the broad sense of the term . 
Underlying Barker's comments on the theatre is his 
conception of the place of the arts in a democracy and es~ 
pecially in education in a democracy. Our democratic civil-
ization, he recognizes, is hardly perfect. Although we have 
the forms of freedom and have made mechanical advances in 
our lives through numerous inventions, we are not going to 
be really free or civilized without the proper education. 2 
It is not the actual practice of painting, sculpture, music, 
or the drama that he advocates for the average student,3 
however; rather the study of them in such a way as to develop 
the proper kind of citizen. We do not want our education to 
produce disappointed aesthetes, he says, but we do want "in 
the citizens of our new world natures cultivated to be suit-
ably articulate, keenly critical, fully appreciative. 114 
This is indeed a good statement of the aims of a liberal 
arts education. Democraciesmust strive to make the common 
man uncommon, says Barker, and the arts can help in doing 
this. He is not an advocate of art for art's sake alone. 
He says: 
Art is not mere entertainment, although it can be 
most entertaining. It is a moral exercise, although 
it need never be depressingly solemn. It should leaven 
the daily life of a community. It frees men's imagina-
tion, and controls it . If it is of good quality itself 
it sets a standard of qualit~even in the simplest things. 
2. Use of the Drama, p. 89. 
3. Ibid:-:- p.-90. 
4. Ibid., P• 91. 
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~uality is the watchword. There will be the differ-
ence between a nature it influences and one to which 
it means nothing that is5the difference between crude iron and tempered steel. . 
He gives credit to the arts as a means of helping a man to be a 
better citizen and a better statesman, too--a better President 
or Prime Minister. The influence of the arts is indirect but 
pervasive, he maintains. "It gives a man poise, a point of 
view, sets up for him a general standard of quality. It helps 
refine his faculties, mature his precepts, gives balance to 
his judgm.ent."6 The arts are not only for the selected few, 
however; they are of value to all citizens in preparing them 
to be able wisely to select those few who will practice state-
craft, to distinguish between the true and the pinchbeck state-
craft, between folly and wisdom. 7 "For art is a microcosm of 
8 life, and the ultimate standards in each are the same." 
Against this background of the value of the arts as a 
whole Barker places the art of the drama, in which of course 
he is primarily interested. Of all the arts he believes the 
drama to be the most valuable in education. Of all the arts 
the drama is the closest to life itself. It is, says Barker, 
11Everyman•s art; it is the direct and living reflection of 
life itself •••• "9 Although the drama is a means of self-
expression, it is much more--in fact, it is anti-egotist. 
5· 
6. 
7· 
Ibid. 
--~., p. 28. 
Ibid., p. 29. 
8. 
9· 
Ibid., pp. 29-30. 
Ibid., p. 30. 
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"Dr amatic art, fully developed in the form of the acted 
play, is the working out ••• not of the self-realization of 
the individual, but of society itself. 1110 It emphasizes co-
operation. There is co-operation between the dramatist and 
the actor--and the audience itself must contribute, too. 
There is co-operation among the actors. Each character must 
be fully developed, but every actor must play his part with 
a primary loyalty to the whole play, not with an eye to in-
11 dividual brilliance. Being thus a co-operative effort, 
the drama can contribute greatly to the civilization of man 
by increasing his understanding of society, which is also a 
co-operative undertaking. But the drama interprets life as 
well as reflecting it. "It is its shadow, but then it is its 
illumination, too. 1112 For we gain vicarious experience 
through partaking in the performance of a play as spectators, 
and we acquire an understanding of human nature. "It is not 
out of ourselves the dramatist must needs take us, but rather 
a little further in. ul3 Moreover, we have a community of 
interest and a sympathy with not only the characters in the 
play but also with our neighbors in the theatre. It is a 
sure sign of success, says Barker, when at the end of an act 
strangers all over the theatre turn to one another like old 
10. The Exemplary Theatre (Boston: Little, Brown, and Co., 
1922), p. Lib. 
11 . Ibid., p. 47, 
12. Ibid., p. 269. 
13. Ibid., p. 268. 
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acquaintances to discuss the play. ''The truth of art has 
succeeded in making that little assembled world kin. 1114 
And if the dramatist's business is not mere entertainment, 
neither is it narrow moralizing, "but simply to see that--
as to a question asked--his play tells the truth in reply, 
and that it is a significant truth, worth the telling . ul5 
Because of the drama's concern with fundamental truth 
and with human beingsin their relations with one another in 
society, Barker firmly believes that drama has an immense 
educational value. This value is not to be realized fully, 
however, simply by attendance at an occasional play, but 
only by a more systematic and thorough study of plays. The 
theme of the value of drama in education is a continually 
recurring one in Barker's writings. It forms a major por-
tion of his book The Exemplary Theatre and is the subject 
of two shorter works, The Study of Drama and The Use of 
Drama. In The Exemplary Theatre, the earliest of these 
works, he visualizes a theatre school which would have stu-
dents of two kinds--those who are aiming to make a livelihood 
by working in the theatre (a relatively small number) and 
those who are studying drama for its general educational 
value, who may perhaps become teachers of drama in the 
schools (not in the professional sense of preparing actors 
14. Ibid., p. 266. 
15. Use of Drama, p. 57. 
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or producers or dramatists, but in the broader sense of 
preparing good citizens) or administrators of community 
theatres. In this school of the drama the actual perform-
ance of plays by students would be a minor part of the curri-
culum. Indeed they would be kept from acting for as long as 
possible. But the study of plays in seminars would be a 
very important part of the work. Although theoretically 
the final goal of the study would be production of the work, 
it would be a critical study, without any definite identifi-
cation of students with individual parts which they would 
later play. From this detailed critical study would derive 
the great benefit of an understanding of humanity as well 
as the more restricted result of an appreciation of form 
and technique in playwriting. 
T.his seminar study of a play woUld follow a pattern 
like this: First would come two or three straightforward 
readings of the play with the readers varied, in order to 
get the bare meaning of it. Then would follow a general 
discussion. Next the play must be brought to life by a 
selected body of interpreters, who by adding their person-
alities to the characters would bring about changes of in-
16 
terpretation. Then would come more discussion. The fi-
nal step might occasionally be an actual production of the 
16 .. Exemplary Theatre, pp. 121-122. 
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play. The purpose of this seminar work is "to c,ome, if 
ul'"( possible, to a common understanding of the play ••• , to 
reach a unity in diversity. "Unity in diversity must be 
our social ideal, and it is this that drama in its very 
nature does expound and, through the sympathetic power of 
impersonation, interpret. This is the drama's secret."18 
There is a difference between student and interpreter in 
that the company performing a ·play have abandoned all criti- · 
cal sense, though at the beginning they will have studied 
the play mucp as the student has, albeit with each actor in 
his appointed place as one of the characters.19 To keep 
t he crj_tical faculty alive, students would not be allotted 
parts, nor would they ordinarily act them in a final produc-
tion. 
Not all plays are equally suitable for this kind of 
study. Barker rules out A Midsummer Night's Dream and The 
Doctor's Dilemma, for example, as making too great demands 
upon sheer rhetoric or external graces. Candida, John Bull's 
Other Island, Strife, and especially Tchekov's plays are very 
appropriate because there is so much written between the 
lines--in other words, there is much room for discussion of 
20 differences of opinion. 
17 . Ibid .• , p. 118 . 
18. Ibid., p. 119. 
19. Ibid., p. 133-
20. Ibid., pp. 124-125. 
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In The Exemplary Theatre Barker visuali.zes this sort 
of study of drama as par t of the work of just such an ideal 
theatre, the other part of its function being the actual 
production of plays, in which it would serve as a national 
theatre . In his Use of the Drama, where he recapitulates 
much of the material of the earlier work, Barker does not 
any longer link this study of plays with anything like a 
school of drama or a national theatre, but rather speaks of 
it as part of a general educational program in the schools. 
Barker is surely right in his belief in the value of a study 
of plays as part of the educational plan in schools, and 
probably a procedure somewhat like the one he advocates is 
used in most schools today when plays are studied . Ordinar-
ily, however, the study of plays in schools is probably not 
nearly so thorough and complete as it would be according to 
Barker's plan. Yet he is without doubt right in stating 
that a student who thus seriously reads and discusses a play 
will have gained vicarious experience and he 11may emerge, if 
not a little wiser than he was--wisdom comes more slowly--at 
least a little keener in discerning the things about him . 1121 
Moreover, students who have thus studied a play "will make 
the best possible audience for the best possible performance 
of it that can be given. 1122 
21 . Use of Drama, p. 58. 
22 . Ibid., p . 59· 
And, Barker constantly reiterates (to go on now to 
other aspects of his ideas on the drama), a play is not a 
play fully realized until it is presented on the stage by 
actors. 
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Drama has no claim to existence apart from the thea.tre 
that it should be framed for f he insists]. As well 
praise a yacht for being built to stay safely in har-
bour as exalt a play because it is more fitted for the 
study than the stage.23 
One should read plays, of course, but always projecting them 
24 towards performance as one reads. And reading a. play pro~er-
ly requires a definite imaginative ability. "About as many 
people can get at Shakespeare's plays by reading them as can 
appreciate Beethoven's symphonies by fingering them out on 
the piano." 25 The final realization of a play is the perform-
ance of it, and thus in a very literal sense, believes Barker, 
every play is a collaboration between dramatist, actor, and 
audience. Each has his own part to play in the co-operative 
effort. 
The dramatist has written in his play a microcosm of 
society. "A play is a pictured struggle and reconciliation 
of human wills and ideas; internecine, with destiny or with 
circumstance." 26 But the actor is the interpreter of the 
characters created by the author, and in that interpretation 
he becomes a collaborator in the creation. "The emptier a 
23. Exemplary Theatre, p. 1· 
24. Ibid., p. 126. 
25. Ibid., p. 30. 
26~ !E.!£·, p. 46. 
play, of course," notes Barker, 
t he more easily can an interpreter of creative in-
stincts fill it with his own persona.lity •••• on the 
other hand, the greater the play the more easily it 
will accommodate the height a.n~7brea.dth of an inter-preter's legitimate endeavour. 
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The great playwright, then, "is not he who can defi.ne his 
meaning most rigidly, but he who has planted in his play 
ideas vital enough to bea.r .development, . to demand develop-
ment, yet to defy both belittling and fa.lsifica.tion." 28 
Although Barker places great importance on the contribution 
of the actor to the finished product, he shows humility 
nevertheless regarding the work of both actor and dramatist. 
They are both creators in a. sense, to be sure, but lest the 
dramatist feel that he is the real creator, let him remember, 
says Barker, that "he, too, does but capture, to inform 
with something of his own life and pass forth again renewed 
a. brain-full of the ideas and passions which are th~ common 
possessions of--which so possess--mankind." Besides, in 
another sense, we are all interpreters, not creators. 
"Creation is not man's prerogative." 29 
Still the contribution of the actor to the realization 
of the play is essential. Barker cites a performance of 
Tchekov•s The Cherrz Orchard at the Moscow Art Theatre as 
an example that "with the dramatist the words on paper are 
27. Ioid., PP· 122-123. 
28. Ibid., P• 123. 
29. Ibid., P• 213. 
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but the seeds of the play." The actors must cultivate and 
raise the crop. Or, to use another figure, for one having 
seen the performance, "to read the play afterwards was like 
reading the libretto of an opera--missing the music."3° 
The dramatist has to work within certain limits in presenting 
his characters and situation. "As a lesson in conciseness 
the well-made play is only to be beaten by the sonnet.n3l 
He must consequently suggest much by implication. For the 
knowledge the actor needs for his part he "must search, so 
to speak, behind the scenes, before the rise of the curtain 
and even after its fall." 32 It is not enough for just one 
actor to approach his part in this manner; all must do it 
in co-operation. (Here Barker the critic reflects the 
practice of Barker the producer, for he demanded just sucp 
an understanding of the character by the actor, and the 
Court Theatre was noted for its ensemble, not for individual 
"star" performances.) The producer is the one who directs 
the procedure of the determination of the play's meaning 
and the discovery of the characters• natures, and there-
hearsal of the unified whole. The producer is like a con-
ductor, but their powers are very different, since the pro-
ducer wields his baton at rehearsals only and then has 
neither terms nor instruments of precision for explanation 
or response.33 
30. Ibid., P• 215. 
31. Ibid., p. 109. 
32. Ibid., p. 216. 
33· Ibid., p. 218. 
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From this co-operation with the playwright by actors 
and producer comes something that did not exist in any of the 
elements by itself. Explains Barker: 
And yet, by furthering with their best thoughts the 
thoughts of the poet, and more, far more, by yielding 
themselves utterly, body and spirit, as instruments 
to the harmony of the play 1s purpose, a company of 
actors does bring to birth a thing of powerful beauty 
that was not in the play before, that is not in them-
selves, but has now some of the absolute virtue of fine 
music, some of the quality that can make small things 
great. There is honour in this art.3~ 
Barker recognizes the truth that different playwrights 
use different methods to express their interpretation of life, 
and that actors must suit their styles to the dramatist. 
"Shakespeare and Ibsen wrote with pens, wrote dialogue, de-
signed it for living actors," says he, 11 and there, really, all 
technical likeness ends."35 Obviously an actor cannot use 
the same technique for playing Romeo and Hjalmar Ekdal.· But, 
laments Barker, unfortunately there has not been built up a 
proper technique for acting modern drama. 36 Even what is 
usually called the Shakespearean tradition is not Shakespear-
~an at all, and he hopes that with the revived study of. Eliza-
bethan stagecraft this tradition will disappear.37 But at 
any rate, the interpreter must follow the lines the creators 
have travelled. 
If Shakespeare wrote rhetorically, wove his effects 
out of strands of unrepressed individual emotion, if 
34. Ibid., p. 233· 
35· Ibid., p. 85. 
36. Ibid. 
37· Ibid., p. 87. 
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Sheridan cared greatly for the set of his prose, 
Robertson for sentiment, Pinero in his farces for 
well-bitten comic figures, if the work of Ibsen is 
most strongly marked by the involute process of revel-
ation of character, that of Tchekov by the way in 
which his men and women are made to seem less like 
independent human beings than reflections in the 
depths of the circumstances of his plays--these 
traits of each dramatist mould and pervade his work 
and should dictate a related method for its inter-
pretation.35 
Barker laments the fact, too, that contemporary dramatic 
critics do not know much about acting as an art, and fail 
to relate the acting to the play itself.39 
To return, however, to the .. tri-partite co-operation 
upon which depends the final realization of the play, the 
final element in this trio is the audience, which is all-
important. "Not the finest playing of the best play in the 
world can fully exist without it," Barker states. The thea-
tre cannot go much further than its audience will whole-
heartedly follow .•. 
Nor should it wish to, for · in this wider partnership 
is the art's final strength. In the collective con-
sciousness so formed by playwrights, actors, and audi-
ence we can gain from the actual drama an understs.nd-
ing of human relationships deeper and subtler than 
words and their reasoning can give. Sensitized by 
art, overtones are added to our nature's scale. And 
what more wonderful instrument has man to play upon 
than is this living self? What greater capacity for 
an orchestration of humanity, with all its thoughts 
and passions, will he find th~8 lies in a company of 
men and women highly attuned? 
38. Ibid. 
39. Ibid. 
40. Ibid., p. 237· 
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The obligations of the audience are simple: it must go to 
the theatre "otherwise disposed than for mere digestive 
entertainment and no more"; it must learn to like and to 
41 demand quality in whatever kind of drama is being presented. 
It is apparent that the qualities which Barker demands of 
the playwright, actor, and audience are not qualities which 
are commonly found in the commercial theatre, as he was well 
aware. These are the ideals which the exemplary theatre 
would strive for. In fact, there is no theatre in England 
(or in America) which Barker recognizes as such, for the 
playhouses are all controlled by commercial interests. 
Drama is under the rule of business men who are interested 
in retaining the mob appeal of drama. 11All 1s fish that 
comes to their net with a piece of silver slipped in the 
gills, and the bigger the catch the better," is his bitter 
42 
remark. Although there is a four hundred years• accumu-
lation of drama in English--a drama outranked by none in the 
world, there is nothing that can properly be called a theatre 
at all. For a theatre to Barker is not "merely one of those 
buildings in which a scratch company of actors can be assem-
bled and a play rehearsed and performed time after time to 
a casual crowd at so much a head until the immediate demand 
for it is exhausted." A building, and a well equipped 
41. Use of Drama, p. 85. 
42. Exemplary Theatre, p. 10. 
building, is certainly needed, but a theatre above all 
involves "a stable organization of actors and actresses 
and directors, an institution in which the whole art of 
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the drama can be cultivated for its own sake and made mani-
fest.u43 A theatre is like a library or a musetun in its re-
lation to the public and its services to the arts. The 
audience in such a theatre would pay for its seats, and 
the numbers interested in attending any play would be ~­
portant information to its directors •. 
But plays would no more be performed in such a theatre 
for the sole purpose of attracting a crowd than a 
Flemish primitive will be bought or rejected by the 
Metropolitan Museum upon the taking of a city-wide 
plebiscite (the time may come when the public taste 
will be so reliable, but it has not come yet), or than 
New York's public librarian will timid~~ fill his 
shelves with nothing but best-sellers. 
From at least as early as 1904 until his death Barker 
had a vision of a national theatre in England, and he sin-
cerely worked for the establishment of such a theatre. He 
mentioned the need for it in almost everything that he 
wrote, in almost every lecture that he gave. In 1904 he 
collaborated with William Archer on elaborate and detailed 
plans ·for a national theatre, a theatr,e that would be the 
permanent home of Shakespeare and other classic English 
dramatists, of translations from the great drama of other 
lands, and of ~portant new plays. The work was privately 
43 . Use of Dr:a.ma, p. 67. 
44. Ibid., p. 68. 
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printed in that year and was endorsed by seven prominent 
persons in the world o~ the drama--Henry Irving, Squire 
Bancro~t, J. M. Barrie, Helen D'Oyly Carte, John Hare, 
45 Henry Arthur Jones, A. w. Pinero. But the national 
theatre was not established. 
The plans of Archer and Barker are complete in every 
detail. The organization would be governed by a Board o~ 
Trustees of ~ifteen members. The officers and all of the 
employees needed (down to the cleaning women) are enumerated, 
along with their suggested salaries. A Director would be in 
charge, and the other o~ficers would be a Literary Manager 
(to read and suggest plays and arrange them for the stage), 
a Business Manager, a part-time Solicitor, a Reading Com-
mittee Man (who with the Director and Literary Manager 
would form a Reading Committee). A complete three-months' 
repertory of plays in a possible order of presentation is 
given. The size of the theatre is suggested as between 
1550 and 1600 seats. The prices o~ the tickets are sug-
gested; and there is even a model application ~orm provided 
~or subscription seats. The plan required a donor or donors 
to provide a site for the theatre and guarantees ~or absorb-
ing the expenses ~or a certain number o~ years at the be-
ginning, should the enterprise not immediately pay its own 
way. But the authors maintained that, ~ree ~rom taxes and 
45. Schemes and Estimates for a National Theatre (New 
York: DUffield and Co., 1908), . be~ore numbered pages. 
rents, the theatre must be able to pay its own way and 
even make a profit, out of which the initial gifts would 
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be repaid, after which the theatre would become the proper-
ty of the nation. 
The authors make clear that this national theatre is 
not meant to be a pioneer theatre with experiment as its 
primary function. For this reason they omit from their 
specimen repertory the names of Tolstoy, Gorky, Ibsen, 
Bjornson, Hauptmann, D'Annunzio, and Shaw. "That some of 
these writers' work would before long find house-room in 
the theatre we can scarcely doubt," they say; ''but we h.ave 
shown that a rich and varied, if not a thoroughly represen-
tative, .repertory can be formed without them. · It must not 
be thought th.at a National Theatre ought to be, or would be, 
46 
a forcing-house for the esoteric drama." Writing a pre-
face to the 1908 edition of the scheme, Barker states that 
he would "unhesitatingly, both from motives of good policy 
and personal taste, advocate the inclusion in our r.epertory 
list of every author whom we so carefully excluded ~our 
years ago •••• n47 This is probably as good an indication 
as any of the effects of the work of the Court Theatre in 
the development of the English theatre. By now, of course, 
these questionable authors have become classics, and their 
46. Ibid., pp. 44-45. 
4 7 • Ibid • , p • xi • 
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inclusion in a repertory would hardly be debated . 
In 1930, Archer having died and the national theatre 
still not having been established, Barker wrote another 
work revising the original scheme for such a project and 
48 
explaining once more the need for such an organization. 
Circumstances had changed enough--especially the costs of 
such an enterprise--so that a revised plan and estimates 
were necessary. The revised plan is basically the same 
as the older one and equally detailed. Barker .explains 
in the Preface to this work, "Much of the old scheme has 
been retained; the provision for the government and manage-
ment of the theatre, for the pension fund, the triumvirate 
for the choice of plays, the fee system for the actors." 49 
This time, however, a theatre with two auditoriums is en-
visioned, a large one seating 1800 to 1900 and a small one 
seating 1000 to 1100.5° The British Drama League had spon-
sored a competition for a design for the proposed theatre, 
51 
and it is the winning design of w. L. Somerville of Toronto 
that Barker here discusses, with approval for the most part. 
Although the theatre would present classics regularly (out 
of forty-nine plays suggested for the first season twelve 
are Shakespeare's), it would perform an important function 
in cultivating good new dramatists. The financing of the 
48. A National Theatre 
1930) . 
49. Ibid., p. x . 
(London: Sidgwick and Jackson, Ltd., 
so. Ibid., p. 52 . 
51. Ibid., p. 44. 
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theatre--no benevolent millionaire having been discovered 
to donate the ~350,000 needed in 190452--Barker thought 
could be managed by devoting to the project a portion of 
the funds the government earns from licensing radio sets. 53 
In 1930 the estimated total cost of the enterprise was al-
most three times the earlier figure, or ~l,OOO,ooo.54 
These two complete and detai.led schemes not only illus-
trate Barker's practical knowledge of the theatre but also 
are convincing evidence that he was sincerely enough con-
cerned with bringing into existence a national theatre to 
work hard for it. He saw such a theatre as a national li-
brary of the drama. It woUld preserve plays in their living 
form on the stage; it would encourage the neglected art of 
acting--not in individual virtuoso performances but in co-
operative effort55; it would develop the capacities of a.udi-
ences, who then in turn would demand and encourage improve-
ments in drama and acting.56 Unfortunately Barker's plan 
is even yet awaiting fulfillment. In 1946 he was still 
forced to comment on the commercialism of the theatre; on 
the danger of the drama. becoming simply "one of the pettier 
parts of a gigantic entertainment industry, to the demands 
of which it must obediently adapt itself"; on the kind of 
values which determine the success or failure of a play on 
52. Ibid., p. vii. 
53· Ibid., pp. 31-33· 
54. ~-' p •. 30. 
55· Ibid., p. 19. 
56. Ibid., p. 23. 
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57 the basis of its making or losing money. One is reminded 
of Barker's bleak prophecy in The Harlequinade of the mech-
anical theatre of the future for which play-making factories 
turn out material endlessly and with ease. An idealist 
Barker was certainly, but one who worked to try to make his 
ideals realities. 
In addition to his comments on the place of the drama 
in society, the relationship between the dramatist, actor, 
and audience~ and the need for a national home for great 
plays, there are scattered throughout Barker's critical 
writings perceptive remarks about individual authors and 
plays. He shows a comprehensive knowledge of the cu~runa from 
the time of the Greeks to his own day. Although his work on 
Shakespe~e is the most extensive, yet his comments on other 
playwrights are of value in themselves and in throwing light 
on Barker's basic attitudes. 
To a volume of essays titled The Eighteen-Sixties Barker 
contributed an entertaining discussion of the extravaganzas 
and burlesques of J. R. Planche and w. s. Gilbert. Barker 
himself edited a volume of essays tit~ed The Eighteen-Seven-
ties, one of which is by Barker on "Tennyson, Swin.burne , 
Meredith--and the Theatre. " He criticizes Tennyson for 
writing not dramatically but reflectively and in a narrative 
style.58 Swinburne he feels is more the dramatist than 
57· Use of Drama, pp. 64-65. 
58. The Eighteen-Seventies: Essays ~Fellows of the Royal 
Society of Literature (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1929), p.l75 · 
Tennyson, though Bothwell would have been better had it 
been shorter.59 Meredith is (in The Sentimentalists) the 
best of the three as a dramatist, and in losing him the 
theatre lost a brilliant writer. 60 
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Other nineteenth century dramatists before Ibsen Barker 
discusses only in connection with an account of acting in 
the English theatre, and he finds little good to say about 
them . 
Good stage manners were enough to raise the body of 
the plays in the seventeenth and eighteenth-century 
drama to a sufficiently respectable level of interpre-
tation . Performances of them must have rather re-
sembled the dancing of .quadrilles. While if for most 
of the plays written between 1800 and 1860 any more 
than this pleasant gymgastic was desired, not even so 
much did they deserve. 1 
After 1860, however , a new school of acting began to develop 
which can best be described as the Robertson-Bancroft-Pinero 
62 
school. Robertson he credits with providing "material so · 
simple as to be peculiarly suited for the working out by its 
. ,,63 
means of the beginnings of a new way of acting. The 
Robertson-Bancroft influence, however, "tended only to the 
development of a gentle comedic talent," says Barker; "i t 
created nothing but a cup-and-saucer school of drama •••• But 
the cups and saucers were of the best china, and they were 
delicately and deftly handled. 11 64 After Robertson's death 
59· Ibid., p. 179· 62. Ibid., p. 75· 
60. Ibid., p. 194 63. Ibid., p. 76. 
61. Exemplary Theatre, pp. 74-75· 6~Ibid. 
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Bancroft turned to the French theatre for material, and 
actors modelled their style on the French. This Barker 
believes was unfortunate, "for acting is either an art of: 
intensely racial expression or it is nothing. u65 . By the 
180 1 s and '90's when Pinero appeared, the true line of the 
English artistic succession was followed in the playing of 
his farces, but in his social drama the French influence 
was evident in both the writing and the acting--although 
"there were, in this respect , many weaker vessels of play-
h "66 writing than e. 
It was Galsworthy in The Silver Box who asked his actors 
to second his direct observation of the most common-
place English life, to 'be', as near as may be, a few 
people picked, with apparent indif:ference, out of 
Bayswater, out of the London streets; and never to 
mind whether they were, as actors, effective or at-
tractive, or could ~xhibit any one of the superficial 
theatrical virtues.b7 
A company trained in the French tradition, without the Ibsen 
influence , would not have known what to do with this play, 
says Barker. 11It was a serious play . But where would they 
have found in it the stigmata of the serious plays they knew, 
the emotional crisis, the scene a t:aire, the ravellings and 
unravellings of plot?u68 It is unfortunate, Barker main-
tains, . that the English histrionic tradition was broken, 
that actors lost the perspective of bringing a play to life 
65. Ibid., P• 77• 67. Ibid., p. 80 . 
66. Ibid., pp. 77-78. 68. Ibid . 
by searching back to "the essential common relations be-
tween themselves, the play, and its author's meaning.n 69 
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Ibsen did make this method a necessity, however, and Gals-
worthy he admires ~or applying direct observation of life 
to his plays. This is about the extent of Barker's comments 
on Galsworthy. He does select Strife as an example for 
study in a seminar in his exemplary theatre, and says it is 
not too difficult a play to agree on about its meaning. 
It is "delicate, occasionally, but not over-subtlein its 
h 1 ,,70 psyc o ogy •••• 
There are, says Barker, two methods of playwriting--the 
explicit and the implicit. In the former the meaning is 
conveyed fairly directly in words and action; in the latter 
much of the meaning is indirectly expressed. It must be 
conveyed by the actors, "not in words or even in very forth-
right action, but largely by demonstrating the sort of pat-
tern made in the relations and attitudes of the characters 
toward each other and in the contrasts between them, the 
dialogue stressing the significance of the design thus 
formed.u7l Marlowe's plays are wholly explicit. So are 
Shakespeare's earlier plays, and his method in general so 
far as the nature of the play or the character will allow . 
Bernard Shaw is explicit, too. But modern drama in general 
69. Ibid. 
70. Ibid., pp. 126-127. 
71. Use of Drama, p. 44. 
makes much use of the implicit method--Tchekov, for ex-
ample, and Ibsen and Maeterlinck and Yeats. (And, one 
might add, Barker himself.) Tchekov especially requires 
a skilful performance for his meaning to be expressed 
successfully~ says Barker. In ~Cherry Orchard,. for 
example, "unless the actress of Madame Ranevsky brings 
to her performance not only all she is directed to say 
and do, but something besides that it is suggested she 
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must pervasively and expressively be ••• there will be left 
in the place the character should fill nothing but a very 
large hole."72 Tchekov's plays he calls "masterpieces ·of 
their kind, and of a very noble kind," but they more than 
any others call for the collaboration of the actor; "they 
are libretti waiting for music." There is immense subtlety 
in them, and their construction is a technical triumph. 
In them an understanding of the characters is absolutely 
essential. 
Of them it is possible to say that the interplay of 
motive which makes up the action so far transcends any 
mechanical rules, is so much the outcome of the idio-
syncrasies of the characters concerned (though one 
doubts if any play could be so written, yet it does 
seem as if the meaning of the whole were but a quite 
fortuitous outcome of the independent action of the 
parts), that the scenes are positively unactable, 
their sound makes no sense, unless a basic understand-
ing of the characters has been achieved; and this 
achievement is only to be reached by those who can 
relate char acters and play itself to the larger drama 
of Russian life, of which Tchekov•s mind was so per-
fectly the mirror that he interpreted it as he would 
72. Ibid., pp. 44-45. 
have his characters interpret the purpose of his 
plays, the broken lights (never too broken if true) 
finally giving the full view.7j 
Tchekov. is indeed, says Barker, the supreme exemplar of 
this metaphysical method. It might also be said that 
329 
he has put more between the lines than in the text 
itself. The words of The Three Sisters, or The 
Cherry Orchard are indeed but symbols, each sentence 
merely a prescription by which the actor prepares the 
intended effect, very much more being left to his per-
ception and discretion than the forceful elocution of 
his speeches based upon4a generally correct realiza-tion of the character.7 
Shavian drama Barker rightly contrasts with Tchekov's. 
Shaw's plays make more demands upon sheer rhetoric, but 
there can scarcely be any argument about their interpreta-
tion, for there is very little between the lines. "The 
would-be political public speaker who neglects the study 
of the technique of The Doctor's Dilemma, of Major Barbara, 
and Man~ Superman," says Barker, "deserves to remain in-
effective.11 Though Shaw's plays are classed mostly as 
modern comedy, they call primarily for heroic treatment. 
Even in Heartbreak House, which Shaw describes as a fantasia 
in the Russian manner, he omits consideration of the ques-
tion of technique--no doubt, says Barker, because it does 
not interest him, his attention being given to content--
and he is not like Tchekov even here. Is one method of 
writing necessarily better than the other? No, for both 
73· Exemplary Theatre, pp. 130-131. 
74. Ibid., p. 125. 
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can result in good plays. But, Barker notes, "by the rule 
that the more you ask of an actor the more you may get from 
him, Tchekov's work, complete in performance, will require 
certain virtues t hat Shaw ' s must lack." On the other hand, 
Tchekov's plays "inappropriately acted are quite unintellig-
ible," while Shaw's "need never, at least be misunderstood. 11 75 
Although Barker is apparently trying to be fair, this last 
remark soun~s at least partly like a back-handed compliment . 
Of Ibsen's work Barker presents an excellent analysis 
of Rosmersholm, which he praises highly. It illustrates, 
he says, the artist and craftsman combined. It is the spiri-
tual tragedy of Rosmer and Rebecca presented in two hours 
of overheard talk ("a masterpiece of condensation"), very 
nearly as it might happen in life . Every passage of dialogue 
is put to double--even triple--use . It advances the action, 
it reveals the character of the speakers and of the listeners, 
of others as well, and at the same time it weaves a picture 
of Rosmersholm itself . The play is an example of the drama, 
the most material of the arts, become, 11 in the hands of its 
masters, one of the choicest vehicles for inward revelation, 
and thanks to the familiarity of its human medium, the most 
convincing . " The characters have dramatic integrity, i . e., 
a seeming independence of their author, for which I bsen 
sacrifices the convenient devices of aside and soliloquy. 
75· Ibid . , pp. 124-125 . 
Moreover, although there is little action, it is an ex-
citing play. In short, it is a masterpiece, indicates 
Barker--"there are not many of its kind and quality com-
bined, by Ibsen or anybody ,else! ••• It throws a light into 
the very depths of man ' s nature and upon some of the mys-
teries that lie there. u76 
Ibsen is to Barker " the great dramatic economist ." 
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"His plays are fairly short • •• but so highly charged with 
dramatic purpose, with his peculiar blend of thought and 
feeling, that not much more of it at a time would be bear-
able. "77 As a contrast he suggests that Swinburne's fifteen 
thousand line Bothwell and Shaw's ~ to Methuselah might 
have been better plays "if the floods of emotion in the one, 
and the intellectual abundance of the other were purged and 
refined into just about a quarter of the space. n7B Ibsen 
was a poet, Barker insists, even in his prose plays. He 
succeeded in fitting sense and sound together--even in 
translation ·,this is apparent, and in giving uto an apparent-
ly commonplace form of speech all the dramatic force and, 
when need be, all the emotional suggestion that poetry 
could give ."79 Ibsen recognizes that "poignant drama may 
be pulsing beneath the commonplace event, its burden only 
heard in the thing hinted or hal f said, its springs of 
76. Use of Dr:ama, PP• 53-57 • . 
77• On Dramatic Method, p .169. 
7.8. Ibid., p. 26. 
79. Ibid., p • . 170. 
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action hidden in the actors' secret minds."80 So he gives 
us the inner drama, the drama of mind and spirit. This to 
Barker is quite as magnificent in Ibsen as any conflict in 
the Agamemnon · or the Oedipus, Othello or King Lear. "Set 
Rebecca West beside Clytemnestra or Iago; Ibsen need by no 
81 
means lower his colours,'' he states. It is a drama of 
being rather than doing which results from the retrospective 
stagecraft of Ibsen, with its absorbing of action into the 
revelation of character. 82 
Great though Ibsen is as a technician, Barker indicates 
that perhaps at times he carries his economy a bit too far, 
does not allow his drama of being to be as loose in struc-
. ture as it might be. In Rosmersholm he asks if Ibsen does 
not 11keep his characters a little too strictly to their job 
for us to be able to feel quite at ease with them." In 
The Wild Duck, however, he is more at ease with his medium, 
feels Barker. 83 
Form and proportion are even more important to Ibsen, 
says Barker, than to Aeschylus, for in Ibsen's theatre 
the focusing of the action is far sharper, and the 
slightest emphasis tells. If a Greek play could be 
said to have some of the attributes of sculpture, 
with few of these lost there is added now to dramatic 
art something of the quality of a picture, the 8~ast 
touches of light and shade can be made to tell. 
A good example of Ibsen's dramatic economy Barker finds to 
8Q. Ibid., p. 172. 
81. Ibid. 
83. Ibid., p. 185. 
84. Ibid. 
82. Ibid., p. 183. 
be the very opening of Rosmersholm, with Rebecca sitting 
crocheting "~ large white woollen sha1vl which is nearl y 
finished." 
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Even in this (and even in the fact that it is a 
1large 1 shawl and ' nearly finished ' ) there is a touch 
of dramatic significance; for it is the occupation of 
a woman--of such a woman as we see before us, at least 
--who sits and waits and watches and thinks, and has 
been so sitting (since it is a8 1large' shawl 'nearly 
finished') through long hours . 5 
Quite apparently Barker has an eye for detail and quite 
apparently he admires Ibsen. This emphasis on the importance 
of detail, of the drama of being, the inner drama, is what 
one might expect of the man whose own plays (The Secret Life, 
for example) show similar characteristics . 
Barrie ' s The Twelve Pound Look Barker cites as another 
example of the "full'' play, despite the sparseness of its 
dialogue . What t he characters say is but a small part of 
what they think and feel; half a dozen' more plays seemingly 
could be written about them . Barri e 1 s The Will, on the 
other hand, is of the other type--"all is well said and 
well done; but then and there it is obviously done with . 1186 
In his Preface to Barrie ' s The Boy David Barker writes sym-
pathetically of Barrie ' s attempt ''to wed fancy and poetry 
87 to the actualities of his realistic modern stage . 11 A 
difficult problem, Barker realizes, and if Barrie never 
85. Ibi d., p. 174. 
86. EXemplary Theatre, p . 126 . 
87 . (London: Peter Davies, 1938) p .xii. 
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attained the full freedom he needed, yet he helped to win 
it for others. "The English theatre to-day owes much," 
says Barker, "to the encouraging influence of Barrj.e 's 
88 
originality . " Barker's sympathy in his criticism as in 
his plays is not completely with the limitations of the 
realistic drama . Realism is after all, he recognizes, a 
convention like any other. 89 Barrie might have created a 
new theatre more completely suited ·to his needs, but he 
accepted the conventions established for him by the domi-
nant movement of the time . "Had the theatre he found been 
the theatre of to-day lj938] ," says Barker, "with its many 
technical freedoms since won--the revived equivalent of the 
Elizabethan stage--its anachronisms reconceded; the spirj_t 
of the Masque and the Dance alive again and welcome invaders 
--he was the man of all others to have profited by them. 11 9° 
But, though he mastered the ways of the realistic theatre 
and did "well enough" in them, ''he knew that he wanted 
something more and something different; and his dramatic 
progress is marked by efforts to gain it . 11 9l Barrie is in 
Barker's opinion ''the huma.nest of our dramatists. He brings 
fresh air 1.nto the Theatre, which is, Heaven knows, in need 
of such spiritual ventilation."92 
88. Ibid., p. x. 
89. On Dramatic Method, p . l73· 
90. Preface, Boy David, p.ix. 
91. Ibid., p . x. 
92. "J.M. Barrie as a 
Dramatist," Bookman 
(London), XXXIX 
(October, 1910), 21. 
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In his Introduction to Three Plays by Maeterlinck 
Barker shows an appreciation of this dramatist's unrealistic 
method. He praises Maeterlinck's use of symbolism as "the 
only way of saying much in little," but cautions against 
any attempt to try to prove the symbolism of these plays 
as if it were sums in arithmetic. To the practically-
minded it is a dangerously fascinating game, this re-
ducing to common terms these poet's fancies. But the 
last link in the chain will elude you and you may find 
that by thinking of it too much you have missed the 
meaning of the whole.93 
These, though Maeterlinck calls them plays for marionettes, 
are real plays, Barker insists. They might not be success-
ful in the contemporary theatre (of 1910) with its limita-
tions and prejudices, but 11it is the theatre at fault, not 
. 94 
they." He makes the same statement about Laurence Hous-
man's Little Plays of St. Francis in his Preface to that 
work. 95 He credits Maeterlinck and Yeats with beginning 
the revival of poetic drama. Though Maeterlinck wrote in 
prose Barker neverthe+ess calls him a true poet because 
11he deals always with the inwardness of things, treating 
appearances as the mere clothing for that." 
'It is in the soul,' he says in that little master-
piece Interieur, 'that things happen.' And here, at 
once, is the secret of dramatic poetry, and of all 
great drama. For in the theatre, where so much can 
be made of externals, appearance will tend to be 
everything, unless the dramatist can contrive to 
give greater value to what should lie behind it. 
93· (London: Gowans and Gray, Ltd., 1911), p. vii. 
g4. Ibid., p. vi. 
95· (London: Sidgwick and Jackson, Ltd., 1931), 
pp. vii-viii. 
And the dramatist ~ho can do this, by whatever 
means, is a poet .9 
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The element of fantasy and symbolism which appears im-
portantly in Barker's own pl ays ia thus clearly reflected 
in his criticism of the work of other playwrights. Although 
Barker admired Ibsen as a dramatist and although his own 
plays are mainly intellectual and subtle, he complains that 
the English-speaking theatre, after freeing itself of the 
shackles of Sardou took on " the equally alien shackles of 
Ibsen, and ran some risk in so doing of becoming intellec-
tually pretentious ." Ibsen and Shaw., he says:~ have some-
thing to say in their plays, but the average playwright 
"is not necessari ly seething with a message for mankind 
whenever he opens his mouth; and of all tiresome things in 
the world, sham philosophy is the most tiresome ." More-
over, imitators of Ibsen in England drifted so close to 
the state of writing plays "so austerely intellectual 
that their performance seemed a profanation; and we saw 
the actors moving apolog:e t ic ally through their parts as 
if they had been told that they were rather vulgar people 
with no real right there at all. 11 97 Unsophisticated plays 
96. On Poetry in Drama : The Romanes lecture delivered 
in the Taylor Institution 4 June 1937 (Londo~ : Sidgwick and 
Jackson, Ltd., 1937), pp. 11-12. 
97 · Introduction to Four Plays by Serafin and Joaquin 
Alvarez Quintero, tr . by Harley Granville-Barker and Helen 
Granville-Barker (Boston: Little, Brown, and Co., 1928) 
pp. ix-x . 
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like those of the Quinteros (which Barker with the second 
Mrs. Barker translated from the Spanish) can produce artis-
tic effects which are by no means negligible., for "simpli-
city was ever art 1 s best disguise.n98 
Recent English dramatists have, Barker points out (in 
1937)., revolted from the commonly accepted "realism'' of the 
modern play.99 "The realistic play is perhaps achieving ••• 
too petty a perfection," he suggests., " the actors and the 
dramatists have come to complementing each other in a sort 
of sterile equilibrium; and the life in consequence may be 
100 going out of it ." He praises 0 1Casey, Eliot, and Auden 
for attempting to enlarge the bounds of the realistic thea-
tre.101 But, says Barker, if modern poet-dramatists think 
that the important thing is new form or old form made new, 
they are wrong; they must master the substance of the drama-
tist's art as well. 
And for all I can see they have barely touched on this 
so far . Reali sm or SJ'lllbolism, verse or prose., rhythm 
or rhyme--these things and their like finally neither 
make nor mar . The presentation of character in the 
person of the actor., that is at the heart of the busi-
ness, and in thg strength or feebleness of that drama 
lives or dies.l 2 
Thus Barker brings us again to an emphasis on the impor-
tanc e of character in drama . The action of a play must have 
likelihood, he says, and the characters must have such human 
98. 
99 · 
100. 
Ibid., p. vi . 
On Poetry in Drama, p.24. 
Ibid., p . 25. 
101. 
102. 
I bid ., p . 26. 
Ibid., pp. 28-29. 
attributes that the actors can persuade us of their 
actuality. Truth of character is the important element 
in creating illusion in drama . Beside this, conventions 
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in the theatre--where all is convention--count for little. 
"In the hands of the master• Agamemnon and Clytemnestra are 
as real as Hjalmar Ekdal and Hedda Gabler . ul03 In addition 
to giving a character human attributes, however, the drama-
tist must do still more in order to make him really alive. 
He has to give this histrionic body a spirit which 
will b~ inalienably the character ' s own and the essential 
thing in it, a spirit which will, by comparison reduce 
the actor ' s solid reality to the value of mere appear-
ance. By virtue of that the character will transcend 
the actor ' s incarnation of it, f8~ may survive its in-
carnation in a thousand actors . 
The true dramatist thinks of his play to begin with in terms 
of action, says Barker . "But as the aim of his art grows 
finer and its practice more mature, we are likely to find 
him relegating action to the background and economizing in 
every sort of doing so that his characters may be able less 
h 11105 disturbedly to be what t ey are .... Their relations to 
one another will make a significant pattern . It is this 
that . is really important in drama . "Great plays will always, 
I think," says Barker, "be found to be balanced construe-
. . 106 
tions of character . " 
103 . Ibid., p . 30. 
104 . Ibid . , pp . 30-31 . 
105 . 
106 . 
Ibid . , p . 31 . 
Ibid . , p. 32 . 
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The only proper medium of expression for this sort 
of characterization, Barker believes, is poetry. By poetry, 
however, he means economical, emotional language, be it 
verse or prose . Drama needs a language capable of expres -
sing thought and emotion combined, and at times emotion al-
most separate from thought, a language which will appeal in 
subtle ways, past reason . There must be economy of expres-
sion, and .use of the significant and memorable phrase .107 
Thus poetry and drama are very closely allied . "Some poets 
may have proved poor dramatists enough," says Barker; "but 
what great dramatist has not been a poet? "lo8 
Shakespeare is, of course, t he greatest of these drama-
tist-poets, and about him Barker has a great deal to say. 
For most readers and students of the drama probably the 
most popular and valuable of Barker's critical works is and 
will continue to be his Prefaces to Shakespeare . Barker 1s 
interest in Shakespeare began early in his acting career, 
his first big success being Richard II, was further evi-
denced in his own productions of Twelfth Night and A Winter 's 
Tale at the Savoy and of A Midsummer Night 1 s Dream in both 
London and New York, and reached its climax with the series 
of Prefaces . The Prefaces originally were commissioned as 
contributions to an edition called The Players' Shakespeare, 
107 . 
108 . 
Ibid . , pp . 34-35· 
~. , P • 39 · 
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which was never completed. Barker, however, went on with 
his work, which expanded beyond the original dimensions. 109 
The ~refaces were originally published in five series, all 
of them being finally combined in a two-volume American 
edition which incorporates some revisions. In them Barker 
conunents on ten plays: Hamlet, ~' The Merchant of Venice, 
Antony and Cleopatra, Cymbeline, Othello, Coriolanus, Romeo 
and Juliet, Julius Caesar, and Love's Labour's Lost. They 
vary considerably in length--from thirty-two pages to The 
Merchant of Venice to 237 pages to Hamlet. 
Barker's fundamental attitude toward Shakespeare is that 
he was a master playwright, a stage craftsman, who was writ-
ing for a certain type of theatre, the conditions of which 
determined to a great extent the way in which he wrote. The 
Elizabethan dramatist did not necessarily think of aesthetic 
laws, says Barker, or calculate nicely his play's construe-
tion. 
He had mastered this instrument of the theatre, in 
its crudity, in its delicacies; and, upon it, given 
his theme, he improvised. That is nearer the truth, 
if not quite true. We, after the event, with but a 
groping knowledge of .the instrument, must analyse the 
scant evidence of the printed play, re-create the actors 
and their acting and their audience t oo, in our imagina-
tion. This is work for the critic and historian, and 
for actors also to re-inte1£net, if they can, 'this yes-
terday in terms of to-day. 
109. "Author's Preface," Prefaces to Shakespeare (Princeton, 
New Jersey : Princeton University Press,-r947), I, v. 
110. "Tennyson, Swinburne, Meredith--and the Theatre," 
The Eighteen-Seventies, p . 178 . 
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This is Barker's emphasis in his Shakespeare criticism. 
He attempts to interpret the plays and Shakespeare's art 
in terms of the Elizabethan theatre, to re-create for us 
the performances as they were in their original presentation. 
In this attempt Barker combines the capacities of the 
scholar and the man of the theatre. He has a wide knowledge 
of Shakespear€an scholarship. He pays tribute to the work 
111 
of Dr. A. w. Pollard and Sir Edmund Chambers; he has 
studied the original texts of the plays as well as the work 
of later editors; he refers to the comments of critics like 
Dr. Johnson, Charles Lamb, Edward Dowden, A. c. Bradley, 
and Dover Wilson when there is reason to. But Barker is 
not merely the scholar who has pored over Shakespeare in 
his study and thought of h~ as a poet who happened to 
write in dramatic form. Barker is an experienced man of 
the theatre himself, and it is his approach to the plays 
as first of all works meant to be performed by actors in a 
theatre and his capabilities in pursuing this approach that 
give special ~portance to the Prefaces. Barker's own state-
ment of his purpose is this: 
These Prefaces are an attempt to profit by this new 
scholarship and to contribute to it some research into 
Shakespeare's stagecraft, by examining the plays, one 
after another, in the light of the interpretation he 
designed for them, so far as this can be deduced; to 
discover, if possible, the production he would have 
desired for them, all merely incidental . circumstances 
apart.ll2 · 
lll. _,refaces, I, 4. 
112. Ibid. 
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Barker's insistence that closet drama is an anomaly and 
that a play is not fully realized except in the presentation 
of it by actors upon a stage is reiterated in the case of 
Shakespeare . "The text of a play is a score awaiti ng per-
formance ••• , " he once again states .113 Even the most diffi -
cult to stage of all of the plays, King Lear, is to Barker 
first of all a play. Shakespeare meant it to be acted; it 
was acted; it can be acted . Barker . begins the Preface to 
Lear by quoting Charles Lamb ' s famous dictum "Lear is essen-
tially impossible to be represented on a stage," and explains, 
11Ivly chief business in this Preface will be to justify, if I 
can, its title there . ull4 He disagrees with Bradley 1 s state-
ment that the very essence of the storm-scenes is destroyed 
in presentation. "For in whatever Shakespeare wrote \Tas the 
implied promise that in the theater it would gain. 11115 Al-
though Barker admits the possibility that "this most practical 
and logical of dramatists did for once - -despite himself, 
driven to it by his unpremeditating genius--break his promise 
and betray his trust by presenting to his fellows a play, the 
capital parts of which they simply could not act," he main-
tains nevertheless that if he did so, the actors and audience 
did not find him out . Moreover, he protests , Shakespeare 
"has not failed; he has--to the degree of his endeavors--
113. 
114. 
Ibid . , p . 5 · 
Ibid . , p. 261 . 
115 . Ibid . , p . 263 . 
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triumphantly succeeded . But to appreciate the success and 
to give effect to it in the play ' s performance we must mas-
ter and conform to the stagecraft on which it depends . ull6 
Barker's understanding of Elizabethan stagecraft is 
certainly as thorough as is possible with our present knowledge 
or the Elizabethan theatre . Shakespeare ' s was not a 11 realis- . 
tic" method of presentation, he points out, in the modern 
sense or scenery painted t o resemble the actual world, cos-
tumes historically accurate , dialogue written and spoken to 
suggest ordinary conversation . Shakespeare was forced to 
conform to the limitations or his theatre, but, Barker con-
sta~tly indicates, these "limitations" were turned by the 
master dramatist to advantages . The storm scenes in Lear, 
ror example , cannot be successrully presented in a realistic 
rashion . Instead of attempting any such presentation, how-
ever, instead of providing through the mechanical means 
available in the modern theatre a storm that would rival 
and quite possibly overwhelm the actor, Shakespeare iden ti.-
fies the storm with the man . The actor impersonates both 
Lear and--reflected in him--the storm. No actor in his 
senses, says Barker, would try to act the scenes "realisti~-
11 "117 a y . Shakespeare, through the medium of his dramatic 
poetry, has given us two Lears in one--"the old man pathetic 
by contrast with the elements, yet terribly great in our 
116 . Ibid . , pp . 265-266 . 
117 . Ibid . , pp . 266-267 . 
immediate sense of his identity With them . "118 Barker 
does admit that the actor can be but a token of the ideal 
Lear, and that some may feel that in their imagination they 
come closer to Shakespeare ' s conception. But to say that 
the actor only removes us one stage farther from that con-
ception is wrong . "He gives the words objectivity and li.fe," 
insists Barker. ''Shakespeare has provided for his int erven-
tion. He can at least be a true token . 11119 Barker presents 
his argument in a thorough fashion, and with the weight of hi~ 
experience behind it, i t is convincing . 
Barker gives much attention to the fact that because 
the Elizabethan stage was unlocalized and there was no elab-
orate "production" Shakespeare was able to make the most of 
contrasts between characters and scenes, contrasts which 
modern scenic productions destroy at the same time as they 
lengthen the time of performance. Only on an unlocalized 
stage do these contrasts acquire their full value . For ex-
ample, in Romeo and Juliet as Capulet and Paris are planning 
Juli et 1 s marriage to ·Paris on the outer stage, we know t hat 
the young lovers, already married, are in each other ' s arms 
on the upper portion of the stage . And hardly have Capulet, 
Lady Capulet, and Paris left when Romeo .and Juliet appear 
at the window above, ignorant of the new blow which we know 
118 . I bid .> P· l7o. 
119. I.bid • . 
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is going to fall. 120 This sort of contrast Barker finds 
Shakespeare using time and again, and, he emphasizes, it 
is not possible if there must be waits for scene changing. 
The rapid shifting of locale in Antony and Cleo.patra, too, 
is not possible in a modern production with elaborate scenery. 
Barker comments on the fact that Acts III and IV contain 
twenty-eight scenes which editors have conscientiously la-
belled with localities and from which they have then con-
cluded that Shakespeare is going too fast. But Shakespeare 
did not localize the scenes, with the result that properly 
presented it is the characters, not the settings, which cap-
ture the audience's attention. 121 Indeed for Shakespeare no 
locales had any reality of their own. . ·"They existed for the 
convenience of the actors, whose touch gave them life, a 
122 
shadowy life at most; neglected, they existed no longer." 
Another convention of the Elizabethan theatre which 
Barker discusses in its- effect on Shakespeare's work is the 
acting of women's parts by boys. Here again, Barker shows, 
Shakespeare did not find this a limitation, as we might think, 
but an advantage. He does not present scenes of physical 
love-making, which might not have been successful under the 
circumstances, either in Romeo and Juliet or in Antony and 
120. · Prefaces, II, 315-316. 
121. Prefaces, I, 10. 
122. Ibid., p. 11. 
Cleopatra, but rather he elevates the love scenes to an 
intellectual and spiritual plane, which adds to their 
power and results in admirable portrayals of women. 
Cleopatra, for instance, has not a single scene in which 
to show her sensual attraction for Antony, though Enobar-
bus describes her charms to us . The lovers are not ever 
alone together. Shakespeare perforce endows her with 
other charms for conquest--wit, coquetry, perception, 
imagination . And , asks Barker , 
••• How does a Cleopatra differ from the common run 
of wantons but in just such gifts as these? I t 
would take a commonplace dramatist to insist upon 
the obvious, upon all that age does wither, while 
custom even sooner stales its infinite monotony!~23 
Instead of making capital of feminine sex appeal, then, as 
a modern playwright would, Shakespeare by the limitation 
of his theatre was helped ;'to discover that the true stuff 
of tragedy and of the liveliest comedy lies beyond sensual 
bounds ."124 
In his analysis of Shakespeare's use of the convention 
of time, Barker shows ·that to Shakespeare it is only "drama-
tic time" that matters, not clock or calendar time. The 
"ambiguity of time" in Othello, for example, is necessary 
for the dramatic effect . From one point of view the action 
123 . Ibid., p. 437· 
124. I bid., p. 15. 
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is precipitated to such a degree that Desdemona would not 
have had time to commit adultery with Cassio . Thi s hasten-
ing of the action is necessary, explains Barker, for were 
Othello given time to reflect or to question anyone but 
Iago he would have discovered the fraud . Yet with his 
choice of words and phrases in the speeches Shakespeare 
at the same time creates the feeling that much more time 
has elapsed since the marriage . 125 He makes the best of 
both calendars, and the important thing is that "when it 
is acted we notice nothing unusual, and neither story nor 
characters appear false in retrospect. 11126 In The Merchan t 
of Venice, too, time is treated with similar freedom. Shake-
speare could have tried to synchronize the time element in 
the two plots. The months necessary for the forfeiture of 
the bond could have been matched by an equal lapse of time 
in the casket story, but the latter is so fragile that it 
cannot be enlarged. So what Shakespeare does is 
to set each story going according to its nature; 
then he punctuates them, so to speak, for effect. 
By the clock they are not even consistent in them-
selves , far less with each other. But we should pay 
just the sort of attention to these months, days, or 
hours that we do, in another connection, to the commas 
and semicolons elucidating a sentence. They give us, 
and ar12meant to, simply a sense of time and its exac-tions . ·r 
Barker's general plan in these Prefaces is first to 
describe the construction and action of the play in consider-
able detail, re-telling the story with a liberal use of 
125. Prefaces, II, 26. 127. Prefaces, I, 337-338 . 
126 . Ibid., p. 24. 
quotations and elucidating the effects created by Shake-
speare . Then he comments on topics such as act-division, 
the characters, the verse and prose, the costuming and 
scenery. 
As he goes through each of the plays, he makes sugges-
tions to actors as to how certain scenes should be done and 
certain lines spoken, and where the very lack of speech is 
significant . Shakespeare's drama depends greatly upon its 
actors, maintains Barker. I n fact , it "concentrates, and 
inevitably, upon opportunity for the actor."128 Barker 
gives hints that help the reader to visualize the action 
and should help an actor to create the desired effect . For 
example, there is the scene in which the mad Lear, the blind 
Gloucester, and the disguised Edgar are together. Lear 
states that Gloucester's bastard son was kinder to his 
father than his lawful daughters were to him. Bltrker ex-
plains : 
Gloucester knows better; but how protest so to the 
more erratic voice? Besides which there is only the 
kindly stranger-peasant near . A slight unconscious 
·turn of the sightless eyes toward him, a simple ges-
ture--unseen--in response from Edgar, patiently bidfng 
his time, will illuminate the irony and the ~athos. 2~ 
And in Hamlet Barker suggests that when Hamlet asks Laertes 1 
pardon at the end before the fencing match, Laertes ' remark 
about his honor needing satisfaction can be made significant, 
128. Ibid., p. 11. 
129. Ibid., p. 296. 
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for "a glance exchanged with the King will tell us by 
whose help he has concocted the quibbling reply that he 
] 130 gives ••• • It must be admitted that some of these 
elucidations by Barker are so subtle that one wonders if 
an audience could possibly appreciate their significance . 
But Barker himself is of the opinion that the full effect 
of every play may not be expected to be made point by point 
in one hearing. 11For the appreciation of such a work as 
King Lear, " he says, "one might even demand the second or 
third hearing of the whole, which the alertest critic would 
need to give to (say) a piece of music of like caliber ." l3l 
With respect to act-divisions Barker recognizes that we 
do not know what the practice was in Shakespeare ' s theatre 
and ;that certainly the breaks made by editors are not a reli-
able indication of what was actually done . So he makes his 
ow~ suggestions as to where pauses should come from the point 
of view of theatrical effect . Speed of presentation and the 
elimination of unnecessary breaks are what he stresses. He 
would achieve 'this speed ip. modern productions by simplicity 
in staging and by rapidity in speaking the verse--not by 
cutting Shakespeare ' s lines . He does think that a few of 
the more obscene jokes can be cut because they do not affect 
an audience of to-day as they did Shakespeare ' s . And some 
of the meaningless topical allusions can likewise be omitted . 
130 . Ibid . , p . 211 . 
131 . Ibid . , p . 264 . 
On the whole, however, he affirms that "the blue pencil 
is a dangerous weapon •••• "l32 
In his comments on the language of the plays Barker shows 
a deep understanding of the effects created through rhythm 
and melody and the sounds of words, but he makes almost no 
remarks about imagery--probably because it is not the element 
of language with which an actor would be most concerned.l33 
Costuming and scenery he treats when there is some special 
need for discussion of them. His general attitude is that 
the decoration must in no way distract from the hearing of 
Shakespeare's lines; it must never compete with the actors, 
who are "the sole interpreters Shakespeare has licensed.ul34 
We know more about historical accuracy in costuming than did 
Shakespeare, but, says Barker, 11 ••• We have to interpret, not 
to correct him; we are committed even to his errors." Cleo-
patra may be given some Egyptian stigmata, but there still 
must be laces to cut unless we are to falsify Shakespeare, 
for he has the faculty of making great things vivid t o us 
by such little strokes as the "Cut my lace, Charmian." 
These must not be spoiled by mere historical accuracy in 
costuming.l35 
With Shakespeare, as with all dramatists, Barker is 
firmly of the opinion that for the full realization of the 
132. 
133· 
Prefaces, 
134. 
135· 
Ibid., p. 22. See also Part II, pp.i5·4<. above. 
For one of Barker's rare comments on imagery, 
I, 510. 
Prefaces, I, 407. 
Ibid., pp. 408-409. 
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character upon the stage there must be a collaboration 
between the dramatist and the actor. He recognizes that 
Shakespeare's presentation of character is variously in-
fluenced in the plays by external circumstances such as 
his sources and the convention of the boy-actress. He 
serves as a beneficial antidote to the Romantic cri~ics 
whom he chides for forgetting that these men and women 
are but persons in a play and not real human beings. He 
criticizes Bradley, for example, albeit gently and only 
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in a footnote, for his practice of treating Shakespeare' s 
characters ''as if they had once lived actual lives of their 
own," because 11while it lends his pages great vitality, [i tJ 
is apt to blind him to mere dramatic technicalities •••• ul36 
Yet Barker himself in his analyses of the characters cannot 
avoid this same manner . Of Iago, for instance, he says: 
What is the secret of his success--and failure? If 
it rests, as is likely, in his being what he is, he 
cannot tell us, and we listen to those many soliloquies 
in vain . Of his opinions and desires and of what he 
means to do they Will tell us truly; but as to what he 
is, less than another can the man who lives by deceiving 
others know the truth aboft7himself. We observe and must judge for ourselves . j 
What is this but treating the character as if he were a live 
human being? And of Hamlet he asks, "His troubles apart, 
what sort of man is Hamlet? "138 and then proceeds to analyze 
his nature . 
136 . 
137 · 
138 . 
Prefaces, II, 101. 
ill£.. , p • 1 02 • 
Prefaces, I, 244. 
The truth or the matter is, as Barker points out, 
that some characters are merely utility characters, while 
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others come to lire.l39 And Shakespeare's great neooas a 
dramatist lies in the ract that so many or his persons do 
come to lire . In the earlier plays character serves the 
requirements or the plot, although even then some or them 
achieve vitality. Shylock, ror example, says Barker, is 
actual rrom his rirst words on, but the later Shakespeare 
might have given us, "as with Othello, much more or the man, 
and so rather less or the alien and his griers . "140 Barker ' s 
analyses or the characters are not then in any sense res-
tricted by his emphasis on these as plays designed for a 
certain kind or theatre and inrluenced by that theatre's 
requirements . He takes what Shakespeare has given us and 
by putting together the pieces unites the complexities of 
the great figures (and the implications of even the minor 
ones) into a whole . For Barker believes--and rightly, 
surely--that 
All great drama tends to concentrate upon character; 
and, even so, not upon picturing men as they show 
themselves to the world like figures on a stage--
though that is how it must ostensibly show them--
but on the hidden man. And the ~rogress of Shake-
speare's art from Love's Labour's Lost to Hamlet, 
and thereafter with a difrerence, lies in the sim-
plifyi~g of this paradox and the solving of the 
problem it presents; and the process involves the 
developing of a very subtle sort of stagecraft in-
deed.l!j.l 
139. See Prefaces, I, 351, for example. 
140. Prefaces, I, 353 .· 
141. Ibid., p. 7· 
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The great characters in Shakespeare have a spirit of their 
own; they have achieved a life of their own, that spiritual 
reality which Barker elsewhere says will cause the charac-
ter to "transcend the actor ' s incarnation of it" and which 
.,141. 
"may survive the incarnation in a thousand actors, that 
'' something very like an immortal soul " which the great drama-
tist gives his characters. l 43 It is this final spiritual 
reality which he, too, like the earlier Shakespearean critics, 
discusses, as well as the practical presentation of the 
character in the theatre. But Barker ' s knowledge of the 
theatre of Shakespeare ' s time and of his own, and his under-
standing of the art of the actor in all times and theatres--
these are what enable him to interpret Shakespeare's inten-
tions in his character portrayal with unusual insight . 
Although Barker admires Shakespeare as a dramatist and 
constantly points out examples of his technical mastery, 
poetic powers, and genius at characterization, he is never-
theless not an idolater of the great man . He does not at-
tempt to rationalize away all flaws in the plays nor, even 
when there is an opportunity, as with Cymbeline, to assign 
them to the unknown collaborator . He indicates in various 
places that Shakespeare might have done better than he has. 
For example, he says, ''Claudius does not come quite unques-
tionably to life . 11144 Laertes 1 re'bellion he finds not very . 
142. On Poetry in Drama, pp . 30-31. 
143 . Prefaces, I, p . 29 . 
144. Prefaces, I, 223 . 
convincing . 145 And Hamlet is "the tragic product" of 
Shakespeare's failure "to reconcile the creature of his · 
146 imagination with the figure of the borrowed story. " 
The last stretch of writing i n Romeo and Juliet is poor 
in quality .147 In Cymbeline " there are more signs than 
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one that Shakespeare never fully 1found himself' in this . 
new form of play."148 Barker's over-all estimate of Shake-
speare is, of course, very high, and it is an estimate 
based on Shakespeare as a dramatist . He says : 
There have been better intellects than Shakespeare ' s 
and poetry as good as his . He holds his supreme place 
by his dramatist's necessary power of bringing thought 
and vague emotion to the terms of action and convinc-
ing speech; further, and far more than is often allowed, 
by his peculiar gift of bringing into contribution the 
commonplace traffic of life . I49 
Interesting, original, and searching though Barker's 
Prefaces are, they are not always easy reading . The great 
amount of detail, the extensive use of quotations, and the 
broken-up sentence structure demand close attention . One 
of his favorite devices (not only in the Prefaces, but gen-
erally in his critical works ) i s t he use of long parentheses, 
as here : 11.And she has primed heraself--clearaly she does not 
relish t he task; the subject is a ticklish one; it is 
Claudius, she announces, who is offended--to be ' round 
with him . 1 " 150 Serious though he is most of the time, Bar-
ker does occasionally reveal a sense of humor and a felicity 
145 . Ibid . , p . 123 . 
146. Ibid., p. 231 . 
147. Frefaces, I I, 323. 
1 48. Prefaces, I, 539-540 footnote . 
149. Prefaces I, 19-20. 
150. Ibid., p. 228. 
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in apt expression~ as in the description of Cleopatra quoted 
151 
already. On the whole~ the Prefaces make absorbing and 
even exciting reading. 
Barker ' s Prefaces are of such importance that it seems 
impossible that any producer of Shakespeare would now start 
on his work without havi ng studied them in detail . Indeed 
they are Barker ' s own productions in words of ten of Shake-
speare 's plays--careful, scholarly, and at the same time 
imaginative and poetic. Undoubtedly they have been consulted 
by producers and have influenced modern productions of Shake-
spearean plays. Gielgud tells us that Harcourt Williams as 
director of the Old Vic based four productions during the 
1929-1930 seasons on Barker's prefaces--Romeo and Juliet, 
Antony and Cleopatra, Lear , and The Merchant of Venice.1 52 
Williams produced Antony and Cleopatra, for example~ accord-
ing to the general Renaissance conception of classical scenes 
and costumes, which is what Barker in his Preface had sug-
gested must have been Shakespeare's idea of the playl53 . 
In 1940, after the Lear Preface had been written, Gielgud 
persuaded Barker out of his retirement to supervise an Old 
Vic production of the play, and the production was undoubted-
ly based, though in no mechanical sense, on the Preface. 154 . 
Margaret Webster~ one of our outstanding present-day Shake -
151 . See above, p . ]4S: _ 
152 . "Granville-Barker' s Shakespeare , 11 Theatre Arts Monthly, 
XXXI _ (October, 1947), 48 . · 
- -153 · Byrne, "Fifty Years of Shakespearian Production~ " p.l4 . 
154 . Alan s. Downer, "Harley Granville-Barker, 11 Sewanee 
Review~ LV (Autumn, 1947), 644-645. 
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spearean producers, pays tribute to Barker in a review of' 
Volume I of' the Pref'aces . Says Miss Webster: 
Much of' Granville-Barker's thinking has already passed 
into common theatre practice. His reiterated insist-
ence on the uncluttered freedom of the Elizabethan 
stage has already had its eff'ect •••• Ve already owe 
him more than we know. The present writer is glad to 
acknowledge a prof'ound debt to Harley Granville-Barker, 
and is gratef'ul to renew, in this volume, an old and 
deeply valued acquaintance.l55 
Speed in production and fidelity to the original text are 
indeed virtues regularly extolled in Shakespearean produc-
tions now, and f'or this much of' the credit undoubtedly goes 
to Barker . 
Hesketh Pearson complains that Barker shows no biograph-
ical interest in the Prefaces ; 
His essays in Shakespeare ' s plays contain many admirable 
tips f'or producers, but he never gives the imp~ession 
that he was in touch with the man behind the plays, or 
indeed that he considered the personality of the author 
explanatory of' the plays . He had in f'act a prof'essorial 
attitude to Shakespeare , the attitude of' one who sepa~­
ates the worker from his work, ~gg sees no relationship 
between lif'e and literature •••• 
Now to say that Barker sees no relationship between life and 
literature is manifestly absurd . And it is equally absurd 
to label this a professorial attitude . But Pearson also 
speaks of' Barker "the producer before he degenerated into 
a professor . ul57 One might well question whether· ' the crea-
tion of these Prefaces is a mark of degeneration . It is true, 
however, that Barker pays little heed to Shakespeare's per-
sonal experiences in relation to his plays, but af'ter all, 
~55· New York Times Book Review, Jan. 26, 1947, p. 4. 
156e G:B.s.: A Postscri;Pt, pp. 56-57. 
157 • ~., P• 58. 
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Barker's work is based on Shakespeare scholarship and that 
·has yet to bring much light on Shakespeare's personal life. 
And, after all, these are plays, and it is as plays that 
Barker discusses them, not as revelations of their author's 
personal experience; for it is as plays surely that they 
have lived and continue to live. The Prefaces cannot give 
us the stage productions themselves, but, as one reviewer 
has said, they do bring us to rehearsal and place us "under 
the spell of the next best to Shakespeare himself. 11158 
The Shakespeare Prefaces round out Barker ' s lifetime 
of work in and for the theatre. His critical writings are, 
to one who has studied his work as an actor, producer, and 
dramatist, a clear reflection of the same ideas and ideals 
revealed in those other phases of his activity. The empha-
sis on the importance of the contribution of the actor to the 
full realization of the play is perhaps not unexpected from 
one who has been an actor. The emphasis on the importance 
of characterization in drama, of being rather than outward 
action, and of subtle detail suggests the quality of Barker's 
ovn plays. His sympathy with non-realistic drama is in 
keeping with the quality of fantasy and symbolism in his 
own work. His s·eriousness of purpose with regard to the 
place of drama in a nation's life and the need for a national 
158. George Rylands, Review of Prefaces to Shakespeare, 
Fifth Series, New Statesman." and· Nat.ion, XXXV "[February 21, 
1948)., 157. - -
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theatre is an extension or his own attempts to produce 
new non-commercial plays and is a reflection or the serious 
intellectual character or much of his dramatic work. His 
Shakespeare productions were an earlier indication than the 
Prefaces of his ideas on how the plays should be presented : 
he speeded up the production with rapidity of speech and 
simple decorative scenery; he retained Shakespeare ' s text 
with fidelity; he emphasized the efrects intended by the 
dramatist rather than star opportunities . Thus Barker's 
work in and for the theatre is all of a piece . It shows 
an intelligent, serious, idealistic personality; it is the 
work of a man of many and great abilities . His accomplish-
ments as a producer, a dramatist, and a critic. are of last-
ing importance and insure Granville-Barker of a permanent 
place in the history of English drama . 
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APPENDIX A 
PHODTTCTTONS AT THE COURT THEATRE1 UNDER THE VEDRENNE-BARKER MANAGEMENT 
Under the Vedrenne-Barker management at the Court 
Theatre f'rom October 18, 1904, to June 29, 1907, thirty-
two plays by seventeen authors were produced, and a total 
of 946 performances were given . Since one triple-bill and 
four double-bills were given, t he total number of perform-
ances of separate plays was 988, distributed among authors 
as follows : 
Shaw (11 plays) 701 
Housman and Barker 48 
Euripides (3 plays) 48 
Barker _ 34 
Galsworthy 29 
Hankin (2 plays ) 27 
Robins 23 
Ibsen (2 plays) 13 
Hewlett (2 plays) 12 
Hauptmann 9 
Schnitzler 9 
Yeats 9 
c. Harcourt 8 
Masef'ield 8 
Maeter linck 6 
R.v . Harcourt 2 
Fenn 2 
Total 988 
Six matinees of Candi da given in April and May, 1904, 
are not considered as part of the Vedrenne-Barker series 
proper and are not included in the above figures or those 
that follow. 
The number of performances of each play is indicated 
in the following list : 
Man and Superman 
You Never dan Tell 
John Bull 1 s Other I sland 
Captain Brassbound's Conversion 
Major Barbara 
Shaw 
" II 
,, 
,, 
176 
149 
121 
89 
52 
1. The i nformation in this appendi x i s taken from Desmond 
MacCarthy, Court Theatre, pp . 123-124. 
The Doctor's Dilemma 
Prunella 
The Voysey Inheritance 
Candida 
The Silver Bo:x: 
Votes for Women 
The Electra 
The Hippolytus 
The Return of the Prodigal 
The Thieves' Comedy 
The Pot of Broth 
In the Hospital 
How He Lied to Her Husband 
The Trojan Women 
~he Charity that Began 
at Home 
The Reformer 
The Campden Wonder 
The Jlhilanderer 
Don Juan in Hell 
The Man of Des tiny 
Hedda Gabler 
Aglavaine and Selysette 
The Wild Duck 
Pan and the Young Shepherd 
The Youngest of the Angels 
A question of Age 
The Convict on the Hearth 
Shaw 
Housman and Barker 
Granville-Barker 
Shaw 
Gals worthy 
Elizabeth Robins 
Euripides 
II 
St . John Hankin 
Hauptmann 
Yeats 
Schnitzler 
Shaw 
Euripides 
Hankin 
Cyril Harcourt 
Masefield 
Shaw 
II 
" 
Ibsen 
Maeterlinck 
Ibsen 
Maurice Hewlett 
II II 
R.V. Harcourt 
F. Fenn 
50 
48 
34 
31 
29 
23 
20 
20 
19 
9 
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§jTriple 
9 bill 
8 
8 
8)Double 
8)bill 
8 
8)Double 
8)bill 
7 
6 
6 
6fDouble 6 bill 
2 Double 
2 bill 
988 
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APPENDIX B 
ADAPT TIONS AND TRANSLATIONS BY GRANVILLE-BARKER 
In addition to his original plays, Granville-Barker 
adapted or translated a number of plays from foreign lan-
guages. or these the following have been published: 
Anatol by Arthur Schnitzler 
Deburau by Sacha Guitry 
Doctor Knock by Jules Remains 
A Farewell Supper by Arthur Schnitzler 
Six Gentlemen in a Row by Jules Remains 
With C.E. Wheeler he adapted Das Marchen by Arthur Schnitzler. 
This was produced in 1912 bu~ has not been published; nor 
has Barker ' s translation of Le Mariage Force by J. B. R. 
Moliere, which was produced in 1913 . In addition, he ad-
apted for the stage Thomas Hardy's The Dynas ts and produced 
it in 1914, and he dramatized Stevenson's and Osbourne's 
The Wrong Box as The Morris Dance. Neither of these has 
been published.1 
With Helen Granville-Barker (his second wife) he trans -
lated the following plays from the Spanish, all of which 
have been published : 
By Serafin and Joaqu{n Alvarez Quintero : 
1 . The New York Public Library has a typewritten prompt-
book of The Morris Dance for the Winthrop Ames production at 
the Little Theatre, New York, February 13, 1937 · 
Don Abel Wrote a Tragedy 
Dona Clarines 
Fortunato 
A Hundred Years Old 
The Lady £rom Alfagueque 
Love Passes :Qz 
Peace and Quiet 
The Women Have Their Way 
By Gregorio Martinez Sierra : 
The Kingdom of God 
A Lily among Thorns 
The Romantic Young Lady 
Take Two from One 
The Two Shepherds 
Wife to a Famous Man 
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Although Harley Granville-Barker has been considered 
one of the most significant figures in the modern English 
theatre ever since the early twentieth century, no compre-
hensive account of his varied achievements has heretofore 
been written. It is the purpose of this study to provide 
such an account--to describe and evaluate his contributions 
to the theatre as actor, producer , dramatist, and critic. 
Incorporated in a biographical sketch in this disserta-
tion is an account of Barker's work as an actor . After ap-
pearing in various contemporary plays and in revivals of 
Shakespeare, Barker made his greatest success as an actor 
at the Court Theatre from 1904 to 1907, playing the heroes 
of many of Shaw ' s plays and of his own . Judging by contem-
porary accounts, he excelled in realistic portraya~of men 
of charm and intellectual passion , and his voice was very 
effective in lyrical moods as well as in repartee~ 
As a producer, Barker ' s first important work was done also 
at the Court Theatre from 1904 to 1907 . Here (with J . E. 
Vedrenne as business manager) he provided an opportunity for 
examples of the "new" drama to be seen by the English public . 
Among the plays performed were eleven of Shaw ' s, with the re-
sult that Shaw's reputation as a dramatist was established . 
Galsworthy was here introduced to the public with The Silver 
~· Among other dramatists represented were Hankin, Haupt-
mann, Ibs~n, Maeterlinck, Masefield, Schnitzler, Yeats, and 
Barker himself . These productions helped to expand the 
concept of what a play could be, and they set a new high 
for naturalism in acting. No "star" performances were 
allowed ; there was instead an emphasis on team work and 
totality of effect. Barker proved himself to be a demand-
ing but most capable producer. Moreover, the Court venture 
was probably the inspiration for later repertory theatresin 
Britain and the United States. 
With The Winter•s Tale, Twelfth Night , and A Midsummer 
Dream at the Savoy (1912-1914), Barker gained a reputation 
as a Shakespearean producer . Using an apron stage and 
simple, decorative settings, he emphasized fidelity to the 
text and rapidity of pace rather than elaborate realism 
and declamatory speech. These three productions are land-
marks in the history of Shakespearean revivals and influ-
enced later producers to a considerable extent. 
In 1915 Bai•ker presented a company in three plays in 
New York--The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife, Androcles and 
the Lion, and A Midsummer Night's Dream. The simplicity 
of decoration in these plays was in notable contrast to 
Belasco's elaborate realism . 
All in all, Barker did much to make the producer an 
important figure in the theatre and to raise him to the 
level of an artist. 
2 
Barker wrote eight original full-length plays (including 
two collatorations) and three one-act plays . This disser-
tation takes up each of these plays in detail in chrono-
logical order, providing a description of each (they are 
3 
now all out of print) and a criticism. There is also com-
ment on Barker's revisions of his Voysey Inheritance, Waste, 
and Madras House. 
Barker's plays are primarily intellectual. They deal 
with problems a~d ideas. The Voysey Inheritance, for ex-
ample, presents the problem of a family solicitor ' s dis-
honest conduct of trusts and the way in which his son meets 
the situation after the father 's death . Waste shows the 
tragedy which results when, because of a moment of physical 
passion, an outstanding political figure is compelled to 
give up his most cherished plan to do good for his country. 
Barker's heroes are thoughtful, idealistic, and articulate . 
They have intellectual passion rather than physical . The 
heroines of his earlier plays are examples of the "new" 
woman . He draws detailed pi c tures of English middle-class 
life and English political life, with many memorable scenes 
and convincing characters, both individuals and family groups 
such as the Voyseys and the Huxtables. 
In The Voysey Inheritance, Waste, and ~Madras House 
House Barker contributed to the advance of naturalism in 
the English theatre, carryi ng the naturalistic technique so 
far that The Madras House was accused of not being a play 
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at all because it presents a series of episodes only 
loos.ely connected by t heir relationship to the woman problem 
in our civilization. He helped to broaden what could proper-
ly be considered the subject matter of drama, as in Waste 
(which had censorship trouble because an abortion is impor-
tant in the plot). 
Though most of his plays are realistic in approach and 
naturalistic in method, yet there is in Barker from the 
very beginning an element of the romantic and imaginative. 
This appears not only in the fantasies Prunella (a Pierrot 
story written with Laurence Housman) and The Harleguinade 
(written with Dion C. Calthrop), but also in the atmosphere 
of his first play, The Marrying of Ann Leete (in which--before 
Shaw:'s 1'Ian ·.~ Superman~'"'!Bar.ker ... shows __ the power o'f : the life for·ce, 
though he does not call it that , in bringing about the union 
of a girl from the upper classes with a gardener), and es-
peciall~ in Farewell to the Theatre and The Secret Life. 
These latter two plays, though the technique is naturalistic, 
go beyond the ordinary bounds of naturalism in their spiritu-
al quality, i n their emphasis on the inner life. 
Barker helped to raise the level of dramatic writing by 
creating plays which hav.e literary value as well as theatri-
cal qualities . Moreover, the stage directions are full and 
elaborate, going sometimes beyond what could be presented 
on the stage. 
Though Barker is often spoken of as a follower of 
Shaw, the two are different in many ways. In that the 
plays of both are intellectual there is a likeness, but 
Barker is less interested in expressing his own beliefs 
and more concerned with characterization. He does not 
have Shaw's brilliance of wit; his style is lower-toned. 
There is a similarity to Galsworthy in his presentation of 
various aspects of a problem, but Barker's plays are more 
complex than Galsworthy 1s . Ibsen ' s realism undoubtedly 
influenced Barker . In his creation of atmosphere, especi-
ally in Ann Leete and The Secret Life, Barker suggests 
Tchekov . His occasional use of symbolism perhaps sho.ws 
the influence also of Maeterlinck . But Barker is by no 
means an imitator of anyone . He wrote several kinds of 
play (though they are few in number), and it is his origin-
ality which stands out . 
As a critic, Barker emphasizes the importance of the 
theatre as an educational force in a democracy. Plays 
can be very profitably used to teach by being carefully 
studied in seminars . He believes , however, that a play is 
not fully realized until it is presented on the stage, that 
the actor must co-operate in its realization, and that the 
audience is a necessary third element . He attacks commer-
cialism in the theatre and stresses the need for a national 
theatre where great plays will be kept alive . 
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Barker shows a thorough knowledge of the drama from 
the Greeks to his own day. He classifies playwrights into 
explicit and implicit, favoring the latter style, where 
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much of the meaning is indirectly expressed. Shaw, for 
example, is explicit, while Shakespeare (in his later plays), 
Ibsen, Tchekov, Maeterlinck are implicit. As a critic, Bar-
ker is sympathetic toward an extension of the bounds of 
realism. 
Character, he feels, is the most important element in 
drama. Poetry (by which he does not mean only verse) is 
the proper medium of dramatic expression because of its 
economy of means and appeal to the emotions. 
Barker's Shakespeare criticism is outstanding and now 
seems his most valuable contribution as a critic. He em-
phasizes Shakespeare as a master craftsman, one who wrote 
plays to be acted. Even Lear, he points out, was intended 
for the stage, was successfully performed, can still be 
successfully performed. He explains the influence on 
Shakespeare of the conditions of his stage. It was an 
unlocalized, unrealistic stage, and thus Shakespeare was 
able to achieve fast action and effective contrasts. The 
use of the boy-actress caused Shakespeare to make his hero-
ines depend for their charm on qualities of spirit and 
intellect rather than physical appeal. Barker studies the 
convention of time, especially in The Merchant of Venice 
and Othello, and shows how Shakespeare thinks only in 
terms of dramatic time, not time by the clock or calendar. 
Barker believes in speed of presentation and fidelity 
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to the text. He analyzes Shakespeare ' s poetry with insight, 
and comments on costuming, scenery, music in the plays. He 
writes in detail on the characters, showing great under-
standing of subtleties of portrayal. He chides the Romantic 
critics (albeit gently) for thinking of the characters as 
real people, though he does something of the same himself' , 
for he recognizes that though they are simply characters in 
a play, they have (the best of them, at any rate) a real 
spiritual existence of t heir own. He is by no means an 
idolater of Shakespeare and finds fault with him on occasion. 
Through his experience in the theatre as well as his 
knowledge of the Elizabethan theatre , Barker is able to give 
many valuable suggestions to the actor and reader about 
Shakespeare's probable intention in specific passages in 
the plays. Indeed his Prefaces to Shakespeare are permanent 
productions in words of the plays. I t is this attitude of 
the producer that differentiates Barker's from other Shake-
spearean criticism. His work has influenced producers and 
actors of the plays--Gielgud and Margaret Webster, for example . 
Barker's work in and for the theatre all reflects an in-
telligent, idealistic, serious man, one of many and great 
abilities, one who is certainly important in the development 
of the modern English theatre . 
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF THE WRITER 
Elmer William Salenius, the son of August Salenius 
and Mary Hiltunen Salenius, was born in Maynard, Massachu-
setts, on October 6, 1917. He attended the public schools 
in Maynard, graduating from high school in 1935 as valedic-
torian of his class. 
In September, 1935, he entered Boston University College 
of Liberal Arts and graduated in June, 1939, with the degree 
of Bachelor of Arts with Honor and with Distinction in English 
Language and Literature. As an undergraduate he was vice-
president of the Writers' Club, secretary of the Bailey Art 
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Society, and secretary o£ the Music Club . He was a 
Prof essor Augustus Howe Buck Scholar and was elected to 
Phi Beta Kappa . He received a Teacher ' s Diploma in Piano 
£rom Sherwood Mus i c School (Chicago ) Extension Department 
in July, 1938 . 
As a Professor Augustus Howe Buck Fellow, he studied 
at Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences in 1939-1940, 
receiving the degree of Master of Arts in February, 1941. 
During the year 1940-1941 he was an assistant in the English 
Department at Boston University while working toward a Ph. D. 
From October, 1941, to J anuary, 1946, he served in the 
United States Army . As an enlisted man he was platoon ser-
geant and instructor in the Special Training Unit, Medical 
Replacement Training Center, Camp Lee, Virginia, and later 
at Camp Pickett, Virginia . Here , to illiterates, foreign-
born soldi ers , and psychological misfits , he taught military 
subjects (drill, first-aid, tent -pitching, and so on) and 
also reading, writing, and arithmetic . He was in charge of 
the writing and spelling program, preparing the teaching 
materials for this course a s well as supervising the teach-
ing . 
He graduated from the O£ficer Candidate School at Fort 
Washington, Maryland, on April 20, 194 3 , and was commissioned 
a second lieutenant . Going to England in May, 1943, he 
served there with Military I ntelligence until July, 194 ; , 
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when he was sent to France. A year later he was back in 
England as an instructor in English at Shrivenham American 
University, an Army university established after the surren-
der of Germany. Here he taught from July to November, 1945, 
when he was returned to the United States and released from 
active duty. He holds the rank of captain in the Reserves . 
In February, 1946, he was appointed lecturer on English 
at Boston University College of Liberal Arts and was made 
instructor in English in July, 1946. He continued work to-
ward his Ph. D. along with his teaching. At present he is 
an instructor in English at Boston University College of 
Liberal Arts. He is a member of the Modern Language Asso-
ciation and of the American Association of University Profes-
sors. He lives in Maynard, Massachusetts, where he is on 
the Board of Directors and Secretary of the United co-opera-
tive Society. 
